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ABSTRACT [in Greek language] 

   Τα δίκτυα κινητής τηλεφωνίας νέας γενιάς, όπως το 5G και το επερχόμενο 6G, 

αντιμετωπίζουν πολλές τεχνικές προκλήσεις για την επίτευξη των πολύ φιλόδοξων 

προτύπων που θέτει η ερευνητική και η βιομηχανική κοινότητα. Αυτές οι τεχνικές 

προκλήσεις περιλαμβάνουν: i) υποστήριξη για πολύ μεγάλο αριθμό συσκευών στο ίδιο 

δίκτυο. ii) παροχή εξαιρετικά αξιόπιστης επικοινωνίας χαμηλής καθυστέρησης  και iii) 

παροχή υψηλής ποιότητας υπηρεσιών όσον αφορά το ρυθμό μετάδοσης. Λαμβάνοντας 

υπόψη τις παραπάνω προκλήσεις, προκύπτουν συγκεκριμένα ζητήματα που σχετίζονται με 

τη διαχείριση και τον έλεγχο του δικτύου, συμπεριλαμβανομένου του αποτελεσματικού 

ελέγχου εγκατάστασης επικοινωνίας και γρήγορης λήψης αποφάσεων. Για την 

αποτελεσματική διαχείριση των παραπάνω ζητημάτων είναι απαραίτητη μια κοινή 

προσέγγιση διαχείρισης και ελέγχου. 

   Στην παρούσα διατριβή, εμπνευσμένοι από τα αναμενόμενα οφέλη της υιοθέτησης 

προσεγγίσεων Τεχνητής Νοημοσύνης/Artificial Intelligence (AI) και Μηχανικής 

Μάθησης/Machine Learning (ML) στα δίκτυα 5G και 6G, προτείνουμε και αναπτύσσουμε 

ένα νέο πλαίσιο κατανεμημένης τεχνητής νοημοσύνης/distributed AI (DAI) ικανό να 

διευκολύνει την επίτευξη των φιλόδοξων στόχων που έχουν τεθεί. Το προτεινόμενο 

πλαίσιο DAI χρησιμοποιεί πράκτορες Belief Desire Intention (BDI) που επεκτείνονται με 

δυνατότητες ML. Αναφερόμαστε σε αυτούς ως πράκτορες BDIx. Οι πράκτορες BDIx 

βρίσκονται στις κινητές συσκευές και σχηματίζουν ένα σύστημα πολλαπλών πρακτόρων 

που ενσωματώνει ασαφή λογική (Fuzzy Logic) και νευρωνικά δίκτυα με οπισθοδιάδοση 

(Back-Propagation Neural Networks) γνωστικό μέρος των πρακτόρων. 

   Για να δείξουμε τις δυνατότητες του πλαισίου DAI, εστιάζουμε στην πτυχή της 

επικοινωνίας μεταξύ συσκευών (D2D). Η εγγενώς κατανεμημένη φύση της, με τεράστιο 

αριθμό εξοπλισμού χρήστη (UEs) την καθιστά ελκυστική για την εφαρμογή και επίδειξη 

του πλαισίου DAI, ενσωματώνοντας πράκτορες BDIx στα D2D UEs. Το κύριο 

πλεονέκτημα της επικοινωνίας D2D είναι ότι δεν περιορίζεται από τις αδειοδοτημένες 

ζώνες συχνοτήτων και είναι επίσης διαφανής στο κυψελοειδές δίκτυο.  Δηλαδή, επιτρέπει 

στα γειτονικά UEs να παρακάμπτουν το σταθμό βάσης (BS) και να εγκαθιστούν απευθείας 

συνδέσεις μεταξύ τους. Επιτρέποντας αυτό, μπορεί να επιτευχθεί βελτιωμένη φασματική 

απόδοση, ενεργειακή απόδοση, ρυθμός μετάδοσης δεδομένων, καθυστέρηση, παρεμβολές 

και δικαιοσύνη. Οι προαναφερθείσες βελτιώσεις στις επιδόσεις του δικτύου αποτέλεσαν 
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την αιχμή του δόρατος για έναν τεράστιο όγκο έρευνας στον τομέα των D2D, ο οποίος 

εντόπισε σημαντικές προκλήσεις που πρέπει να αντιμετωπιστούν πριν από την πλήρη 

αξιοποίηση των δυνατοτήτων τους στο 5G και 6G. Το πλαίσιο DAI αναμένεται να 

αποτελέσει υποστηρικτικό πυλώνα για την αντιμετώπιση αυτών των προκλήσεων.  

   Επιπλέον, μέσω του συγκεκριμένου παραδείγματος της επιλογής τρόπου λειτουργίας στο 

D2D 5G, σχεδιάζουμε και αναπτύσσουμε ένα λεπτομερές σχέδιο πλαισίου λύσης DAI 

(DAIS), συζητάμε τις πολυπλοκότητες υλοποίησης και τις τεχνολογικές πτυχές και στη 

συνέχεια υλοποιούμε το σχέδιο DAIS. Επιδεικνύουμε τα οφέλη του, όπως για παράδειγμα 

τις δυνατότητες του πράκτορα BDIx στην ενδοεπικοινωνία και τη συνεργασία με 

αποτελεσματικό, κατανεμημένο, αυτόνομο και ευέλικτο τρόπο, προσφέροντας έτσι 

βελτιωμένες επιδόσεις. Πραγματοποιούνται εκτεταμένες προσομοιώσεις χρησιμοποιώντας 

αντιπροσωπευτικές μετρικές (φασματική αποδοτικότητα και κατανάλωση ενέργειας), τις 

γνωστές μετρικές ποιότητας υπηρεσιών και ικανοποίησης πελατών (QoS και QoE), 

προσαρμοσμένες μετρικές (D2D Effectiveness, Stability και Productivity Metrics) και 

ειδικές μετρικές (Cluster Formation, Message Exchange και Control Decision Delay). 

Επιπλέον, πραγματοποιείται συγκριτική αξιολόγηση σε στατικό περιβάλλον έναντι του 

κατανεμημένου ρυθμού αθροίσματος με παγκόσμια γνώση, καθώς και δυνητικά 

ανταγωνιστικών τεχνικών, όπως η Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory (Fuzzy ART), 

Density-Based Scan (DBSCAN), Gaussian expectation-maximization (G-MEANS) και 

Minimum Entropy Clustering (MEC), προσαρμοσμένες στις ανάγκες της επικοινωνίας 

D2D. Επιπλέον, πραγματοποιείται συγκριτική αξιολόγηση σε δυναμικό περιβάλλον έναντι 

της προσέγγισης Sum Rate Approach με σφαιρική γνώση, καθώς και δυνητικά 

ανταγωνιστικών τεχνικών, όπως η Enhanced Single Hop Relay (SHRA). Στη διατριβή 

συζητούνται και αναλύονται σημαντικά διδάγματα, καθώς και μελλοντικές εργασίες.  

   Συνολικά, η διατριβή αποδεικνύει ότι το πλαίσιο DAI μπορεί να προσφέρει γρήγορο 

έλεγχο του δικτύου με λιγότερη ανταλλαγή μηνυμάτων, μειωμένη επιβάρυνση 

σηματοδοσίας και γρήγορη λήψη αποφάσεων. Επίσης, μπορεί να υποστηρίξει 

μηχανισμούς αυτοθεραπείας και συνεργατικά μπορεί να λειτουργήσει ως αυτοοργανωμένο 

δίκτυο. Επιπλέον, μπορεί να αξιοποιήσει υπάρχουσες υλοποιήσεις, π.χ. τεχνητά νευρωνικά 

δίκτυα, για την αντιμετώπιση οποιωνδήποτε άλλων προκλήσεων D2D ή οποιωνδήποτε 

άλλων προκλήσεων 5G και 6G. 
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ABSTRACT [in an international language] 

   New generation mobile networks, such as 5G and forthcoming 6G, face many technical 

challenges in reaching the very ambitious standards set forth by the research and the 

industrial community. These technical challenges include: i) support for a very large 

number of devices under the same network; ii) to provide an ultra-reliable low latency 

communication; iii) to be dynamic and adaptable; and iv) to provide high service quality 

and quantity in terms of bandwidth. Given the above challenges, specific issues related to 

network management and control arise, including efficient communication establishment 

control, and a fast decision and disaster recovery. To handle above issues effectively a joint 

management and control approach becomes necessary, with autonomous and adaptable 

actions. 

   In this thesis, inspired by the expected benefits of adopting Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

and Machine Learning (ML) approaches in 5G and 6G networks, we propose and develop 

a novel Distributed AI (DAI) framework with AI/ML able to facilitate the achievement of 

the ambitious goals set forth. The proposed DAI framework utilises Belief Desire Intention 

(BDI) agents extended with ML capabilities. We refer to these as BDIx agents. The BDIx 

agents reside on the mobile devices forming a multi-agent system (MAS) integrating Fuzzy 

Logic and Back-Propagation Neural Network for Reinforcement Learning at the 

perception/cognitive part of the agents. 

   To illustrate the potential of the DAI framework, we focus on the aspect of Device-to-

Device (D2D) communication in 5G and beyond networks. Its inherently distributed 

nature, with a vast number of user devices/User Equipment (UEs) make it appealing for the 

application and demonstration of the DAI framework, incorporating BDIx agents in the 

D2D UEs. The main advantage of D2D communication is that it is not constrained by the 

licensed frequency bands and also it is transparent to the cellular network.  That is, it 

permits adjacent UEs to bypass the Base Station (BS) and establish direct links between 

them. By enabling this, improved spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, data rates, 

throughput, delay, interference and fairness can be achieved. The above noted 

improvements in network performance spearheaded a vast amount of research in D2D, 

which identified significant challenges to be addressed before realizing their full potential 

in 5G and 6G. The DAI framework is expected to be a supporting pillar in addressing these 

challenges.  
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   Furthermore, through the specific example of Mode Selection in D2D 5G, we design and 

develop a detailed DAI Solution (DAIS) framework plan, discuss implementation 

complexities and technology aspects, and then implement the DAIS algorithm/Plan, 

executed by the BDIx agents at a static and dynamic network with speed and direction. We 

demonstrate its benefits, like for example the BDIx agent's capabilities in 

intercommunication and cooperation in an efficient, distributed, autonomous and flexible 

manner, thus offering improved performance. Extensive simulative evaluations, using 

representative metrics (Spectral Efficiency, and Power Consumption), the well known 

quality of service and customer satisfaction metrics (QoS and QoE), custom made metrics 

(D2D Effectiveness, Stability, and Productivity Metrics), and specific metrics (Cluster 

Formation, Message Exchange, and Control Decision Delay), are carried out. Additionally, 

a comparative evaluation is performed in a static environment against Distributed Sum 

Rate (DSR) with global knowledge, as well as potentially competing techniques, such as 

Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory (Fuzzy ART), Density-Based Scan (DBSCAN), 

Gaussian expectation-maximization (G-MEANS) and Minimum Entropy Clustering 

(MEC), customised to the needs of D2D Communication. Moreover, a comparative 

evaluation is performed in a dynamic environment that has speed and direction against 

Distributed Sum Rate (DSR) approach with global knowledge, as well as potentially 

competing techniques, such as Enhanced Single Hop Relay (SHRA). Important lessons 

learned are discussed and analysed in the thesis, as well as in future work.  

   Overall, the thesis demonstrates that the DAI framework can offer fast network control 

with less messaging exchange, reduced signalling overhead and fast decision making. 

Also, it can support self-healing mechanisms and collaboratively can act as a self-

organising network. Additionally, it can capitalise on existing implementations e.g., 

Artificial Neural Networks for tackling any other D2D Challenges or any other 5G and 6G 

challenges. 
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Important Acronyms Table

Abbreviation Definition
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D2D-Relay

Device to Device Relay AND/OR Device to Device Multi Hop

Relay

D2DSHR Device to Device Single Hop Relay
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DAIS Distributed Artificial Intelligence Solution
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Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents - Agent Communi-

cation Language

FL Fuzzy Logic

FMS Frequency Mode Selection

FT Fault Tolerance

Fuzzy ART Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory

GA Genetic Algorithms

G-MEANS Gaussian expectation-maximization

H D2D Handover D2D

HetNet Heterogeneous Networks

HETNET Heterogeneous network

HO Handover

ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identification Number

IM Interference Management

IMEI International Mobile Equipment Identity
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IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity

IoT Internet of Things

IP Internet Protocol

ISO-OSI

International organization of Standardization – Open System

Interconnection

ITU

International Telecommunication

Union

LDR Link Data Rate

LTE Long-Term Evolution

LTE ProSe Long Term Evolution Proximity Services

MA Mobile Agent

MAS Multi-Agent System

MEC Minimum Entropy Clustering

MEC Multi-access edge computing

ML Machine Learning

MME Mobility Management Entity

mMTC massive Machine Type Communication

mmW millimeter Wave

MS Mode Selection

MS Mode Selection

MSISDN Mobile Station International Subscriber Director Number

NCU Non-cooperative users

NFAPI network Functional Application Platform Interface

NFV Network Function Virtualisation

NN Neural Networks

OFDMA orthogonal frequency-division multiple access

PAI Parallel Al

PC Power Consumption

P-C Power Control

PKI Primary Key Indicators

PNF Physical Network Functions

PPP Poisson Point Process

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization

PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel

QL Q-Learning
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QoE Quality of Experience

QoS Quality of Service

QoS P QoS / Path Selection (Routing)

RAT Radio Access Technologies

REST Representational State Transfer

RF Radio Frequency

RL Reinforcement Learning

RRA Radio Resource Allocation

RRA Radio Resource Allocation

RSA Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

S Security

SDN Software Defined Network

SE Spectral Efficiency

SHRA Single Hop Relay Approach

SIM Subscriber Identity Module

SINR Signal To Interference Noise Ratio

SNR Signal To Noice Ratio

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol

SON self-organized network

SR Sum Rate

SSL Secure Sockets Layer

TB Thompson sampling and Bayesian control

TMS Transmission Mode Selection

TP Transmission Power

TS Time Step

UE User Equipment

URLL Ultra-reliable Low Latency

V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle

VANETS Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks

VNF Virtual Network Function

VR Virtual Reality

WDR Weighted Data Rate

WSN Wireless Sensor Networks
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Chapter 1

Introduction

New generation mobile networks, such as 5G and forthcoming 6G, face many technical

challenges in reaching the very ambitious standards set forth by the research and industrial

community. Additionally, with the rapid developments achieved in Artificial Intelligence

(AI)/Machine Learning (ML) throughout the last years, in terms of optimisation and

accuracy rate, the time has come for both worlds to come together. Therefore, currently

mobile Communication and AI/ML jointly are used in approaches that target the 5G and

6G challenges.

In this thesis, aspired by the expected benefits of AI and ML approaches in 5G and 6G

networks, we propose and develop a novel AI/ML-based Distributed AI (DAI) framework

able to facilitate the achievement of the ambitious goals set for emerging 5G/6G networks.

The proposed DAI framework utilises Belief Desire Intention (BDI) agents extended with

ML capabilities. We refer to these as BDIx agents. The BDIx agents reside on the

Mobile Devices, forming a multi-agent system (MAS) integrating Fuzzy Logic for the

perception/cognitive part of the agents.

1
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Thus, in this thesis we deploy AI techniques for providing solutions in 5G/6G mobile

network management and control. Furthermore, we adopt the view that a distributed

AI approach is well suited to handle the complexities of today’s networks in an effec-

tive manner, providing responsive and robust control, hence becoming independent and

autonomous systems.

1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation

The ambitious goals set for emerging 5G/6G networks force the academic community

to seek alternative ways in order to meet these and hence realise the demanded mobile

network infrastructure and they arise many technical challenges to achieve both of them

the emerging goals of 5G/6G networks and the demanded mobile network infrastructure

[1, 2].

These technical challenges include: i) support for a very large number of devices (IoT

included) under the same network (e.g. 1000s devices per square kilometer), called massive

Machine Type Communications (mMTC) [3]; ii) to provide an ultra reliable low latency

communication (1 ms) for supporting new applications, such as remote medical opera-

tions, and new technologies, such as Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR),

called Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLL) [3]; iii) to offer fast action

to handle dynamic aspects; and iv) to provide high service quality and quantity in terms

of bandwidth, in order to achieve the users demanding bandwidth that come from mobile

applications that use live video, high quality images, voice and text (e.g. 1 Gbps per user),

called enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) [3].

Given the above challenges, specific issues related to network management and control

arise, including efficient communication establishment control, and a fast decision and
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disaster recovery. The efficient communication establishment control is becoming increas-

ingly complex with the new 5G/6G requirements. Different approaches are proposed in

standards, including AI and softwarisation. However, these approaches are not running on

the UEs, thus are not distributed, parallel and DAI and are focused or depended on the

BS. A fast decision will make a difference in the quality of the communication for the net-

work client devices due to their dynamicity. In order to realise fast decisions, the devices

should be autonomous and dynamic due to the resultant reduced volume of messaging.

By reducing messaging exchange, the delays are also reduced. For disaster recovery, the

need for flexible communication that can act independently is essential (self-healing/Self

Organised Networks). To handle above issues effectively a joint management and control

approach becomes necessary.

Furthermore, it appears to be commonly accepted that AI and ML, among other

technologies, are expected to play a crucial role in 5G/6G networks [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1,

8, 9, 10, 11], as they will shape the future communication networks in designing and

optimizing 5G/6G architectures and protocols. Indicative of the level of interest towards

this direction, is the building by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) of an

AI/ML Toolkit (see ITU-T Y.3173 Framework [12]) for evaluating intelligence levels of

future networks, including the IMT-2020 and ITU-T Y.3170-series [13].

Also, the latest literature in 6G [9, 5, 8, 6, 14, 4, 7, 10, 15], specify that connec-

tivity demands of smart networks and requirements of near-future services can be only

satisfied by a fully decentralized control with virtual resources [10]. Thus, future net-

works are expected to change from centralised control to distributed control and become

independent and autonomous systems [8]. Furthermore, the use of AI and ML at the

edge, by bringing intelligence from centralized computing facilities to every terminal in
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the network, is also mandated [5, 8, 6, 14, 4, 7, 10, 15, 1]. This, combined with unsu-

pervised learning and inter-user inter-operator knowledge sharing, will promote real-time

network decisions [6]. Additionally, AI, Deep Learning and ML techniques will enable

6G to establish self-organization strategies, including self-learning, self-configuration, self-

healing and self-optimization of network resources at the terminal level (Mobile Devices)

[9, 5, 8, 6, 14, 4, 7, 10, 15]. Furthermore, Collective Intelligence (CI), AI, and ML can

jointly achieve 5G/6G communication [16] by agent collaboration.

Towards this end, aspired by the adoption of CI, AI and ML approaches in 5G and 6G,

in this work we present a novel Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) framework, which

we anticipate that it can facilitate in the achievement of the demanding requirements

of 5G and beyond. Thus, in this thesis we consider a D2D setup in a 5G and Beyond

communication network requirements. In this setup, each D2D device, by controlling its

cellular (i.e., LTE, 5G) and WiFi interfaces, aims to achieve D2D communication. The

target is to tackle the following D2D challenges, by focusing on the local environment of

D2D communication (i.e., the Weighted Data Rate (WDR) of the D2D path as shown in

Section 6.1.2, the D2D devices’ coordinates in proximity, etc.), rather than the global envi-

ronment: i) Device Discovery; ii) Mode Selection; iii)Interference Management; iv) Power

Control; v) Security Concerns; vi) Radio Resource Allocation; vii) Cell Densification and

Offloading; viii) QoS & QoE (Path Selection & Routing); ix) mmWave communication;

x) Handover; and xi) Non-cooperative Users. Additionally, relying only on local envi-

ronment, results in reduced signaling overhead and much faster control decision making,

targeting the achievement of the demanding requirements.

More specifically, our approach targets to implement a distributed, autonomous, dy-

namic and flexible Distributed Artificial Intelligent (DAI) framework that utilises BDIx
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agents (with Reinforcement Learning, because BDI agents from their architecture act with

Reinforcement Learning and ML), where each BDIx agent will reside on each UE. The DAI

framework offers the following advantages: i) fast network control with less messaging ex-

change and reduced signalling overhead; ii) fast decision making; iii) support of self-healing

mechanisms and collaboratively act as a self-organizing network; and iv) can capitalise

on existing implementations (e.g., Artificial Neural Networks [17]) for tackling any other

D2D Challenges. In this work, we only consider a (semi)static environment where each

entering D2D device does not have a speed greater that 1.5 m/s (i.e., pedestrian speed).

Extensions to higher mobility will be considered in future work.

In order to achieve the above advantages, the framework’s architecture is envisioned

to be modular and utilize the DAI concept. This aim is to provide to the framework

the ability to act as a glue in the employment of more than one of successful, optimized

intelligent approaches relying only on local knowledge in D2D (e.g., use Deep Neural

Networks to identify best frequency that reduces interference to be used by an entering

D2D device). Thus, the beliefs and desires can be substituted or added as modules (extra

AI/ML models) targeting on the achievement of a specific task/requirement in 5G D2D

communication (e.g., High Data Rate). Also, with the use of the BDIx agents in the

framework, it achieves intercommunication and collaboratively decisions with the use of

messages1 among them (i.e., propose, notify, inform).

Additionally, in the existing literature most D2D intelligent approaches have the fol-

lowing open issues: i) lack of joining implementation of D2D challenges; ii) not a lot of

1Note that there are a lot of predefined well structure languages for BDI agents communication.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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approaches are dynamic2 and flexible3 ; iii) opportunities of research in D2D chal-

lenges by other AI techniques; iv) opportunities of research in Security; v) an intelligent

autonomous4 solution without the use of the global network data does not exist; vi) a

Distributed Artificial Intelligent (DAI) implementation of intelligent approaches is lack-

ing vii) no work that supports self-organizing networks in D2D exists; viii) the papers

identified in the literature about D2D, promote hardware change at BS and UEs which

is expensive and difficult task to do; ix) even though D2D is a locality issue (i.e., only

between the proximate D2D devices) most of the approaches handle it as a global issue (at

the BS); x) an intelligent approach utilizing all spectrum utilization methods is lacking;

xi) an intelligent approach utilizing all transmission modes is lacking.

1.2 Thesis Contribution

The main thesis contribution is the motivation, design, and realisation of a generic

Distributed AI (DAI) framework, incorporating a special type of agent with Beliefs, De-

sires, and Intentions (the BDI agent), which is extended with Machine Learning capabil-

ities yielding to the BDIx agent. This framework is expected to have wide applicability

in Mobile Networks and effectively control the aforementioned management and control

challenges. In the thesis we adopt a D2D setting in 5G/6G, to demonstrate the salient

features of the DAI framework.

In particular, the main thesis contributions are summarised below:

2Dynamic means to react fast in a change of a situation
3Flexible means adapt to possible future changes
4Autonomous means having the freedom to act independently, do whatever needed in order to solve a

problemIACOVOS IO
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• We perform a literature review on DAI, BDI agents and AI/ML approaches in 5G

D2D communication. With this review we have identified the open issues and the

challenges in 5G D2D communication along with the need of a DAI framework.

• We motivate and design a DAI framework for tackling the demanding management

and control challenges found in 5G and beyond mobile communication networks (see

Section 1.1).

• We extend the BDI agent, adopted within the proposed DAI framework, with Ma-

chine Learning capabilities yielding the BDIx agent.

• We explore implementation aspects and realise the BDIx agents under the proposed

DAI Framework.

• We implement the Architecture, Plan Library, Execution Flowchart and BDIx In-

terpreter of the DAI framework with BDIx agents.

• We specify the BDIx Agent settings, the potential metrics, the implementation con-

straints and the implementation specifics for achieving D2D communication in the

DAI framework.

• As an illustration of the generic nature of the DAI framework, we design a number

of representative example Plans within the DAI framework for tackling demanding

D2D challenges.

• To better illustrate the use of the DAI framework we focus on the Mode Selection

of D2D communication in a static and dynamic environment, and realise two BDIx

agent Plans, the first called DAIS and the second DSR.
IACOVOS IO
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• We extensively evaluate DAIS and DSR, and also compare with other AI/ML tech-

niques (in some cases, suitably adapted to take advantage of the DAI framework).

• We achieve the maximisation of the total Spectral Efficiency5 (SE) (i.e., sum

rate) and the reduction of the total Power Consumption (PC) of the existing mobile

network infrastructure (non-D2D UE) using of the DAIS algorithm as well as the

other investigated unsupervised learning AI/ML clustering techniques under a Base

Station (BS).

• We show that unsupervised learning techniques can be utilised in order to achieve

equal or better results than the DAIS or DSR approach, in terms of Transmission

Mode Selection.

• We show, according to each approach, the mean execution time that a D2D Device

takes to conclude in the selection of transmission mode at the D2D communication

network.

• We identify the existing open issues in D2D communication through the research

and by performing a literature review.

A summary highlighting some details of the contributions in the thesis is given next.

The proposed DAI framework forms a multi-agent system (MAS) utilizing Belief Desire

Intention (BDI) agents [18, 19, 20, 21] extended with Machine Learning capabilities to

address demanding 5G/6G challenges. We refer to these as BDIx agents. The BDIx

agents reside on the Mobile Devices allowing them to intercommunicate and cooperate in

an efficient, distributed, autonomous and flexible manner. For the perception/cognitive

5The aggregated total data rate of all the links established in the network divided by the available
bandwidth of the network.
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part of the agents, Fuzzy Logic is used in the thesis. It is worth mentioning here that we

selected intelligent agents in our approach because of their ability to concurrently solve

multiple complex problems [22]. Additionally, we investigated the main features of the

framework and how the DAI framework is realised with the implementation of Beliefs,

Desires Intentions Extended (BDIx) agents in a distributed and decentralised manner.

We also examined the realisation of the BDIx agent and its architecture along with the

use of Fuzzy Logic as Plan Library. Furthermore, we show the implementation specifics

of the DAI framework.

To demonstrate the potential of the DAI framework, we focus on the aspect of Device

to Device (D2D) communication in 5G and beyond networks. Its inherently distributed

nature, with a vast number of user devices (UEs) makes it appealing for the application

and demonstration of the DAI framework, incorporating BDIx agents in the D2D UEs.

The main advantage of D2D communication is that it is not constrained by the licensed

frequency bands and also it is transparent to the cellular network. That is, it permits

adjacent User Equipment’s (UEs) to bypass the Base Station (BS) and establish direct

links between them. By enabling this, improved spectral efficiency, energy efficiency,

data rates, throughput, delay, interference and fairness [23, 24, 25], can be achieved. The

above noted improvements in network performance spearheaded a vast amount of research

in D2D, which identified significant challenges (shown in Section 2.2.2) to be addressed

before realizing their full potential in 5G and beyond networks. The DAI framework is

expected to be a supporting pillar in addressing these challenges.

In order for D2D communication to succeed in a 5G and beyond network, it must

address a number of D2D requirements/challenges (as discussed in Section 1.1). In theIACOVOS IO
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existing literature we could not identify a Distributed Artificial Intelligent (DAI) imple-

mentation in D2D, with almost all papers taking a global perspective, normally engaging

the Base Station. Furthermore, not much support for self-organizing, autonomous net-

works in D2D was identified. This thesis shows how the DAI framework can achieve the

D2D Requirements with the use of Beliefs and Desires and a Plan library with Fuzzy

Logic. More precisely, D2D Challenges are defined as requirements and indirectly as De-

sires with the purpose of the DAI framework BDIx agent to achieve them. Then, the

D2D Requirements are implemented as plans for Intentions that are derived from the De-

sires of the D2D device. In addition, some D2D Requirements must be handled during

raised events (i.e. when a device is entering the D2D Network) or when some threshold

values are violated. The relations between Network Events, BDIx Agent’s events, D2D

Challenges/Requirements, and D2D Desires are defined in the thesis. Another impor-

tant investigation carried out in the thesis is the relationship of D2D challenges between

them and also indirectly among the Desires. More specifically the definition of the two

relations of dependency and association between D2D Challenges is specified. Because,

for dependency, some D2D challenges need other challenges to finish before they can be

completed (e.g. Transmission Mode must know the surroundings using Device Discovery),

and when a D2D challenge along with other D2D challenges can be triggered at the same

time and if both are highly related among them, these associations are also specified (e.g.

the Frequency Selection Mode and Transmission Mode Selection).

Moreover, this thesis examines how Desires tackle the D2D challenges related to net-

work events and thresholds through approaches/plans. More specifically, our investigation

identifies the thresholds, events and network events that are associated and codes theirIACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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associations. The thresholds are creating events, these events then change or add Inten-

tions (from Beliefs) and through Intentions, Plans are executed. The plans and indirect

Intentions must have a specific order so that the BDIx agent can effectively achieve D2D

communication in 5G and beyond. The thesis also investigates the cases of Network

Events involving D2D Challenges and indirectly Desires. For each case of network event,

it associates it with the D2D challenges and indirectly with Desires and thresholds. The

purpose of this is to restrict the deliberation in the Agent and direct the change in priority

of the Desires according to the achievement of the 5G D2D communication. Therefore,

priority values are introduced and utilized in order to find a way to pre-specify the order

of execution (with the use of Fuzzy logic).

Continuing, a number of D2D challenges are provided as DAI framework Plans which

can be used in each Desire to tackle these D2D challenges/requirements. Also, the real-

ization of BDIx agents in terms of existing Programming Frameworks is investigated in

the thesis. Finally, a section on Multi Agent Systems and how, with the usage of Game

Theory, the collaboration of the BDIx agents can be achieved in order to satisfy all the

Device Users and the Telecom operator is offered as future work.

Next, in order to demonstrate the potentials of the DAI framework in a static environ-

ment, a specific plan/solution developed for Transmission Mode Selection, called DAIS,

was proposed in the thesis. DAIS is extended and described in the thesis. DAIS (see

Section 6.1) is a plan that BDIx agents execute (i.e., in the event of a D2D device entering

the network) in order to select the transmission mode that the D2D device will operate.

This is achieved in a distributed artificial intelligence manner and using only local network

knowledge (i.e., the Weighted Data Rate (WDR) of the D2D path, and the D2D device

coordinates in proximity). Additionally, a centralized algorithmic maximization approach,

IACOVOS IO
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called Sum Rate (SR), is proposed (in Section 6.2.1), extended to be distributed and in-

vestigated as DSR (shown in Section 6.2.2). With DSR, Transmission Mode Selection was

achieved as distributed by using global network knowledge (i.e., Coordinates, Data Rates,

Transmission Modes and Links of all Devices under the BS) and by focusing on maximiz-

ing the aggregated data rate of all the links established in the Network (we refer to this as

Sum Rate). A comparative evaluation, together with other competing approaches is also

offered in the thesis for a static environment.

Finally, in order to demonstrate the potentials of the DAI framework in a dynamic

environment, we extend the enhanced DAIS approach targeting the creation of stable and

efficient clusters and good backhauling links towards the gateway, considering dynamic

network conditions (i.e., incorporating mobility, etc.) causing changes in the D2D net-

work topology through subsequent TS of execution. The enhancements, also highlights

the extendability of DAI framework to handle other situation. To achieve this, the algo-

rithm of enhanced DAIS plan (shown in Section 6.1.5) is extended with the Speed (called

MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling threshold) Threshold restricting a device to share its link

with other devices, either for cluster formation or relay traffic, according to its speed. The

difficulty there is that in each Time Step of execution the new selected Transmission Mode

can affect existing clusters, as well the formation of new clusters and backhauling links,

that could result in disconnected/disjointed clusters. However, these clusters and paths

should not be affected, even if the UE moves away from the Cluster Head (CH). More-

over, we have introduced Speed threshold, as an extension in the enhanced DSR approach

(shown in Section 6.2.4), to make it competitive, distributed and align with DAIS in a

dynamic environment. Similarly, we enhanced the SHRA approach (introduced in [26]) inIACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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order to support multiple connections at D2D-Relays and allow cluster formation. By con-

sidering mobility, these improvements are implemented within the approaches mentioned

above, providing enhanced performance in terms of SE and PC and reduced computation

time. A comparative evaluation, together with other competing approaches is also offered

in the thesis for a dynamic environment.

1.3 Thesis Publications

A list of publications stemming from the work in this thesis appears below:

• Ioannou, I., Vassiliou, V., Christophorou, C., & Pitsillides, A. (2020). Distributed

Artificial Intelligence Solution for D2D Communication in 5G Networks. IEEE Sys-

tems Journal, 14(3), 4232–4241. https://doi.org/10.1109/JSYST.2020.2979044

• Ioannou, I., Christophorou, C., Vassiliou, V. & Pitsillides, A. (2021). Performance

Evaluation of Transmission Mode Selection in D2D communication. 2021 11th IFIP

International Conference on New Technologies, Mobility and Security (NTMS), 2021,

pp. 1-7, doi: 10.1109/NTMS49979.2021.9432648.

• Ioannou, I., Vassiliou, V., Christophorou, C., & Pitsillides, ”5G D2D Transmis-

sion Mode Selection Performance & Cluster Limits Evaluation of Distributed AI

and ML Techniques,” 2021 IEEE International Conference on Communication, Net-

works and Satellite (COMNETSAT), 2021, pp. 70-80, doi: 10.1109/COMNET-

SAT53002.2021.9530792.

• Ioannou, I., Christophorou, C., Vassiliou, V., & Pitsillides, A. (2021). A Distributed

AI/ML Framework for D2D Transmission Mode Selection in 5G and Beyond.

(Submitted to Elsevier Computer Networks)
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• Ioannou, I., Christophorou, C., Vassiliou, V., & Pitsillides, A. (2021). A novel Dis-

tributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) framework with Machine Learning for Device-

to-Device in 5G/6G communication.

(Submitted to Elsevier Computer Networks)

• Ioannou, I., Christophorou, C., Vassiliou, V., & Pitsillides, A. (2021). Dynamic

Transmission Mode Selection in 5G D2D Communication with Distributed Artificial

Intelligence and Machine Learning

(to be Submitted)

1.4 Thesis Overview

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 accommodates the background

information of DAI framework and the BDI agents. Additionally, it provides a literature

review of intelligent approaches in D2D and presents open issues in D2D for 5G/6G

communication networks. Chapter 3 describes how the DAI framework can be realized

with BDIx agents and Chapter 4 presents implementation specifics of the DAI framework

for D2D Communications. To exemplify the generality of the DAI framework, Chapter 5

presents several illustrative plans related to D2D challenges. Chapter 6 provides a detailed

illustrative example of how the DAI framework along with other competitive techniques

can be realised for D2D Mode Selection (frequency & transmission). Chapter 7 provides

performance evaluations of the DAI framework implementation for D2D Mode Selection,

firstly in a static and then in a dynamic environment, including a comparative evaluation

with competing approaches in each environment. Chapter 8 contains work that is still

in progress, conclusions and future work. A supportive Appendix is also provided in the

thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background, Literature Review and Related Work

The objective of this chapter is fifth-fold. Firstly to introduce the DAI concept, includ-

ing a discussion on BDI agents, which form the core of this work. Secondly, to perform a

literature review of intelligent approaches in D2D, considering those classified under the

Artificial Intelligent (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Data Mining (DM) fields. The

third objective of this chapter, is to provide a survey of open issues in D2D communi-

cations. The fourth objective of this chapter is to show the need of AI at 5G/6G and

Beyond. The last and fifth objective is to provide the related work that is associated

with BDI agents in telecommunications, D2D frameworks, transmission mode selection

and dynamic transmission mode selection.

2.1 DAI Framework and BDI Agents

This section provides background knowledge regarding the concepts of the DAI frame-

work and BDI agents, as reviewed from the open literature. In addition, the important

architectural characteristics of the agents are provided. Finally, a description on how BDI

Agents can form multi-agent system, is provided.

15
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2.1.1 Distributed Artificial Intelligence Concept

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is an area of study under Al concerned with

coordinated, concurrent action and problem-solving in a distributed manner. DAI has a

class of technologies and methods that span from Q-Learning to multi-agent technologies

targeting the implementation of distributed approaches for a specific problem. Distributed

Artificial Intelligence (DAI) as a concept is based on intelligent agents that manage their

knowledge, abilities, capabilities and intends/plans in order to perform actions with the

objective to solve problem(s) by collaboration or as individual entity for problem solving

[27, 28, 29, 30].

2.1.1.1 Areas of Distributed Artificial Intelligent

The DAI can be separated into four areas of research. The Distributed Problem Solving

(DPS), Parallel AI (PAI), Swarm Intelligence, and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [31, 32].

Distributed Problem Solving

The Distributed Problem-Solving (DPS) investigates how a problem can be divided

among several modules/nodes/agents that cooperate at the level of dividing and sharing

knowledge about the problem and the developing solution [31, 33]. The DPS is usually used

in either constraint-satisfaction problems (DCSPs) or distributed constraint-optimisation

problems (DCOPs). For each case of problems, multiple algorithms have been designed

[34]. The general approach is to reduce the more significant problem into interdependent

sub-tasks (spatial, temporal, or functional). The partial solutions are then integrated and

joined, and fit into an overall solution [35].IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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In DPS [32], collaboration is essential given that no individual agent has sufficient

information, knowledge, and capabilities to resolve the complete problem. The designer, a

researcher of DPS, has to correctly allocate the information and capabilities in such a way

that agents supplement rather than conflict each other. Typical application areas are the

following (among many): i) distributed planning and control; ii) interpretation; iii) coop-

erating expert systems; iv) cognitive models of cooperation; and v) human cooperation

backed by digital tools.

Note that requiring cooperation increases the complexity of the system exponentially.

However, according to [35]: i) it is cheap to use, from a hardware perspective, because

it allows the interconnection of multiple devices, rather than having a single centralised

(equivalent in power) processor; ii) many AI applications are distributed by nature and

design; iii) the modularisation of the problem into sub-problems is providing the ability

to check, debug, and maintain the modules; iv) having DPS accelerates the incorporation

of AI into human society because collaboration is the evolutionary mechanism.

In order for the DPS to achieve their target and reach a solution, they need [32]: i)

to use designing incentives for the agents to work together (coherence); ii) formulate the

agents to learn how to work together (competence) via AI/ML or by standard plans.

Parallel Al

The Parallel Al (PAI) [31] investigates how to develop parallel computer architectures,

languages, and algorithms for Al. The approaches that are under the class of PAI are

targeting the solution of performance problems of Al systems and do not investigate the

conceptual advances in understanding the nature of reasoning and intelligent behaviour

among multiple agents.

IACOVOS IO
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This thesis focuses on approaches to the problems of distributing and coordinating

knowledge and action in distributed problem-solving and multi-agent systems. Note that

developments in concurrent languages and architectures (PAI) have direct impact on all

other areas of DAI [31].

Swarm Intelligence

Swarm Intelligence (introduced in [36]) investigates how the artificial natural systems

made by multiple agents coordinate using decentralized control and self-organization by

observing natural swarm of agents (i.e., ants). A typical swarm system has some proper-

ties: i) it has homogeneous agents (either identical or belonging to other typologies); ii)

agents interact with each other corresponding to basic rules that only develop local infor-

mation exchanged directly with another agent or via the environment (stigmergy); and

iii) the agents in the group achieve self-organisation and results emerge from the overall

behaviour of the system [32].

Multi-Agent Systems

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) investigate how the intelligent coordinating behaviour

among a collection of autonomous intelligent agents can coordinate their knowledge, goals,

skills, and plans jointly to take action or solve problems. The agents forming a multi-agent

system may be working toward a single global goal, or they may be working toward sep-

arate individual goals, which make them have interaction among them. Also, agents in a

multi-agent system can share knowledge about problems and solutions through collabora-

tion [31, 32]. The agents must have reasoning about the processes of coordination amongIACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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the agents. In multi-agent systems, the task of coordination can be quite difficult. Addi-

tionally, there are approaches like open systems where there is no global control, globally

consistent knowledge, globally shared goals or success criteria and global representation

of a system [31]. Furthermore, in MAS, distributed autonomous agents interact with each

other based on pre-determined rules/constraints and, consequently, a collective behaviour

that is achieving the target solution with the use of interactions. The interactions are

between the agents with other agents and between agents and the environment itself.

Additionally, with the use of Reinforcement Learning and ML (learning basically) in the

agent, the actions reward function can be maximised [32].

2.1.1.2 DAI Characteristics and Requirements

In this section we provide the DAI characteristics and requirements [32]. The DAI

can principally be used for learning, reasoning, and planning on any problem. For DAI

autonomous learning, agents reach conclusions or a semi-equilibrium through interaction

and synchronous or asynchronous communication and can decide with a reduced amount of

data. Thus, the DAI can be defined by three main characteristics [37]: i) It is a distribution

method for the allocation of tasks between agents; ii) It is a method of distribution of

powers; and iii) It is a method of communication of the agents.

There are specific minimum requirements by an approach to be considered distributed

AI [38]. These requirements are:

1. The agents’ granularity can be either acting at a task-level problem decomposition

(coarse-grained) or a statement-level decomposition (fine-grained)

2. The agent’s knowledge could be either redundant or specialised (heterogeneous).
IACOVOS IO
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3. There are several ways of distributing the control in the system (e.g., benevolent,

competitive, team, hierarchical, static, shifting roles)

4. There exist different ways of communicating (e.g., blackboard model, message-

model) that can be either at low or high-level content.

Essential concepts in the design of the DAI approaches are the achievement of dis-

tributed (a centralised process of task distribution) or decentralised system (allocation of

tasks in a decentralised manner).

As shown in [39], in order to build a DAI, you need to have the following building

blocks in the design process: i) design the agent architecture in terms of heterogeneity,

reactive and deliberate features; and ii) design the overall distributed, autonomous system

properties such as the communication channel (i.e. message-model) that the agent will use,

the protocol (i.e. FIPA-ACL) and how much human will be involved in the decisions of the

agent (i.e. monitoring QoE). Note that all these divisions designed for the (running) system

ask the designers of the agents to make several initial checking calls using Application

Programming Interface (API) e.g., Representational State Transfer (REST) targeting the

coherence of agents, checking that there is a fixed protocol/language selected in order to

achieve communication and interaction and finally to check that agents decision results

are synthesisable and actionable.

Another design approach shown in [40] related to the DAI context is the following:

The designer should analyse a system where several branches work together to achieve a

common goal (following the DPS approach) or designe multiple independent agents and

look for an emerging solution from their interactions (following the MAS approach).IACOVOS IO
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2.1.1.3 Basic Problems of Distributed Al

The basic problems of Distributed Al are the following [31]: i) formulate, describe,

decompose, and allocate problems and synthesize results among a group of intelligent

agents; ii) enable agents to communicate and interact (i.e., communication languages,

protocols); iii) assure that agents act coherently; iv) enable individual agents to represent

and reason about the actions, plans, and knowledge of other agents in order to coordinate

with them;) ; v) recognize and reconcile disparate viewpoints and conflicting intentions

among a collection of agents trying to coordinate.

2.1.1.4 DAI Control

DAI control [30, 41, 42] is a category of distributed control scheme which solves com-

plex learning, planning, and decision-making problems in a distributed manner. With the

Distributed Control described above, this DAI scheme supports perfectly parallel work-

load6 .

2.1.2 Belief-Desire-Intention Intelligent Agents

Intelligent agents are autonomous units, which observes an environment using sensors

and acts upon it using actuators, coordinating their activity in the direction of achieving

goals (i.e. they are ”rational”, as defined in economics). Agent theory is concerned with

the use of mathematical formalisms for representing reasoning and the properties of agents.

Software agents are characterized as computer software that display flexible autonomous

behavior, which infers that these systems are capable of independent, autonomous action

6In parallel computing, a perfectly parallel workload is the case where little or no manipulation is
needed to separate the examined problem into a number of parallel tasks [43]. This is frequently the case
where there is little or no dependency, or need for communication among those parallel tasks [44, 45, 46].
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in order to satisfy their design objectives. Agents are utilized in a lot of applications. For

instance, autonomous programs used for operator assistance or data mining (in some cases

referred as bots) are also called ”intelligent agents”. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)

Agents[19], which are also called as “intelligent agents”, are a category of agents with

some extra functionality [47]. The features forming the extra functionality of these agents

are their Beliefs, Desires, Goals, Intentions and Behaviour. [19]. More specifically:

• The Beliefs represent a list of quantifiable and qualitative parameters, that reflects

the agent’s understanding (perception) of the surrounding environment. The values

of these parameters are measured by the agent by considering information related

to the surrounding environment. Beliefs can also include inference rules allowing

advance chaining to guide toward new Beliefs and machine learning structures (e.g.,

Fuzzy Logic).

• The Desires correspond to the motivational state of the agent. Specifically, the De-

sires represent a list of objectives that the agent would like to fulfill. Each objective

(referred to as Desire in the rest of the thesis) is associated with a specific plan,

providing explicit instructions, that the agent should follow towards its realization.

• A Goal is a desire that has been adopted for active pursuit by the agent.

• The Intentions represent a list of objectives, selected (as a subset of the Desires) by

the agent to perform. Specifically, the Intentions represent a list of Desires that are

currently under the pursuit of the agent, either these are currently under execution

or standby, following their associated plans.IACOVOS IO
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• The BDI Behaviour is characterized by its Perception and the Plans included in its

Planning Library and associated with its Desires. More specifically:

– A Perception is a function executed in a case of events and sensor values change.

With this function the agent can update its Beliefs and convert Desires to

Intentions according to changes identified in the environment.

– A Plan is an algorithm that the agent must follow in the case of an event or a

change of Belief to Intention.

A BDI agent decides its actions/plans, in an autonomous manner, based on its Beliefs,

goals, events, and realized intentions from desires. Additionally, it is capable of interacting

and cooperating with other agents based on two axes: i) personal interest of the agent

based on the Desires; ii) the interest of the group that the agent is part of [19]. In this

manner, a multi-agent system creating a collaborative environment is formed. However,

two important issues to consider in multi-agent systems are the following [48]:

• Mechanisms are needed to allow agents to synchronize and coordinate their activities

at runtime.

• In multiagent systems the agents are primarily concerned with their own welfare and

Intentions.

Furthermore, BDI agents can communicate among them and exchange information to

execute specific actions (e.g., change Intentions) or learn from other BDI agents or even

instruct other agents to do a specific task.IACOVOS IO
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2.1.3 Important Architectural Characteristics of the Agents

In this section, we highlight the architectural characteristics of an agent [49, 50, 51] that

are considered valuable in 5G/6G Communications (i.e., persistence, priority, flexibility,

responsiveness, reactivity). These characteristic are also implemented in the proposed

DAI framework.

Two major characteristics of agents are persistence and priority. More precisely, the

agents can have property values for persistence coefficients and priority values in their

architecture. The target is, with the use of persistence, to set the level of independence

to the evolutionary environment7 with the use of a utility function. Specifically, agents

that have high persistence, persist on their selected Intentions and execute their plans

independently of the environment evolution and sensor inputs changes that affect the

Beliefs. On the other hand, agents with lower persistence are adaptable, reactive and

responsive to environmental change. However, this may lead to problematic and compu-

tationally expensive behaviours. The priority characteristic of the agent is also important.

Through priority values an agent can determine the correct intention to be used from a

corresponding Desire in case of a Belief change or the raise of an event.

A third important characteristic of the agent is flexibility. This is related to the ability

of the agent to easily define and adapt its Beliefs, Desires and Intentions (along with other

agent’s parameters, like Plans and Priorities), in real time. For example, an agent designer

with the use of a modeler8 can define an agent with just one Belief and some Desires

and Plans that can tackle only a single problem or it can create a complex Agent that

can tackle a huge problem such as the coordination of a dancing robot. Therefore, the

7Higher persistence to continue current actions independently and with lower persistence to be adaptable
and reactive but with inconsistent and computational costly behaviors.

8The modeler is a way to define the BDI agents properties through a BDI programming framework.
An example of Modeler is the JADE.
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architecture of an agent can be simple with reduced Beliefs, Desires and Plans, or complex

with the use of full range of BDI components.

Another characteristic of an agent is its responsiveness. More specifically, the selection

of the Desires that will become Intentions, is not predefined but based on the agent’s

behavior and responsiveness to events raised, sensor measured values, and changes in its

Beliefs.

The final but equally important characteristic of an agent is reactivity. A reactive

agent can define a cognitive model and through this model specify its target challenges

along with the plans that will achieve their implementation (in the same way as in a finite

state machine).

2.1.4 Use of BDI Agents to form Multi-Agent System

BDI agents can cooperate and form a multi-agent system. Multi-agent systems are

systems composed of multiple interacting computing elements capable of autonomously

deciding what actions they require to perform in order to satisfy their design objectives. In

multi-agent systems, the entities are interacting with other agents, not only by exchanging

information, but also by appealing in analogues of the type of social activity that people

engage in every day, like cooperation, coordination, and negotiation [52]. In multi-agent

systems, there are two important issues to consider: (a) Because agents are anticipated

to be autonomous it is usually expected that the synchronization and coordination struc-

tures in a multi-agent system are not hard-wired at design time, as they normally are in

standard concurrent/distributed systems. In this manner, mechanisms are needed in or-

der to allow agents to synchronize and coordinate their activities at runtime; and (b) The

encounters that occur between computing elements in a multi-agent system are financial
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encounters, in the sense that they are encounters between self-interested entities. In a clas-

sic distributed/concurrent system, all the computing elements are supposed (implicitly)

to share a common goal (of making the overall system function correctly). In multi-agent

systems, it is assumed instead that agents are primarily concerned with their own welfare

(although of course, they will be acting on behalf of some user/owner) [52]. One way

for such multi-agent BDI systems to communicate is by using a well formatted standard

language. FIPA (The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) is an organization that

defines standards for heterogeneous and interacting agents and agent-based systems. FIPA

proposes the FIPA ACL, a well defined communication language (like natural language)

in order for an agent to propose something to other agents for adoption and execution,

or not (if the other agents reject the proposal) [53]. Another well formatted standard

language, used widely for agents, is AngelSpeak [54].

In addition, we can say the BDI agents have foundations in the Algorithmic, Game-

Theoretic, and Logical theories [52]. All the features discussed above make, in our opinion,

BDI agents suitable for solving the challenges of 5G/6G communication.

2.2 Device-to-Device communication

In this thesis we consider a Device-to-Device (D2D) setup in a 5G and beyond com-

munication network to illustrate the realisation of the DAI framework and exemplify its

properties. In this setup, each D2D device, by controlling its cellular (i.e., LTE, 5G)

and WiFi interfaces, aims to achieve D2D communication. D2D can operate both in the

licensed (inband D2D) and unlicensed (outband D2D) spectrum and is generally transpar-

ent to the cellular network. This is so because it allows proximate devices (UEs) to bypassIACOVOS IO
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the Base Station (BS) and establish direct links between them, to either share their con-

nection and act as relay stations, or directly communicate and exchange information (see

Fig.1). As D2D allows direct communication between two devices, it promises improve-

ments in energy efficiency, spectral efficiency, overall system capacity, higher data rates,

efficient offloading and load balancing, license-exempt band, controllable interference in

the licensed spectrum, and due to the allowed communication distance of 5 to 50 meters,

and low power consumption [55, 23, 56, 57, 58].

Figure 1: Device-to-Device communication

The target is to tackle the D2D challenges by focusing on the local environment of

D2D communication, rather than the global environment. Additionally, relying only on

the local environment, it is expected to result in reduced signalling overhead and much

faster control decision.

This section provides the following: i) Primary Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

for evaluation of the 5G/6G D2D approach; ii) the D2D technical challenges that an

approach must solve to achieve 5G/6G; iii) the methodology used in the literature review
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of intelligent approaches tackling D2D communication; iv) identified intelligent approaches

categorised per group of technology used; v) general observation on intelligent approaches;

vi) taxonomy of groups based on spectrum utilisation, transmission mode and control; vii)

overview of the literature review; and viii) concluding remarks and open issues identified.

2.2.1 KPIs: Key Performance Indicators

The demanding requirements of D2D communication must meet very stringent perfor-

mance criteria, as given by the standards and the research communities. Table 1, adapted

from [59], shows the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 5G and 6G.

Table 1: KPIs for 5G and 6G

KPI 5G 6G

Peak data rate 20 Gb/s 1 Tb/s

Experienced data rate 0.1 Gb/s 1 Gb/s

Peak spectral efficiency 30 b/s/Hz 60 b/s/Hz

Experienced spectral efficiency 0.3 b/s/Hz 3 b/s/Hz

Maximum bandwidth 1 GHz 100 GHz

Area traffic capacity 10 Mb/s/m2 1 Gb/s/m2

Connection density 106 devices/km2 107 devices/km2

Energy efficiency not specified 1 Tb/J

Latency 1 ms 100 µs

Reliability (1− 10−5) in % (1− 10−9) in %

Jitter not specified 1 µs

Mobility 500 km/h 1000 km/h

Reconfiguration not specified re-configurable in real time

2.2.2 D2D Technical Challenges

In order for D2D to mature and shape the D2D communication for the 5G and beyond

wireless communication network, a number of technical challenges and issues must be
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resolved. These include aspects related to Device Discovery, Mode Selection, Interference

Management, Power Control, Security of D2D communication, Radio Resource Allocation,

Cell Densification and Offloading, QoS / Path Selection (Routing), D2D using mmWave

communication, and Handover of D2D devices [2, 60]. How each one of these D2D technical

challenges and issues is addressed by the intelligent D2D approaches is elaborated below.

2.2.2.1 Device Discovery

In order for two devices (i.e., UE/UEs) to directly communicate with one another, they

must first perform the device discovery process to identify that they are close to each other

and within range for D2D communication. The device discovery (DD) includes the sending

of a discovery signal aiming to identify the presence of possible devices in proximity [23].

When two devices are found in range for D2D communication, these are considered as D2D

candidates. Then, a series of messages about link quality is exchanged between devices

and the BS, or directly between the devices. This information is considered important

because it serves as the basic input to the Mode Selection criterion (see below) that should

be satisfied in order for D2D candidates to be able to directly communicate [23, 60].

2.2.2.2 Mode Selection

When a pair of D2D candidates identifies each other for possible future communication,

Mode Selection (MS) is performed. Mode selection implies that a decision is made whether

the D2D candidates will communicate directly or via the network as conventional cellular

network [60, 61]. Note that the Communication Mode Selection should be carefully chosen

as it has a direct impact on the interference in the network.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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Mode selection can be separated in two parts: i) Frequency Mode Selection/Spectrum

Utilisation and ii) Transmission Mode Selection. Below, the different modes in which a

D2D device can operate, are outlined.

Types of Frequency Mode/Spectrum Utilisation in D2D Communication

The types of Frequency Modes (spectrum utilization) [60] that can be used for the

establishment of D2D Communication links, are categorized as follows:

• With Inband Overlay, a rigid fraction of the licensed spectrum is reserved for D2D

UEs. This is important as one band should be kept for emergency use when a UE

has to communicate due to an incident (e.g. car accident, ambulance) with special

rights.

• With Inband Underlay, D2D communication takes place over the same licensed spec-

trum intended for legacy cellular simultaneously. This is important since the D2D

devices and other UEs can reuse the same bands, thus enhancing overall spectral

efficiency and improving capacity.

• With Inband Cellular, a D2D device can use in some cases its cellular resources to es-

tablish a D2D Communication link without interfering with the BS (i.e., D2DMHR).

• With Outband Controlled, D2D UEs can exploit unlicensed spectrum to establish a

D2D cluster between other D2D devices and the BS. This is important since in this

case a shared link between a number of D2D devices and the BS can be established,

the communication of the clustered D2D devices can be local and bypass the BS.

Consequently, there is a significant saving of resources.
IACOVOS IO
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• With Outband Autonomous, D2D UEs exploit unlicensed spectrum to communicate

and they utilize other non-cellular access points (e.g., Wi-Fi) than the BS, increasing

thus, the total sum rate in the network.

Types of Transmission Modes in D2D Communication

Different transmission modes exist for D2D communication, based on how D2D devices

interact with the BS or between each other (see Fig. 2). The Transmission modes [60]

that D2D devices can operate are explained below:

• D2D Direct (D2DD): Two D2D devices connect and communicate directly with each

other by utilizing licensed or unlicensed spectrum.

• D2D Backhauling: Achieved by D2D Single-hop or Multi-hop Relaying.

– D2D Single-hop Relaying/D2D Relay (D2DSHR): One of the D2D devices is

connected to a BS or Access Point and provides access, by sharing its band-

width, to another D2D device/devices [62].

– D2D Multi-hop Relay (D2DMHR): With this mode the single-hop relaying

mode is extended by empowering the connection of more D2D devices as a

bridge in path to achieve both backhauling and/or D2D transmissions [63].

• D2D Cluster: A D2D device operating as a D2DSHR acts as a Cluster Head (CH) or

Group Owner (in Wi-Fi Direct), sharing its bandwidth with one or more D2D devices

[64][65]. The Cluster Head (CH) acts as an intermediate router to the network

through an access point or BS. Clustering is appropriate in high user densities.

• D2D Client (D2DC): The D2D devices connected to a D2D Cluster are called D2D

Clients or Group Members (in Wi-Fi Direct) [64][65].
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Figure 2: Types of Transmission Modes in D2D Communication

2.2.2.3 Interference Management

One of the most important challenges of D2D communication in cellular networks is

Interference Management (IM). As indicated above, the communication Mode Selection

has a direct impact on the interference in the network, especially when spectral efficiency

is favored by the Network Operators. For example, when the Reuse/Underlay resource-

sharing mode is selected, spectral efficiency can be achieved, however, since many D2D

and cellular users will use the same portion of spectrum, the interference problem will be

increased. This additionally generated interference, if not well controlled, may negate any

potential benefits of D2D communication, since the overall cellular capacity and efficiency

will be degraded. As an example, Interference Management in D2D Communication can

be achieved by using diverse interference mitigation techniques [60].
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2.2.2.4 Power Control

Although high transmission power can provide wider coverage and better signal quality

during D2D communication, it can, at the same time, drain the battery of D2D UEs and

cause interference to the network. In addition, Power Control (named P-C) is important

factor when other users exploit and drain ones battery when acting as a D2DSHR. Thus

proper power control during D2D communication is vital for controlling the transmit

power levels of D2D UEs, so as to deal with the interference generated by the D2D UEs,

to improve spectral efficiency, system capacity, coverage, and reduce energy consumption

[66, 67, 68]. In addition, battery power control is an important factor for user experience

and the continuity of the formed D2D communications network (e.g. as a D2DSHR Node).

2.2.2.5 Security of D2D Communication

In D2D communications the routing of users’ data is made through other users’ devices

must also consider Security (S). This makes the D2D Communication network vulnerable

to many security risks and malicious attacks (see below) that could breach the data privacy

and confidentiality. In D2D communication, we can have many forms of malicious attacks

like: i) eavesdropping; ii) man-in-the-middle; iii) free riding; iv) denial of service; v) node

impersonation; vi) malware attacks; vii) Internet Protocol (IP) / bandwidth spoofing;

viii) inference attack; ix) trust forging; and x) location spoofing. Thus, providing efficient

security (e.g., improved authentication and key agreement mechanisms) is a major issue

in order to secure D2D communication in cellular networks. It is worth highlighting that

interference exploitation can be used as an aid to provide secret communication in D2D

communication, as proposed in [69, 70, 71].IACOVOS IO
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2.2.2.6 Radio Resource Allocation

Another major issue that D2D communication needs to tackle is Radio Resource Al-

location (RRA) [60]. Radio Resource Allocation mainly addresses the issues of how to

assign the frequency resources to a group of D2D pairs, or all the D2D pairs. The aim is

to achieve an optimal use of the radio resources focusing also on the interference control

and management between D2D and Cellular links and the efficient reuse of the radio re-

sources whenever the interference is small. However, to realize the full potential of D2D

communications, the Radio Resource Allocation should be done jointly with the Mode

Selection and Power Control. The purpose is to utilize the limited radio-frequency spec-

trum resources and radio network infrastructure as efficiently as possible. Radio Resource

Allocation concerns multi-user and multi-cell network capacity issues, rather than the

point-to-point channel capacity [60].

2.2.2.7 Cell Densification and Offloading

Providing high system capacity and high per-user data rates – basic requirements for

5G/6G networks – will require a densification of the radio access network or the deploy-

ment of additional network nodes. In general, the idea of network densification [72] and

offloading (CDO) for performance enhancement directs the deployment of small coverage

cells (e.g., Picocells and Femtocells) within a close distance to the terminal/devices, lead-

ing to additional favorable channel conditions between transmitters and receivers. Hence

demands in transmission power are reduced resulting in less interference towards different

co-existing network parts and thus further improvements in achievable data rates [60].

Moreover, with the massive growth in the use of smart phones and tablets, the core and

access networks tend to overload. Thus, with these scenarios, offloading of cellular data is
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an important concern of operators, so as to free up the loaded path by providing alternate

paths to the traffic. An efficient means for offloading the traffic can be provided by small

cells (e.g., Picocells and Femtocells [66]) as there is less competition among the users

for resources, yielding a substantial increase in spectrum efficiency. However, another

offloading technique which also results in an enhancement in network capacity is D2D

communication. D2D offloading avoids radio congestion as well, apart from offloading

the core network. Note, however, that D2D communication mainly focuses on offloading

proximity services while small cells focuses on offloading hot-spot traffic. In addition, to

offloading distributed ultra-dense networks is a major part of 5G and it is used in order

to tackle CDO in 5G [73]. Therefore, D2D communication should consider implementing

ultra-dense networks by utilizing the D2D Cluster transmission mode. So with D2D, a

cluster of D2D UEs is formed under a D2DSHR Cluster Head. The cell densification can

occur where the resources (i.e., bandwidth) that are shared are limited and in the mobile

network always the resource are limited. Therefore, the D2D Cluster/Cell densification

must be implemented for the D2D communication. In order to maximize the densification

in D2D communication network the maximum supported number of D2D UEs must be

allocated and allowed access under one cluster (restricted by the protocol WiFi Direct is

250). However, this may create at the same time, many requests trying to access a cluster;

therefore, an offloading mechanism must exists in order to redirect D2D UEs devices to

other D2DSHR nodes. In addition, Cluster/Cell Densification can happen when a user at

a cluster overuses the bandwidth shared from the CH. In such cases, an offloading mecha-

nism must also exist in order to send the excess of the D2D clients to another D2D cluster

or the D2D UE that overuses traffic to a device that can handle the excess request.IACOVOS IO
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2.2.2.8 QoS/QoE - Path Selection/Routing

During D2D Communication it is essential to ensure that the QoS and QoE (QoS P or

QoS/QoE) requirements of the communication links are satisfied. To achieve this, a major

issue is the selection of the optimum routing path, otherwise excess resources/power/link

usage (bandwidth) will be wasted. So optimum path selection should be considered when

a solution for D2D is implemented [67, 74, 75].

2.2.2.9 D2D using mmWave communication

Communication using mmWave (mmW) band has recently received significant atten-

tion for 5G/6G cellular networks and D2D communication, as it operates on a much

higher frequency band (30–300 GHZ); thus, allowing an enormous increase in data rates

(multi-Gbps) and network capacity. However, mmWaves communication suffers in terms

of high propagation loss, directivity, and sensitivity to blockage, requiring Line-of-Sight

(LOS) paths in order for two devices to be able to communicate. These characteristics

of mmWave communications must face several challenges in order to completely develop

the promise of mmWave communications, including integrated circuits and system design,

interference management, spatial reuse, anti-blockage, and dynamics control [76], or even

the concept of Intelligent Programmable Wireless Environments [77].

2.2.2.10 Handover of D2D device

In order to keep the communication between two D2D devices, when these are moving

away from each other, Handover (H D2D or HO) to alternative connections should be

performed. For example, when a D2D device is moving away from the access point (e.g.,

a D2D Relay (D2DSHR) or a D2D Cluster Head) that is supported by, then the problem
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of handing the device over to the best available access point with a shared medium should

be tackled [67].

2.3 Survey on D2D Intelligent Approaches

Despite the significant amount of papers and excellent reviews addressing the D2D

challenges referred above, a thorough review focusing only on intelligent D2D approaches

is missing and will be beneficial, especially for identifying promising solutions and open

problems.

2.3.1 Adopted Methodology

Before describing the reviewed work, the methodology in collecting papers and han-

dling all the information from the papers, is outlined. It involves the following six steps:

i) Collection of the state of the art work; ii) grouping of related work; iii) Analyzing and

Evaluating related work; iv) Extracting conclusions on knowledge; v) Identifying promis-

ing solutions; vi) Identifying open research problems and conclude on a road-map, and

finally vii) proposing an intelligent approach that will take under consideration the road-

map and proposing a solution that it tackle the D2D challenges and implement D2D

communication in 5G. After the identification of open research problems and conclusion

of the road-map, this research focuses on utilizing the road-map guidelines proposed and

conclude in a framework that can successfully implement 5G D2D communications. More

specifically :

1. Step 1 - Collection of the state of the art work: As a first step, a keyword-

based search for conference papers and articles was performed in well-known scientific

databases (e.g., IEEE Xplore, ACM, DBLP, ScienceDirect, CiteSeerX, Wiley), and
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search engines. Various keywords were used such as “D2D”,”Device2Device”,”Device

to Device”, “intelligent”, “device to device”, “Intercell”, “small cells”, “hetnets”,

“fuzzy logic”, “Q”, “Q-learning”, “Neural Networks”,”Bayesian”, “Thomson sam-

pling”,” Thompson sampling and Bayesian control”, “evolution algorithms”, ”Ge-

netic Algorithms”, ”PSO”, ”Particle Swarm Optimization”, ”ACO” ,”Ant Colony

Optimization”, “artificial intelligent algorithms”, “machine learning algorithms”,

“data mining algorithms” and combinations of them. In addition to the above selec-

tion criteria, an additional criterion is to demonstrate a convincing proof of concept

by using simulations or emulations. Existing surveys on D2D [60, 24, 71, 78, 79, 80,

81, 82] were also studied for relevant efforts and for quickly identifying the state of

art. The focus was to pick only papers which followed the main concepts, design prin-

ciples and challenges of the D2D. Also papers that used proprietary protocols and

in which vendor lock-in was evident, were excluded from our research. This means

that some popular and highly cited papers in D2D might have been excluded from

our research (e.g., [83, 84]). In addition, it is worth highlighting that this research

and more specifically the concluded road-map is focusing on the establishment of

communication of D2D devices and not in using the concept of cache and social net-

works in D2D. Therefore, this research does not consider Big Data cache solutions

[85, 86], Q-Learning social network solutions [87] and machine learning similarity

based solutions [87]. Towards this end, 85 papers in total were firstly identified. An

in depth search was then performed on their most relevant references, increasing the

list of papers to 160. Out of these 160, 35 papers that were investigating the D2D

communications in an intelligent manner, were selected and analysed further.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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2. Step 2 - Grouping of Related work: In the second step, related work was cat-

egorized in groups. More precisely, eight groups were created (see Section 2.3.2),

in which the papers were placed according to the intelligent approach they exploit

to address a D2D challenge (i.e., Fuzzy Logic, Q-Learning, etc.). Note that in case

a paper combined a mix of intelligent approaches in its solution this was grouped

based on the main approach used. Then, all groups were further put in taxon-

omy of approach used: i) Spectrum utilization (i.e., Inband or Outband) for estab-

lishing the communication link; ii) The way Control is performed (i.e., centralised,

semi-distributed, distributed) for establishing D2D communication; and iii) the D2D

Transmission mode allowed (i.e., D2D relay, D2D cluster, D2D multi hop relay) for

D2D communication.

3. Step 3 - Analysis and Evaluation of Related work: In this step, each paper

included in each group was examined and analysed, recording its summary, the ap-

proach used as well as the D2D Challenges and the way the D2D Challenges are

addressed by each approach. Based on the analysis performed, the importance of

each intelligent approach is evaluated based on: i) its overall novelty and impor-

tance; ii) the following attributes: the way control is performed (i.e., central, semi-

distributed, distributed, Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI)) for establishing

D2D communication; reduced complexity during establishing D2D Communication

(e.g., support multiple subnets under the Cellular Network); achieving optimization

and fast decisions; facilitating dynamic behavior and flexibility on changes promot-

ing self healing; and reduced messaging exchange; and iii) its impact to the D2DIACOVOS IO
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challenges. After this step, the most significant papers per group were selected

compared and conclusions on knowledge were extracted.

4. Step 4 - Extract Conclusions on Knowledge: Based on the analysis and

evaluation performed on the papers in each group, conclusions were extracted. To

aid this process, graphs and tables were constructed demonstrating what aspects

of D2D challenges are satisfied by each intelligent approach. Also the merits and

shortcomings of each approach are highlighted.

5. Step 5 - Identify Promising Solutions: Based on the extracted conclusions,

the most promising intelligent approaches (based on our analysis and understanding)

able to address the open issues and satisfy the D2D Challenges are identified.

6. Step 6 - Identify Open Research Problems and Propose a Road-map:

In this step the identified open research problems, extracted in step 4 and 5 are

combined in order to conclude in a road-map. The road-map can be used to motivate

readers toward the next steps that can address the open issues and hence satisfy the

D2D challenges.

7. Step 7 - Propose a Solution that can Tackle the D2D challenges and Im-

plement D2D Communication with the Satisfaction of 5G Requirements:

In this step, given the above analysis, we focus on the suggested implementations of

the road-map, produced in step 6. To this end, to successfully implement the D2D

challenges, we propose a flexible and dynamic AI/ML framework for the implemen-

tation of a distributed autonomous control environment.IACOVOS IO
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2.3.2 Intelligent Approaches Investigated based on the Literature of D2D

In this section we investigate the adoption of intelligent approaches in D2D. An impor-

tant aspect from the literature is that some approaches utilize agents (i.e., Q-Learning),

some of them utilize Deep Learning and some Reinforcement Learning [88, 89, 90]. There

are a lot of intelligent approaches that aim to tackle the D2D problem of communica-

tion; this research focuses in the wider field of intelligent approaches and investigates how

these are used in the field of D2D Communications to address the D2D challenges. In

this road-map, intelligent approaches [91] are considered all those that are used in the

Artificial Intelligent (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Data Mining (DM) fields. This

includes Fuzzy Logic [92], Q-Learning [93, 94], Neural Networks [95], Thompson sampling

and Bayesian control [96, 97, 98], Evolutionary Algorithms [99, 100, 101], Genetic Algo-

rithms [99, 100, 101], Particle Swarm Optimization [102] and Ant Colony Optimization

[23]. A brief description of the logic of these intelligent approaches is provided below.

2.3.2.1 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic (FL) [67, 75, 103] is one of the fields in Artificial Intelligence (AI) which

has gained importance and popularity over last decades. Fuzzy Logic is a multivalued

logic, which allows intermediate values to be defined between conventional evaluations like

true/false, yes/no, high/low, etc.; is an approach to computing based on ”degrees of truth”

rather than the usual ”true or false” (1 or 0) Boolean logic on which the modern computer

is based. FL deals with reasoning that is approximate rather than fixed or exact. The base

of FL is fuzzy set, which is basically a prolongation of classical set. A Fuzzy set can be

best understood in the context of set membership. Basically, it allows partial membership,

which means that it contains elements that have varying degrees of membership in the
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set. On the other hand, a Classical set contains elements that satisfy precise properties of

membership. Thus, by introducing the notion of degree in the verification of a condition

(thus enabling a condition to be in a state other than true or false) fuzzy logic provides

a very valuable flexibility for reasoning, which makes it possible to take into account

inaccuracies and uncertainties. One advantage of fuzzy logic in order to formalize human

reasoning is that the rules are set in natural language, fuzzy if-then rules or, simply, fuzzy

rules [104]. Fuzzy logic is essential to the development of human-like capabilities for AI,

sometimes referred to as artificial general intelligence: the representation of generalized

human cognitive abilities in software so that, faced with an unfamiliar task, the AI system

could find a solution.

2.3.2.2 Q-Learning

Q-learning (QL) [88, 105, 106, 107, 108, 89, 109, 90, 110, 111] is a reinforcement learn-

ing technique used in machine learning. The goal of Q-Learning is to learn a policy, which

tells an agent what action to take, and under what circumstances. It does not require

a model of the environment and can handle problems with stochastic transitions and re-

wards, without requiring adaptations. In addition, it is a form of model-free reinforcement

learning. It can also be viewed as a method of asynchronous dynamic programming (DP).

It provides agents with the capability of learning to act optimally in Markovian domains

by experiencing the consequences of actions, without requiring them to build maps of the

domains. In Q-learning an agent tries to learn the optimal policy from its history of inter-

action with the environment. A history of an agent is a sequence of state-action-rewards

[94, 112, 113]. Deep Learning is a specific method used to train and build Q networks.IACOVOS IO
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More precisely deep Q-Learning uses the power of deep learning, specifically neural net-

works, to predict the q-values of the different states (Further details about deep learning

appear in the Neural Networks section).

2.3.2.3 Neural Networks

A Neural Network (NN) [114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120] consists on neurons that

have inputs and outputs. More precisely, a neural network represents a connected graph

with input neurons, output neurons, and weighted edges. The input neurons do not

have any predecessor neurons and they have output neurons. In addition, the output

neurons do not have any successor neuron and they have inputs. Neurons of a neural

network are connected by using connections (edges), each connection transferring the

output of a neuron to the input of another neuron. Each connection (edge) is assigned

a weight. There are many NN approaches, a common example is the back propagation

NN. In this type of NN the propagation function computes the input of a neuron from

the outputs of predecessor neurons. The propagation function is leveraged during the

forward propagation stage of training. The learning rule is a function that modifies the

weights of the connections. This serves to produce a favored output for a given input for

the neural network. The learning rule is leveraged during the backward propagation stage

of training. A popular NN lately is the Deep Neural Network. It has more layers than

smaller Neural Networks. A smaller Neural Network might have 1–3 layers of neurons.

On the other hand, a Deep Neural Network (DNN) has more than a few layers of neurons.

A DNN might have above 20 layers of neurons [117, 121, 122].IACOVOS IO
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2.3.2.4 Thompson sampling and Bayesian control

Thompson sampling (TB) [123] is a heuristic approach that is combining probabil-

ity theory and causal interventions for choosing actions that addresses the exploration-

exploitation for solving challenging problems [116, 96]. It consists on choosing the action

that maximizes the expected reward with respect to a belief that is randomly selected. In

this approach there is a player with a set of contexts, a set of actions, and rewards. In

each round, the player obtains a context, plays an action and receives a reward following

a distribution that depends on the context and the issued action. The aim of the player

is to play actions such as to maximize the cumulative rewards. A more general Thomp-

son sampling that is used to arbitrary dynamical environments and causal structures is

the Bayesian control rule. In this formulation, an agent is conceptualized as a mixture

over a set of behaviors. As the agent interacts with its environment, it learns the causal

properties and adopts the behaviour that minimizes the relative entropy to the behaviour

with the best prediction of the environment’s behaviour. If these behaviors have been cho-

sen according to the maximum expected utility principle, then the asymptotic behaviour

of the Bayesian control rule matches the asymptotic behaviour of the perfectly rational

agent.[98, 124, 125, 125, 126].

2.3.2.5 Evolutionary Algorithms

An evolutionary algorithm (EA) [127] is a subset of evolutionary computation, a generic

population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm [128]. The EA workings are in-

spired by biological evolution, such as reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selec-

tion. Proposed solutions to the optimization problem are individuals in a population of

solutions, and the fitness function determines the quality of the solutions. Evolution of the
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population then takes place after the repeated application of the above operators. Specifi-

cally, EA contains four steps: i) initialization (initial population of solutions), ii) selection

(members of the population must now be evaluated according to a fitness function. A

fitness function is a function that takes in the characteristics of a member, and outputs a

numerical representation of how viable a solution is), iii) genetic operators (crossover and

mutation), and iv) termination (repeat until termination condition satisfied: Select best fit

reproduction, selection, genetic operators and Replace least-fit population). These steps

each correspond, roughly, to a particular facet of natural selection, and provide easy ways

to modularize implementations of this algorithm category. Simply put, in an EA, fitter

members will survive and proliferate, while unfit members will die off and not contribute

to the gene pool of further generations, much like in natural selection. Evolutionary al-

gorithms often perform well approximating solutions to all types of problems, and more

especially combinatorial problems, because they ideally do not make any assumption about

the underlying fitness landscape. EAs are maintaining a population of potential solutions

and in some way artificially ’evolving’ that population over time. Some categories of EAs

are: i) Genetic Algorithms (GAs); ii) Genetic Programming (GP), and Evolution Strate-

gies (ES). EAs are flexible and they can address any optimization task. However, with

the supported flexibility the cost for performing EA is high. So, tailoring EA’s configu-

ration and parameters, in order to reduce costs, is often a complex and time-consuming

process. This tailoring process is one of the many ongoing research areas associated with

EAs. In addition, EAs have computational complexity which is a prohibiting factor. The

computational complexity is due to the fitness function evaluation. Fitness approximation

is proposed as one of the solutions to overcome this difficulty [128, 129].IACOVOS IO
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2.3.2.6 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA) [130, 131] are stochastic search-based algorithms which use

the concepts of natural selection and genetics as found in nature. Note that even though

GAs are a subset of Evolutionary Computation algorithms in our analysis we considered

this Intelligent approach as a different group. The GAs are fast and mostly provide good

results, in comparison to other algorithms, but due to their stochastic nature the algorithm

does not quarantine the quality of the result. Moreover, GAs are not suitable for simple

problems which derivative information is available. Because GA are based on the process

of evolution by natural selection, which has, been observed in nature, they can be used to

design computer algorithms, to schedule tasks, and to solve other optimization problems.

They replicate the way that life uses evolution to find solutions to real world problems.

That is why GAs can solve complicated problems. The GA uses a genetic representation of

the solution domain and a fitness function to evaluate the solution domain. The process

steps in a GA are: i) Initialization: In this step the GA creates an initial population;

ii) Evaluation: In this step, each member of the population is evaluated and a ’fitness’

value for each is calculated. The fitness value is calculated by how well it fits within the

desired requirements; iii) Selection: In this step the GA discards the bad designs and

keeps the best individuals in the population. The aim is to constantly improve the overall

fitness of the populations; iv) Crossover: In this phase new individuals are created by

combining aspects of selected individuals. The aim is to create an even “fitter” offspring,

which will inherit the best traits from each of the parents; v) Mutation: In this step,

the GA makes very small changes at random to an individual’s genome. The aim is to

add a little bit randomness into the populations’ genetics otherwise every combination of
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solutions created would be in the initial population (allows exploration); vi) Repeat!: As

the next generation has been created, the algorithm starts again from step two until a

solution, which meets a predefined goodness criteria, is reached. Some limitations of GAs

are that the computation of fitness value might be extensive for some problems and may

not converge to the optimal solution. On the other hand, the advantages of GA are that

it can run in parallel, does not require any derivative information, is fast and gives a good

solution. Moreover, it always has an answer for the investigated problem [128, 132].

2.3.2.7 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140] is a popula-

tion based stochastic optimization technique inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or

fish schooling. PSOs have many similarities with Genetic Algorithms (GA). The system

is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating

generations. However, PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation.

The potential solutions in PSO are called particles, which fly through the problem space

by following the current optimum particles. These particles are moving around in the so-

lution search-space according to a mathematical formulae over the particle’s position and

velocity. Each particle’s movement is influenced by its local best known position solutions.

Therefore, it is guided toward the best known positions in the search-space, which are up-

dated as better positions are found by other particles. This movement makes the swarm

move toward the best solutions. The way the movement is executed is the following: At

each time step, each particle acceleration is weighted by a random term, with separate

random numbers being generated for acceleration toward the best locations. In addition,

in the PSO there are few parameters to adjust. Parameters have also been tuned for
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various optimization scenarios. The choice of PSO parameters can have a large impact

on optimization performance [141, 142, 143]. The negative factor in this approach is the

use of the random term and the separation of random numbers. This causes delays in the

calculation of the final output.

2.3.2.8 Ant Colony Optimization

The ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) [144, 145] is a probabilistic technique

for solving computational problems that are reduced to finding the best path through

a graph. This approach can be classed as a Computational Intelligence (CI) technique

[91], whereby a colony of artificial ants cooperates to solve discrete optimization problems.

The artificial ants (simulation agents) are multi-agent methods that aim to replicate the

behavior of real ants. The AI ants locate optimal solutions by moving through a parameter

space representing all possible solutions, mimicking real ants in the sense of laying down

pheromones as they move to a target (e.g., food source), thus directing each other through

the pheromone concentration to (food) resources while exploring their environment. The

AI ants similarly record their positions and the quality of their solutions, so that in later

simulation iterations more ants are ‘attracted’ and can locate better solutions. A variation

CI approach is the bees algorithm, which is more analogous to the foraging patterns of

the honey bee [146, 147, 148, 149].

2.3.3 General Observations per Intelligent Approach

Before analyzing and categorizing related work into groups of intelligent approaches,

the aim of this section is to summarize the realizations of each group. In the summary

of each intelligent group some characteristics related to the group are investigated and
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analysed. More specifically, the characteristics upon which each Intelligent Approach

is analysed are the D2D challenges addressed, features supported, type of control used,

spectrum utilization and transmission modes allowed. Any Intelligent approach must

be dynamic, flexible and autonomous. Moreover, the flexibility that is the ability for the

approach to adapt to possible, future changes in its requirements (i.e., increase the number

of D2D devices, add mmWaves communication, D2DSHR goes offline) and react fast in a

change of a situation (i.e., a D2D device enters/leaves the D2D network). Also, dynamicity

that is the characteristic of the approach to react to changing conditions of operation (i.e.,

D2D device change coordinates, increase speed, etc) and continue satisfying the D2D

Challenges9 . In addition, the autonomicity that the approach is having the freedom to

act independently in order to solve a problem of each Intelligent Approach is analysed

and some general observations are provided. Note that the last five characteristics are the

same that BDI agents support.

2.3.3.1 Fuzzy Logic Group

The majority of D2D communication approaches that use fuzzy logic mainly focus on

the technical challenge related to Handover of D2D device in Heterogeneous Networks,

and to a lesser extent also address D2D challenges related to: Device Discovery, Interfer-

ence Management, Power Control, Security, Radio Resource allocation, Cell Densification

and offloading, and QoS. In a number of papers, in order to jointly satisfy the success-

ful implementation of the approach and address some of the aforesaid D2D challenges,

Fuzzy Logic is utilized with other networking technologies (like Software Defined Network

(SDN), Network Function Virtualisation (NFV), L7 Switch, OpenFlow and Cramer-shoup

9This is called also Dynamic Implementation at features.
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KEM) or supplemented with other intelligent approaches (like Ant Colony Optimization

as a secondary complementary technique). More specifically, the implementation of SDN

and NVF in some fuzzy logic approaches were used for facilitating Device Discovery,

Interference Management and Radio Resource Allocation, while the Cramer-shoup key

encapsulation mechanism (KEM) technique was used for security of the D2D communi-

cation links. Cell Densification and offloading with QoS was facilitated with the use of L7

Switch, the implementation of OpenFlow protocol and the use of Ant Colony Optimization

as a secondary complementary technique. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to

Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) technique and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)

architecture were used for the Handover of D2D device. General observations: Fuzzy logic

approaches as such cannot be considered flexible but they are dynamic. The fuzzy logic

approaches can handle dynamic situations (i.e., like a D2D UE location change) by using

a dynamic rule base on the thresholds the approaches pre-defined. However, they are not

flexible, as they cannot adapt fast to changes in the topology of the D2D Network as the

algorithms must be rerun. More specifically, for any small change in D2D network (i.e.,

addition of a new Candidate UE Device to use D2D), the algorithms must rerun to recal-

culate the network frequencies and transmission power of the D2D devices, which takes

time for the system to adjust. This may degrade the system since the execution of the al-

gorithms requires an extensive use of Central Processing Unit (CPU), battery and network

bandwidth. Also they cannot be considered as autonomous since the D2D devices cannot

act independently as they have to follow the guidelines set by the estimated thresholds.

Although, as shown in [67, 75], the framework of SDN and NFV enables real time man-

agement, flexibility, and automaticity (i.e., allow the D2D devices to act autonomously

and create a distributed network).
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2.3.3.2 Q-Learning Group

The D2D communication approaches that use Q-Learning mainly focus on the D2D

challenges of QoS and Power Control, and to a lesser extent also address D2D challenges

related to: Mode Selection, Interference Management, Security and Radio Resource Al-

location. In some cases the Q-Learning, in order to jointly satisfy the successful imple-

mentation of the approach and address some of the aforesaid D2D challenges, is utilized

with stochastic theory. More specifically, the implementation of stochastic theory in some

Q-Learning approaches was used for facilitating Interference Management and Radio Re-

source Allocation. It is worth noting that the trends in D2D communication research

appear to favour Q-Learning. General observations: Q-Learning approaches can handle

dynamic situations (i.e., like a D2D UE location change) [111] by forcing a generation of

a positive/negative reward in each change. However, they are not flexible, as they can-

not adapt fast to changes in the topology of the D2D Network as the algorithms must

be rerun (the Markov approach is a base of the Q-Learning theory). Additionally, even

if Q-Learning approaches, by default, support autonomous nodes and agents, we could

not identify any Q-Learning approach in the literature that was using the D2D device as

autonomous nor using the full potential of agents. Moreover, even though Q-Learning is

using distributed control, the Q-Learning approaches found in the open literature did not

implement DAI, as they depended on the BS (or in a case of distributed control by the

D2D devices using BS information) to calculate in advance, some thresholds or limits (like

bit rate). However, these may be high level directivesset points for the guidance/operation

of the devices. If the thresholds are not set up at any particular period they cannot op-

erate independently because the decisions will take are critical for the whole convergence
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of the algorithm as they vary in the decision process. Therefore, thresholds need to setup

correctly in order to do a successful run. Because the control used in the group approaches

is not multilevel control where in this type of control the approach can use the thresholds

to in another level of control. An advantage of Q-Learning approaches is that they can

have a history on the reconciliation factor for decision making (e.g., for selecting the best

solution with the lower interference). In addition, because Q-Learning depends on action

award, this may restrict usage of some other intelligent and non-intelligent approaches, like

Game Theory. The reason is that Game Theory needs a specific direct response of other

entities, which cannot be achieved by Q-Learning. Also, although not found in the open

literature, Q-Learning approaches can utilize any other intelligent approach (i.e., fuzzy

logic) in its utility function and help in addressing more D2D challenges (e.g., Handover

with fuzzy logic). Some of the approaches using Q-Learning are fast to conclude on the

task by using state-action–reward approach. However, it is important to setup the learning

rate correctly, in order not to misbehave. Because the execution of Q-Learning algorithms

is time consuming, due to trial and error, it takes time to conclude when the learning rate

is not setup correctly. Therefore, the re-run execution is considered expensive as there is

an extensive use of CPU, battery and network bandwidth.

2.3.3.3 Neural Network Group

The D2D communication approaches that use Neural Networks mainly focus on the

D2D challenges related to Interference Management and Power Control, and to a lesser

extent also address D2D challenges related to: Radio resource allocation, mmWave and

Handover of D2D devices. Note that this group is the only one that handles the D2D

technical challenge related to mmWave in D2D Communication. Recent trends in D2D
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communication research appear to be in Neural Networks. General observations: Neural

Network approaches supports dynamic environments [119, 120] and can run fast and con-

clude, however to achieve this the NN should be pre-trained and this depends on the size

of NN, the depth and if the NN is DNN. Thus NN approaches can be considered dynamic

and flexible. In order for the NN to be able to tackle all the cases, it is important that

the pre-trained step of the NN be executed correctly. For the simple NN category, correct

execution can be accomplished when the NN is trained for all cases with a 75% of the

data for training and 25% for testing. In case of a non-trained NN, time will be needed for

the training and the testing of the NN in order for the NN to be ready to start correctly

calculating values from inputs (meanwhile until the NN is trained some errors in calcula-

tion will exist). In NN the identification or creation and forming of training and testing

data is time consuming. This is a factor that should be considered when NN is used as an

intelligent approach. In case that no training or testing data exists, Back propagation NN

can be exploited. In this type of NN, the NN is trained by itself by collecting the training

data from the environment (e.g., Channel Quality Indicator, Signal To Interference Noise

Ratio (SINR), Power, frequencies, etc. of the UE or D2D devices). However, the limita-

tion of this type of NN is that if the NN is not trained enough, some errors in calculation

will exist, which in the case of D2D communication may not acceptable. Also, another

advantage of the NN is that it can work well with other intelligent approaches (i.e., fuzzy

logic) and non-intelligent approaches (i.e., game theory) because it can jointly solve D2D

challenges. In addition, the NN approaches in the literature are doing prediction by using

some calculated thresholds pre calculated from the control device (BS/D2D) and by us-

ing BS data, which is time consuming. Therefore, the NN approaches as they are in the

literature cannot run in parallel on D2D devices, thus cannot implement DAI. However,
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the NN can do better and implement DAI when they are concentrated on the locality of

the problem and use information based on a range threshold and handle the problem as

local problem.

2.3.3.4 Thompson Sampling and Bayesian Control Group

The D2D communication approaches that use Thompson sampling and Bayesian con-

trol mainly focus on the Power Control, Radio Resource allocation and QoS. General

observations: Thompson sampling and Bayesian control (TB) approaches are dynamic as

they can easily handle dynamic situations (i.e., like a D2D UE location change). Any

changes are handled by forcing recalculation on a generation of action and a response of

positive/negative reward in each change by using the identified/known utility. However,

TB approaches are not flexible, as they cannot adapt fast to changes in the topology of

the D2D Network. This is because the algorithms must rerun from the beginning (with

the steps of initialization and action-reward through the maximum utility) so as for the

maximum utility to be recalculated, which is a time consuming process. An advantage

of Thompson sampling and Bayesian control approaches is that they can utilize agents.

An agent can learn from properties (i.e., frequency, power) and adapt its behavior dy-

namically [123] in order to solve a problem. This characteristic is beneficial in addressing

D2D challenges, which are related to a dynamic environment. Moreover, TB approaches

can utilize any other intelligent approach (i.e., fuzzy logic) in its utility function and help

in addressing more D2D challenges (e.g., Handover with fuzzy logic). Additionally, even

though the group is using distributed control, the group approaches found in the open

literature did not implement DAI, as they depended on the calculation of thresholds or

limits (like bit rate) in advance. However, these may be high level directives/set points for
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the guidance/operation of the devices. If the thresholds are not set up at any particular

period they cannot operate independently because the decisions will take are critical for

the whole convergence of the algorithm as they vary in the decision process .Therefore,

thresholds need to be setup correctly in order to do a successful run. Because the control

used in the group approaches is not multilevel control where in this type of control the

approach can use the thresholds to in another level of control. Also TB approaches, due

to trial and fail, takes time to conclude. Therefore, the re-run execution is considered

expensive, as there is an extensive use of CPU, battery and network bandwidth.

2.3.3.5 Evolutionary Algorithms Group

The D2D communication approaches that use Evolutionary Algorithms mainly focus

on the technical challenges related to Mode Selection and Radio Resource Allocation.

Note that not many papers use EA (only one paper using EA was found and included

in this group). General observations: EA approaches are dynamic as they can easily

handle dynamic situations (i.e., like a D2D UE location change) by forcing recalculation

base on the new location and by using the fitness function to select best solution and

therefore conclude quickly and easily. However, they are not flexible, as they cannot

adapt fast to changes in the topology of the D2D Network. More specifically, when a new

UE enters/leaves the D2D Network, the algorithms must rerun in order to recalculate the

fitness function, crossover and mutation that will be considered for the estimation of the

desired frequency, power, and access point to connect. This is considered as a disadvantage

of this group since with the rerun of the algorithm there is an extensive use of CPU, battery

and network bandwidth (due to signaling exchange), that may become a prohibitive factor

for using EA for the implementation of any D2D solution. Additionally, the execution
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of EA approaches, due to trial and error, takes time to conclude. Moreover, because the

group is using Centralized control, the group approaches found in the open literature could

not implement DAI. That is why EA approaches are not so popular in addressing D2D

technical challenges. However, EA approaches can use any other intelligent approach (i.e.,

NN) in its utility function and help in addressing more D2D challenges (e.g., Interference

Management with NN).

2.3.3.6 Genetic Algorithms Group

The D2D communication approaches that use Genetic Algorithms mainly focus on

the Radio Resource allocation, and to a lesser extent also address D2D challenges related

to: Interference Management, Power control and QoS. General observations: Genetic Al-

gorithm approaches are dynamic as they can easily handle dynamic situations (i.e., like

a D2D UE location change) by forcing recalculation base on the new location and by

using the fitness function to select best solution. By doing this, GA approaches con-

clude quickly and easy. In some cases, they may conclude and stop without finding the

optimum solution, when these are based on threshold defining maximum iterations. As

the GA approaches must rerun from the beginning in order to recalculate the desired

frequency, power and access point to connect, they cannot adapt fast to changes in the

topology of the D2D Network. Thus GA approaches cannot be characterized as flexible.

More specifically, likewise with EA, when a new UE enters/leaves the D2D Network, the

algorithms must rerun in order to recalculate the fitness function, crossover and muta-

tion that will be considered for the estimation of the desired frequency, power, and access

point to connect. This is considered as a disadvantage of this group since with the re-

run of the algorithm there is an extensive use of CPU, battery and network bandwidth
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(due to signaling exchange), that may become a prohibiting factor for using GA for the

implementation of any D2D solution. Additionally, the execution of GA approaches, due

to trial and error, takes time to conclude. Moreover, even if GA, by default, supports

autonomous nodes, we could not identify any GA based D2D approach in literature using

the D2D device as autonomous. GA approaches can utilize any other intelligent approach

(i.e., Q-Learning) in its utility function and help in addressing more D2D challenges (e.g.,

QoS with Q-Learning). Moreover, even though the group is using distributed control, the

group approaches found in the open literature did not implement DAI, as they depend on

the calculation of thresholds/constrains or limits (e.g., max bit rate) and max generations

threshold in advance, in order to do a successful run.

2.3.3.7 Particle Swarm Optimization Group

The D2D communication papers that use Particle Swarm Optimization mainly focus

on the D2D technical challenges related to Interference Management, Radio Resource al-

location and QoS and to a lesser extent also address D2D challenges related to: Mode

Selection and Power control. Although trends in D2D communication research do not

appear to favour PSO, PSO follows Q-Learning in terms of popularity. General observa-

tions: Particle Swarm Optimization approaches can handle dynamic situations (i.e., like

a D2D UE location change). This is achieved by forcing recalculation based on the new

location and by using the pre-calculated particle velocity and position to select best so-

lution to conclude. The above recalculation is executed quickly because PSO approaches

are already guided, even before the UE changes position, towards the best-known posi-

tions in the search-space. The PSO, using particle’s position updates, aims to make the

swarm move towards the best solutions, but the result may not be the optimum. PSO
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approaches cannot be characterized as flexible, because with changes at the topology of

the D2D Network, the group approaches cannot adapt fast. More specifically, when a

new UE enters/leaves the D2D Network, the algorithm, due to thresholds changes, must

rerun and recalculate particles, PSO position and velocity that will be considered for the

estimation of the desired frequency, power, and access point to connect. This is considered

as a disadvantage of this group since with the rerun of the algorithm there is an exten-

sive use of CPU, battery and network bandwidth (due to signaling exchange), that may

become a prohibiting factor for using PSO for the implementation of any D2D solution.

Additionally, the execution of PSO approaches, due to trial and error, takes time to con-

clude. However, an advantage of the PSO approaches is that they can utilize agents in the

solution to identify the best position towards the solution. PSO approaches can utilize any

other intelligent approach (i.e., fuzzy logic) in its utility function and help in addressing

more D2D challenges (e.g., Handover with fuzzy logic). Moreover, even though the group

can use distributed control, the group approaches found in the open literature did not

implement DAI, as they depend on the calculation of thresholds/constrains or limits (e.g.

max bit rate) and max iterations threshold in advance in order to do a successful run.

2.3.3.8 Ant Colony Optimization Group

The D2D communication papers that use of Ant Colony Optimization mainly focus on

the QoS, and to a lesser extent also address D2D challenges related to: Radio Resource

allocation. General observations: Ant Colony Optimization approaches are dynamic as

they can easily handle dynamic situations (i.e., like a D2D UE location change) by forcing

recalculation based on the new location and by using the existing pheromone trails to cal-

culate and select the best solution. The above recalculation is executed quickly because
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ACO approaches, in order to find the final solution, are using agents (i.e., artificial ants)

moving through different paths with different parameters representing all possible solu-

tions. The ants, while exploring their environment during the construction of the path, are

directed by each other through the pheromone concentration (e.g., overall throughput) to

the resources (that is the end of the path). Nevertheless, the result may not be optimized

because the ants do not have a global view of the solutions. Thus, due to some thresholds

(max number of iterations allowed) they might select the local optimum solution instead

of the global optimum. Moreover, ACO approaches cannot be considered as flexible, as

they cannot adapt fast to changes in the topology of the D2D Network. More specifically,

when a new UE enters/leaves the D2D Network, due to threshold changes, the algorithm

must rerun and recalculate the paths that the artificial ants should follow (e.g., by leaving

pheromone; note that the pheromone is the direction to the local optimum solution and

this could be the global optimum, but because it is a meta-heuristic approach it does

not guaranty the global optimum [150, 151]) in order to recalculate the desired frequency,

power, and access point to connect. This is considered as a disadvantage of this group since

with the re run of the algorithm there is an extensive use of CPU, battery and network

bandwidth (due to signaling exchange), that may become a prohibiting factor for using

ACO for the implementation of any D2D solution. Additionally, due to random searching

of paths and trial and error, ACO approaches takes time to conclude. However, some of

the papers using ACO approach are fast to conclude on the task by using a more accurate

calculation on pheromone (bias). But even with that, the overall understanding is that

ACO approaches are slow due to the fact that at first artificial ants will select random

paths before concluding in order to find the best path. ACO approaches can utilize any

other intelligent approach (i.e., fuzzy logic) in its utility function and help in addressing
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more D2D challenges (e.g., Handover with fuzzy logic). Additionally, even if group ap-

proaches, by default, support autonomous nodes and agents (which is considered as an

advantage), we could not identify an ACO approach in the literature which was using the

D2D device as autonomous nor using the full potential of agents. Moreover, even though

the group is using distributed control, the group approaches found in the open literature

did not implement DAI, as they depended on the calculation of thresholds/constrains or

limits (e.g. max bit rate) in advance.

2.3.4 Taxonomy of Groups based on Approach Used for D2D Communication

Establishment

In this section, the groups formed, were further put in taxonomy according to the

approach used for the establishment of D2D Communication. More specifically, these

groups were classified based on: i) Spectrum utilization (i.e., Inband or Outband) for

establishing the D2D communication links, ii) the way Control is performed (i.e., Cen-

tralised, Distributed, Distributed Artificial Intelligence, Semi-distributed) for establishing

D2D communication; and iii) the D2D Transmission Modes allowed (i.e., D2D relay, D2D

cluster, D2D multi-hop relay) for D2D communication (see Fig. 1).

2.3.4.1 Taxonomy Based on Spectrum Utilization

In this section, each group (i.e., intelligent approach) is classified on the frequency

perspective (see Fig. 3 and Table 2). More specifically, for each group we examined the

following Frequency Mode Types/Spectrum Utilisation (as shown in the Section 2.2.2.2) :IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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1. How the spectrum is utilized. Here we checked if the group uses the BS frequencies

specified for D2D, if it uses frequencies that are reused, or if it is using frequencies

that exist in other technologies (i.e., WiFi, Bluetooth).

2. What type of frequencies are used (Inband or Outband).

(a) Inband D2D [24]: In this type of D2D communication, the cellular spectrum

for both D2D and cellular links is used. By using Inband communication,

higher control over cellular (i.e., licensed) spectrum is gained as interference is

controllable which improves QoS provisioning. We have three types of Inband

D2D (see Section 2.2.2.2 ): i) Underlay; ii) Overlay; and iii) Cellular mode.

(b) Outband D2D [24]: In this type of D2D communication, the D2D links exploit

unlicensed spectrum. The motivation behind using Outband D2D communica-

tion is to eliminate the interference issue between D2D and cellular link. The

disadvantage of the outband D2D is that it has the uncontrolled nature of unli-

censed spectrum. It should be noted that only cellular devices with two wireless

interfaces (e.g. LTE and WiFi, Bluetooth, wifi direct) can use Outband D2D,

and thus users can have simultaneous D2D and cellular communications. Out-

band D2D can be established in two modes (see Section 2.2.2.2): i) Controlled

Mode; ii) Autonomous Mode.
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Figure 3: Groups Taxonomy based on Spectrum Utilization

Table 2: Groups Taxonomy based on Spectrum Utilization

AI/ML IA Spectrum

Inband D2D Outband D2D

Underlay Overlay Cellular Controlled Autonomous

FL

√

[67, 75, 103]

√
[67, 75,

103]

√
[67, 75]

QL

√

[88, 105, 106,

107, 108, 89,

90, 110, 111]

√
[88, 105,

106, 107,

108, 89,

109, 90,

110, 111]

√
[107]

NN

√
[114, 115,

116, 118, 119]

√
[114,

115, 116,

117, 118,

119, 120]

TB
√

[123]
√

[123]

EA
√

[127]
√

[127]

GA
√

[130, 131]

√

[130, 131]

PSO

√
[133, 134,

135, 136, 137,

138, 139, 140]

√

[133, 134,

135, 136,

137, 138,

139, 140]
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ACO
√

[145]
√

[144]

√

[144, 145]

For the following reasons we assert that a group (Intelligent approach) should exploit

all types of spectrum utilization and be ready to use each one of them for the D2D network

implementation:

• Inband Overlay: In this type, a rigid fraction of the licensed spectrum is reserved

for D2D UEs. This spectrum utilization type is important as one band should be

kept for emergency use (Inbound Overlay) when a UE has to communicate due to

an insistent (e.g. car accident, ambulance) with special rights.

• Inband Underlay: In this type, D2D communications takes place over the same

licensed spectrum intended for legacy cellular simultaneously. This spectrum uti-

lization type is important since the D2D devices and other UEs can reuse bands,

because the frequencies are limited, and the task of the approach must be to satisfy

all UEs even the devices in a cell that is overloaded. Therefore, this is considered a

most valuable type of spectrum utilization.

• Inband Cellular: This spectrum utilization type is important since D2D must use

in some cases its cellular resource to communicate between another D2D devices

without interfering with the BS.

• Outband Controlled: In this type, D2D UEs exploit unlicensed spectrum to commu-

nicate and have access to the BS. This spectrum utilization type is important since

the case of sharing a link to BS from a D2D Cluster and act as Cluster Head should

be considered, since the internal communication between the D2D UEs will not pass

the BS. Consequently, there is a reservation of resources.
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• Outband Autonomous: In this type, D2D UEs exploit unlicensed spectrum to com-

municate and they do not have access to the BS. This spectrum utilization type is

important since the case of a D2D relay node sharing a link to WiFi Access Point

(AP) or any other Access Point different than the BS, should be considered. There-

fore, the total sum rate in the network increases.

However, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2 above, none of the Intelligent Approaches

(groups) implements all of the features. More specifically:

• ACO is the only group that implements all modes of Inband D2D (Undelay, Overlay

and Cellular). All other groups implement only Underlay and Cellular.

• FL and QL are the only groups that implement Outband D2D, however this only

for Autonomous mode.

• None of the groups implement Outbound Controlled.

2.3.4.2 Taxonomy Based on D2D Transmission Mode Solutions Allowed

In this section each group (i.e., intelligent approach) is put in taxonomy based on the

D2D Transmission modes (i.e., D2D relay, D2D cluster, D2D multi hop relay, D2D Direct)

allowed for D2D Communication (see Fig. 7 and Table 4). More precisely, by examining

the Transmission mode we have the following (as shown in the Section 2.2.2.2):

• If D2DMHR is supported it means that this approach can have optimized paths and

the approach can have minimum costs on transmission.

• If D2DSHR is supported it means that the approach can have connection with the

internet (external network) at the same time with the interchange of data.
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• If D2D Cluster is supported, it means that the approach can have a small ad-hock

“network” under the network of BS, with a D2DSHR acting as CH (Cluster Head)

and D2D devices under the CH (D2D devices under the same cluster) to interchange

data between each other without affecting the BS.

Figure 4: D2D Transmission Modes

The transmission architectures of a D2D base communication illustrating how they

form relation with other nodes is shown in Fig. 4 & 5, and further explained below:

• D2D Relaying: In this transmission mode, a D2D device forms a Link Share of

bandwidth between BS/UE and other UE(s) Devices. The share bandwidth could

be directly connected to a BS (or other UEs (that could be also in D2D relay mode)

or another Access point. Because 5G cellular networks enable using direct commu-

nication between devices as a relay strategy for coverage extension the D2D relay

can be established. In D2D Relay (D2DSHR) both backhaul and D2D transmis-

sions are performed in uplink cellular resources, and are subject to cellular uplink
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power control. The relay selection and resource allocation is a problem to solve

for D2D-relaying in a multi-user, multi-carrier and multi-cellular network [62]. The

technology that can be used in order to form D2D Relay (D2DSHR) is LTE Direct

and Wifi Direct [152].

• D2D Multi hop Relay (D2DMHR) is a sub type of D2D Relay: In this transmission

mode, a D2D device forms a Link Share of bandwidth between D2D Relay/BS and

other D2D Relay devices (so both backhaul and D2D transmissions are performed

in an uplink with other D2D relay node as a bridge and they are subject to the

other D2D relay node control). The use of D2D multi hop Relay addresses the

communication needs of UEs inside mobile network coverage, and those UEs that

suffer from scarce radio coverage. [63]. The technology that can be used in order to

form D2D Multi hop Relay is LTE Direct and Wifi Direct [152].

• D2D Cluster (D2D LAN [64]): In this transmission mode, a D2D device(s) connects

to a D2D relay device for accessing the network and if the devices are more than

one they can intercommunicate between each other through the common D2D Relay

(D2DSHR) device. The D2D Relay (D2DSHR) device is called cluster Head and it

forms a Link Share of bandwidth between BS/D2D Relay/D2D multi hop relay de-

vice and other D2D devices under it. The clustering concept offers features that can

utilize direct communication in a cellular network in order to keep local communica-

tion between D2D devices in the same cluster local. In addition, the traffic between

communicating devices if routed via the core network it increases the network load,

data delay and base station resource utilization. In D2D cluster concept devices

can be assigned to direct communication mode utilizing cellular network resources.
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Direct communication mode excludes the unnecessary core network involvement and

enhances the base station resource utilization. In D2D cluster there exists a Clus-

ter Head (CH) which utilizes D2D Relay (D2DSHR) Node Transmission mode. If

the CH is using Inband (Overlay/Underlay) or Outband Controlled then the cluster

has access to the BS, else it must use outbound-D2D autonomous mode in order to

access the network [153]. The technology that can be used in order to form D2D

Cluster is LTE Direct and Wifi Direct. WiFi Direct is already mature enough to

form clusters with CHs [152, 65].

• D2D Direct: In this transmission mode, two UEs connect to each other by using

licensed or unlicensed spectrum. The two D2D UEs only communicate with each

other (also called Full-Duplex D2D). The technology that can be used in order to

form D2D Direct is LTE Direct and Wifi Direct.

Note that for the Taxonomy of Transmission we have added an extra category. The

category is the D2D Relay of 2 Hops because there are approaches that define that they

use such a connection by restricting the depth of the path to only two.

Table 3: Groups Taxonomy based on Transmission Mode

AI/ML IA Transmission Mode

D2D

Relay

D2D Multi-hop

Relay 2 Hop

D2D

Multi Hop Relay

D2D

Cluster

D2D

Direct

FL

√
[67,

75, 103]

√
[67, 75,

103]

√
[67,

75, 103]

QL

√
[107,

108, 109]
√

[107, 108, 109]

√
[107,

108, 109]

√

[88, 105,

106, 107,

108, 89,

109, 90,

110, 111]IACOVOS IO
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Figure 5: Groups Taxonomy based on Transmission Mode

NN

√
[114,

115, 116,

117, 118,

119, 120]

TB
√

[123]

EA
√

[127]

GA
√

[130]
√

[130]

√

[130, 131]

PSO

√

[133, 138]
√

[138]

√

[133, 134,

135, 136,

137, 138,

139, 140]

ACO
√

[144]
√

[144]
√

[144]

√

[144, 145]

Given above, we ascertain that a group (Intelligent approach) should strive to implement

all D2D Transmission modes for the following reasons. With D2DMHR the intelligent

approach can expand to areas that cells cannot support or handle overload situations in a

cell. In addition, with D2D Relay transmission mode the intelligent approach can support

HetNets and expand network coverage. Likewise, with the D2D Cluster, the approach can

save bands, bandwidth usage and increase sum rate. D2D Direct is by default the modeIACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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that D2D communications support, so all intelligent approaches by default should support

this mode.

However, as shown in Table 3 above, none of the Intelligent Approaches (groups)

supports all the D2D Transmission modes and moreover, none of them support D2DMHR

in more than 2 depths. More specifically:

• FL, GA, and PSO supports D2DSHR, D2D Cluster and D2D Direct Transmission

modes

• QL and ACO, additionally with the aforesaid, are the only that support D2DMHR

2 Hop.

• NN, TB and EA supports only D2D Direct.

• None of the groups support D2DMHR.

2.3.4.3 Taxonomy Based on Control Performed for D2D Communication Es-

tablishment

In this section each group (i.e., intelligent approach) is put in taxonomy based on

the way Control is performed (i.e., Centralized, Distributed, Distributed Artificial In-

telligence, Semi-distributed) in a Device for establishing D2D communication (see Fig.

7 and Table 4). This taxonomy was considered important, as there are certain disad-

vantages/advantages of a control type over other control type that is performing D2D

communications. More precisely, the types of control (identified from [60]) that can be

used for the establishment of D2D Communication links, are categorized as follows (see

Fig. 6):
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• Centralized: The BS completely oversees all the UEs (regular and D2D), and oper-

ates as the central controller responsible for managing interference/connections/path

establishment, etc., in the cell.

• Distributed: The procedures of managing interference/connections/path establish-

ment, etc., in the cell, is performed autonomously by the UEs themselves. This

scheme reduces the control and computational overhead and is particularly appro-

priate for large size D2D networks.

• Distributed AI (DAI): A separate case of distributed AI control where all control

processes performed by the UEs can begin asynchronously and run in parallel in a

distributed manner.

• Semi distributed (Hybrid): The procedures of managing interference/connections/path

establishment, etc., in the cell, are performed by the BS (Centralized) and the UEs

(Distributed) in collaboration. The aim is to adopt the strong points of each ap-

proach for better performance.

Therefore, this classification is based on who controls the whole process. In the fol-

lowing section we will examine how each control type controls D2D communication and

in more depth the mechanisms of each type of control:

• Centralized: Within the centralized technique, the D2D nodes are managed by the

eNB (maybe a different entity than eNB could also do the control). The con-

troller manages, among others, interference, connections, path between Cellular UEs

(CUEs) and D2D UEs (DUEs). The BS collects information from the wireless net-

work, as e.g. the channel quality information (CQI), the Channel state information
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Figure 6: Types of Control in D2D Communication: Centralized, Distributed, DAI, Hy-
brid

(CSI), the channel status, and the interference stage for each UE within the network,

and then decides on the channels to assign to every UE with the proper format and

power level. Primarily based on the information received, the authoritative entity

allocates the assets to every CUE or DUE. The primary problem with centralized

schemes is the big quantity of signaling overhead required for changing CSI and

feedback from the UEs. Moreover, the management complexity increases exponen-

tially with the range of users in the network, because the operation is accomplished

through a single entity, which has to process large quantities of records (data). In

addition it poses a single point of failure. This control may be used for small-sized

D2D networks.

• Distributed: In a distributed scheme, the procedure of D2D node (interference/data

rate/path) management in not executed on a central entity; it is performed au-

tonomously by DUEs themselves without the intervention of the BS. The distributedIACOVOS IO
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scheme decreases the control and computational overhead, due to limited CSI (chan-

nel state information) exchange and due to reduced message exchange. However, in

this scheme, facilitating and handling interference is more difficult than the central-

ized case. Nevertheless this approach, may be considered in all ranges of networks

(small, medium, large).

– Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI): Is a category of distributed control

scheme which solves complex learning, planning, and decision-making prob-

lems. Additionally with the Distributed Control described above, this DAI

scheme supports perfectly parallel workload10 . More specifically, tasks with

parallel control are performed by all D2D devices in the network. Thus DAI is

able to exploit large scale computation and spatial distribution of computing

resources and the control is done by each node in parallel. The intelligent agent

approaches can only support this type of control. Moreover, this type of control

can be considered for all ranges of networks (small, medium, large).

• Semi-Distributed: In spite of the fact that both centralized and distributed schemes

have their good points and drawbacks, tradeoffs can be accomplished between them.

Such D2D (for interference/data rate/path) management schemes are the “semi-

distributed” or “hybrid”. Within the semi-distributed (for interference/data rate/path)

management schemes, different levels of involvement can be defined. Control is done

together by D2D devices and eNB. Such schemes could be usefully adopted for the

medium range of networks.

10In parallel computing, a perfectly parallel workload can be consider the case where little or no manip-
ulation is needed to separate the problem into a number of parallel tasks [43]. This is often the case where
there is little or no dependency or need for communication between those parallel tasks, or for results
between them [44, 45, 46].
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Figure 7: Groups Taxonomy based on Control Performed

Table 4: Groups Taxonomy based on Control Performed

AI/ML IA Control

Centralized Semi-Distributed Distributed DAI

FL
√

[75, 103]
√

[67]

QL

√
[88, 105, 89,

109, 111]
√

[108]

√
[106, 107,

90, 110]

NN
√

[115, 117]
√

[114, 118, 120]
√

[116, 119]

TB
√

[123]

EA
√

[127]

GA
√

[130, 131]

PSO

√

[135, 136, 137,

138, 139, 140]

√
[133, 134]

ACO
√

[144, 145]

Given above, the authors assert that a group (Intelligent approach) should consider the

Distributed Artificial Intelligent (DAI) control, as it can address many of the open issues.

More specifically, Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is an approach which can solve

complex learning, planning, and decision-making problems. It is embarrassingly paral-

lel, thus able to exploit large scale computation and spatial distribution of computing

resources. That is little or no effort is needed to separate the problem into a number of

parallel tasks. This is often the case where there is little or no dependency or need forIACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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communication between those parallel tasks, or for results between them [43]. These prop-

erties allow it to solve problems that require the processing of very large data sets. DAI

systems consist of autonomous learning processing nodes (agents), which are distributed,

often at a very large scale. DAI nodes can act independently and partial solutions are

integrated by communication between nodes, often asynchronously. By virtue of their

scale, DAI systems are robust and elastic, and by necessity, loosely coupled. Furthermore,

DAI systems are built to be adaptive to changes in the problem definition or underlying

data sets due to the scale and difficulty in redeployment [154].

However, as shown in Fig. 7 and Table 4 above, none of the Intelligent Approaches

(groups) implements DAI distributed control, even if they can support it. More specifi-

cally:

• QL and NN implements all the types of Control except DAI.

• EA, GA and ACO implements only Centralized Control

• TB implements only Distributed Control

• FL and PSO implements Centralized and Distributed Control

2.3.5 Comparative Analysis of the Different Groups

Prior to a detailed analysis of the papers identified during the collection of related state-

of-the-art work, some highlights are presented next. The aim is to provide to the readers,

through comparison tables and graphs, an overall idea of the outcomes extracted from this

research regarding: i) the groups formed; ii) the popularity of each Intelligent approach

(group) used for addressing D2D Challenges as well as the trends in research throughout

the years (from 2010 - 2019); iii) the D2D challenges addressed by each group; iv) the D2D
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challenges that still remain as an open issue for Intelligent Approaches; and v) Features

that are considered important to be supported by the groups formed.

More specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 8 below, a total of 8 groups have been formed,

one for each intelligent approach considered in our analysis. These are Fuzzy Logic,

Q-Learning, Neural Networks, Thompson Sampling and Bayesian Control, Evolutionary

Algorithms, Genetic Algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimization and Ant Colony Optimiza-

tion. Additionally in this figure, the papers included in each group as well as the total

citations credited (up to 9/10/2019), are shown. Based on these groups, relevant papers

have been collected, analysed and grouped based on the intelligent approach they exploited

to address a D2D Challenge.

The popularity of each approach and the trends in research throughout the years 2010 -

2019 is provided in Table 5. By using the numbers of papers as a metric, the most popular

throughout all years is the Q-Learning approach. This was expected as most of the papers

that exploits Q-Learning try to address the D2D challenges in the perspective on real-time

evaluation of action-reward. In Q-Learning, each agent can resolve maximization problems

efficiently, if the reward function is defined correctly. In addition the Q-Learning approach

implements a Q table and can keep history of decisions, therefore is more flexible than

other approaches. Regarding popularity, Particle Swarm Optimization follows Q-Learning

probably due to the way it works. Precisely, PSO works as Optimization AI approach for

finding the optimal solution (e.g., sum rate). However, in terms of citations reflecting the

overall academic acceptance of the approach, PSO papers comes first with a total of 127

citations, followed by Q-Learning and Tomson Sampling and Bayesian Control with 28

citations.IACOVOS IO
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Third and fourth in line in popularity is Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic. It is worth

noting that Fuzzy logic solves multiple D2D challenges and therefore the papers of Fuzzy

Logic offer studies covering most of the D2D challenges. Furthermore, it was observed

that no approach/paper offers solution proposals to cover all the spectrum of the D2D

Challenges. However, recent trends in research appear to be Q-Learning and Neural

Networks (perhaps capitalizing on the current popularity of AI and deep learning) for

addressing D2D challenges as most articles in 2018/2019 adopt these approaches.

For quick reference, Table 6 and Fig. 9 summarizes the D2D challenges addressed by

each group as well as the D2D challenges that we identified still remain as open issues.

More specifically Device Discovery, Mode Selection, Security of D2D Communication, Cell

Densification and Offloading, D2D using mmWave Communication and Handover of D2D

device are challenges that still need further research on how Intelligent Approaches can

be adopted to address these. Therefore there are opportunities for use of AI techniques

in the above challenges.

Figure 8: Groups formed and papers includedIACOVOS IO
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Table 5: Popularity of each approach and the trends in research 2010 - 2019

Year of publication

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Total

FL 1 2 3

QL 7 3 10

NN 5 2 7

TB 1 1

EA 1 1

GA 1 1 2

PSO 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 8

ACO 1 1 2
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Table 6: D2D challenges addressed by each paper in each Intelligent Approach

DD MS IM P-C S RRA CDO Qos P mmW H D2D Citations

FL √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 13

[67]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

6

[75]
√ √ √ √ √ √

5

[103]
√ √

2

QL √ √ √ √ √ √ 28

[88]
√ √ √

6

[105]
√ √

5

[106]
√ √ √

8

[107]
√ √

0

[108]
√ √ √ √

3

[89]
√ √

1

[109]
√ √

2

[90]
√ √ √

1

[110]
√ √ √

1

[111]
√ √

1

NN √ √ √ √ √ √ 22

[114]
√ √

0

[115]
√ √

4

[116]
√ √

4

[117]
√ √ √

8

[118]
√ √

5

[119]
√ √ √

0

[120]
√ √ √ √

1

TB √ √ √ 28

[123]
√ √ √

28

EA √ √ 22

[127]
√ √

22

GA √ √ √ √ 17

[130]
√ √ √

13

[131]
√ √

4

PSO √ √ √ √ √ 127
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[133]
√

0

[134]
√ √ √

22

[135]
√ √ √

74

[136]
√ √ √

12

[137]
√ √ √

6

[138]
√ √ √

5

[139]
√ √ √

5

[140]
√ √ √ √

3

ACO √ √ 13

[144]
√

10

[145]
√ √

3

Figure 9: D2D challenges addressed by each Intelligent Approach

Features that are considered important to be supported by the groups formed in further

improving the D2D communication are the following:

1. Dynamic Implementation (DI): The intelligent Approach should take into consid-

eration a dynamically changing environment, where the UE location is changing
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rapidly and therefore the band selection and power calculation (in Underlay) need

to be updated during the next time period. Also, for any small change in mobile

network, the algorithms must not rerun. In addition, the dynamic implementation

should be able to handle new dynamic situations (i.e., adding new technologies, as

e.g. a new Device that supports Bluetooth sharing). All groups are dynamic.

2. Multi-Cell environment consideration (Multi-Cell): With this feature supported, the

interference of the neighboring cells can be better handled. Thus interference can

be better controlled resulting in better spectral efficiency.

3. HetNet support (HetNet): With this feature supported both cellular and other Ra-

dio Access Technologies (Heterogeneous networks) that will have different protocols

support like WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Lora , 3G, 4G etc., can be considered in the

D2D link establishment.

4. QoE support (QoE): With this feature supported, the Quality of Experience of the

User in the Network is considered, thus guaranteeing at least the minimum desired

data rate of the user demand.

5. Fairness in UEs bandwidth usage (F): With this feature supported, the fairness

factor is considered as the fair handling of D2D devices among the whole network

coverage (i.e. UEs closed to BS and far from BS), thus guarantying the minimum

measurement factor like data rate for all the UEs in the network.

6. Ultra-reliable low latency (URLL): With this feature supported, the requirements

regarding the low latency and ultra-high reliability of the D2D communication link

is considered [155].
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7. Fault Tolerance (FT): is the property that enables a system to continue operating

properly in the event of the failure of some of its components (or one or more faults

within) [156].

Based on the analysis performed, Table 7 indicates which of those features are supported

by each intelligent approach. As shown in the table below, Q-Learning is the only one that

addressed all except URLL, FT and mMTC.Additionally, all of the groups can support

the eMBB (as discussed in Section 1) use case because they focus on the improvement of

the sum rate of the network. However, they can not support the mMTC (as shown in

Section 1) use case because the simulations executed by the approaches are with a small

number of devices under the D2D network.
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Table 7: Additional features supported by each Intelligent Approach

DI Multi-

Cell

HetNet QoE F URLL FT mMTC eMBB

FL
√

[67, 75, 103]
√

[67, 75]
√

ALL

QL
√

[88, 105, 106,

107, 108, 89,

109, 90, 110,

111]

√
[88, 105,

107, 90]

√
[88, 106, 107,

109, 90]

√
[105]

√
[88, 106, 107,

90, 111]

√
ALL

NN
√

[114, 115,

116, 117, 118,

119, 120]

√

[116, 117]

√
ALL

TB
√

[123]
√

[123]
√

ALL

EA
√

[127]
√

[127]
√

ALL

GA
√

[130, 131]
√

[130]
√

[130]
√

ALL

PSO
√

[133, 134,

135, 136, 137,

138, 139, 140]

√
[136]

√
[134]

√
[137]

√
ALL

ACO
√

[144, 145]
√

[144]
√

[144, 145]
√

[144, 145]
√

ALL

2.3.6 Concluding Remarks, Observations and Open Issues

The aim of this section is to provide concluding remarks based on the examined lit-

erature and identify any pending open issues and challenges that the approaches, in our

opinion, did not address, fully or otherwise. Moreover, general observations highlighting

some open issues/weaknesses in the existing literature have been identified, that would

benefit by further investigation.

Ideally, D2D communications should be a problem solved by the devices that want

to communicate in a D2D manner. Therefore, it must be seen as a local problem (i.e.,

only between the proximate D2D devices) and not a global problem (i.e., taking into

consideration all D2D devices in the Network). Hence, not the BS but the D2D device

should ideally handle the control, support and security. From the global view perspective,
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the D2D devices should increase total sum rate, reuse frequencies, create clusters for

sharing bandwidth and provide disaster recovery mechanisms to the network in order to

contribute to the effective operation of the network.

Any proposed solution should seek to be intelligent for the following reasons: i) Rein-

forcement learning is an important aspect for self-organizing networks; ii) DAI control is

only implemented by using agent based intelligent approaches; iii) Intelligent approaches

can analyze more and deeper data like the frequencies around the D2D device and what

appropriate frequency and power can be used in the case of Underlay D2D communication;

iv) Intelligent approaches achieve increased accuracy (i.e., image classification and object

recognition); v) Intelligent approaches can implement an autonomous, flexible and dy-

namic system; vi) Intelligent approaches can respond quickly in emergency situations like

disaster recovery of a network; and vii) Intelligent approaches can jointly solve some of the

challenges. Therefore, the intelligent approaches are expected to offer effective solutions

in the implementation of D2D technical challenges.

For the intelligent groups analysed, a vast number of intelligent approaches in the

groups in order to implement D2D communication they necessitate hardware changes at

either BS or UE or both. This necessitates the intervention of telecom companies and

mobile manufactures, to support the approaches. Also, as shown in the analysis provided

above, most of the intelligent groups are dynamic. However, as most of them are not

flexible and slow in execution, the Mobile Network may have timeout during: i)handover;

ii)connection establishment to mobile internet; and iii)connection establishment to mobile

network. Furthermore, even if some of the intelligent approaches (by default) can support

autonomous devices, the considered papers did not utilize this characteristic in the D2D

intelligent approaches.
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Most intelligent approaches are using as utility function / basic measurement value

the following: i) Data Rate; ii) Sum Rate; iii) SINR; iv) SNR; v) Power (Manipulation

on power of D2D in order to reduce interference); vi) QoE/QoS (Power of battery of

device/min data rate); vii) Spectral efficiency; viii) Weighted sum rate (of all D2D) and

ix) Location(distance). The aforesaid metrics are important for the implementation of the

D2D challenges and an intelligent approach should consider these in the implementation

of the solution. However, some of the metrics are connected mathematically through

formulation by each other (i.e., if the approach have better Data Rate then it also has

better Sum Rate). In addition, it is important for new metrics to be introduced by the

intelligent approaches, metrics that will be used by autonomous and distributed intelligent

applications.

The ACO and PSO try to form the problem as a maximization problem and solve

it. This is achieved by solving an equation that locates optimal solutions by moving

through a parameter space representing all possible solutions. The most important aspect

in these approaches is the correct formulation and implementation of the utility function,

which is a good thing and it should be example for other approaches. The intelligent

approaches should be adaptable enough in order to be used jointly or as supporting any

other intelligent approach and hence solve the D2D challenges. Based on the finding of this

survey conducted, there are no intelligent approach proposals that jointly solve all D2D

Challenges. It is our thesis that the joint solution of D2D challenges should be a feasible

goal if the approaches implement DAI with a framework that will jointly use multiple

intelligent approaches. In this case, each D2D challenge can adopt the most appropriate

intelligent approach (e.g. fuzzy logic with handover, Neural Networks with interferenceIACOVOS IO
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management) and the cross side effects will be handled by the framework that it will tackle

the D2D challenges.

Below, we provide a summary of some general observations, identified during our

analysis, highlighting some open issues/weaknesses of the existing literature that would

benefit by further investigation:

• An approach that solves the joint implementation of all D2D technical challenges is

lacking.

• Distributed Artificial Intelligent (DAI) implementation11 of intelligent approaches is

lacking. In D2D the global problem can be separated to pieces of local small problems

(locality of small D2D Clusters) and solved by using DAI and true distribution on

local level. This is expected to be a powerful solution to the D2D challenges.

• An intelligent approach, which proposes an autonomous solution without the use

of the global network data, for pre calculation of thresholds, does not exist in the

literature.

• Even though D2D is a locality issue (i.e., only between the proximate D2D devices)

most of the approaches handle it as a global issue (at the BS). Therefore, they do

not use only data (i.e., SNIR, CQI, Power, frequencies, etc.,) used by the D2D and

UE Devices in their proximity but data related to all the D2D and UE Devices in

the Network, which are stored in the BS. These requests of data from the BS, create

many exchanges of messages, which may cause excessive signaling overhead.

11With the implementation of DAI, agents are independent without any restrictions for forming imme-
diate D2D networks. With DAI the problem is separated and distributed to the nodes in the network.
Then each node, in synchronization with others, tries to solve the small portion of the problem assigned
to it. At the end all nodes provide the solution they found to the small problem assigned to them, which
in aggregate form the solution of the biggest problem.
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• A vast number of approaches need hardware change at the BS and the UEs that is

expensive and difficult task to do.

• In order to be flexible the approach should use modularity in implementation in order

to change/add easily the major components (i.e., Telecommunication Interfaces,

Communication Protocols, etc.). Only the intelligent approaches that used Fuzzy

logic and NN, are considered as flexible.

• Based on the low number of citations (270) on Intelligent D2D approaches found in

the open literature, encourages of the Intelligent Approaches community to turn its

attention to addresses these D2D challenges.

• Large opportunities for using AI techniques in the following D2D Challenges: i)

Handover of D2D device; ii) Device Discovery; and iii) Security of D2D Communi-

cation.

• Inadequate research is performed on D2D Intelligent approaches using the following:

i) Multi-hop relay D2D (more than two hops); ii) Dynamic networks; and iii) Flexible

networks.

• There is no work that supports self-organizing networks12 (all three categories:

Self-configuration, Self-optimization and Self-healing).

• Not a lot of approaches make use of HETNETS.

• Not a lot of implementations are flexible enough in HETNETS to support a variety

of other interface technologies (for example mmWave) in D2D Communications.

12Self-organizing network (SON) [157, 158] manages networks with high automation that automatically
tune the network parameters to improve the network Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). There are
three categories of SON: Self-configuration, Self-optimization and Self-healing. Self-healing, the ability to
automatically recover from failures, includes detection, diagnosis, and recovery.
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The mobile interface technologies like mmWave could be handled as modules in a

modular implementation.

• Only Fuzzy Logic adequately addresses the D2D technical challenge regarding Cell

Densification and offloading (as the simulations shown in the literature).

• Only Fuzzy Logic addresses the D2D technical challenge regarding Device Discovery.

• Only Neural Networks adequately address the D2D Challenge regarding the usage

of mmWaves in D2D Communication.

• Only Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks address the D2D technical challenge regard-

ing handover of D2D device.

• Only Fuzzy Logic and Q-Learning effectively address the D2D technical challenge

regarding Security of D2D Communication.

• There is no implementation that supports the D2DMHR with more than two hops

in depth.

• Not a lot of papers support edge computing.

• An intelligent approach utilizing all spectrum modes is lacking. More specifically,

Outband (Controlled/Autonomous) is not used by many groups as an alternative

gateway to web access.

• an intelligent approach utilizing all spectrum utilization methods is lacking.

• An intelligent approach utilizing all transmission modes is lacking.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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• An intelligent approach handling Ultra-Reliable Low Latency (URLL) feature in

D2D communication is lacking. The advantages on URLL are examined in some

papers [155].

• Not any investigated approach supports Fault Tolerance.

Based on the outcomes and the discussion provided above, in Table 8 we identify the

intelligent approaches that are most suitable to be used for addressing specific D2D chal-

lenges in terms of time, messaging, speed and computation. Therefore , in this part of the

section we will state some key observations for AI/ML and D2D for 5G Wireless Systems

and we will propose a road-map in order to tackle D2D Challenges at 5G communication.

Table 8: Intelligent Approaches Suitable for Addressing Specific D2D Challenges

AI/ML

IA Challenges

DD MS IM P-C S RRA CDO QoS P mmW H D2D

FL
√ √ √ √ √

EA
√

GA
√

PSO
√ √

ACO
√

FL
√

QL
√ √ √ √

NN
√ √ √ √ √

Due to the complexity of the D2D Challenges, Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine

Learning (ML) based techniques, thanks to their learning, classifying and controlling ca-

pabilities, can be employed to facilitate solving the D2D Challenges in a more efficient man-

ner. In addition, they are widely utilized for maximization/optimization/categorization
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problems, which makes them perfect candidates for solving the D2D challenges [71]. The

aim of utilizing AI/ML, is to allow: i) autonomous decentralized control; and ii) collabora-

tion in collection, sharing, and forwarding information in a multihop manner. In addition,

AI/ML has the capability to gather relevant information in real time. This is considered

a key to leveraging the value of the D2D as such information will be transformed into

intelligence which will facilitate the formation of an intelligent environment [159].

AI/ML can be used in order to address jointly all the D2D challenges by implementing a

distributed autonomous control environment (i.e., DAI or Distributed Machine Learning

(DML)), since as specified above, D2D is a local and not a global problem. A local

view of the problem could also aim to facilitate the implementation of the D2DMHR

with more than two hops in depth and security of D2D Communication in an efficient

manner. Also, by exploiting their learning capabilities (Reinforcement Learning (RL13

) or Simple Learning (SL)) of each intelligent approach a more optimized Interference

Management, Radio Resource Allocation, guarantee QoE and QoS and Power Control can

be implemented. Additionally, by intelligently building on the historical information, a

more optimized routing path can be selected by the D2D UE improving thus the required

QoS. Moreover, an AI/ML technique whenever practical, with the use of RL they are

more successful on acting on an unexpected network event (i.e. BS has power cut), in the

purpose of realizing a dynamic and flexible D2D communication adapted to the dynamic

and flexible nature of Mobile Networks. Furthermore, AI/ML must utilize the whole

spectrum (Inband and Outband) and all transmission modes, so as to increase spectrum

efficiency and conserve energy. In addition, Self-Organizing Networks (SON) adaptability

13 Reinforcement learning (RL) [160] is an area of machine learning concerned with how software agents
ought to take actions in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward. Rein-
forcement learning is one of three basic machine learning paradigms, alongside supervised learning and
unsupervised learning.
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in a dynamic Mobile Networks environment is very important. Thus, the solution provided

by AI/ML approaches must be adaptable. Thus the above guidelines for the adoption and

design of AI/ML approaches for D2D we expect would allow one to provide an effective

D2D solution, in its totality,and hence contribute toward the achievement of the ambitious

guidelines set out for 5G .

Overall, based on the observations extracted from road-map, we identify that there are

still opportunities, and a need, for using AI/ML techniques for addressing D2D Challenges.

Specifically, inadequate research is performed on D2D Challenges related to Handover of

D2D device, Device Discovery, Security of D2D Communication, Cell Densification and

Offloading and mmWaves in D2D Communication. In addition, an approach that solves

the joint implementation of all D2D technical challenges is lacking. Furthermore, further

research is needed on D2D Intelligent approaches utilizing Multi-hop relay D2D (more

than two hops) and all spectrum and transmission modes. Also, focus should be given in

approaches that are modular in terms of Radio Access Technologies (RAT) interfaces and

can solve the D2D challenges by using DAI control. With DAI, a dynamic and flexible

control of the D2D Network can be achieved, with less computation and no hardware

changes at BS. Moreover, an intelligent approach handling the ultra-reliable low latency

feature in D2D communication is lacking.

2.4 Need of AI in 5G/6G and Beyond

It is becoming commonly accepted that Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be one of the

crucial driving forces that will shape the future 6G communication networks in designing

and optimizing 6G architectures and protocols which will, among others, enable the pro-

liferation of distributed independent autonomous systems [8, 59]. Latest literature in 6G
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[4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 8, 9, 10] specify that in order for the 6G to satisfy connectivity demands of

smart networks and satisfy the requirements of near-future services a fully decentralized

control with virtual resources [10] is needed. In addition, 6G will bring intelligence from

centralized computing facilities to every terminal in the network. Unsupervised learning,

combined with inter-user inter-operator knowledge sharing, will promote real-time net-

work decisions through prediction [6]. Also AI, Deep Learning, Machine learning (i.e.,

DNN (Deep Neural Network), Q-Learning) will help 6G for establishing self-organization

strategies, including self-learning, self-configuration, self-healing and self-optimization of

network resources at the Terminal level (Mobile Devices), as well as Intelligent Pro-

grammable Wireless Environments [11]. Furthermore, distributed security mechanisms

will be implemented on mobile devices (i.e., decentralized authentication) and smart mo-

bile applications will be able to learn from user behaviour [7, 1] for improving security

and usability. Thus, this research, taking into account the statements above, investi-

gates also the intelligent part of 6G and devises a DAI framework that respects also the

implementation of the D2D challenges in future 6G communication networks.

2.5 Related Work

This section provides a review of research work related to the use of BDI agents, other

D2D frameworks and transmission mode Selection, and examples of clustering techniques

in static and dynamic environments that exist in the open literature related to their usage

in telecommunications. Also, related work on the use of unsupervised learning clustering

techniques is provided.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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2.5.1 Related Work on utilizing BDI Agents for Telecommunications Prob-

lems

There is a wealth of research on the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine

Learning (ML) techniques for communication and networking issues. In this section we

include a a few examples that deal with the use of multi-agent systems and BDI agents in

general communication problems.

2.5.1.1 Multi-agent Approaches for Wireless and Mobile Communications

The authors in [22] tackle the problem of energy consumption and communication la-

tency in wireless sensor networks. More specifically, the authors propose a system with a

single Mobile Agent (MA) travelling freely within the network and performing data collec-

tion. This behavior improves data delivery to the sink, and reduces energy consumption.

The specific work utilizes deep neural network for learning, in which the input is the state

of the wireless sensor network and the output is the optimal route path. The route plan-

ning can be done with the usage of the locations of each node in the environment that

acts as input for the intelligent agent. The intelligent agent architecture selected is the

actor network and a critic network. The information used is from the whole network, but

the decision is taken locally.

Another work that uses reinforcement learning is [161], which deals with the prob-

lem of discovering low-level wireless communication schemes between two agents in a fully

decentralized system. This is the type of problem considered in the DARPA Spectrum Col-

laboration Challenge (SC2), which is “the first-of-its-kind collaborative machine-learning

competition to overcome scarcity in the radio frequency (RF) spectrum”. The proposed

method employs policy gradients to learn an ideal bi-directional communication scheme.
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The approach places two agents against each other and shows that the two actors are able

to learn modulation schemes for communication while sharing only a limited information

and having no domain-specific knowledge about the task.

2.5.1.2 BDI Agents for Wireless and Mobile Communications

The authors in [162] utilize a multi-agent software design, dynamic analysis, and de-

centralized control in order to implement solutions for the complex distributed systems of

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). The paper’s purpose is to create an autonomic system

design for distributed nodes in a diverse and changing environment, that interact on top

of a wireless communication channel for decentralized problem solving. Due to hardware

limitations, the Multi-agent system techniques and especially nodes (agents) are not de-

liberative (or strong) reasoning systems. The belief, desire, intention (BDI) agent model

is used. The paper authors implement two simple WSN test scenarios and show that BDI

agents can perform basic WSN functions. In addition, the agents succeed in imitating

some recognizable aspects of the system and they are adaptable to different scenarios. In

the scenarios, five different agents are discussed. A problem of this approach is that a

better method is needed for managing the size of the belief-base used in each agent, as

this turns out to expand unboundedly in a case such as flooding.

Another class of wireless networks built dynamically in an ad-hoc network manner

with a large mobile user base is found in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs). The

work presented in [163] tackles the problem of routing in VANETs. Routing in VANETs is

critical because of limitations such as unpredictable network topology, frequent disconnec-

tions, and varying network densities. The authors in this paper proposed a Multi-agent

scheme-based routing scheme that comprises of static agent and mobile agents for VANETs
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(V2V vehicle-to-vehicle communication) where they tackle the challenge of how to route

the data with short communication delay, overhead, and the complexity. The proposed

algorithm has the following steps: i) establish a connectivity pattern between the vehicles;

ii) create a set of Beliefs; iii) develop the Desires; iv) execute the Intentions.

2.5.2 Related Work on D2D frameworks

This section provides a literature review related to other D2D frameworks that exist

in the open literature. The frameworks identified are grouped based on the problem that

they tackle and they are briefly compared with the DAI framework proposed in this thesis.

Specifically, other related D2D frameworks appeared in the existing open literature are

found in [164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175]

The frameworks described in [164], [166] and [171] aim to address the caching perspec-

tive of D2D communication network. Specifically, [164] tries to handle a mobile Content

Delivery Network (mCDN) with special mobile devices designated to act as caching servers

and they implement caching with the use of Optimum Dual-solution Searching Algorithm

(ODSA) that handles content popularity and content policies. Thus, the approach depends

on the caching servers for decision control. The framework described in [166] attempts to

use a hypergraph framework that designs the caching-based D2D communication plan by

taking under consideration the social ties among users, location, and common interests.

For establishing the hypergraph, a trade-off between cellular capacity and D2D capacity

must be considered, by using hypergraph-based interference management with the use of

BS in a centralised manner. The caching strategy is optimized with the constraints of hit

ratio, delay, and caching capacity for improving energy efficiency and spectrum efficiency.

The third framework [171] forms a centralized area controller (CAC) that takes content
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aware decisions for content access requests in a distributed manner with the use of a Dis-

tributed D2D controller (DDC). This is implemented with Q-Learning in a DAI manner,

however it heavily depends on the BS in order to conclude for an estimate.

The framework described in [165] aims to address the security perspective of a D2D

network. Specifically, in the framework, a secure Network-Assisted D2D framework is

proposed, which provides a protocol that runs over all the D2D communication network

under the BS. The approach achieves security with the creation of a coalition list on

specific cases according to states (coalition/non coalition) and coverage where the BS is

taking a major position. This framework always consults the BS for any security wise

decision.

The frameworks described in [167], [168], [169], [170], [172], [173] and [174] aim to

address the generation of D2DSHRs under the BS. Specifically, in [167] the framework

enables the network-assisted scheduling. The framework is not only considering the Base

Station to collect D2D and cellular information but also it is considering the information

gathered by any mobile user under the BS. The framework described in [168], targets the

optimal network partition for D2D multicast offloading. The purpose here is to minimize

the overall energy consumption at the mobile terminal. In the third framework [169] the

authors boost the data rate in D2D communication by enabling data sharing among users

with the use of cooperative multicast transmission and with the help of the BS. In the

framework described in [170], the authors propose a D2D opportunistic relay selection

greedy algorithm with QoS enforcement that handles offloading and relaying with the

use of ProSe. Next, in [172] the authors realize a 5G cellular system based on D2D

communication and four levels of cloud units with various hardware capabilities utilized

at the edge of the cellular network as in mobile edge computing (MEC). In [173] the authors
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implemented a clustering and topological interference management (TIM) algorithm for a

D2D communication network by splitting the mobile network into various groups where

each group is served on a different frequency. The authors consider the TIM as a low-

rank-matrix-completion problem (LRMC) problem and tackles it using a low-complexity

scheme based on semi-definite programming (SDP). Finally, the framework described in

[174] selects active smartphones as relays with the purpose to opportunistically collect

heartbeat messages from the adjacent smartphones using D2D communication, hence it

is energy efficient.

The framework described in [175] aims to address the disaster recovery problem in

a D2D network. The framework ”FINDER” discovers and relinks the isolated Mobile

Nodes (MNs) in the disaster zone to minimize the damage on assets and number on

human life losses in a case of war. More specifically, the MNs under the damaged Base

Station (BS) switch to multi-hop D2D communications mode in a disaster and try to be

an active/working Mobile network through a neighboring BS or a Wi-Fi access point. This

approach is distributed but it depends on the MNs.

2.5.3 Related Work on Transmission Mode Selection in D2D Communication

considering a static environment

In this section, we review open literature approaches related to Transmission Mode

selection in D2D communication, where there is a plethora of articles, as for example

[176, 177, 127, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188]. Below we refer only

to those that are most relevant to the work investigated in this chapter.

A classification based on the type of control (see Section 2.3.4.3) appears below:IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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• Centralized approaches [176, 177, 127, 178, 179, 181, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 189,

190], where the decision is taken by the BS;

• Semi-distributed approaches [180], where the decision is taken by both the BS and

the D2D devices in collaboration;

• Distributed approaches with centralised information [182], where the decision is

taken by the D2D devices; however in this case the D2D devices need some in-

formation from the BS; and

• Distributed Artificial Intelligent (DAI) approaches, where the decision is taken by

each D2D device independently; however in this case they may share information

with other D2D devices (this Thesis).

It is evident from above that most works use the Centralized approach and only a

few use Semi- or Fully-Distributed algorithms. Note that the metrics considered by the

previously mentioned approaches for selecting the Transmission mode are shown in Table

9. Most of the works use the same metrics (power, SINR, distance).

The approaches described in [176, 177, 127, 178, 180] focus on D2D Transmission

Mode Selection but for D2D Direct selection mode only. More specifically, in [176] the

authors use only the quality of the cellular link and interference (SINR) and a simple

condition to select the best D2D device to connect. In [177] the authors are also using

the SINR, but with the target to maximize the sum rate by using a gradient method.

In [127] the authors, in addition to SINR, consider Sum Rate as well, by utilizing an

evolutionary algorithm. In [178] the aim is to maximize the average Sum Rate by utilizing

an opportunistic subchannel scheduling to solve a stochastic optimization problem. The

authors in [180] use SINR and Lagrangian dual decomposition method in conjunction
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Table 9: Metrics Utilized in D2D Transmission Mode Selection

Metrics Works using the metric

Power or Transmission Power [179, 181, 182, 183, 187]

Interference [182, 186]

Resource Blocks or Sub-channel [127]

SINR [176, 177, 127, 180, 181, 184]

Channel Signal Indicator (CSI) [189]

Distance [179, 176, 190], this Thesis

Hop Count (in Multi Hop Relays) [189]

Sum Rate or Type of frequencies [178, 186]

Battery Capacity [190]

Data Forwarding Delay [190]

Link Throughput to eNB (BS) [190]

Weighted Data Rate this Thesis

with a greedy and a column generation based algorithm. With this approach a threshold

calculation is first executed at the BS (Lagrange multiplier). Then, the UEs based on the

calculated threshold perform a decision independently.

The approaches described in [179, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187] focus on D2D Direct

and D2DSHR selection mode only. More specifically, in [179] the authors use the power

usage as a metric, and propose a distance-dependent algorithm with power optimization

based on the UE position. In [181], using as utility the power and the SINR, the authors

select the best D2DSHR by tackling a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem

using both a two-dimensional and a three-dimensional matching. In [182] the authors

choose a D2DSHR by utilizing interference as a metric. In this approach, a distributed

method is chosen to coordinate the interference and eliminate improper D2DSHRs by

minimizing power. In [183] the authors formulate the D2DSHR selection problem as a

combination optimization many-to-one matching problem. Power is used as a metric in

their Power efficient Relay Selection algorithm. In [184], by using SINR as a metric, a
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two-stage D2DSHR selection is proposed. In the first stage, the range of the candidate

D2DSHR UEs are determined by using a regional division method. In the second stage,

the optimal D2DSHR UE is selected. In [185], by using distance as a metric, a multi-cell

model based on stochastic geometry is proposed. The aim of this model is to evaluate the

coverage probability of three location-aware relay selection schemes. In [186], the authors

based on outage probabilities analysis and a sum-capacity comparison provide the criteria

of employing Relay communication mode with two hops. The metric used in this analysis

is interference that is calculated based on Sum Rate. In [187], by using power as a metric,

an iterative Hungarian method (IHM) is proposed to solve the optimal power allocation

problem. This method takes under consideration the channel allocation.

The approaches described in [189, 190] focus on D2D Direct and D2DMHR only. More

specifically, in [189], the authors are using graph theory (Destination Oriented Directed

Acyclic Graph (DODAG)) to provide, by means of multi-hop path, the location of D2D

nodes in the cluster network topology. Initially, by using as a metric the channel state in-

formation (CSI), the BS concludes with the potential D2DMHRs and D2D devices. Then,

the hop count metric is utilized as a cumulative cost function to construct the graph.

In [190], the authors propose an Ordinal Potential Game (OPG), with the purpose to

select the best link and association between D2D nodes. In this approach, the Transmis-

sion Mode Selection is performed as a throughput maximization problem with delay and

remaining energy constraints. The metrics used for the selection are the location informa-

tion, battery capacity, data forwarding delay, and the link throughput associated with it

to the eNodeB (BS).IACOVOS IO
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2.5.4 Related Work on Transmission Mode Selection in D2D Communication

considering a Dynamic Environment

In Section 2.5.3 all approaches are focused on a static environment, an environment

without consideration of the mobility of the devices. On the other hand, the DAIS ap-

proach can be utilised in dynamic environments, as it is distributed, autonomous, dy-

namic, flexible, and reacts fast and adapts quickly and efficiently to D2D Network topology

changes.

Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, not a lot of work was done in directly

addressing Dynamic Transmission Mode Selection. An interesting heuristic algorithmic

approach appears in [26]. It uses only two D2D modes, the: i) D2D Direct mode; and ii)

D2D Relay mode in a reduced distance of 20m, as well as three modes of operation of the

UEs, the: i) infrastructure mode; ii) D2D mode; and iii) D2D Relay mode. We label this

approach the ”D2D Single Hop Relay Approach (SHRA)”. The authors implement two

experiments in terms of user mobility. First, they have the UEs static location and then

the UEs move within a fixed area. Second, they simulate mobility in both models, the

random way-point model and the linear mobility model. The examined approach uses only

single-hop D2D Relay communications, and it focuses on the distance for selecting the D2D

Relay device. More specifically, the examined approach has two thresholds, the minimum

”threshold distance for single-hop D2D communication” (called α) used for establishing

D2D Relay assisted communication and the maximum ”threshold distance for relay-aided

D2D communication” (called γ) used for establishing D2D Direct communication. Based

on the distance (called r) among two D2D Devices that want to communicate, they have

the following cases:
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• If the distance among two D2D Devices is greater than γ, then they select to connect

over the BS.

• If the distance is less than γ and greater than α, then they find a D2D Device that

should convert to D2D Relay and both devices should connect between them with

the use of the relay device.

• If the distance is less than α, then they connect directly among them using D2D

Direct mode.

Note that the SHRA approach connects two D2D Devices that want to communicate

using two cases:

• In the first case, the devices select the D2D Direct transmission mode, and then they

establish a direct link between each other.

• In the second case, the devices select the D2D Client transmission mode. Then

the approach locates and utilises an existing device that will act as an intermediate

node to set its transmission mode to D2D Relay. Subsequently, the two D2D clients

connect to the identified D2D Relay by establishing direct links to it.

In contrast, with the DAIS (shown in Section 6.1.5) approach, the D2D Relay forms a

cluster in the D2D network towards the BS, and all D2D devices are connected through

the BS/Gateway. Finally, the simulation evaluation results in [26] showed that the D2D

Relay mode in the Dynamic and Static environment can provide a better data rate.

2.5.5 Related Work on Unsupervised Learning Clustering Techniques

In this section we provide related work on AI/ML Unsupervised Learning Cluster-

ing Techniques, utilized for a comparative performance evaluation in our investigation.
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Since there are no comparative DAI techniques in the open literature addressing D2D

Transmission Mode selection, we consider a number of representative AI/ML unsuper-

vised learning clustering techniques, which are parameterized for the D2D environment

to allow a fairer comparative evaluation with enhanced DAIS. In particular, we consider

Fuzzy ART, DBSCAN, G-MEANS and MEC clustering techniques. Their performance is

evaluated in terms of Spectral Efficiency (SE), Power Consumption (PC) and QoS/QoE

metrics. It is important to highlight here that these clustering techniques were not de-

signed for application in D2D communication specifically. With unsupervised learning

clustering techniques, an AI classification algorithm, that is associated with generative

learning models, may cluster unsorted data according to similarities and differences even

if there are no categories provided [191, 192]. Below the Fuzzy ART [193, 194, 195, 196],

DBSCAN [197, 198, 199, 200], MEC [201, 202, 203] and G-MEANS [204, 205, 192] clus-

tering techniques, that are implemented and compared with DAIS and DSR, are briefly

described. Additionally, the K-means algorithm, with which the Fuzzy ART, MEC and

G-Meams approaches are related, is described.

K-Means (Lloyd’s algorithm) [206] is a vector quantization method that, by using a

set of input patterns, aims to partition n samples (e.g., in our case the number of the

UEs in the Network) into K clusters, in which each sample belongs to the cluster with

the nearest mean. More specifically, K-Means repeatedly finds the centroid of each cluster

in the partition and then re-partitions the input according to which of these centroids

is closest. In this setting, the mean operation is an integral over a region of space, and

the nearest centroid operation results in clusters. The K-Means is considered as a hard

clustering method, in which each sample must be assigned to only one cluster; thus K

identifies the coarseness of the partition.
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Note that the number of clusters K is a parameter that must be manually set before

execution. This is considered as a disadvantage in D2D communication networks which

are dynamic in nature. Also, K-Means is slow and with poor results in terms of correct

clustering of samples. For these reasons, K-Means is not selected to be examined in the

comparative performance evaluation.

Fuzzy ART [194, 195, 196] is an unsupervised learning clustering algorithm. It is a type

of Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) network approach [193] which, similarly to K-Means

algorithm, uses single prototypes to internally represent and dynamically adjust clusters

(as seen in [206]). However, Fuzzy ART uses as a metric the minimum required similarity

between patterns in order to categorize samples in the same cluster. The resulting number

of clusters depends on the distances between all input patterns, presented towards the

network for the period of training cycles. Fuzzy ART uses structure calculus based on

fuzzy logic and ART for binary and continuous value inputs.

DBSCAN [197, 198, 199, 200] relies on a density-based concept of clusters which is

outlined to determine clusters of uninformed shape. More specifically, for each point of

a cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius (called eps; from the greek word ”epsilon”)

has to enclose at least a minimum number of MinPts14 points. The eps and MinPts are

respectively important and mandatory parameters to the algorithm.

In the direction of finding a cluster, it starts with a random point and retrieves all

points density-reachable from the chosen point. During the execution of the algorithm,

if the selected point is a core point, this procedure results in a cluster. Otherwise, the

point is labeled as noise (border). More specifically, if the investigated point contains a

sufficient number of points, a cluster is started. The examined point in the algorithm

14MinPts are the minimum number of points in the G-neighborhood of a core point.
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might afterwards be found in a satisfactorily sized radius-environment of a different point

and therefore it can be made part of a former cluster. If the selected point is a border

point, no points are density-reachable from the selected point and DBSCAN visits the

subsequently point. If within the radius of neighborhood the minimum amount of points

in the G-neighborhood is not satisfied then the investigated point is considered as non-core

point. Precisely, if a point is found to be part of a cluster, its neighborhood is also part

of that cluster. Hence, all points that are found within the neighborhood are added, as is

their own neighborhood.

The aforesaid process continues until the cluster is found. In that case, a new unvisited

point is retrieved and processed, leading to the discovery of a further cluster of noise.

Additionally, based on the global values of Eps and MinPts, if two clusters of different

density are “close” to each other the DBSCAN algorithm can combine two clusters into

one. Accordingly, a recursive call of DBSCAN could be crucial for the identified clusters

by means of a higher value on behalf of MinPts. But this is not necessarily a disadvantage

for the algorithm because the recursive call of DBSCAN yields a more accurate result of

clusters. Moreover, the recursive clustering of the points of a cluster is only crucial under

conditions that can be uncomplicatedly recognized with the use of the Euclidean distance.

Minimum Entropy Clustering (MEC) algorithm [201, 202, 203], focuses on the mini-

mization of the conditional entropy of clusters, given samples so at the end it concludes

with the clusters. Numerous mathematical facts, such as Fano’s inequality and Bayes

probability of error, indicate that the MEC method can perform well on grouping pat-

terns. This is the reason that MEC: i) performs well even when the correct number of

clusters is unknown; ii) correctly reveals the structure of data; and iii) effectively identifies

outliers simultaneously. However, MEC is an iterative algorithm starting with an initial
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partition given by any other (except the random initialization) clustering method (e.g.,

K-Means), where the number of the clusters formed and the number of clients assigned

to each cluster, are values randomly selected. Therefore, in this investigation the ini-

tialization is done with the use of the data results coming from the K-Means execution.

In addition, the MEC starts with a large K and the algorithm often can automatically

remove unnecessary clusters and reach a lower entropy state. This method performs very

well especially when the exact number of clusters is unknown. The method can also cor-

rectly reveal the structure of data and effectively identify outliers simultaneously with the

minimum entropy clustering criterion.

G-MEANS (Gaussian expectation- maximization) clustering [204, 205, 192] extends

K-Means approach with the automatic determination of the amount of clusters by nor-

mality investigation. The G-MEANS algorithm is based on a statistical experiment for

the hypothesis that a subset of data follows a Gaussian distribution. G-MEANS runs

K-Means with increasing k hierarchically until the test acknowledges the hypothesis that

the data relegated to each K-Means center are Gaussian.

The G-MEANS algorithm begins with a trivial amount of K-Means centers, and

steadily grows the amount of centers in each iteration. Specifically, in every iteration

of the algorithm, each center whose data do not come from a Gaussian distribution, is

separated in two other centers. In spite of the fact that the K-Means algorithm expects,

without condition, that the data points in each cluster are spherically distributed around

the center, the G-MEANS (Gaussian expectation-maximization) algorithm expects that

the data points in each cluster have a multidimensional Gaussian distribution with a co-

variance matrix (that might or might not be rigid, or mutual). The Gaussian distribution

tests are suitable also for covariance matrix assumption. In order to restrict the G-MEANS
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algorithm from making poor decisions about clusters with few data points, the aforesaid

test takes also under consideration the quantity of data points tested by integrating in the

calculation the critical value of the test.

The advantages of G-MEANS are that: i) the hypothesis test does not limit the

covariance of the data; and ii) it is not computing a full covariance matrix. The G-MEANS

uses the standard statistical significance level of zero.
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Chapter 3

Proposed DAI Framework and BDI Extended Agents

This chapter introduces the proposed BDIx-based DAI framework to tackle 5G/6G

challenges in mobile communication networks15 . It also extends the BDI agents to

BDIx agents to allow flexibility in the design of the Plan library and the realisation of

dynamic decisions with the use of Fuzzy Logic IF-THEN statements along with the use of

reinforcement learning. Furthermore, it discusses how the framework is distributed16 , and

provides the main features of the BDIx agents and their architecture. Additionally, the

realisation and implementation aspects of the BDIx agents in the DAI framework according

to specific mobile communication network requirements are also discussed. Moreover,

the DAI Framework implementation, requirements and characteristics are also discussed.

Finally, it provides the operation complexity of the DAI framework.

3.1 The BDIx-based Distributed AI Framework

In this thesis, we consider a 5G/6G mobile communication network setting and moti-

vate the implementation of a distributed, autonomous, dynamic and flexible Distributed

15An introduction to the DAI framework and BDI agents appears in Chapter 2.
16In DAI framework classification (see Section 3.3), the term used is decentralized. We adopted dis-

tributed as it better conveys the implemented nature of the proposed DAI framework.
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Artificial Intelligent (DAI) framework that utilises BDIx agents (with Reinforcement

Learning), where a BDIx agent resides on each UE (see Fig. 10).

Figure 10: The DAI framework: BDIx Agents residing on the Mobile Devices

The proposed BDIx-based DAI framework is expected to offer a number of attrac-

tive features, including: i) fast network control with less messaging exchange, hence a

reduced signalling overhead; ii) fast decision making; iii) support of self-healing mech-

anisms and to collaboratively act as a self-organizing network; and iv) to capitalise on

existing implementations (e.g., Artificial Neural Networks [17]) for tackling any mobile

networking challenge. In order to achieve these features, the framework’s architecture

is envisioned to be modular and utilize the DAI concept. The underlying attraction is

that this framework can act as the glue platform in employing any one or more of the

optimized intelligent approaches found in the literature, relying only on local knowledge

(e.g., use Deep Neural Networks to identify best frequency that reduces interference to be

used by an entering D2D device). Thus, targeted modules within the BDIx agents can be

substituted or added as (extra AI/ML models) to achieve a specific task/requirement in

5G communication (e.g., to achieve high data rate in a D2D setup). Also, with the use
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of the BDIx agents in the framework, intercommunication and collaborative decisions can

be achieved with the use of messages. It is worth noting that there are a lot of predefined

well structured languages for BDI agents communication, including propose, notify, and

inform.

Next, we present a detailed description of the DAI framework and its implementa-

tion using BDIx agents. The DAI framework is analysed and described in more depth,

elaborating on: i) what a BDIx agent is, and how the DAI framework is realised with

the use of BDIx agents; ii) the DAI framework features, as inherited by the use of BDIx

agents; iii) the DAI architecture and flow of operation; and iv) how the DAI framework can

accomplish the mobile communication network’s challenges with the use of BDI agents.

Before elaborating on the DAI framework, we provide the main reasons for selecting

BDIx agents (a technology first introduced in the 1980s [18]) to realize our proposed DAI

framework: i) The current technology specifications of a CPU (processing power), memory

(cheap and plentiful) and networking equipment of a mobile device can be compared with

the technology specification of a regular desktop. Thus, BDIx agents can nowadays run

easily on a market based Mobile Device [207, 208]; ii) AI/ML, which also characterizes

BDIx agents, is improved vigorously within the latest years and it is widely used in re-

search; iii) BDI agents can successfully communicate asynchronously and collaborate in

tackling problems; and iv) BDI agents operate with reduced signaling overhead and much

faster control decision updates, as they rely on the local environment for decision making.

A brief comparison of BDI agents found in the open literature and BDIx agents im-

plemented in the thesis are presented in the Table 10.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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Table 10: Summary of BDI and BDIx agents differences

Features BDI Agent BDIx Agent

Utilises other AI/ML approaches at Beliefs N Y

Uses Fuzzy logic with priorities values on Beliefs N Y

Filters Sensor Values and Raised Events N Y

Provides REST API to Telcom Operators N Y

Has LEGO Based Components N Y

Provides Concurrent Execution of Multiple

Intentions
N Y

Provides ACID mechanism for Beliefs N Y

Has an Architecture for the implementation Simpler Architecture Y

Has a Flowchart of execution that support

the above
Simpler Flowchart Y

Enforces through the BDIx Interpreter

the whole implementation of the

DAI Framework

No Supported yet Y

Provides additional Features based

on the 5G/6G requirements
Specific Features Y

Adapts the Characteristics to be

aligned with the requirements
N Y

3.2 The Main Features of the DAI Framework

BDIx Agent (described in Section 3.4) is the realization technology of the DAI frame-

work. Therefore, the main features of our DAI framework, which are inherited by this

technology along with some features specifics associated with some of them, are the fol-

lowing:

• Modularity: The BDIx agent allows the Networks Operators to: i) Add or remove

Desires at run time through specific APIs; ii) Change the relations between Beliefs

and Desires (through threshold values) that results in the selection of Intentions and

the execution of plans (as shown in [209]).
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• Multitasking Execution: Multiple problems can be solved concurrently by the BDIx

agent with the parallel execution of multiple Intentions. This feature can provide

the ability to the proposed framework to achieve a joint implementation of the

Challenges (more details appear in Section 4.4).

• Collaborative Environment: The BDIx agents can communicate among them using

well-defined standard Agent Communication Languages (FIPA ACL/AngelSpeak)17

. Consequently, through communication18 the agents can coordinate and form a

collaborative environment through which:

– The BDIx Agents can negotiate the acceptance of a proposal by other agents

and commit to do their proposed task by considering their Beliefs and Desires.

For simplicity, but without loss of generality, in our investigation we consider

that BDIx agents accept the proposals of other agents without considering their

own Beliefs and Desires.

– the LTE proximity services messages from UE devices are not encrypted and

are shared freely among the UE devices in the network.

• Logging of User Actions: The BDIx agents can gather the actions (tractability) of

the UEs owners in terms of bandwidth usage and time in a Log table under their

Beliefs. Then, agents can use this information to improve the QoE of the user by

adjusting priorities of Desires though the Plan Library. With this feature, the agents

can also keep history of actions in Beliefs.

17These languages achieve agent intercommunication and are designed for BDI agents with the target
of solving problems collaborative or exchanging information.

18For example, the agents can use the IP address of BDI Agents, shared among UEs over LTE Proximity
Services.IACOVOS IO
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• Autonomicity19 : The BDIx agent that is installed in each UE, decides for the

control of communication without any dependency on information other than the

local information provided by Device Discovery (Proximity Services). Thus, the

BDIx agent is responsible for controlling the user’s device and network connection.

• Dynamicity20 : The BDIx agent supports reinforcement learning (as shown in [210])

with the use of sensors and metrics that measure the environment and updates the

Beliefs according to the representation of the environment. Additionally, the agent

decisions depend only on information it can access as a device through the use of

protocols (i.e., Proximity Services). This feature provides the ability to the proposed

framework to handle situations like disaster recovery or emergencies (i.e., ambulance

video transmission where the video has pre-specified needs of a specific bandwidth

and time delay).

• Flexibility21 : With the use of APIs (REST, Simple Object Access Protocol called

SOAP), the framework allows an operator to change the agents Desires and Plan

Library ”on the fly” (as shown in Section 3.6.5). Initially, the BDIx Agents which

reside on UEs have some pre-specified Beliefs, Desires and Planning Library’s fuzzy

logic rule set for setting priorities of Desires. These can be initialized based on the

operator’s objectives (e.g., to achieve 5G D2D communication) during the process

of the device registration in its network. Also, the aforesaid settings can be changed

19Autonomicity: Having the freedom to act independently in order to solve a problem.
20Dynamicity: Characteristic of the approach to react to changing conditions of operation (e.g., a D2D

device changes coordinates, increases speed, etc.) and continue satisfying the D2D Challenges. This is
also called Dynamic Implementation at features.

21Flexibility: Ability to adapt to possible, future changes in its requirements (e.g., increase the number
of devices, add mmWaves, D2DSHR go offline) and react fast in a change of a situation (e.g., a D2D device
enters/leaves the D2D network)IACOVOS IO
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dynamically by the operator, for the alignment of the agent with the current objec-

tives of the telecom operator. Therefore, BDIx agents can have updates regularly

based on telecom preferences.

• Supports Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) Control: The communication con-

trol is executed, in a distributed way using local environmental information, by the

BDIx agent running on the device. With DAI control we can break the investigated

problem into smaller pieces/requirements (that do not depend on other agents’ deci-

sion) and achieve 5G and beyond communication collaboratively. Additionally, with

the aforementioned segmentation, in which a piece is represented by a Desire and a

plan associated with it, the complexity of the communication is reduced.

• Supports Security: Each BDIx agent can utilize well known security techniques,

as for example Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) encryption or Secure Sockets Layer

(SSL) protocol along with digital signatures assigned in each device as tools to

increase security. This can be exploited for the implementation of a security protocol

that will achieve secure communication. In order to further improve security, the

communication encryption can be enhanced with the use of Public Key cryptography,

Sim Data and Digital Signature (in the same manner as [211, 212]).

• Provide good Environmental Representation: The BDix agents can achieve an ac-

curate representation of the surrounding environment in the Beliefs with the use of

sensors, variables, simple data structures and with the utilization of high compli-

cated data structures (i.e., Neural Networks). Additionally, the BDIx agents can

interact with any of the 7 layers of International organization of Standardization –IACOVOS IO
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Open System Interconnection (ISO-OSI) for acquiring extra network knowledge and

improve its environmental representation.

• Light Execution: The BDIx agent uses reduced CPU and memory resources for

executing tasks. This allows BDIx agents to run efficiently on today’s market based

Smartphones and Internet of Things (IoT) hardware [207, 208].

• Deliberation: The BDI agents can have an increasing freedom for selecting Desires

to become Intentions [213]. With BDIx agents this deliberation still exists, however

is slightly restricted by the Fuzzy Logic rules of the Plan Library of the agent. More

details appear next (Section 3.6.1).

Furthermore,as D2D communication is concerned, the DAI framework, provides the

following:

• Supports both Inband and Outband D2D Communication: The BDIx agent is au-

tonomous, dynamic, flexible and more specifically modular. Therefore, it can utilize

any available interface and frequency band, either inband or outband, provided by

the operator. For example, an agent can use concurrently both a Cellular (i.e., Long-

Term Evolution LTE) and a Wi-Fi interface, the one for link sharing and the other

for connecting towards the Gateway.

• Supports all D2D Transmission Modes: The BDIx agent can support all Transmis-

sion Modes (i.e., D2D Relay, D2D Multi Hop Relay, D2D Client, D2D Direct) with

the use of LTE Direct (for Inband D2D) and Wi-Fi Direct (for Outband D2D). More

precisely, the agent on the device can share its link and act as D2DSHR, D2DMHR

or utilise a shared link as D2D Client. Additionally, the agent can connect to the

BS and share its link to other D2D devices as D2DMHR Device.
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• The BDIx agents (as self-learning) can learn from the existing D2D-Relay22 nodes

that share information in the D2D network with the use of latest technologies (i.e.,

LTE Proximity Services). This can achieve a wider expansion of the environment

coverage and the improvement of the data in the Beliefs.

• The BDIx agent can easily provide support to Heterogeneous network (HETNET).

Because it can utilise, according to cases, its WiFi interface for sharing or connecting

to a WiFi Gateway, the same applies to the mobile interface it can use to connect

to any type of mobile network (if supported).

3.3 Decentralization of the DAI Framework

In DAI and more specifically in agent’s theory there are various stages of decentraliza-

tion [19], [214] , [215], [48], [216]:

• Centralized Communication & Centralized Control (CC&CC): Every device talks to

a centralised entity (e.g., the base station). Then the centralised entity decides the

details in terms of control and who talks to whom in terms of communication (e.g.,

Transmission Mode Selection in D2D).

• Decentralized Communication & Centralized Control (DC&CC): Devices talk to

each other and/or to a centralised entity. A centrally decided algorithm that resides

at the centralised entity, decides who talks to whom (Dominating Set Agents).

• Decentralized Communication & Decentralized Control (DC&DC): Devices talk to

each other and/or to a centralised entity. Each device has control on where to

connect (Multi Agent Systems).

22For clarity, we will use D2D-Relay to represent both the direct hop (D2DSHR) and the multihop relay
(D2DMHR) cases.
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The proposed DAI framework utilizes the Decentralized Communication & Decentral-

ized Control with the use of collaborative agents that accept any proposed actions. Note,

that we adopt the term distributed. instead of decentralized, as it better conveys the

implemented nature of the proposed DAI framework.

3.4 Introduction to BDIx Agents

A BDIx agent is a BDI agent (see Section 2.1.2) that is extended to utilize in Beliefs

any other AI/ML techniques (e.g., Fuzzy Logic, Deep Learning Neural Networks, as shown

in [217]) that gives, among others, a better understanding of the surrounding environment

to the agent, as well as the ability to prioritise the order of execution of the Desires (see

Fig. 11 adapted from [49]).

Figure 11: BDIx Agent with Fuzzy Logic & Machine Learning at Beliefs

Specifically, as some Desires must conclude before the execution of others (i.e., because

the output of one Desire can be an input to another), we allow the Desires to be assignedIACOVOS IO
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with priority values, ranging from 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) (as shown in [218]). Fur-

thermore, a Plan Library (with the use of priority values in Desires) must also be used for

controlling the execution of Desires, and thus restrict agent deliberation so that Intentions

can change at run time.

In our framework, this priority value is estimated with the use of a Plan Library [19]

implemented with Fuzzy Logic considering in its ”IF-THEN” rules the current Beliefs, the

values measured by the sensors, and any raised events and cases where the pre-specified

threshold values (e.g., the data rate drops to less than 60% in a D2D device) are exceeded

[219, 209, 220]. Based on the assigned priority value, Desires become Intentions which are

adopted for active pursuit by the agent (referred to as a Goal).

In addition, a Desire that will become an Intention can have multiple plans associated

with it and the Desire can select an appropriate plan based on a utility function. For

simplicity, but without loss of generality, in our DAI framework we consider each Desire,

and indirectly each Intention, to be associated with only one plan. Therefore, BDIx agents

can have an agent environment consisting of Beliefs, Desires, Intentions and plans with

a direct relation among them. The sensors can change the BDIx agent’s Belief values

and raise events. An event may update Beliefs’ values, Desires’ priorities, trigger plans of

Intentions or modify goals (i.e., Intentions that are currently executing).

Note that Beliefs and Desires of a BDIx agent can be changed/extended, at any time

and on the fly, according to future needs of the Network Operator or future changes

affecting the network structure or policies. This is a flexibility offered by the proposed DAI

framework. It is also worth mentioning that the Fuzzy Logic residing in the Belief part,

acts as a perception part of a BDIx agent. For example, in case of a raised event, Fuzzy

Logic considers the Beliefs of the BDIx agent to select appropriate Desire(s), increasing
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their related priority and thus becoming Intention(s). It is also important to highlight

here that for a less abstract illustration the Beliefs and the Desires of the BDIx agent have

been extracted from the D2D requirements/challenges in D2D communication for 5G and

beyond, and appear in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 Reinforcement Learning in BDIx agents

Furthermore, our DAI framework supports Reinforcement Learning (RL), that is,

learning what to do and how to map situations to actions so as to maximize a numerical

reward ([221]), by selecting at the BDI agent an appropriate Desire to become Intention

and execute a specific Plan (as shown in [222]). For example, a BDI agent can be enhanced

with an Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference system (ANFIS) realised with “Knowledge Ac-

quisition module” (KAM) and RL, as shown in [223], targeting the improvement of the

reactive, proactive and intelligent behaviors in complex applications. In their implemen-

tation, the execution of the agent plans is based on the weighted learning by interaction

and changes in the beliefs, where the BDI agent interacts with the environment in terms

of observing events and learning whether to proceed with the committed intention or look

for any other alternatives.

Likewise, in the BDIx agent RL implementation, the agent perceives the resulting

changes of actions in terms of data rate, targeting the achievement of QoS and QoE with

the use of Back-Propagation Neural Network in the Believes. The implementation details

for D2D appear in Section 4.7. In our implementation, RL focuses on QoS and QoE, as

these are critical factors in the successful implementation of a telecommunication network.IACOVOS IO
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3.5 BDIx Agent Architecture

The architectural process model of the BDIx agent is shown in Fig. 12, with arrows

representing Data Flow from the Sensors, the Events Raised, and the Messages from

other BDIx agents. Worth pointing out that the the BDIx interpreter runs and accesses

the whole BDIx agent architecture.

Figure 12: BDIx Architecture

The model consists of the following components, that are identified by their color,

dimension and shape:

1. The cylinders at the model represent lists such as Beliefs, Desires and Intentions.IACOVOS IO
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2. The rose color Rectangle is for the ”Emergency Handler and Proposal Handler” that

will bypass the Fuzzy Logic rules and it will immediate convert a Desire to Intention

with 100% priority. This is a component that exists for immediate case handling

such as incidence response to a disaster (e.g., BS stop working) or requests from

other BDIx agents. This component has its own procedures according to specific

incident or agent request, and also it has direct access for informative purposes to

Beliefs.

3. The ”shade of gray” blue (cornflower blue) 3-dimension rectangles are the filtering

process handled by the BDIx interpreter, that filter the inputs from sensors, events

and communication among the BDIx agents that are represented with arrows (as

described in Sections 3.6.1 & 3.6.4).

4. The olive color orthogonal rectangle monitors data flow that have as their target

to change Beliefs, and it is responsible for the ACID operation at the Beliefs (as

described in the Section 3.6.2).

5. The blue color 3-dimension rectangle represents the plan library with the Fuzzifier,

Rules & Inference and DeFuzzifier.

6. The ”light” brown 3-dimension rectangle is a component that implements a filter

that filters a specific set of Desires. This filter is defined by the Operator in order

to restrict specific undesired Desires by the operator to become Intentions at the

specific time.

7. The grey 3-dimension rectangle is a component where the Intention Plans are exe-

cuted (as described in Section 3.6.3).
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3.6 Realisation and Implementation Aspects of the BDIx Agents

In this section, we elaborate on a number of implementation specific aspects of BDIx

agents (refer to Fig. 12). The aim of this section is to provide a better understanding of

the internal workings of the BDIx agent in terms of a realisation and implementation that

targets 5G and beyond communication. These include the Deliberation & Persistence of

the BDIx Agents, the Plan Library and Intentions Concurrent Execution, the Flowchart of

Intention Execution by Plan Library, and the BDIx Interpreter. Additionally, this section

shows how telecom operators can control the BDIx agents.

3.6.1 Deliberation and Persistence of the BDIx Agents

The deliberation of a BDIx agent is determined by the implementation target of the

DAI framework (e.g. the realisation of the D2D Challenges in this thesis), which have a

restrict order of execution in order to achieve a goal. Thus, the objective is to restrict

the BDIx Agent to make as Intentions only those Desires that are associated with specific

communication challenges. With our DAI framework this is achieved in a deterministic

manner by the Fuzzy Logic rules of the Plan Library of the agent (see Section 3.4), which

controls the order of the Desire’s execution by setting priority values in Desires. The

Fuzzy Logic is selected because it has the ability by using natural language to capture the

expertise of the network operators, it can handle imprecision and hence can robustify the

system response. Approaches that use priority values, do not use AI/ML for calculating

the prioritisation rather use a function of the current step, which would make it more and

more probable to be selected based on Beliefs when the execution of the agent progresses

[218]. Other approaches uses AI/ML for plan selection connected to goals with the use of

fusion ART following a different architecture that what we propose [217].
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Additionally, the BDI ”persistence” characteristic can affect the BDIx agents’ perfor-

mance and moreover the DAI framework. The reason is that mobile networks are very

dynamic in nature affecting the validity of the agents’ decisions. Therefore, in our ap-

proach the agents are less persistent, allowing the Intentions to change in real time and

be executed according to a Plan Library. Moreover, in order for the framework to tackle

the problematic and computationally expensive behaviour caused by the reduced agent’

persistence (e.g., infinite loop in selecting transmission mode, instant connections, discon-

nections and re-connections, etc.), a filtering algorithm can be used for filtering out the

unnecessary feedback that comes from the sensors that affect the Beliefs using thresh-

old values. For simplification of the DAI framework, at the startup of each Intention,

the Intention gets a persistence value of M (assigned by a constant value of 1023 ) that

represents the persistence coefficient (as shown in Section 2.1.3). Additionally, the utility

function of persistence coefficients is a function that decreases the persistence value by one

(1) in each execution of the task. If the persistence value reaches zero then the intention

is marked with priority zero and it becomes a Desire.

3.6.2 Plan Library and Intentions Concurrent Execution

The purpose of the Plan Library, with the use of priority values, is to: i) restrict

the deliberation in Agent aiming to keep it ”light” in execution; and ii) pre-specify and

restrict the order of execution of Intentions (Desires and indirectly plans) with the use

of Fuzzy Logic, aiming to direct the order of execution to the achievement of the 5G

communication.

23Empirically M=10 is a good choice, because it enables the plan to finish by M retries. Again the
number is set due to authors experience in parallel programming at android development.IACOVOS IO
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In order to keep BDIx agents “light” in terms of resources, and hence run on mobile

devices, the agent is restricted to concurrently pursuit up to a maximum number N of

executions of Intentions at the same time. For example, in our implementations we allow

up to 1024 Intentions to be concurrently executed by the agent. To achieve this, a Goals

Queue (Data Structure) is utilised to keep the N currently running Intentions. Also, the

Intentions Queue is used in order for the Plan Library to handle the excess of the Desires

with 100% priority values. The purpose is not to restrict the Plan Library (i.e., Fuzzy

Logic) to assign priority values of 100% only to N Desires.

To restrict the order of Intentions execution, priority values on the associated Desires

are used. The agent selects a Desire to become an Intention, only if its priority value is

equal to 100%. Note that up to N concurrent Intentions can be under the active pursuit

of the agent and when finalized, their related Desire’s priority value is set to 0%. Then,

the Plan Library using Fuzzy Logic, selects the Desires that should be executed next

and increases their priority value accordingly. Also, it is worth noting that some Desires

might need to be always treated as Intentions and under the active pursuit of the agent

in the DAI framework. This, for example, includes Security Monitoring and the Power

reservation of D2D devices (see Chapter 5).

Additionally, due to the concurrent execution of Intentions and the raising of the

events, the Beliefs can be changed during run-time, resulting in data inconsistency. To

avoid this, the use of well known Locking mechanisms on the Beliefs is a requirement. The

locking mechanisms must work in the same way as in database transactions in order to

assure the Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability (ACID)25 [224].

24The number 10 for concurrent executions of Intentions-Plans in the BDIx agent is set empirically from
authors experience at parallel programming on android.

25ACID is a set of properties of database transactions intended to guarantee data validity despite errors,
power failures, and other mishaps. In the context of databases, a sequence of database operations that
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3.6.3 Flowchart of Intention Execution By Plan Library

The flowchart in Fig. 13 shows the operation of a BDIx agent from the point it receives

a message from the environment, until it selects and executes a plan. After perceiving

a change in its environment, the agent checks if the Intention must be satisfied or must

be changed. If the Intention is not changed then it continues with the execution of the

Intention plan. If the execution is not successful the agent retries again for a maximum

number of M attempts (see Section 3.6.1). After that, if the Intention is still not finalized,

the agent selects another Intention from the Intentions queue and executes a Plan that

is associated with it. In case the queue is empty, the agent increases the priorities of the

existing Desires until some of them reach the value of 100% and are then selected by the

agent to become Intentions. It is worth pointing out that a Desire that will become an

Intention can have multiple plans associated with it. If this is the case then the Desire can

select an appropriate plan based on a utility function. For simplicity, but without loss of

generality, in our DAI framework we consider each Desire, and indirectly each Intention,

to be associated with only one plan. Also worth noting that the same flow of execution is

run at the BDIx agent concurrently N times (set at 10; see Section 3.6.2).

3.6.4 BDIx Interpreter

In [19], an infinite loop algorithm is proposed which runs within BDI agents. In

this investigation we adapt the existing algorithm and we create the ”BDIx interpreter”

process that runs on BDIx agents. The adapted algorithm shown in Alg.1 is based on the

algorithm described in [19], however refined in such a way that it can be used in the BDIx

agent environment. The adaptations involves a Plan Library, filtering of Sensor values,

satisfies the ACID properties (which can be perceived as a single logical operation on the data) is called a
transaction (e.g., write the correct Data Rate after changing position could result as an atomic transaction).
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Figure 13: Flowchart of BDIx Agent Operation

filtering and handling of Events, and execution of Intentions. Additionally, in order to

execute a new iteration, the new BDIx interpreter waits for raised of events or change on

sensor values targeting the reduction of the interpreter execution circles. Finally, it aims

to handle the Desires and convert them to Intentions, as required in the DAI framework

(see Fig. 13). The specified algorithm is implemented in the agents’ program.

Note that the Intentions in the BDIx interpreter algorithm at the line ”intention-

execute()”, are executed concurrently and are limited to device CPU, memory, and battery
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Algorithm 1 BDIx Interpreter

1: PL:Planing Library

2: procedure BDIx Interpreter(()PL)

3: do

4: options: option-generator(event-queue,PL) . Planing Library needed parameters

5: selected-options-desires: deliberate based on priority(options,desires,PL) . Deliberate with Plan Library

6: intention:update-Intentions(selected-options,PL)

7: goals:update-Goals(selected-options,PL)

8: intention-execute(goals) . Run plans based on Intentions in the Goals queue with a call to the Intention

Execution Algorithm shown in Section 3.6.3 for each Intention.

9: event-queue:get-new-external-events,

10: get-new-external-sensor-values and

11: update Beliefs based on filters provided(PL)

12: drop-unsuccessful-attitudes()

13: drop-impossible-attitudes()

14: remove-completed-intentions(update-priorities,make-them-desires,goals) . This is a fail safe check in a case, a

Finished Intention is not removed from the Goals and it runs by the Intention Execution Algorithm.

15: wait (until new external-events raised on event-queue or external-sensor-values changed)

16: new events: new external-events raised on event-queue

17: current external sensor values: current external-sensor-values

18: old external sensor values: old external-sensor-values

19: while (count(new events) > 0 || (current external sensor values 6= old external sensor values))

20: end procedure

power. To keep BDIx agents “light” in terms of execution, the BDIx Interpreter process

through the Plan Library, limits the concurrent execution of Intentions to N (see Section

3.6.2). Additionally, the BDIx Interpreter can accept interruptions from events or changes

on sensor values at any time of execution and can adjust the priorities values decision

accordingly, by starting the iteration from the beginning. More specifically, the get-new-

external-events and get-new-external-sensor-values are represented by two queues that

hold events and values not currently taken under consideration.

3.6.5 Telecom Operators and the DAI Framework

With the use of BDIx agents and Fuzzy Logic planning, the DAI framework can be

considered as a framework that is based on LEGO-based components. More specifically,

the components of the framework are: i) the Beliefs of the agent; ii) the Desires of the

agent; iii) the Plans that are associated with each Desire; vi) the Threshold values; v) the

Events that the agent will react; and vi) the Plan library that handles the priority of the

Desires to become Intentions. All these six components can be changed at run-time by
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the Telecom operators using API interfaces. In addition, these essential components can

be added or removed at run time as long as the BDIx agent does not use them during

the pursuing of Intentions. However, if they are used in Intentions, the agent can reset its

states with an update.

3.7 DAI Framework in Terms of the DAI Implementation, Requirements and

Characteristics

To start with, the DAI Framework can be implemented using predefined agent im-

plementation frameworks (e.g., JADE, JASON) that support BDI agents and with the

use of well-defined languages (e.g, Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents - Agent

Communication Language FIPA ACL) for messages exchange among them.

The DAI framework achieves the DAI requirements and characteristics (as shown in

Section 2.1.1.2) with the utilization and the extension of BDI agents. Thus, in terms of

requirements, the agent’s granularity is acting at a task-level problem decomposition, the

agents knowledge is specialized, the distribution of control is “shifting roles” because an

entering UE can arrange the existing network and the message-model is used in high-level

content. Additionally, in terms of characteristics, the proposed framework is a method

of distribution of powers and communication of the agents. The agent architecture is

homogeneous and reactive with filtering and reduced deliberation. Also, a message-model

is used for the communication channel, the FIPA-ACL is used as a communication protocol

and human is not involved in the decisions of the agent.

Thus, given the features of the DAI Framework discussed in Section 3.2 and the char-

acteristics shown in Section 3.6, I postulate that all properties of BDI agents remain valid

for the BDIx Agent. My assertion in based on the fact that the BDIx agents do not violate
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any rules of DAI and BDI agents (i.e. can execute perfectly parallel workload without any

dependency or need for communication between those parallel tasks/nodes). Additionally,

each BDIx agent utilises only the LTE ProSE messages broadcast by the existing D2D-

Relay devices that already execute the required actions to join the D2D communication

network without depending on the decision from any other device. Finally, every BDIx

agent executes predefined plans related to its Beliefs, Desires and plan library, and there

is no need to have any coordination among them. Thus, the attributes of the system are

maintained by the DAI design.

3.8 Computational Complexity of DAI Framework

In terms of the computational complexity, the DAI Framework uses the BDIx inter-

preter and the Fuzzy Logic controller in the Plan Library as shown in Section 3.6.4 and

Section 3.6.2. More precisely, the BDIx interpreter can perform n executions, where n is

associated with the number of events raised or number of changes occurred on the sensors

values. The aforesaid changes force the re-execution of the BDIx interpreter to consider

any variations which occur in their surrounding environment. Every time the BDIx inter-

preter is executed, the integrated Plan Library uses Fuzzy Logic calculation to set priority

values on the Desires, setting their order of execution based on the changes occurred. Cal-

culating the computational complexity of Fuzzy Logic is beyond the scope of the thesis,

however given the simplicity in the proposed Fuzzy Logic Engine and its infrequent call we

expect DAI computational load to be rather low (could be in the order of O(n)), especially

if Fuzzy Logic is implemented as a table with parameters [225]. Moreover, in [226] there is

an examination on Fuzzy Logic computational complexity, estimated to be O(g(n)). The

complexity is separated in factors and is calculated to be θ(n.c.p), where n is the number
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of patterns, c is the number of clusters, and p is the dimension of the data points resulted

to be g(n). Based on the [226], the computational complexity of the DAI framework can

be represented by O(n.g(n)).
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Chapter 4

Implementation Specifics of the DAI Framework for D2D

Communication

To better illustrate the concepts of the DAI framework described in Chapter 3, in this

Chapter we will consider a Device-to-Device setup. In this setup, each D2D device aims to

tackle the D2D challenges by focusing on the local environment of D2D communication.

Additionally, implementation specifics about the DAI framework and BDIx agents for

D2D Communication are discussed and provided in this chapter. This chapter shows how

the DAI framework can address the D2D challenges with the use of BDIx agents featuring

customised Beliefs, Desires, a Plan library, and Fuzzy Logic. Additionally, it promotes the

idea that the D2D communication is not a global problem. Therefore, it should not be

handled as a global problem that must be solved by the Base Station, but as a problem

that should be addressed in a distributed fashion with the use of Artificial Intelligence.

Hence, the thesis proposes that the control is handled locally by the UEs, in order to

form communication links in a shorter time [227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 57, 2]

and establish more effective D2D communication. The thesis considers that the use of
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Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) [43, 44, 44, 46] control is most suitable for this

challenging and dynamic environment of D2D communication.

This chapter provides the following: Firstly, the BDIx agent setting in the DAI frame-

work used for D2D Communication is described. Then, potential metrics that can be used

by the BDIx Agent in its plans along with the implementation constraints that the BDIx

agent must also consider are discussed. After that, focus is given on the implementation

specifics aspects for D2D Communication. Moreover, technologies that can used by the

BDIx agents are also investigated. Continuing, the implementation of the DAI framework

Fuzzy Logic controller in D2D Communication is provided. Moreover, the implementation

of Reinforcement Learning in BDIx agent is shown at the D2D communication. Finally,

a comparison is executed among the existing D2D frameworks with the DAI framework.

4.1 BDIx Agent Settings in DAI framework for D2D Communication

In this section, the BDIx agent components and how their behaviour is realised in the

DAI framework is described. Also, their importance for the DAI framework is discussed.

The BDIx agent is characterised by the components it comprises (Belief, Desire, In-

tentions and Goals) and its Behaviour (Perception, Plan):

1. The BDIx Agent components are realised in the DAI framework, as follows: i) The

beliefs can be prolog like facts, variables, or any other data structure (i.e., Neural

Networks); ii) The Desires, Intentions and Goals can be a list, a stack or a queue;

2. The BDIx Agent Behaviour is realised in the DAI framework, as follows: i) The

perception is a part of the planning library and it is realised with the use of FuzzyIACOVOS IO
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Logic Neural Networks [234] and IF-THEN statements; and ii) The Plans are realised

with the use of any programming language (e.g., Java, C++, Python) as methods.

Note that Beliefs, Desires and Intentions of a BDIx agent can be changed/extended,

at any time and on the fly, according to changes affecting the D2D network structure or

based on raised Events. The Events that will be raised can be pre-specified, either with

the declaration of thresholds (i.e., constant variables that when exceeded an event can be

raised) or with specific network events. Through the raised events the BDIx agent can

achieve re-enforcement learning and react in a specific manner towards achieving its tasks.

This is a flexibility offered by the proposed DAI framework. Concentrated on the aspect

of D2D Communication, an indicative list of Events that can be raised as well as a list

of Beliefs and Desires that the agent must have with the purpose of joining/creating a

D2D communications network are provided in Table 11 for Events, Table 12 for Beliefs

and Table 13 for Desires.

Table 11: Events

Events

Power Monitor Issue

(Battery Power Level Reduced Below)

Security Monitor Issue

(Security Breach)

Dense Network (due to bandwidth Utilisation

/number of UEs under D2DSHR)

UE Enters/Leaves the D2D Network

D2D move away from AP (D2D-Relay)

Shift D2D UE(s) to other D2D-Relay

QoS & QoE issue due to Data Rate or

Signal Quality Reduction
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QoS & QoE issue due to Distance to AP

QoS & QoE issue due to Dense Network

Table 12: Beliefs

Beliefs

Frequency Band connected to BS

Battery Power Level

Used Metric Value (e.g. Weighted Data Rate (WDR)

as shown in Section 6.1.2, Channel  Quality  Indicator  (CQI), interference)

Transmission Mode Selected

Frequency Band used

Best reused Frequency Band to be used with less interference.

% of Bandwidth utilization

Data Rate

Lat/Long (Coordinates)

Number of D2D devices in D2D Network

Next Hop that D2D device connects to

(From D2D-Relay at D2DMHR/BS

and D2DC at D2DSHR)

Distance from the Next Hop that the D2D device (UE) connect to

Coordinates of the Next Hop that the D2D device connects to

% signal quality to where I connect to

% Data Rate change to where I connect to

Speed (D2D device moving speed)

Number of users that the D2D device serves

(if transmission mode is D2DSHR)

IPs / MSISDN of Users that the D2D device serves

(if transmission mode is D2DSHR)

Sharing Subnet (if transmission mode is D2DSHR)

IP v4

IP v6

Deep Neural Network (DNN26 ) to calculate underlay frequencies to be usedIACOVOS IO
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List of D2DSHRs with coordinates, Frequency Band,

number of D2D Clients Serve, Frequencies

shared to D2D Clients (inband or outband)

and metric used (e.g. WDR)

List of D2DMHRs with coordinates,

Frequency Band, Frequencies shared to D2D Clients (inband or outband)

and metric used (e.g. WDR)

Round time of packet to access gateway

Number of D2D Clients that the D2D device serves as D2DSHR

Security Breach

Counters of Packets For each D2D Client (for security reason)

Fuzzy Logic (IF-THEN rules) assigning priority values on the

Desires based on events and beliefs

Transmission Power

Back-propagation Neural Network used in Section 3.4

Table 13: Desires

Desires

Preferred network is D2D network always with 100% priority

Hardware Health is acceptable

Identify the surrounding D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs

Find the best reused Frequency with the least Interference

Find best Transmission Mode that achieves the best achievable

Signal Quality, Data Rate and WDR

Signal quality is acceptable

Data Rate is acceptable

Used Metric Value (e.g. WDR shown in Section 6.1.2 )

is acceptable

Achieve Maximum Sum Rate

Distance of D2D Client Device with

D2DSHR is acceptableIACOVOS IO
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Number of D2D Client that the D2D device serves as

D2DSHR is acceptable

Bandwidth consumed by Users that the D2D device

serves as D2DSHR is acceptable

Achieve QoS specified by 5G requirements,

always with 100% priority

Achieve QoE specified by 5G requirements,

always with 100% priority

The latency (round time/ultra-reliable Low Latency communication)

of accessing gateway or any other D2D device is acceptable,

always with 100% priority

Battery Power Level reservation at D2D device,

always with 100% priority

Security Monitoring at D2D device,

always with 100% priority

4.2 Potential Metrics to be Used by the BDIx Agent

The basic measurement values (metrics) that can be used in the Plans executed by

the BDIx agent addressing the Desires associated with the D2D Challenges, are: i) Link

Data Rate; ii) Total Sum Rate; iii) Link SINR; iv) Link Signal To Noice Ratio (SNR); v)

Link Power; vi) QoE/QoS of UE; vii) Link Spectral Efficiency; viii) Weighted Sum Rate

(as shown in [235]); ix) path WDR (as described in Section 6.1.2 and explained below);

x) Total Power; xi) Total Spectral Efficiency; xii) Link Interference; and xiii) Location

Coordinates.

In this illustrative example, the Weighted Data Rate (WDR) is adopted, and used

by the BDIx agent to execute optimised control in its cellular (i.e., LTE, 5G) and Wi-Fi

interfaces. It is defined as the data rate of the weakest link in a path that the device is

connected. The WDR as a metric represents the network paths towards a BS by a value.

When a D2D device enters the network, this value is acquired from each neighbouring
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D2D, D2DSHR, and D2DMHR Device for each path they can potentially belong to by

message exchanges with their neighbours with the use of LTE ProSe. With WDR the agent

is using only local environment information (e.g., the coordinates of the D2D devices in

proximity), rather than the global environment, with the use of LTE ProSe. With the

LTE ProSe each D2DSHR and D2DMHR can share its WDR with the other D2D devices.

Thus, by relying only on the local environment, reduced signaling overhead and much

faster control decision making are expected.

4.3 Implementation Constraints of DAI Framework

Due to the nature of the wireless networking problems that the implemented DAI

framework tries to tackle, there are some realization constraints that must be considered

in the design of the DAI framework. These are the following:

• The Location (lat/long) of the D2D device must always be known (e.g. through

GPS) by the BDIx Agent that resides in it.

• Each D2D device should have a BDIx Agent installed in a secure memory place,

that only the Network Operator can access (e.g. over REST APIs) and manipulate.

• The BDIx agent can query the information of other neighbouring cells only through

the cell that the D2D device resides. In a case of a disaster recovery the information

needed to be queried and related to the neighbouring cell is: i) Signal Strength; ii)

Coordinates; and iii) Identification number (cellid).

• The D2D device in the DAI framework should at least have one mobile interface

and one Wi-Fi interface. The mobile interface is needed for the establishment of

links to BS, D2DSHR and D2DMHR D2D devices. The Wi-Fi interface is needed
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for establishing links to the D2DSHR CH (when the Device is D2D Client) or to the

Wi-Fi Gateway (when Device is D2DMHR).

• In the DAI framework, all UE Devices under the cell are free to enter the D2D

communication network and be able to operate as D2D devices or stay connected as

it is to the BS. However, for the D2D devices that decided to stay connected to the

BS, they should select the D2DMHR Transmission Mode.

4.4 Implementation Specifics for Meeting the D2D Requirements/Challenges

Within the DAI Framework

In this section, we investigate how the proposed DAI framework can successfully meet

the D2D Challenges (see Section 4.4.1). More specifically, the relation among the net-

work events, thresholds and D2D Challenges with the beliefs and Desires is illustrated.

The impact of the network events and the Plan Library on the calculation of the De-

sires’ priority values, is also provided. Additionally, the association and dependency rules

among D2D challenges/requirements are described. Finally, to reduce unnecessary Inten-

tion executions by the BDIx agent, a mechanism for filtering the most valuable events is

implemented.

4.4.1 Realization of D2D Challenges Within a BDIx Agent Environment

In order to actualize D2D communication and accomplish 5G requirements, several

D2D challenges as shown in Section 2.2.2 need to be addressed. These include Device

Discovery (DD), Frequency Mode Selection (FMS), Transmission Mode Selection (TMS),

Interference Management (IM), Power Control (P-C), Security (S), Radio Resource Al-

location (RRA), Cell Densification & Offloading (CDO), QoS & QoE (QoS/QoE), use
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of mm-wave communication, Non-cooperative users (NCU), and Handover Management

(HO).

Within a BDIx agent environment, D2D challenges are defined as requirements and

indirectly as Desires with the purpose to be realised by the BDIx agents. The D2D

challenges are implemented with the use of the plans that are associated with the related

Desires. In addition, some D2D challenges must be handled when specific network events

are raised (i.e., when a device is entering the D2D network) and some beliefs can change

due to sensors readings or events raising. Tables 14 and 15 describe how all the aforesaid

are associated.
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Table 14: Relation among network events, BDIx Agents events (raised by thresholds),

D2D challenges and Desires

Network Events

BDIx agent

defined events

(raised from

thresholds) associated with

network events

D2D Challenge

associated

with the Events &

Order

of execution

of D2D Challenges

D2D Desires

associated

with

D2D Challenges.

D2D device enters a D2D

communication network UE is entering the mobile network. DD, IM, RRA FMS, TMS,

Identify the surrounding D2DSHRs and

D2DMHRs (DD),

Find the best-reused Frequency Band

with the least interference (IM + RRA),

Signal quality is acceptable (FMS +

TMS),

Data Rate is acceptable (FMS + TMS),

Speed that D2D device is moving is

acceptable (D2DSHR or D2DMHR) 1.5

m/s (pedestrian) (FMS + TMS),

Battery power of D2D device is

acceptable (D2DSHR or D2DMHR)

(FMS + TMS),

Distance of D2D device with D2D-Relay

is acceptable (FMS + TMS)

D2D device moves away

from D2D-Relay

Minimum signal quality accepted.

Minimum data rate accepted.

The maximum speed that node is

moving in order to be D2D.

D2DSHR or D2DMHR 1.5 m/s

(pedestrian).

Minimum signal quality drop.

Maximum distance to move away from a

D2D-Relay.

DD, IM, RRA FMS, TMS,

HO The same as above
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Always runs, does not re-

quire an event to run

Runs at all times. The desire is always

the intention with 100% priority. S Security monitoring at D2D device (S)

D2D device wants to join

an already dense network

Maximum number of users supported by

CH (D2DSHR). CDO, HO

Number of users that the D2D device

serves as D2DSHR is acceptable (CDO

+ HO),

Bandwidth consumed by users that the

D2D device serves as D2DSHR is

acceptable (CDO),

The same Desires that are associated

with the Mode Selection section above

(HO),

QoS, QoE not achieved,

runs always (with BPNN

shown in Section 3.4)

Minimum signal quality accepted.

Minimum data rate accepted.

Minimum signal quality drop.

Maximum distance to move away from a

D2D-Relay.

QOS/QOE, CDO, HO

Achieve QoS specified by 5G

requirements (QOS),

Achieve QoE specified by the user

according to current and historical

records (QOE),

The latency (round time/ultra-reliable

Low latency communication) of

accessing gateway or any other D2D

device is acceptable (QOE+ QOS),

Battery power reduced a

lot in the D2D device more

than a pre-specified thresh-

old

Minimum battery level threshold ex-

ceeded P-C

Battery power reservation at D2D de-

vice.
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Table 15: Relation among network events, thresholds, D2D challenges and beliefs

Network events Thresholds affected beliefs affected by D2D challenges Plan execution

D2D device enters D2D

communication network UE is entering the network.

Frequency band connected to BS,Speed, List of

D2DSHRs and Multi Hop Relays (D),

Number of D2D devices in D2D network (D), Frequency

band used (IM + RRA),

Best reused frequency band to be used with less

interference (IM + RRA),

Transmission Mode Selected (FMS + TMS), WDR

(FMS + TMS),

Next Hop that D2D device connects to

From D2D-Relay at D2DMHR/BS and D2DC at

D2DSHR) (FMS + TMS),

Distance from the next hop that the

D2D device (UE) connect to (FMS + TMS),

Coordinates of the next hop that the D2D device

connects to (FMS+TMS),n% signal quality to where

I connect to (FMS + TMS), n%

Data rate change to where I connect to (FMS + TMS),

Signal quality to where I connectto it (FMS+TMS),

%Data rate change to where I connect to it (FMS+

TMS),

Data rate (FMS+TMS), % of Bandwidth utilization

(FMS + TMS)
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Network events Thresholds affected beliefs affected by D2D challenges Plan execution

D2D device moves away from

D2D-Relay

Minimum signal quality accepted, Minimum

data rate accepted,

Maximum speed that node is moving in

order to be D2DSHR or D2DMHR 1.5 m/s

(pedestrian), Minimum signal quality drop,

Maximum distance to move away a

D2D-Relay

same as above

QoS, QoE not achieved, Always runs,

does not require an event to run

Minimum signal quality accepted,

Minimum data rate accepted,

Minimum signal quality drop,

Maximum distance to move away from a

D2D-Relay

Same as above

QoS, QoE not achieved, Dense

network

QoS or QoE not achieved with QoE & QoS

BPNN shown in Section 3.4

Frequency band connected to BS,Speed,

List of D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs (D),

Number of D2D devices in D2D network (D),

Next Hop that D2D device connects to

(From D2D-Relay at D2DMHR/BS and D2DC at

D2DSHR) (HO),

Distance from the next hop that the D2D device (UE)

connect to (HO), Coordinates of the next hop that the

D2D device connects to (HO),

n% signal quality to where I connect to (HO),

n% Data rate change to where I connect to (HO),

Signal quality to where I connect to it (HO),

% Data rate change to where I connect to it (HO), Data

rate (HO), % of bandwidth utilization (HO)

D2D device wants to join an already

dense network

Maximum number of users supported by CH

(D2DSHR). Same as above

Battery power reduced a lot in the

D2D device more than a pre-specified

threshold

Minimum battery level threshold exceeded Transmission power (P)

Always runs, does not require an

event to run - Security

All time (does not need an event). The desire

is always intention with 100% priority Security breach (S)

The D2D challenges related to the utilisation of mm-waves in D2D communication,

the Non-Cooperative users and Device Discovery are special cases that can be handled as

shown below:

• The inclusion of mm-waves for the establishment of a D2D link is decided during

the Transmission Mode Selection process, using prior information acquired through

ProSe messages during the Device Discovery process.
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• Non-cooperative users (NCU) are not considered in our DAI framework, as this is

not allowed by the present form of the BDIx agents. All devices joining the network

are forced by the installed BDIx agent to cooperate in the achievement of the D2D

challenges. Future extensions could be investigated to also consider NCUs.

• The Device Discovery can be solved with the use of LTE ProSe existing technology.

4.4.2 D2D Challenges: Inter-dependency, Association and Partial Implemen-

tation Rules

An important concept related to the implementation of the D2D challenges, which are

translated into BDIx agent Desires, is their inter-dependency (i.e., there are D2D chal-

lenges whose achievement depends on the successful achievement of some others). For

example, in order for ”Transmission Mode Selection” to be achieved, Device Discovery

must be completed first. If there is a dependency between two D2D challenges, a depen-

dency rule is defined and reflected in the Plan Library by setting the Fuzzy Logic rules

(IF-THEN statements) defining their priority of execution. This will guarantee that the

Desires (i.e., D2D challenges) that are currently under the active pursuit of the agent (i.e.,

running as Intentions in Goals) do not have any other inter-dependency (i.e., keep ACID

property; see Section 3.6.2) and thus will be successfully finalized.

A second important concept related to the D2D challenges is their association with

a common Desire. For example, ”Transmission Mode Selection” and ”Frequency Mode

Selection” are associated with the same Desire and are thus successfully achieved using

the same Plan. If there is an association between two D2D challenges, this is reflected in

the Plan Library through the definition of association rules by a common Desire.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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A third important concept related to the D2D challenges is their partial implemen-

tation by other D2D challenges (see Fig. 14). For example, ”Handover” of D2D device

cannot be fully implemented by executing only the Plan associated with it. For complete

implementation it is also partially implemented by ”Mode Selection” and partially by ”Cell

Densification & Offloading”. If there is a partial implementation between D2D challenges,

this is reflected in the Plan Library through the definition of partial implementation rule(s)

in conjunction with the raised event.

In Fig. 14, we provide a graph showing the inter-dependency, association and partial

implementation between D2D challenges: i) Inter-dependency is depicted using ping lines

with a direction depicting the dependency. As shown, we can have multiple levels of

dependencies according to how many D2D challenges have to be completed beforehand

in a specific order and path direction; ii) Association is represented with two-way red

arrows, and the associated D2D challenges are in a light orange box; and iii) Partial

implementation is illustrated with one way light blue arrow line. Additionally, as shown

in Fig. 14, there are multiple arrow paths that conclude at ”Handover” or ”QoS&QoE”

D2D challenges that realise the ”partial implementation” rule. With the aforementioned

arrow paths, there are dependency arrows and association boxes that show the rules of the

D2D challenges that partially implement them. Also, the paths show the specific cases

and the execution order on specific events.

An example that covers all the rules described above, and depicted in Fig. 14, is given

below. For example, in the case of the ”QoS, QoE issue due to Data Rate, Signal Quality

Reduction” event, shown as the ”1.1.1 Dependency flow” dependency line, the order of

execution of each D2D challenge is: DD 100%, RRA & IM 99% with association rule,

FMS & TMS 98% with association rule, with this execution the D2D challenge ”QoS &
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QoE” is partially achieved, then the ”QoS&QoE” gets 97%. Please note, for a different

event, the order for the D2D challenge ”QoS & QoE” could be different along with the

execution path.

Figure 14: The D2D challenges relations

4.4.3 Filtering of Events Raised Due to the Persistent Behaviour of BDIx

Agent

In order for the framework to tackle the problematic and computationally expensive

behaviour (as described in Section 3.6.1), a filtering algorithm is implemented and used

by the BDIx Agent. The aim of the filtering algorithm is to filter out the unnecessary
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feedback or unnecessary raised events (see Fig. 12), and avoid any unnecessary executions

of plans by the BDIx agent. For example, in our DAI framework an event is raised only

when:

• The D2D device moves outside from the D2DSHR (CH) coverage.

• The D2D device moves outside from the D2DMHR range.

• The signal quality drops below 10%.

• The battery level of the D2D device drops below 50%.

• The number of D2D Clients served by a D2DSHR becomes more than 200. In this

case the D2DSHR is considered as overloaded.

4.5 Technologies That Can Be Used by the BDIx Agents

This section shows the technologies that can be used by the BDIx agent. Additionally,

it provides for each technology any constraints (ended up to be threshold values) that the

BDIx agent must consider before utilising it.

The technologies that can be used by the BDIx agents, mainly for device discovery

and intercommunication, are provided below:

• LTE ProSe technology can be utilised in order to execute Device Discovery. The

Proximity Service (ProSe27 ) introduced in the 3GPP standards Release 12 until

14 is located in the Evolved Packet Core and allows devices to discover other peer

devices in their proximity for D2D communication services.

27The ProSe as a search function allows users in proximity to discover each otherIACOVOS IO
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• The Common Pilot Channel (CPICH) or the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH)

can be used by the agents for executing device discovery, communication and ex-

change of messages.

• LTE Direct (Standard; not fully tested). This is a long-range and multi-user tech-

nology. In order to directly communicate and exchange data with LTE Direct, the

neighbouring devices follow two phases for link establishment: i) in the first phase,

with the use of LTE ProSe, the ”to be connected” devices need to send a registration

message to the eNB with a ProSe application ID. Then the eNB organises the com-

munication between the devices using the control channels [236]; ii) in the second

phase the ”to be connected” devices agree on a channel to be used along with the

radio resource parameters and start to communicate.

• Wi-Fi Direct (Standard; well-tested and supported in latest mobile devices). Wi-Fi

Direct is built upon the Wi-Fi technology. A Wi-Fi Direct device can share its link

with other Wi-Fi-enabled devices. These devices can connect directly to it with

an easy setup and discovery feature (with the use of Service Discovery) [237]. The

standard uses the following secure protocols for communication: i) Wi-Fi Protected

Setup, and ii) Wi-Fi Protected Access. Note, however, that a limited number of

clients can connect to the sharing link (a maximum of 200 UEs can be under each

cluster head).

• IP communication technology can be used by the BDIx agent to communicate with

other agents. When a D2D candidate requests to enter the D2D Communication

network, it is already connected to the BS with inband Frequency Band (given by the

BS) and already has an IP address. Hence, it can communicate with the other BDIx
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agents via IP. For a BDIx Agent to communicate with other agents via IP, it needs to

use a Device Discovery technology (as shown above, e.g., LTE ProSe) to acquire the

information and IPs of the surrounding BDIx agents and communicate with them

using agent language. Regarding IP, worth noting: i) when a D2D device selects

the D2D Client transmission Mode, it will use a private IP subnet assigned by the

D2DSHR; and ii) when a D2D device selects the D2DSHR or D2DMHR transmission

mode and it shares its bandwidth with a selected protocol (Wi-Fi Direct or LTE

Direct) among its D2D devices, it will use the IP provided by the BS.

Note, for Device Discovery, in order to achieve DAI and the execution of the parallel

tasks in UE Device, we utilise the LTE ProSe messages/ share channels for the purpose

not to have dependencies on other Devices execution and decision. In this way, we do not

have any results dependencies, and we isolate each execution of the parallel tasks with

parallel control with the use of shared information. Thus, with DAI we exploit extensive

scale computation and spatial distribution of computing resources, and each node does

the control in parallel. The intelligent agent approaches can only support this type of

control.

In the DAI framework, both LTE direct and Wi-Fi direct technologies can be used by

the BDIx agents to: i) form D2DMHR connections between each D2DSHR towards BS;

and ii) form D2D clusters (with a cluster head to be a D2D relay hop). The communica-

tion among BDIx agents who selected a Transmission Mode (i.e., D2D Client, D2DSHR,

D2DMHR) depends on how they access the network towards the Gateway and how they

share the resources (i.e., over Wi-Fi with outband D2D or mobile network with inband

D2D).
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4.5.1 Technology Specific Constrains

Based on the technology used by the BDIx agent (i.e., Wi-Fi Direct, LTE Direct,

LTE ProSe; see Section 4.5), for achieving D2D communication, there are some specific

technology constrains (as shown in [238], [237], [239], [240]), that should be considered.

More specifically, for the D2D-Relay:

• When Wi-Fi Direct is used: i) Maximum number of D2D devices that can be sup-

ported is 200; and ii) Maximum distance allowed among the D2D devices is 200m.

• When LTE Direct28 is used: i) Maximum Number of D2D devices that can be

supported is 2000; and ii) Maximum distance allowed among the D2D devices is

600m;

• When LTE Proximity Services are used the usage of PUSCH for Device Discovery

is restricted.

To implement the technology constraints, constant values are used in the present imple-

mentation. These are saved in the BDIx agent threshold & constrains list (in a dedicated

memory location).

4.6 Implementation of the DAI Framework Fuzzy Logic Controller in D2D

Communication

In this section, we provide the implementation of the Fuzzy Logic Controller for DAI

Framework which selects cases (Section 4.4.2, Fig. 14) and indirectly assigns priority values

for specific Desires. The inputs (antecedents), outputs (consequent), knowledge base and

the linguistic inference system (Fuzzy Inference System/Engine) which are applied in the

28LTE Direct utilizes the licensed spectrum of the intercommunicating D2D devices (underlay/overlay).
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process of fuzzyfication, fuzzy inference system control and defuzzyfication are discussed

below and pictorially viewed in Fig. 15.

Figure 15: Fuzzy Logic Implementation for DAI Framework

Note that the implementation of the Fuzzy logic is executed when the threshold values

are exceeded or specific events are raised (Section 4.4.1, Tables 14 and 15).

4.6.1 Antecedents

The values of the following input variables with their respective range at universe,

membership functions and linguistic variables (set empirically) are used for fuzzification:

• Signal Quality (0..100)%. The selected membership function is trapezoidal and takes

three values at Fuzzy Set: low (0, 15, 25, 45), medium (30, 45, 55, 85) and high (75,

85, 90, 100). The representation of the membership function is shown in Fig. 16a.

• Power Battery Level (0..100)%. The selected membership function is trapezoidal

and takes three values at Fuzzy Set: low (0, 15, 25, 35), medium (30, 45, 55, 75)

and high (65, 85, 90, 100). The representation of the membership function is shown

in Fig. 16b.
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• Distance to near D2DSHR (0..200). The selected membership function is trape-

zoidal and takes three values at Fuzzy Set: low (0, 15, 25, 60), medium (50, 70, 100,

120) and high (100, 140, 180, 200). The representation of the membership function

is shown in Fig. 16c.

• Distance to near D2DMHR (0..500). The selected membership function is trape-

zoidal and takes three values at Fuzzy Set: low (0, 15, 25, 60), medium (50, 100,

190, 360) and high (300, 340, 380, 500). The representation of the membership

function is shown in Fig. 16d.

• Number of users that device shares (0..200). The selected membership function is

trapezoidal and takes three values at Fuzzy Set: low (0, 55, 75, 110), medium (90,

120, 130, 180) and high (160, 170, 180, 200). The representation of the membership

function is shown in Fig. 16e.

• Fuzzy singletons, that for input ”1” return the value of “true” and for input ”0”

return the value of “false”:

– D2D Device (if the device is part of the D2D network).

– D2D Device connects to D2D-Relay (if the device is part of the D2D network).

– D2D Device acts as D2D-Relay (if the device is part of the D2D network).

– D2D Device acts as D2DSHR (if the device is part of the D2D network).
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(a) Membership Function for Signal Quality
(b) Membership Function for Power Battery
Level

(c) Membership Function for Dis-
tance to near D2DSHR

(d) Membership Function for Dis-
tance to near D2DMHR

(e) Membership Function for Dis-
tance to near D2DMHR

Figure 16: Membership Functions

4.6.2 Consequent

As shown in the inter-dependency, association and partial implementation between

D2D challenges in Fig. 14 there are two cases of execution of Intentions. In the first case,

the Fuzzy Logic should decide the left branch of the tree if there is an event or threshold

value related to the “Cell Densification and Offloading” for Handover. In the second case,

the Fuzzy Logic should decide the right branch of the tree if there is an event or thresholdIACOVOS IO
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value related to the “Mode Selection” for Handover. Then after deciding the case, the

Plan Library will set the priority values of the Desires.

The values of the ”Resulting Case” output variable with its respective range at uni-

verse, membership function and linguistic variables (set empirically) used for defuzzifica-

tion are:

The defuzzification, membership function is triangular and takes two values at fuzzy

set, left (0,0.25,0.50) and right (0.50,0.75,1.00). The final output value (Resulting Case)

after defuzzification are crisp with decimals from 0..1.00. The Plan Library will choose

the correct case according to the resulting crisp output value as follows:

• <0.50 selects the Left case in the branch of the tree. The ”left” case assigns priority

values of 99% to ”Cell Densification and Offloading” and 100% to ”Handover”.

• >=0.50 selects the Right case in the branch of the tree. The ”right” assigns pri-

ority values of 98% to ”Mode Selection”, 99% to ”Radio Resource Allocation and

Interference management” and 100% to ”Device Discovery”.

4.6.3 Rules Used in the Linguistic Inference System

In this examination, we selected the ”Mamdani Fuzzy Model” due to the simplicity of

its design. The following rules are selected:

• If D2D Device is ”false”, then the Resulting Case is ”right”. In this case, the device

enters the network.

• If D2D Device is ”true” and D2D Device acts as D2D-Relay is ”false”, and Signal

Quality is ”low” then the Resulting Case is ”right”. In this case, the device has bad

signal quality (moves away from the D2D-Relay).
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• If D2D Device is ”true” and D2D Device acts as D2D-Relay is ”false”, and Dis-

tance to near D2DSHR is ”far”, then the Resulting Case is ”right”. In this case,

the device moves away from the D2DSHR as D2D Client.

• If D2D Device is ”true” and D2D Device acts as D2D-Relay is ”true”, and Dis-

tance to near D2DMHR is ”far”, then the Resulting Case is ”right”. In this case,

the device moves away from the D2DMHR as D2D Single Hop Relay or as D2D

Multi-Hop Relay.

• If D2D Device is ”true” and D2D Device acts as D2D-Relay is ”true”, and Signal

Quality is ”low”, then the Resulting Case is ”right”. In this case, the device has

bad signal quality (moves away from the D2D-Relay) as D2D Single Hop Relay or

as D2D Multi-Hop Relay.

• If D2D Device is ”true” and D2D Device acts as D2D-Relay is ”true”, and Power

Battery Level is ”low”, then the Resulting Case is ”left”. In this case, the device

has low battery, and it needs to shift all D2D Devices that connect to it t other

D2D-Relay.

• If D2D Device acts as D2DSHR is ”true” and D2D Device connects to D2D-Relay

is ”true”, and Number of users that device shares is ”high”, then the Resulting Case

is ”left”. In this case, the densification of network and offloading will be executed.

4.7 Implementation of Reinforcement Learning at the DAI Framework

In this section we outline how Reinforcement Learning can be adopted in a DAI frame-

work related to QoS and QoE. Specifically, we discuss how the Beliefs of the BDIx agent

can be enhanced with a neural network that evaluates the executed actions of the BDIx
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agent, in terms of QoS and QoE threshold values set by the operator and the user respec-

tively. The neural network can be implemented as a Back-Propagation Neural Network

(BPNN) as in [241], trained by the UE user data rate usage every 30 minutes (set empir-

ically). At the same time, the agent, via APIs, can request from the operator the QoS

data rate value that the UE user must have. Therefore, the ”UE requested data rate

(QoE)”, the ”Operator offered data rate based on user packet (QoS)” and the ”current

achieved data rate” can be used as a training feature set. We envision the result of the

BPNN to be a negative or positive number showing how much the current data rate is

not achieving the data rate required by the user or the provided by the operator. The

number that represents the achievement of QoS/QoE in the framework can be calculated

using the following equation:

result = current data rate−max(QoE data rate,QoS data rate) (1)

Initially, the BPNN can be initially trained by having as feature values the QoE to be

equal with the QoS provided by the Operator and the current achieved data rate to be

a random variable that will get values from 0 to QoS2. For each action the BDIx agent

performs, the BPNN evaluates if the result aligns with the QoE and QoS. The BPNN will

return negative numbers if the QoE and QoS is not achieved, and positive numbers if the

aforementioned metrics are achieved.

Specifically, the associated Desires ”Achieve QoS specified by 5G requirements” and

”Achieve QoE specified by User according to historical and current records” are always

running with priority 100% as Intention in the BDIx agent. These Desires have a common

Plan (called ”Preserve Data Rate more than the Minimum Data Rate acceptable”) thatIACOVOS IO
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monitors the data rate of the UE after each execution and tackles the not achievement of

QoE or QoS.

4.8 Comparison of DAI Framework with Related Work on D2D Frameworks

In this section we compare the D2D frameworks shown Section 2.5.2 with the proposed

DAI framework.

Compared to the frameworks in [164], [166] and [171], the proposed DAI framework is

both autonomous and distributed (for more details see Section 2.1) and implements DAI

control. This makes our approach faster in decisions and capable to tackle any situation

in the mobile environment independently, as it does not depend on information that are

gathered from other devices (e.g., BS) for the decision making process. However, our

approach does not support content caching. With content caching integrated, our DAI

framework is expected to further improve the average downloading data rates, reduce en-

ergy consumption and improve latency. Considering the aforesaid expected gains, content

caching will be investigated further as a future direction and integrated as an additional

feature of our DAI framework. This will be achieved in a similar approach as in [171].

Compared to [165], in our proposed DAI framework (shown in Section 4) the D2D

device is authorized and authenticated by the BS with the use of public key cryptography

and timestamp for no repudiation attacks in a security protocol that shares tokens among

the D2D devices. The aforesaid is performed upon the D2D device entering the D2D

network. Once authorized and authenticated, the D2D device can communicate with

other D2D devices in the network. Compared to the frameworks in [167], [168], [169],

[170], [172], [173] and [174], in our proposed DAI framework, the devices focus in all modes

of Transmission Mode Selection. Therefore, our approach implements cluster formation
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along with back-hauling formation with the use of ProSe for device discovery. However,

the examined framework approaches focus only on one Transmission Mode, the ”D2D

Relay (D2DSHR)” and therefore they focus on the relay selection and cluster formation.

Compared to the framework in [175], through the proposed DAI framework the devices

can exchange messages and collaboratively tackle a disaster because they are distributed,

autonomous and independent of the BS and other nodes. More specifically, the DAI frame-

work can provide self-organized network (SON) operations and achieve a network recovery

in a case of a mobile network failure (e.g., BS failure). Additionally, our framework utilises

all Transmission Modes in the disaster recovery and not only D2DMHR.

Overall, our proposed DAI framework, compared to all other related approaches de-

scribed above, differentiate in the following characteristics: i) our proposed framework

focuses on the achievement of 5G and Beyond Requirements by jointly tackling all the

D2D Challenges in one framework; ii) is Autonomous and Distributed; iii) Uses Distributed

Artificial Intelligence (DAI) control; iv) it supports Self-Organize Network (SON) features;

v) focuses on software agents; vi) focuses on the local environment rather than the global

network picture; and vii) supports all Transmission Modes.
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Chapter 5

Example Plans of the DAI framework/BDIx agents to

Satisfy D2D Challenges

This chapter provides example Plans on how the DAI framework and BDIx agents

can be realised to satisfy specific D2D Challenges. The D2D Challenges that are tackled

are: i) Device discovery; ii) Mode selection; iii) mmWave communication; vi) Radio re-

source allocation and interference management; v) Cell densification and offloading; vi)

Power control; vii) Security; viii) Handover management; and ix) QoS & QoE. Each D2D

Challenge is associated with a specific Desire and a specific Plan that the BDIx agent will

execute towards its achievement. Additionally, for the execution of some Plans different

approaches are proposed and a specific Plan is selected thereof.

In the examples provided below, an already implemented D2D communication network

with its D2D devices is assumed. Additionally, the D2DMHRs and D2DSHRs Devices in

the network share information via LTE ProSe services (as shown in Section 5.1). For

clarity, we will also use the term D2D-Relay to represent both the direct D2DSHR and

the D2DMHR (i.e. D2DSHR/D2DMHR) cases.
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5.1 Device Discovery

An important task of the DAI framework is to tackle the Device Discovery challenge

and allow a BDIx agent to identify and locate other BDIx agents (running on D2D-

R) across the same cell. To achieve this, the DAI framework utilizes specific mobile

technologies and specific channels in the mobile frequency signal spectrum.

The information that can be shared between D2D devices (i.e., D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs)

during Device Discovery, is as follows: i) location coordinates; ii) inband and/or outband

frequency bands (channel information, mobile frequency); iii) value of the adopted metric

(e.g., WDR); iv) data rate achieved; v) transmission mode used; vi) number of D2D Clients

supported (for D2DSHR); vii) IP and subnet of IPs assigned to D2D Clients supported

(for D2DSHR); viii) data rate achieved with other D2D devices (if any) and the BS; and

ix) Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) measured from proximate D2D devices (D2D-Relays)

and the BS/AP.

Towards this end, according to Table 14 and Fig. 14, to achieve the Device Discovery

challenge, the Desire ”Identify the surrounding D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs” will get 100%

priority (as shown in Section 4.4). The plan associated with this Desire is named ”Gather

Information from the surrounding D2DSHRs, and D2DMHRs”. The following approaches

can be exploited for executing the plan:

• Approach 1: The common pilot channel (CPICH) or Physical Broadcast Channel

(PBCH) can be utilized for broadcasting the required information periodically with-

out expectation of a response from the receiver (as shown in [242, 243, 244]).

• Approach 2: Discovery signals can be sent or received during the specific discovery

time (as shown in [245]).
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• Approach 3: A BDIx agent broadcast a request either through a predefined cellular

or WiFi29 channel. The responding BDIx agent will use the same type (cellular or

WiFi) of a predefined channel to provide the requested information.

• Approach 4: By using IP and by broadcasting a message at the network of the

telecom operator that shares the cell connected to it, the UEs in the same cell will

reply with a message that has the requested information.

• Approach 5: Use LTE proximity services (LTE ProSe). The LTE ProSe is an existing

solution for the Device Discovery that BDIx agents of the DAI framework can already

utilize; it has a simple one-step plan (algorithm) to tackle Device Discovery.

An example realisation of Device Discovery, using Approach 5, is provided in Fig. 17.

The following steps are executed in the example:

• STEP 1: The D2D candidate device executes Device Discovery with LTE ProSe.

• STEP 2: The D2D candidate device reads and saves the information from LTE

ProSe messages.

5.2 Mode Selection

The Mode Selection plan will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

5.3 mmWave Communication

For DAI framework to tackle the mmWave D2D Challenge, the mmWave technology

is supported as an extra interface that can be used in conjunction with other interfaces.

29WiFi is used in case there is a short distance among the communicating D2D devices
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Figure 17: Device Discovery example

The mmWave can be utilized during the connection to D2DSHR and D2DMHR of the

D2D candidate and if the connection to the D2D devices supports it in terms of Line Of

Sight (LOS) and mmWaves interface support. The mmWave support information can be

sent over Device Discovery, and the selection of the right interface (e.g., mmWave, Mobile,

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) can be a part of the Mode Selection process that have as target the

maximisation of the investigated metric (e.g., WDR, Data Rate) towards the gateway.

5.4 Radio Resource Allocation and Interference management

The DAI framework aimed to tackle the radio resource allocation must also tackle the

interference management jointly as they are directly associated. Interference management

aims to find the best Frequency Bands (FBs) that causes the least interference in the

network. Radio resource allocation, on the other hand, aims to identify the best way to

share the found FBs within the mobile network, in such a way that interference is reduced
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and the data rate of the UEs is increased. Hence, BDIx agents need to tackle both D2D

challenges at once with one Plan.

To achieve the radio resource allocation and interference management challenge, the

desire called ”Calculate Best Frequency Band with the least Interference” will get 99%

priority value (see Table 14, Fig. 14 and Section 4.4). The plan associated with this Desire

is named ”Calculate Best Frequency Band with the least Interference”. For executing this

plan the following approaches can be exploited:

• Approach 1: The OFDMA scheme underlay approach, in which the BS has a pool

of orthogonal frequency bands to share among the D2D devices connected to the

BS. With this approach, the utilisation of reused or free FBs (underlay type of

spectrum utilisation) among the D2D device is done as follows: 1) When the Device

Discovery task is completed, the broadcasted information that is collected by the

D2D candidate from the D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs, includes the FBs used by the

D2D-Relay along with their coordinates and their D2D Clients; 2) Then the D2D

device can identify which reused FB to utilise with the least interference according

to a minimum acceptable interface predefined threshold; 3) Finally, the FB with

the least interference is evaluated with a use of deep neural network (Feed Forward

Network); 4) The Deep Neural Network (DNN) is trained using simulation/live data.

The Features that we can be used as inputs are: i) coordinates of D2D device; ii)

coordinates of the candidate cevice; iii) CQI; iv) transmission power; and v) FB

used. 5) The result of DNN, using a specific FB, is the interference of the examined

devices, and if the result is above the interference threshold, then the examined FB

can be used by the D2D candidate device. An important note about the approach is

that when the D2D candidate establishes a connection with the BS, the FB given by
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the BS is not lost. The assigned FB, along with the calculated FB (from the previous

step) are saved in the beliefs as an alternative band to be used in the process of the

Transmission Mode Selection process or when interference increases.

• Approach 2: The sharing information with BS underlay approach, in which the

BDIx agent of a candidate D2D device tries to identify the best FB to be used

for communication among the D2D devices and the BS. The BS also has the DAI

framework BDIx Agent installed as a component and acts as a D2DSHR. So, the BS

can share the same information as other D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs in the Device

Discovery process. With this approach, the utilisation of FBs (underlay type of

spectrum utilisation) among the D2D device is done as follows: 1) After the Device

Discovery phase, the D2D candidate device can gather all the FBs, coordinates, and

types30 of communication protocol (inband, outband) used in the communication

network from D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs and their D2D Clients. 2) Subsequently,

the D2D candidate, after selecting the D2D-Relay with the maximum distance it

requests its FB and coordinates (inband - LTE direct). In the case of single hop

D2D-Relay the D2D candidate requests the same information from the its furthest

D2D Client (outband and Wi-Fi Direct); and 3) Afterwards, the D2D candidate

calculates the interference among the two D2D devices in two cases:

– In the case of inband, the D2D candidate calculates the interference, and if lower

than a threshold it reuses the same FB. Otherwise, it reduces the transmission

power according to its QoS and QoE requirements to reduce interference and

thus remain lower than the threshold (note: interference can be calculated using

30In our case, the inband is used for links among BS, D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs. The outband is used
for the link-sharing of D2DSHR to D2D Clients.
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Shannon theorem). Successively, if the steps above did not calculate the reused

FB, then the D2D candidate device can use the FB provided by the BS.

– In the case of outband, the D2D candidate calculates the best reused outband

frequency channel by following the same procedure as with the inband case.

If a reused frequency channel is not found, then the D2D Client accepts the

frequency channel that the D2DSHR provides.

• Approach 3: The Radio Resource allocation is done in terms of interference man-

agement using the communication advantage that the BDIx agents have regarding

accessing all devices in the network. This approach can be based on a coalition

game (as shown in [246, 231, 247]) in game theory. In this case, all the D2D de-

vices participate in a bazaar-style ”give and take” in terms of resource blocks and

transmission power with reused frequencies by having a utility function to target the

maximisation of Sum Rate. An example of distributed auction-based game theory

in D2D communication is shown in [248, 188, 249].

An example realisation of ”Radio Resource Allocation and Interference management”,

using Approach 2, is provided in Fig. 18. The following steps are executed in the example:

• STEP 1: The D2D candidate device executes Device Discovery with LTE ProSe.

• STEP 2: The D2D candidate device reads and saves the information from LTE

ProSe messages.

• STEP 3: The D2D candidate device requests from the most distance D2DSHR

(which is with FB4) its distant D2D Client with their coordinates and FBs.

• STEP 4: The D2DSHR (with FB4) replies with is coordinates and FBs.
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• STEP 5: The D2D candidate selects FB and calculates the Transmission Power

(TP) that guarantees the Data Rate requested with the least interference caused.

Figure 18: Radio Resource Allocation & Interference Management example

5.5 Cell Densification and Offloading

For the DAI framework to tackle the ”Cell Densification and Offloading” challenge, a

plan must be implemented that will focus on D2DSHR offloading when the cell is dense in

bandwidth utilisation or the number of users it can support. The issues mentioned above

are tackled by moving D2D Clients from a dense D2DSHR to another D2DSHR (called

receiver D2DSHR) that is not as dense, which is near the D2D Client (e.g., less than 200

m). Additionally, if there are excess D2D Clients that the receiver D2DSHR can handle

after the movement execution, these excesses of D2D Clients can connect directly to theIACOVOS IO
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BS. Thus, there are two cases of Desires associated with this D2D challenge. These cases

are the following:

• The case of Dense D2DSHR Node: According to Table 14 and Fig. 14, to achieve the

”Cell Densification and Offloading” challenge, the Desire ”Number of D2D Clients

that the D2D device serves as D2DSHR is acceptable” will get 99% priority (as

shown in Section 4.4).

• The case of high bandwidth utilisation at the D2DSHR Node and offloading: Ac-

cording to Table 14 and Fig. 14, to achieve the ”Cell Densification and Offloading”

challenge, the Desire ”Bandwidth consumed by users that the D2D device serves as

D2DSHR is acceptable” will get 99% priority (as shown in Section 4.4).

The plan that both Desires will execute is the same and it is called “Move a percentage

of D2D Clients to other D2DSHR”. In this plan, each BDIx agent that acts as a D2DSHR

in the D2D communication network has a constrained value for the maximum number of

clients for the Cluster Head and a bandwidth percentage threshold. Thus, if in a D2DSHR

the maximum number of D2D Clients is reached then the following steps are executed: i)

this D2DSHR will communicate with the nearest D2DSHR offering to move a number of

D2D Clients to it; ii) if the nearest D2DSHR accepts the proposal then the dense D2DSHR

sends the D2D Clients to connect to the contacted D2DSHR; iii) if the nearest D2DSHR

did not accept the request proposal, the dense D2DSHR sends the excess clients to the

BS. So, in the case that the nearest D2DSHR agreed, the dense D2DSHR sends a number

of D2D clients (offloading) to the nearest D2DSHR by informing them what the next hop

will be. The D2D Clients assignment procedure differs according to the type of frequency

that the D2DSHR is sharing. The cases are the following:
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• If the contacted D2DSHR is inband D2D, the D2D Client agrees on the frequency

channel to be used with the contacted D2DSHR using radio resource allocation and

interference management approaches.

• If the contacted D2DSHR mode is outband D2D, the D2D Client agrees on the

specific Wi-Fi channel to be used with the contacted D2DSHR.

An example realisation of ”Cell Densification and Offloading”, is provided in Fig. 19.

The following steps are executed in the example:

• STEP 1: The D2D candidate device executes Device Discovery with LTE ProSe.

• STEP 2: The D2D candidate device reads and saves the information from LTE

ProSe messages.

• STEP 3: The D2D candidate device performs Mode Selection and selects D2D Client

mode to D2DSHR (with FB 3).

• STEP 4: The D2D candidate device requests to connect to D2DSHR (with FB 3).

• STEP 5: The D2DSHR (with FB 3) is full in terms of the number of D2D Clients

connected to it (i.e., it has reached the 200 D2D Clients threshold). So, it should

move the excess D2D Client to another D2DSHR. Thus, the D2DSHR intercommu-

nicates with the nearest D2DSHRs that are satisfying the requirements of distance

and data rate (along with other thresholds) and reallocates the D2D Client to the

most “profitable” D2DSHR31 in terms of a metric (e.g., Sum Rate).

• STEP 6: The D2DSHR (with FB 11) replies to the request of D2DSHR (with FB

3) that it can accept the new D2D device.

31Note that if there is no D2DSHR satisfying the requirements, the D2D Client connects to the BS
directly as a D2DMHR.
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• STEP 7: The D2DSHR (with FB 3) instructs the D2D Client to connect to the

D2DSHR (with FB 11).

• STEP 8: The D2D Client connects to the D2DSHR (with FB 11).

Figure 19: Cell Densification and Offloading example

5.6 Power Control

Power Control (P-C) during D2D communication is essential for achieving battery

reservation and extend the battery life of the device. For DAI framework to tackle the

”Power Control” D2D challenge, a plan must be implemented that will focus on energy

preservation. This plan will run after the system boot and be always associated with an

Intention under the active pursuit of the BDIx agent with priority value 100%.

To achieve the power control D2D challenge, the desire called ”Battery Power reser-

vation at D2D device” will get 100% priority value (see Table 14, Fig. 14 and Section
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4.4). The plan associated with this Desire is named ”Battery Power Reserve”. The Inten-

tion/Desire with the associated Plan will execute the task of reducing power consumption

when the battery level value reaches the threshold of ”Minimum Battery Level Threshold

exceeded” and an event is raised. For executing this plan the following approaches can be

exploited:

• Approach 1: This approach targets power consumption by reducing Transmission

Power (TP). The BDIx agent can reduce transmission power, however at the same

time must consider related thresholds that guarantee the data rate and interference

requirements (as shown in Appendix B and Section B.1).

• Approach 2: This approach targets the increase of stored power through wireless

power transfer [250]. In this approach, the BDIx agent can use other/unused inter-

faces to start charging the D2D device battery. In order to achieve wireless power

transfer, a wireless power transfer beacon (source) must exist in the BS (using a

predefined frequency for power transfer) that transmits power and the associated

electronics in the UE.

• Approach 3: This approach targets power consumption by the reduction of CPU

and memory utilisation by monitoring user applications. In this approach, the BDIx

agent can propose to the user to stop some applications that are currently running

on the device and not being used, or even take the permission from the user to au-

tomatically stop applications running in the background consuming a lot of battery

power. In particular, the identification of the demanding user applications can be

made using device statistics gathered from the log or with the data collected by theIACOVOS IO
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BDIx agent from the users’ activities regularly 24/7. This data includes application,

power consumption, and timestamp.

An example realisation of ”Power Control”, using Approach 1, is provided in Fig. 20.

The following steps are executed in the example, when the threshold of ”Minimum Battery

Level Threshold exceeded” is raised:

• STEP 1: The D2D Client device calculates the Transmission Power reduction.

• STEP 2: The D2D Client device informs the D2DSHR of the TP reduction it has

decided.

• STEP 3: The D2DSHR responds ”OK” to its D2D Client.

Figure 20: Power Reservation exampleIACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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5.7 Security

Security is essential for the successful implementation and the realization of the com-

munication among the D2D devices during D2D communication. For DAI framework to

tackle the ”Security” D2D challenge, a plan associated with a Desire must be implemented

that will focus on monitoring and tackling any incidents related to the security aspects

of the device and the security aspects of the utilized network all the time. Therefore, for

this plan there are some tasks (e.g., check link utilisation) that need to be implemented

regarding communication, prevention, identification of attack, and device security. This

plan will run after the system boot and be always associated with an Intention under the

active pursuit of the BDIx agent with priority value 100%.

To achieve the security D2D challenge, the desire called ”Security Monitoring at D2D

device” will get 100% priority value (see Table 14, Fig. 14 and Section 4.4). The plan

associated with this Desire is named ”Security Monitoring and Intrusion Detection”. In

the case of an event related to security, the security plan has a logic to identify the

relating event by monitoring the beliefs that are related to security in BDIx Agent (e.g.,

monitoring the ”Security Breach” boolean value in beliefs). The following approaches can

be implemented in the plan, either as a protocol or device O/S:

• Approach 1: This approach executes security checks related to the Transmission

Mode selected by the D2D device. Thus, the following cases are handled:

– D2DSHR: The D2D device has counters and AI/ML logic to evaluate the pack-

ets if they are benign or adjective. For example, the D2D device could use

binary logistic regression [251] to identify if the packets sent from a device to itIACOVOS IO
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are benign. Also, if a D2D device is attacking a specific D2D device, the latter

can inform the D2DSHR device to blacklist its former client device.

– D2D Client: The D2D device evaluates the successful flow of packets using

confirmation messages. For example, it evaluates the packets arrived and ex-

ecutes specific check-ins in terms of security (e.g., timestamp, source). If an

issue arises with the connection to D2DSHR, the D2D Client should re-execute

mode selection, excluding the existing D2DSHR.

• Approach 2: In this approach, a security protocol for D2D is implemented in the

communication among D2D devices. The utilisation and enforcement of the security

protocol among the D2D devices is done as follows: 1) The secure protocol will force

the D2D devices that want to communicate among themselves to have a digital

signature assigned from the telecom operator hard-coded for the specific D2D device;

2) All the packets sent for intercommunication among the D2D devices should be

signed and encrypted by the destination public key32 using public-key cryptography

along with timestamp token signed from BS and generated from the BS in the phase

of D2D device authentication33 and authorisation for the reason of no reputiation

and personalisation of the D2D device; 3) The recipient D2D device will use its

signature private key to decrypt. In this approach, blockchain technology, which is

decentralised, can be adapted to be used for token generation and sharing in the

same manner as in the BS.

32Public key will be shared among the others via the certificate authority that issued the digital signature.
33The device’s username is its International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), Mobile Station Inter-

national Subscriber Director Number (MSISDN) and International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI)
number, and the password is a randomly generated password when the D2D device registers to the tele-
com operator network (when the user buys the sim card).IACOVOS IO
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• Approach 3: This approach targets the D2D device O/S, to secure the BDIx agent

as software at a device that can be rooted. Therefore, the primary concern is where

the BDIx agent will reside with the significant concern to be secure; i.e., no one with

rooting knowledge and any device with routing capabilities to be able to access the

BDIx agent and change its beliefs. To secure the agent, the BDIx agent must reside in

a container-based (docker container) environment under the O/S of the device that

will not be accessible even with the docker commands (isolated). This container

can have access to full device capabilities (hardware and software libraries). The

aforesaid container-based approach, will guarantee the security of the BDIx agent.

Also, the agent can be upgradeable from the telecom operator. This can be done

with the use of an API and the authorisation parameters of the telecom operator

that are hardcoded in the device’s SIM.

An example realisation of how ”Security” D2D Challenge is satisfied with the DAI

framework, is provided in Fig. 21. The following steps are executed in the example:

• STEP 1: The D2D Client device executes Denial Of Service at the D2DSHR (with

FB3).

• STEP 2: The D2DSHR (with FB3) requests from the D2DSHR (with FB11) to

disconnect the attacking D2D Client.

• STEP 3: The D2DSHR (with FB11) accepts the request from the D2DSHR (with

FB11) to disconnect the attacking D2D Client.

• STEP 4: The D2DSHR (with FB11) informs the attacker D2D Client to stop.IACOVOS IO
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• STEP 5: The D2D Client did not respond to the request (waiting for response

timeout).

• STEP 6: The D2DSHR (with FB11) disconnects the attacking D2D Client.

Figure 21: Security example

5.8 Handover Management

The Handover D2D Challenge has a partial implementation rule. Specifically, it is

fully implemented by tackling either one or both (depending on the event raised) of the

”Mode Selection” and ”Cell Densification and Offloading” challenges (see Fig. 14). Thus,

when an event is raised, the only thing that the Handover plan has to do is to monitor

(from the Belief values) the completion status of the above challenges. If either one or

both are completed, then Handover is set as completed as well.IACOVOS IO
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5.9 QoS and QoE

The ”QoS and QoE” D2D challenge is essential during D2D communication, for achiev-

ing the targets that the user34 and the telecom operator35 set for the BDIx agent as

threshold values (e.g., minimum data rate, maximum latency). For DAI framework to

tackle the ”QoS and QoE” D2D challenge, a plan must be implemented that will aim to

increase data rate and reduce latency. This plan will run after the D2D device joins in a

D2D communication Network and be always associated with an Intention under the active

pursuit of the BDIx agent with priority value 100%. Note that there are cases in the DAI

framework where the QoS and QoE are tackled with different Desires. For achieving the

”QoS and QoE” challenge the following two cases can be used:

• Case 1: The desires ”Achieve QoS specified by 5G requirements” and ”Achieve QoE

specified by User according to historical and current records”36 will get 100%

priority value (see Table 14, Fig. 14 and Section 4.4). The plan associated with the

aforesaid Desires is called ”Preserve Data Rate more than the Minimum Data Rate

acceptable” and monitors the data rate of the UE after each execution. This plan is

initiated upon the D2D device entering the D2D network and then always be under

the active pursuit of the agent. When an event is raised, this plan identifies its type

by monitoring the beliefs related to the associated ”QoS and QoE” events. The plan

can be implemented using the following approaches:

– Approach 1: ”Mode selection” Desire increases priority value to 98%.

34The QoE is associated with the Desires of the user in terms of bandwidth and data rate.
35The QoS is a associated with the minimum bandwidth that the D2D device must achieve. The telecom

operator can guarantee this.
36The QoE Desire has as a target to check if there is a lack of data rate, through the examination of

current loaded applications and from examining historical events and with the use of BPNN and RL as
shown in the 3.4.
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– Approach 2: Increase the transmission power, if possible. Therefore, the BDIx

agent can change the transmission power to achieve the QoS required data rate.

It is worth mentioning here that in case ”Power Save” desire becomes Intention, the

above Desires will cease execution and set their priority value to 0%. The reason

is that Desires relates to Power reservation and considered more important for the

user than the Desires related to QoE & QoS.

• Case 2: The Desire called ”The latency (round time/ultra-reliable low latency com-

munication) of accessing gateway or any other D2D device is acceptable” will get

100% priority value (see Table 14, Fig. 14 and Section 4.4). The Desire can be

achieved with the ”Preserve the latency low” plan that is targeting low latency by

achieving routing. The plan can be implemented using the following approaches:

– Approach 1: The D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs use ”Device Discovery” to learn

about the D2D communication structure, by reading the broadcast messages

that have the D2D-Relay coordinates. With this approach, the QoS and QoE

achievement is done as follows: 1) The D2D device, by using a threshold dis-

tance metric, learns: i) about the nearby D2DSHR and D2DMHR nodes that

can act as next-hop routes37 ; and ii) about the D2D-Relays that can be ex-

ploited for multi-hop path construction; 2) Using the Dijkstra38 or Bellman-

Ford algorithm39 , each D2D-Relay calculate the best paths towards all other

37For calculating next-hop, the threshold value of ”Maximum Distance of another Node to be a Neigh-
bour”is considered.

38Dijkstra is in principle a routing algorithm that requires global knowledge, thus in order to consider it
in the investigation we assume that all D2D-Relay devices share over LTE ProSe and thru messages their
routing information.

39These algorithms run on each D2D-Relay device and take into consideration weights like distance,
WDR, time to access BS, etc.
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D2D-Relays and constructs its routing table; 3) The D2D-Relay forwards pack-

ets to the destination D2D device according to the best route in its routing

table.

– Approach 2: Utilize SOM (self-organizing map) unsupervised learning to train

the artificial neural network (ANN) using test packets. Test Packets will include

as features to the ANN the following: destination, coordinates, data rate, round

time and next hop. The whole process must be executed at the beginning of

the network formation, and then it will follow the resulting next-hop location

that the SOM will give based on the classification result that is trained.

An example realisation of ”QoS & QoE” D2D challenge using the DAI framework, is

provided in Fig. 22. The following steps are executed in the example, when the data rate

value reduces more than the threshold of ”Minimum Data Rate Acceptable”:

• STEP 1: The D2D Client device calculates the Transmission Power reduction.

• STEP 2: The D2D Client device informs the D2DSHR, that is connected to it, the

TP reduction that it decided.

• STEP 3: The D2DSHR responds ”OK” to its D2D Client.
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Figure 22: QoS & QoE example
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Chapter 6

DAI Framework for Addressing the D2D Mode Selection

Challenge

This chapter introduces the Distributed Artificial Intelligence Solution (DAIS) plan,

which aims to provide an illustrative example of how the DAI framework can be exploited

for D2D Mode Selection (frequency & transmission). DAIS is a plan of the DAI framework

focusing on establishing communication between D2D devices in proximity. It is considered

by the BDIx agents, as the plan of execution for selecting the transmission mode that the

D2D devices will operate upon when entering the D2D communication network. The

implementation of the transmission Mode Selection in the thesis is such that the device

also selects the frequency mode selection40 , with a view to improve the Spectral Efficiency

(SE)41 and Power Consumption (PC))42 .

Initially, we implement a simple DAIS plan and evaluate its performance in a static

environment (as shown in Chapter 7). Building on the results of the initial evaluation we

40The D2D client can select WiFi Direct, D2DSHR can share WiFi Direct and connect towards BS with
the use of LTE Direct using the assigned frequency from the BS, D2DMHR can share over LTE Direct
and connects to the next hop towards the BS using the assigned frequency from the BS.

41SE is associated with the Sum Rate that can be achieved in the network and the available bandwidth.
More specifically, it is the aggregated data rate of all the links established in the Network divided by the
available bandwidth of the network.

42PC is the aggregated total power used by all the links established in the Network.
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enhance DAIS with additional functionality and further evaluate its performance. Addi-

tionally, we extend DAIS to handle dynamic aspects. Furthermore, to allow comparison

with DAIS we also introduce a centralised technique based on Sum Rate (SR) and its

distributed version, labeled as Distributed Sum Rate (DSR), as well as other competing

techniques (see Section 2.5.3), suitably enhanced if required to be applied in a D2D setting.

Note that a list of common parameters for DAIS and DSR (Sum Rate Approach)

appear in Appendix A Section A.1.

6.1 Distributed Artificial Intelligent Solution Plan for D2D Transmission

Mode Selection in Static and Dynamic Environment

Distributed Artificial Intelligent Solution (DAIS) is a specific plan of the DAI frame-

work focusing on establishing communication between D2D devices in proximity. It is

considered by the BDIx agents as the plan of execution (e.g., in the event of a D2D device

entering the network), in order to select the transmission mode that the D2D devices will

operate. This is achieved in a distributed artificial intelligence manner, considering the

Weighted Data Rate (WDR) metric and local network knowledge acquired through the

exchange of LTE ProSe messages. The transmission mode that a D2D device will operate

is selected in such a way that the Weighted Data Rate (WDR) metric43 is maximized in

a localised manner. In this section, the Weighted Data rate (WDR) metric is introduced,

representing the minimum data rate of the weakest link in a D2D communication path

(directly connected to the BS or via D2D-Relay nodes). Also, the Sum Rate is intro-

duced, representing the summation of the Data Rate of each link in the D2D network.

DAIS aims to select the Transmission mode that a D2D device will operate in such a

43The WDR metric represents the minimum data rate of the weakest link in a D2D communication path
(directly connected to BS or via D2D-Relay nodes).
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way that the WDR metric is maximized (see Section 6.1.4). In addition, the Weighted

Data Rate (WDR) and Battery Power Level (BPL) thresholds are examined. Finally, the

initial implementation of the DAIS, calculations of thresholds, enhancements of DAIS and

extension of DAIS to support a dynamic environment with speed and direction are also

described in this section.

6.1.1 Mode Selection

The ”Mode Selection” (and thus the DAIS plan) is initiated when a D2D device enters

the D2D communication network. In this case, the BDIx agent receives the ”D2D device

Enters a D2D Communication Network” event and sets the Desires’ order of execution

that will achieve the establishment of the ”Mode Selection” challenge (see Table 14, Fig.

14 and Section 4.4):

• The Desire ”Find best Transmission Mode that achieves the best achievable Signal

Quality, Data Rate and WDR” with the associated Plan ”Distributed Artificial

Intelligence Solution (DAIS)”, will get 98% priority value.

• The Desire ”Find the best-reused Frequency with the least Interference” with the

associated Plan ”Calculate Best Frequency Band with the least Interference”44 ,

will get 99% priority value.

• The Desire ”Identify the surrounding D2DSHRs and D2DMHRs” with the associated

Plan ”Gather Information from the surrounding D2DSHRs, and D2DMHRs”, will

get 100% priority value.

44In our case, we are not using the overlay of spectrum utilisation. Thus, the Plan ”Calculate Best
Frequency Band with the least Interference” will return the existing frequency assigned by the BS.IACOVOS IO
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6.1.2 Sum Rate and Weighted Data Rate

One of the most common metrics for the evaluation of D2D solutions is Sum Rate.

The Sum Rate is the total throughput in a network calculated as the sum of the data

rates that are delivered to all UEs and D2D UEs in a network [131, 252]. Variations

on Sum Rate exist, such as Weighted Sum Rate in [253], which considers certain links

to be of more importance and gives different weights to the links based on the mode of

transmission (direct, relay, etc). We introduce a new metric called ”Weighted Data Rate”

(WDR). The WDR is defined at each node as the minimum data rate in the path that

the UE selected. The minimum data rate of a path is the data rate of the weakest edge

in the path. Our aim is, essentially, to maximize the WDR, i.e WDR = max(min(Link

Data Rate) for each path. The choice for using WDR instead of sum-rate is mainly for

reducing the computational load of the BDI agent. The benefits will be shown clearly in

the next section. For the formulation of WDR and its calculation see Section 6.1.4.

As stated, when a D2D device enters a D2D communication network, the event ”D2D

device Enters a D2D Communication Network” is raised and received by the BDIx agent.

Based on this event, the Fuzzy Logic plan library defines the specific Desires that should

be executed as well as their order of execution (i.e., by assigning to them priority values

starting from 100% with a decreasing step of -1) that would achieve ”Transmission mode

selection” for the entering D2D device. The priority value assigned to the Desires defines

the steps that a BDIx agent will execute in order to achieve its target, (i.e., select the

transmission mode that the D2D device will operate) upon entering the D2D network.

These steps are illustrated in Fig. 23, demonstrating a representative scenario where a

D2D device selects to connect to a D2DSHR as a D2D client, and described below.
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Figure 23: DAIS Plan Achieving Transmission Mode Selection

Step 1. The Desire ”Device Discovery” becomes an Intention and adopted for active pursuit

by the BDIx agent. This Intention is pursuit, by the agent, through the exchange

of LTE ProSe messages. Through these messages, the D2D device (BDIx agent)

becomes aware of all other D2D devices in its proximity including also some other

information related to them (e.g., WDR of D2D device, frequency band the D2D

device uses, etc.). Indicative exchanged information appears in the square boxes

near the devices shown in Fig. 23.

Step 2. Once the ”Device Discovery” Intention is fulfilled the priority value of the related

Desire is set to 0% while the rest of the Desires are increased by 1% (which now

makes the Desire ”Data Rate is acceptable” priority value equal to 100%).

Step 3. The Desire ”Data Rate is acceptable” becomes an Intention and adopted for active

pursuit by the BDIx agent running on the D2D device. The related Desire is
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associated with the ”DAIS” Plan (as shown in Section 6.1.5) which goes through

the following steps:

(a) Estimate the WDR achieved by each D2D-Relay in its proximity and identify

the one with the highest WDR (see paragraph 6.1.4).

(b) Select ”D2D Client” as Transmission mode and start the process to connect

to the D2DSHR with the highest WDR.

(c) Request from the D2DSHR that it wants to connect to it (the request is sent

to the D2DSHR with the use of its IP address pre-acquired though ProSe

messages).

(d) The D2DSHR responds to the request. In the example shown in Fig. 23, the

request is accepted. Additionally, the D2DSHR adds the MAC Address of

the new ”D2D Client” in its ”Allowed List of Devices”.

(e) The D2D Client connects to the D2DSHR.

Step 4. Once the DAIS plan is finalized and the Intention is achieved, the priority value

of the related Desire is set to 0%. Then another Desire is selected, if any, based

on the priority values set by the Fuzzy Logic rules, to become an Intention and be

fulfilled by the BDIx agent.

6.1.3 WDR and BPL Thresholds

In this section we introduce the thresholds that DAIS along with DSR are using.
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6.1.3.1 Weighted Data Rate Threshold

The Weighted Data Rate (WDR) Threshold refers to: i) the minimum WDR that an

existing D2D device operating as D2D-Relay must have in order for a new D2D device

entering the network to connect to it; or ii) the maximum WDR that a new D2D device

entering the D2D network must have in order to replace a D2D device operating as D2D-

Relay and take its role.

Thus, the WDR threshold is considered by the entering new D2D device for four

purposes. The D2D device:

• Can perform a quality check of the D2DSHR, in order to connect to it as a D2D

Client, by using eq. 6.

• Can perform a quality check of the D2DMHR, in order to connect to it either as a

D2D Multi hop Relay (DDMHR) or a D2D single hop Relay (D2DSHR), i.e. D2D-

Relay, by using eq. 6.

• Can replace a D2D-Relay device and take its role, if the new D2D device WDR is

greater than the WDR of the existing D2D-Relay device, by using eq. 9.

• Can connect to a D2D-Relay device in its proximity, and act as a D2DSHR, by using

eq. 8.

Based on extensive simulative evaluation, the WDR Threshold values providing the

best results are: i) 20% for the WDR for scenarios with low (<=200) number of D2D

devices (shown in [254]); ii) 35% for the WDR for scenarios with large (<=1000) number

of D2D devices (shown in [255]). Thus, the WDR Threshold is calculated using eq. 2.IACOVOS IO
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WDRThreshold =


20% if N <= 200

35% if N > 200

(2)

where N is number of D2D devices.

6.1.3.2 Battery Power Level Threshold

The Battery Power Level (BPL) Threshold determines the minimum value that the re-

maining battery level of a D2D device must be, in order to be able to become a D2D-Relay

and accept connections from other D2D devices. The Battery Power Threshold is used by

the DAIS algorithm for two purposes: i) to limit the number of D2D devices that can be

connected to a D2D-Relay device and avoid these from battery drain; and ii) avoid any

QoS degradation (broken links) due to battery exhaustion. Based on extensive simulative

evaluation [254, 255], the BPL threshold value providing the best results is 75% (see eq. 3).

BPLThreshold = 75% (3)

When the battery level of the D2D device drops below the BPL Threshold and the

device acts as a D2D-R, an event is raised that increases the priority of the Desire related

to the reduction of the power consumption. The aforementioned Desire becomes Intention

and the Plan shown in the Appendix (see Alg. 8 in Section B.1) is executed with a target

to reduce Transmission Power with the minimum possible reduction of Spectral Efficiency

(SE).

A good selection of the WDR and BPL threshold values depends highly on the identi-

fication of the number of the other D2D devices in the proximity of a D2D device, either

this is entering the D2D network or executing its plan in case of a BDIx change of ”Belief”.
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To achieve this in a localized manner, the DAIS algorithm was enhanced to include sharing

of the number of D2D devices supported by D2DMHRs and the D2DSHRs operating as

Cluster Heads (CHs). This info is included in the ProSe discovery message sent through

LTE Proximity Services, along with their location and D2D mode. Correct selection of

the threshold values, achieves a more efficient and quicker CH selection, providing in this

manner improvements in SE and PC.

6.1.4 Process of WDR Calculation and Transmission Mode Selection using

Initial DAIS Design

In this section we provide the initial version (non enhanced) of DAIS. So, once a D2D

device enters the D2D network for the first time, the DAIS Plan goes through the following

steps:

Step 1. The WDR of the path associated with the direct link between the D2D device and

the BS is estimated (using WDR0, eq. 4). This will be compared with the other

candidate indirect paths identified in the step below.

WDR0(D2D) = B × SE(D2D,BaseStation) (4)

where B is the Bandwidth and

SE is the Spectral Efficiency, given in eq. 16

Step 2. Other candidate indirect paths between the D2D device and the BS are identified,

their associated WDR is considered, and the best path (i.e., the one with the

highest WDR) is selected. Based on the path selected (i.e., direct or indirect path),

the Transmission Mode of the D2D device is selected. The details are provided

below:
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(a) Using LTE Proximity Services the entering D2D device scans the network

for any neighbouring D2D-Relay devices in order to identify existing D2D

communication paths and acquire their WDRs. The broadcast LTE prox-

imity advertisement messages also include additional information, such as

the number of D2D devices serviced by the D2D-Relay device and the de-

vice that each D2D-Relay connects to next, along the path to the BS/GW

(labelled D2D-Relay Next).

(b) Using eq. 5 the WDR of the best path is identified.

WDRPathW ithMaximumWDR(D2D) = max
x=Relay1,...,RelayN

(WDRMinP ath(x))

(5)

where Relay1..RelayN is the set ofD2D −R around a D2D

WDRMinP ath(D2D) = min
y=U1,...,UN∈Path(y)

(WDRLinkDataRate(y, y + 1))

Path(y) returns all the D2D −R in the path towardsBS/Gateway

WDRLinkDataRate(D2D,D2D2) = B × SE(D2D,D2D2)

Then, based on received LTE ProSe discovery messages, the state of the

nearby D2D devices are classified by the DAIS algorithm (Alg. 2 ), with the

use of eq. 5, into 6 possible states:

• State 1: The D2DSHR (single hop D2D-R) with the maximum WDR

within WiFi range (maxD2DSHR).

• State 2: The D2DMHR (multihop D2D-R) with the maximum WDR

within the range of WiFi Direct and with no connections

(maxD2DMHRNoConnections).IACOVOS IO
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• State 3: The D2DSHR (single hop D2D-R) with the maximum WDR

within the range of LTE Direct and with no connections

(maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR).

• State 4: The D2DSHR (single hop D2D-R) with the maximum WDR

within the range of LTE Direct, with no connections and worst WDR

than the entering device (maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR).

• State 5: The D2DMHR (multihop D2D-R) with the maximum WDR

within the range of LTE Direct and with no connections

(maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop).

• State 6: If none of the above states is satisfied, the D2D device remains

connected to the BS.

(c) Transmission Mode Assignment (as shown in Alg. 2): In order for the Trans-

mission Mode Assignment to achieve correct selection of Transmission Mode,

it must satisfy the WDR Threshold and the Battery Power Level (BPL)

Threshold. Thus, an entering D2D device, by considering the info included in

the LTE ProSe messages, computes its WDR Threshold (note that the BPL

is fixed). In the estimation of this threshold, the aggregated number of D2D

devices served by the surrounding D2D-Relays45 , is also considered. The

equation used for the computation of the WDR Threshold appears in Section

6.1.3.1.

Once the state and the thresholds are identified, the assignment of the Trans-

mission Mode to the entering D2D device is carried out. In order not to

violate the quality checks, the entering D2D device uses the DAIS algorithm

45The number of D2D devices served by each D2D-Relay device is included in the LTE ProSe messages
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to select its Transmission Mode by considering eq. 6 to eq. 10. Specifically,

the execution of DAIS includes some steps that are executed in order, with

execution progressively moving to the next step only if the current step is not

satisfied. These steps are:

i. The entering D2D device sets the Transmission Mode to be ”D2D Client”

and selects to connect to the maxD2DSHR (state 1) if eq. 6 is satisfied.

(WDRThreshold + 1)×WDR0(D2D)

6WDR(maxD2DSHR) (6)

ii. The entering D2D device sets the Transmission Mode to be ”D2D Client”,

selects to connect to the maxD2DMHRNoConnections (state 2) and in-

forms the maxD2DMHRNoConnections device to change its Transmission

Mode to D2DSHRfrom D2DMHR if eq. 7 is satisfied.

(WDRThreshold + 1)×WDR0(D2D)

6WDR(maxD2DMHRNoConnections) (7)

iii. The entering D2D device sets the Transmission Mode to be ”D2DSHR”,

selects to connect to the

maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR

(state 3) and informs the

maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR

device to change its Transmission Mode to D2DMHR from D2DSHR if

eq. 8 is satisfied.IACOVOS IO
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WDR(maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR)

> (WDRThreshold + 1)×WDR0(D2D) (8)

iv. The entering D2D device sets the Transmission Mode to be ”D2DMHR”,

selects to connect as a sharing device to the

maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR (state 4), and informs the

maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR device to connect to the entering D2D

device and keep its Transmission Mode to D2DSHR, if eq. 9 is satisfied.

In this case the D2D entering device ”breaks” an existing connection.

WDR(maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR)

6 (WDRThreshold − 1)×WDR0(D2D) (9)

v. The entering D2D device sets the Transmission Mode to be ”D2DSHR”

and selects to connect to the maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop (state 5),

if eq. 10 is satisfied.

WDR(maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop)

> (WDRThreshold + 1)×WDR0(D2D) (10)

vi. The entering device sets the Transmission Mode to be ”D2DMHR” and

selects to connect to the BS (state 6).

(d) The entering D2D device sets the selected Transmission Mode.

Step 3. As a final step, the WDR is assigned as the minimum value among the link data rate

between the entering D2D device towards the selected D2D-Relay as shown in eq.

11.
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WDRassigned(D2D) = min(WDRLinkDataRate(D2D, z),WDR(z)) (11)

where z is the D2D −R node selected

In our approach the D2D-Relays are using proximity services to broadcast their con-

nection information (i.e. WDR, coordinates).

Algorithm 2 Transmission Mode Selection and Cluster Formation by Utilizing WDR
(DAIS)

1: i: radius of Selecting Device Around UE

2: WDR: my WDR to BS

3: T: a set containing all D2D devices information (i.e. Data Rate,Coordinates) from all local network, provided by LTE

ProSe

4: procedure TransmissionModeSelectionWithWDR(Tth, i, DR)

5: calculate from Tth maxD2DSHR,maxD2DMHRNoConnections,

6: maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR,

7: maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR,

8: maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop

9: if ∃maxD2DSHR then

10: Connect UE as D2D Client to maxD2DSHR using WiFi Direct

11: else if ∃maxD2DMHRNoConnections then

12: Request from maxD2DMHRNoConnections UE to be D2DSHR

13: Connect UE as D2D Client to maxD2DMHRNoConnections using WiFi Direct

14: else if ∃maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR then

15: Request from maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR UE to be D2DMHR

16: Connect UE as D2DSHR to maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR using LTE Direct

17: else if ∃maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR then

18: Set UE as D2DMHR

19: Connect maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR as D2DSHR to UE using LTE Direct

20: else if ∃maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop then

21: Set UE as D2DSHR

22: Connect UE as D2DSHR to maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop using LTE Direct

23: else

24: set UE as D2DMHR

25: Stay connected to BS

26: end if

27: end procedure

6.1.5 Enhancements of DAIS

Based on our findings with the initial DAIS plan, it became evident that the WDR and

BPL levels are affected by the number of D2D devices, hence influencing the behaviour of

DAIS. Thus, DAIS is enhanced with: i) an additional parameter (number of D2D devices

in proximity) to be considered in the Transmission Mode Selection; and ii) the dynamically

settable Weighted Data Rate (WDR) and Battery Power Level (BPL) thresholds, adapted
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and fine tuned for scenarios with a range from 10 to 1000 UEs. Consequently, the major

DAIS enhancement provided to a D2D device (newly entering or existing) is the ability

to dynamically set and use threshold values for the Weighted Data Rate (WDR) and the

Battery Power Level (BPL). These values are dependant on the number of other D2D

devices in a specific radius around the device, and they are selected so as to provide the

best results in terms of SE and PC. The radius depends on the coverage range of the

broadcast ProSe message. Note extensive evaluation and selection of best threshold46

values was carried out. A detailed reporting of this work appears in [254] for a small

number of devices and in [255] for large number of devices.

6.1.6 Extended DAIS to Handle the Dynamic Environment Aspects

To handle dynamic situations, we extend the DAIS plan to achieve Transmission Mode

Selection by considering the dynamics of the Mobile Network causing variations in the

D2D network topology. These relate to changes in UE speed, UE direction, number of

devices in a D2D communication network, etc. Our target is to extend the DAIS plan to

achieve better SE and PC, in a dynamic mobile environment, by dynamically re-forming

the connections and clusters. Thus, the enhanced DAIS plan, initially introduced in

Section 6.1 and enhanced at Section 6.1.5, is extended targeting the creation of stable

and efficient clusters and good backhauling links towards the gateway, considering dy-

namic network conditions through subsequent Time Steps (TS) of execution. To achieve

this, the algorithm of enhanced DAIS plan is extended with the Speed Threshold (named

”MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling”; see Appendix) in the decision process with a value of

46These two thresholds were initially introduced in DAIS at Section 6.1.3, referred to as PERCDataRate
and DeviceBatteryThreshold. A brief explanation of these parameters and their thresholds is discussed in
Sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.2.
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1.5 m/s (pedestrian speed), which allows a device to be a D2D-Relay if its speed is lower

than the threshold. The difficulty in the dynamic environment is that in each Time Step of

execution the new selected Transmission Mode can affect existing clusters, as well the for-

mation of new clusters and backhauling links, that could result in disconnected/disjointed

clusters. However, these clusters and paths should not be affected, even if the UE moves

away from the Cluster Head (CH).

The dynamic DAIS implementation Plan is shown in Alg. 3, using for the BPL

Threshold (DeviceBatteryThreshold) a value of 75%, and for the WDR Threshold (PER-

CDataRate), a value that is dependant on the number of D2D Devices in the network

(i.e., <=200 %20 WDR threshold value, >200 %35 WDR threshold value; see Section

6.1.5). The number of D2D Devices in the network is made known through LTE ProSe

messages that the D2D-Relays share with all other devices, incorporating in the message

the number of the clients they serve.

6.2 DSR for Transmission Mode Selection in Static and Dynamic Environ-

ment

This section provides the implementation of Sum Rate (SR), a description of the Dis-

tributed Sum Rate (DSR), and the calculation of the thresholds adjusted for the DSR and

the SR enhancements. Also, this section provides the additional extension implemented

at Distributed Sum Rate approach to support a dynamic environment with speed and di-

rection. The extra extension includes the previous enhancements of DSR and additionally

the examination of D2D device speed with the speed threshold for allowing the device to

be D2D-Relay.IACOVOS IO
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Algorithm 3 DAIS Algorithm for Transmission Mode Selection Plan in BDIx Agents

1: i: radius of Selecting Device Around UE

2: WDR: my WDR to BS

3: speed: the speed of D2D

4: DeviceBatteryThreshold : 75%

5: PERCDataRate: 20% for <200 D2D Devices or else 35%

6: T: a set containing D2D-Relay information (i.e., WDR, Coordinates, Number of Devices) from all network, provided

by using ProSE messages

7: procedure TransmissionModeSelectionWithWDR(Tth, i, DR)

8: calculate from Tth maxD2DSHR,maxD2DMHRNoConnections,

9: maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR,

10: maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR,

11: maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop

12: WeightedDataRateSelectedD2DSHR = Link Weighted Data Rate among WDR and maxD2DSHR

13: if ∃maxD2DSHR ∧ WeightedDataRateSelectedD2DSHR >= (1.0 + PERCDataRate) ∗WDR then

14: Connect UE as D2D Client to maxD2DSHR using WiFi Direct

15: else if ∃maxD2DMHRNoConnections then

16: Request from maxD2DMHRNoConnections UE to be D2DSHR

17: Connect UE as D2D Client to maxD2DMHRNoConnections using WiFi Direct

18: else if ∃maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR ∧ speed < MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling ∧
battery > DeviceBatteryThreshold then

19: Request from maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR UE to be D2DMHR

20: Connect UE as D2D Relay to maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR using LTE Direct

21: else if ∃maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR ∧ speed < MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling ∧ battery >

DeviceBatteryThreshold then

22: Set UE as D2DMHR

23: Connect maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR as D2D Relay to UE using LTE Direct

24: else if ∃maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop ∧ speed < MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling ∧ battery >

DeviceBatteryThreshold then

25: Set UE as D2DSHR

26: Connect UE as D2D Relay to maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop using LTE Direct

27: else

28: set UE as D2DMHR

29: Stay connected to BS

30: end if

31: end procedure
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6.2.1 Sum Rate

One of the most common metrics for the evaluation of D2D solutions is the Sum Rate

(SR). The SR is the total throughput in a network calculated as the sum of the data rates

that are delivered to all UEs and D2D UEs in a network. In the SR approach, when a

new device enters the cell, the BS gathers the connections and the Transmission Mode of

all the devices, and calculates the Transmission Mode of the entering device by executing

a brute force investigation for all transmission modes and all connections (according to

the thresholds of D2DSHR and D2DMHR) and then selects the Transmission Mode that

achieves the maximum SR. Thus, the Sum Rate is a centralized algorithmic maximization

approach that selects the transmission mode that the D2D Device will operate by using

global network knowledge (i.e., Coordinates, Data Rates, Transmission Modes and Links

of all Devices under the BS) and by focusing on maximizing the aggregated data rate of all

the links established in the Network. Overall, we consider the Sum Rate approach the best

approach because it uses brute force investigation to conclude with the best transmission

mode in terms of SE/PC in each D2D Device. In Section 7.1.5 there is a comparison with

Sum Rate and the initial DAIS shown in Section 6.1.4, resulting in both to achieve the

same SE and PC. However, the DAIS was faster in execution.

6.2.2 Distributed Sum Rate

Distributed Sum Rate (DSR) implements a distributed approach where each D2D

device selects its Transmission Mode with their target the maximization of the Sum Rate in

the Network. To achieve this, the approach first calculates all possible cases/combinations

that can be achieved related to: i) the transmission mode that the entering D2D device

can select to operate (i.e., D2D Relay, D2D Multi Hop Relay, D2D Client, D2D Direct);
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and ii) the link to which D2DSHR/D2DMHR the D2D device will select to connect. Then

it selects the case/combination with the highest achieved SR. A brief outline of DSR

implementation, as well as a description of the enhancements proposed in this chapter is

shown below.

The DSR approach, introduced as Sum Rate at Section 6.2.1, evaluates the maximum

SR (in a similar way to [256]) to achieve the best transmission mode, best link and best

path to the BS or Gateway. In order to allow for a fairer comparison, in this chapter

the DSR algorithm is adapted to utilize the terms and parameters (see Appendix A.1),

and thresholds (see Section 6.1.3) of DAIS. Furthermore, the adapted DSR is enhanced

to use and accommodate the algorithm defined for DAIS, thus providing the ability to

an entering D2D device to alter the D2D network structure and either: i) replace an

existing D2D-Relay device and take its role accordingly; or ii) break an existing sharing

connection of a D2D-Relay (with another D2D device), update its Transmission Mode (if

needed) and connect with it accordingly. The adapted DSR algorithm is shown in Alg. 4,

and is executed whenever a new D2D device enters the D2D communication network.

6.2.3 DAIS Thresholds Adjusted for Enhanced DSR

The DSR approach uses the Battery Power Level (BPL) and the Link Data Rate

(LDR) thresholds. The BPL is used as in the DAIS approach. On the other hand, the

LDR threshold uses the same values and a similar approach to the WDR threshold used

in DAIS, however it is used differently. Specifically, the LDR threshold is used to compare

a value expressed by the ratio of: the Data Rate of the link that will be created, replaced

or canceled in the D2D communication network for the entering D2D device, divided by

the Data Rate of the existing link of the D2D device with the BS.
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Algorithm 4 Adapted DSR Algorithm for Transmission mode Selection and Cluster
Formation

1: D2D DSR: The D2D device running the DSR algorithm

2: Radius: Scanning radius of D2D DSR for locating D2DSHRs,D2DMHRs around it

3: DR: Date Rate of the link between the D2D DSR and the BS

4: InfoSet: A set including information related to all D2D devices of the D2D Network (i.e. Data Rate, Coordinates,

Transmission Mode). This InfoSet is provided by the BS to the D2D DSR

5: procedure TransmissionModeSelectionWithDSR(InfoSetth, Radius, DR)

6: Call SecurityD2DCommunication(InfoSet, MSISDN, IMEI) ((this algorithm forms part of a separate study))

7: Calculate from InfoSetth the following values :

8: maxD2DSHR

9: maxD2DMHRNoConnections

10: maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR

11: maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR

12: maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop

13: if ∃maxD2DSHR then

14: Connect D2D DSR as D2D Client to maxD2DSHR using WiFi Direct

15: else if ∃maxD2DMHRNoConnections then

16: Request from maxD2DMHRNoConnections to become a D2DSHR

17: Connect D2D DSR as D2D Client to maxD2DMHRNoConnections using WiFi Direct

18: else if ∃maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR then

19: Request from maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR to become D2DMHR

20: Set D2D DSR as D2DSHR

21: Connect D2D DSR to maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR using LTE Direct

22: else if ∃maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR then

23: Set D2D DSR as D2DMHR

24: Set maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR as D2DMHR

25: Connect D2D DSR to maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR using LTE Direct

26: else if ∃maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop then

27: Set D2D DSR as D2DSHR

28: Connect D2D DSR to maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop using LTE Direct

29: else

30: Set D2D DSR as D2DMHR

31: D2D DSR stay connected to BS

32: end if

33: end procedure
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The LDR Threshold is used by the DSR algorithm when a new D2D device enters the

Network for four purposes:

• To perform a quality check of the D2DSHRs in the D2D network (maxD2DSHR in

Alg. 4), in order to connect to one of them as a D2D Client. Basically, the new D2D

device entering the D2D network, will: i) acquire from the BS all the D2DSHRs in

its proximity which it can connect to as a D2D Client; ii) Using eq.12 and eq.13,

DR(D2D) = max(DR(D2D,DRBestP ath(D2D)), DRBestP ath(D2D)) (12)

where DRBestP ath(D2D) = max
x=Relay,...,RelayN

(DR(x))

and Relay..RelayN Set ofD2DSHR,D2DMHR around D2D

whereDRD2D = B × SE(D2D,D2D2)

where B is the Bandwidth

(LDRThreshold + 1)×DRD2D 6 DRBestP ath(D2DSHR) (13)

filter the D2DSHRs based on their LDR47 and the LDR Threshold set; iii) sort the

D2DSHRs in descending order based on the sum of their LDR + Sum Rate; and iv)

select and connect to the D2DSHR with the highest achievable LDR + Sum Rate.

• To perform a quality check of the D2DMHRs (maxD2DMHRNoConnections in alg.

4), in order to connect to one of them either as a D2DMHR or a D2DSHR (this

is based on the distance of the D2D device from the D2DMHR Device). The steps

followed are the same as above.

• To perform a quality check of the entering D2D device, in order to replace the

D2DSHR (maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR in alg. 4) or

47Date Rate of the new link to be created between the D2D-Relay and the D2D device entering the D2D
network
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D2DMHR (maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR in alg. 4) in D2D network. Basically,

the new D2D device entering the D2D network, will: i) extract from the information

sent by the BS, all the D2D-Relay in its proximity which can connect to as D2D-R; ii)

sort the D2DSHRs in descending order based on the sum of their LDR + Sum Rate;

iii) Using eq.14,

D2DShare 6 (LDRThreshold − 1)×DRD2D (14)

where D2DShare is DRBestP ath(D2DSHR)

∨DRBestP ath(D2DMHR)

filter the D2D-Relays based on their LDR and the LDR Threshold set; and iv) select

and replace the first D2D-Relay that has the highest achievable LDR + Sum Rate

as D2D-Relay according to the algorithm.

• To perform a quality check of the D2D-Relay in the D2D network

(maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop in alg. 4), in order to connect to one of them as a

D2DSHR. More specifically, the new D2D device entering the D2D network, will: i)

extract from the information sent by the BS all the D2D-Relays with no connection

in its proximity which can connect to as a D2D-Relay; ii) Using eq.15,

D2DShare > (LDRThreshold + 1)×DRD2D (15)

where D2DShare is DRBestP ath(D2DSHR)

∨ DRBestP ath

and is the Link of D2DSHR,D2DMHR to the Entering D2D

filter the D2D-Relays based on their LDR and the LDR Threshold set; iii) sort

the D2D-Relays in descending order based on the sum of their LDR + Sum Rate
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and select the one with the highest LDR + Sum Rate; and iv) if the one selected is

D2DMHR, then the D2D device will become a D2DSHR and connect to it. Other-

wise, if the one selected is D2DSHR then it will change its transmission mode into

D2DMHR and the D2D device will become a D2DSHR and connect to it.

6.2.4 Enhanced DSR Algorithm for Transmission Mode Selection

For the enhanced DSR, the execution of the DSR algorithm is moved from the BS to

the D2D devices and realised in a distributed manner. Additionally, DSR is enhanced48

with the accommodation of the same thresholds as DAIS for the static environment,

and the ability of a D2D device to alter existing links (similar to DAIS functionality).

These enhancements achieve, for both approaches, high impact on the selection of the

cluster heads and the formation of more efficient clusters, in terms of SE and PC. Alg. 4

provides the steps performed by the DSR approach (extensively enhanced/adjusted from

the one proposed in Section 6.2.1) for the Transmission Mode Selection and the formation

of the clusters. The terms and parameters used for DAIS, but also utilized and used

for DSR, are provided in Appendix A.1. The DSR algorithm is activated when a UE

(capable to perform D2D communication) enters the D2D network. The aim is to select

the transmission mode that the UE will operate in the D2D network. Depending on

the DSR decision, the UE might connect to the D2D network as D2D Client, D2DSHR

or D2DMHR (either connected with the BS or, as a bridge, with another D2DMHR or

D2DSHR), altering in this way the D2D network structure.

48The enhancements of DSR allows us to further investigate whether DSR, in its distributed form and
with extra abilities, has any significant advantages over DAIS.IACOVOS IO
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6.2.5 Extended DSR to Handle the Dynamic Environment Aspects

This section introduces the Speed Threshold as an extension in the enhanced DSR

approach, to make it competitive, distributed and align with DAIS in a dynamic envi-

ronment. The DSR is adapted and extended from the Sum Rate approach to use and

accommodate the algorithm defined for DAIS (shown in Section 6.1.6), and utilize the

same terms, parameters and some of its thresholds (i.e., BPL Threshold, Speed Thresh-

old) as shown in Section 6.2.4. This provided the ability to the Sum Rate approach to

operate in a distributed manner and allow an entering D2D device to alter the D2D net-

work structure49 . The implementation of the extended DSR is shown in the Alg. 5 and

is executed whenever a new D2D device enters the D2D communication network.

Similarly to the extended DAIS approach described above, for the Speed Threshold,

called ”MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling”, we consider a pedestrian speed (i.e., 1.5 m/s).

The Battery Power Level (BPL) threshold, called ”DeviceBatteryThreshold”, uses a value

of 75% is used. To this end, the extended DSR approach assigns the D2D-Relay Trans-

mission Mode only in devices that achieve the above thresholds. Additionally, we use

the Threshold for Sum Rate (set empirically to 35%) called ”DataRateThreshold”. This

threshold is used for a quality check when a Device attempts to connect as a client to a

D2D-Relay Device. More specifically, for a D2D candidate device to connect as a D2D

client at a D2D Relay, the client’s data rate must be at least equal to 1.35∗DataRatetoBS,

where the DataRatetoBS is the Data rate of the D2D candidate device towards the BS.

If the aforementioned threshold is not satisfied, the D2D candidate device will select the

49The entering D2D device can alter the D2D network structure and either: i) replace an existing D2D-
Relay device and take its role accordingly; or ii) break an existing sharing connection of a D2D-Relay (with
another D2D device) update its Transmission Mode (if needed) and connect with it accordingly.IACOVOS IO
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next best Transmission Mode (i.e., either as D2DSHR or D2DMHR) that achieves the

maximum Sum Rate.

Algorithm 5 Sum Rate Algorithm for Transmission Mode Selection in Extended DSR
Approach

1: i: radius of Selecting Device Around UE

2: DR: my Data Rate to BS

3: speed: the speed of D2D

4: battery: the battery Level of D2D

5: DeviceBatteryThreshold: 75%

6: DataRateThreshold: 35%

7: T: a set containing D2D-Relay information (i.e. Data Rate, Connections, Coordinates, Number of Devices) from all

network, provided by BS through message exchange.

8: procedure TransmissionModeSelection(Tth, i, DR)

9: calculate from Tth existingNetworkSumRate,

10: max SumRateIfSelectD2DMHR to a

11: D2DMHRSelectedD2DMHRorBS,

12: max SumRateIfSelectD2DSHR to a D2DSHRSelectedD2DMHRorBS,

13: max SumRateIfSelectD2DClient to a SelectedD2DSHR

14: DataRateSelectedD2DSHR = Link Data Rate among CanditateD2D and SelectedD2DSHR

15: if ∃SumRateIfSelectD2DClient is maximum Sum Rate ∧ DataRateSelectedD2DSHR >= (1.0 +

DataRateThreshold) ∗DR then

16: Connect UE as D2D Client to SelectedD2DSHR using WiFi Direct

17: else if ∃SumRateIfSelectD2DSHR is maximum Sum Rate ∧ speed < MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling ∧
battery > DeviceBatteryThreshold then

18: Connect UE as D2D Relay to D2DSHRSelectedD2DMHRorBS using LTE Direct

19: else if ∃SumRateIfSelectD2DMHR is maximum Sum Rate ∧ speed < MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling ∧
battery > DeviceBatteryThreshold then

20: Connect UE as D2D Multi Hop Relay to D2DMHRSelectedD2DMHRorBS using LTE Direct

21: else

22: set UE as D2DMHR

23: Stay connected to BS

24: end if

25: end procedure

6.3 Enhanced Single Hop Relay Approach Used in Dynamic Environment

In order to be fair in our investigation, we enhanced Single Hop Relay Approach

(SHRA), introduced in [26], in order to support multiple connections at D2D-Relays and

allow cluster formation and to consider the same parameters as the other investigated

approaches examined in a dynamic environment. The SHRA approach is enhanced in

our investigation in the sense that the D2D Relay accepts more than one connection and

serves as a regular D2D Relay, rather than an intermediate D2D Device, as the author

suggests. As with the previous approaches, the SHRA is modified to use WiFi Direct

when selecting D2D Relay with the limitation of distance to clients to 200m and the
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limitation of the number of clients to 200. The D2D connection distance among two

D2D Devices is the same as it was defined in the investigated section to the value of

”30 meters” as in [26]. Additionally, in this approach, we consider that each D2D device

in the network uses LTE ProSe to share its coordinates and transmission mode with all

other devices. By considering mobility, these improvements are implemented within the

approaches mentioned above, providing enhanced performance in terms of SE and PC and

reduced computation time (as shown in Section 7.2.2.3).

6.4 Distributed Random and non-D2D UE for Transmission Mode Selection

The Distributed Random (DR) approach is a simple approach that selects the Trans-

mission Mode of each UE in a random manner. The Transmission Mode Selection is

performed in a distributed manner using the global network knowledge (acquired from

the BS) and depends on the number of D2D devices in the network. Note that DR ac-

quires only the D2DSHR and D2DMHR near the D2D Candidate Device according to

constrains. The non D2D UE approach describes the current approach used in Mobile

Networks. This approach keeps all the UEs connected directly to the BS and a constant

predefined transmission power, that is specified for the UEs that are directly connected

to the BS, is used.

We consider the Distributed Random to be the worst approach that results in the

worst SE. Similarly, this investigation considers the non-D2D UE approach to be the

worst method in terms of PC.
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6.5 Heuristic Algorithm for Adapting the Clustering Results of Fuzzy ART,

DBSCAN, G-MEANS and MEC

It is important to highlight here that Fuzzy ART, DBSCAN, G-MEANS and MEC

clustering techniques were not designed for application in D2D communication specifically.

Thus, to allow a fairer comparative performance evaluation a heuristic algorithm (the Alg.

6) was developed with the aim to adapt their clustering results so as to operate for D2D

communication.

Note that Fuzzy ART, DBSCAN, MEC and G-MEANS (Section 2.5.5) are centralized

unsupervised learning AI/ML clustering techniques, which we adapted for the purposes of

this research (Section 6.5) in order to operate for D2D communication. The aforesaid un-

supervised clustering techniques are selected for the comparative performance evaluation

as they: i) can perform Cluster Head selection with a use of a heuristic algorithm, which

is directly associated with the Transmission Mode that will used by the D2D devices; ii)

do not require a learning process in order to perform clustering. This is an important

aspect for D2D networks as they are mostly dynamic in nature due to the mobility of the

D2D devices; iii) are not demanding in terms of memory or CPU power, thus they do

not burden the BS or the D2D device; iv) provide good clustering results in short time;

and v) are well used and well known for finding clusters in similar problems (e.g., clus-

tering of system alerts, clustering of security attacks). Moreover, to gain further insight

into their performance, we introduced three metrics in terms of SE (Spectral Efficiency)

and Power Consumption (PC): D2D effectiveness, D2D Stability, and D2D productivity

(Section 7.1.3).IACOVOS IO
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An outline of the steps followed is: i) An unsupervised learning clustering algorithm

(i.e., Fuzzy ART, DBSCAN, G-MEANS or MEC) is first executed and groups all UEs

within the coverage area of the BS into clusters based on location; ii) The clusters formed

(we refer to these as CSet in Alg. 6) are provided as input in our Heuristic algorithm;

iii) For each cluster formed, the heuristic algorithm identifies the UE that will become

D2DSHR and the CH of the Cluster (i.e., the UE that has the highest data rate with

the BS); and iv) For each cluster formed, the heuristic algorithm identifies the UEs that

will connect to the selected CH and sets them as D2D Clients (i.e., UEs with Euclidean

Distance between them and the CH less than the Radius of the CH; for WiFi Direct this

radius is equal to 200m).

Algorithm 6 Heuristic Algorithm Used to select the Cluster Heads and Form the Clusters

1: Radius: Radius of the Cluster Head

2: CSet: A set containing UEs organized into clusters

3: procedure ClusterHeadDetectionAndDeviceAssigment(CSetth, Radius)

4: CSetuRadius ← list of Clusters from CSetth
5: for each cluster c in CSetuRadius do

6: NodecRadius ← the UE with maximum Data Rate in cluster c

7: NodescRadius ← list of UEs of cluster c

8: for each node n in NodescRadius do

9: d (n,NodecRadius) =
√∑2

j=1 (nj −NodecRadiusj)
2

10: if d (n,NodecRadius) <= Radius then

11: n← Cluster Head NodecRadius
12: end if

13: end for

14: end for

15: end procedure

Note that the MEC approach needs to be initialized with results extracted by another

clustering approach (as shown in Section 2.5.5). For this case we used K-Means. Moreover,

in order to apply the Fuzzy ART, DBSCAN, G-MEANS and MEC approaches to the needs

of D2D Communication, we set the constraints/settings as below:

• For all approaches, we set the maximum distance to form a cluster at a radius of

200 meters (WiFi Direct).IACOVOS IO
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• For Fuzzy ART we do not limit the maximum number of clusters allowed (maxClus-

terCount = -1).

• For DBSCAN we set the minimum points (minPts) of the cluster to 2.

• For G-MEANS and MEC we set the number (kmax) of clusters (k) to 1000.

It is worth indicating here, that except from the aforesaid constraints/settings set for

the AI/ML approaches, all other default settings and constraints provided by the “SMILE”

framework are the same [257].

6.6 Comparison of DAIS and DSR with the Approaches Shown in the Related

Work on Transmission Mode Selection in D2D Communication at a Static

Environment

In this section we compare the approaches [176, 177, 127, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182,

183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188] that are related to Transmission Mode Selection in D2D

communication shown in the Section 2.5.3 with the DAIS and DSR.

It is worth mentioning that all the investigated approaches have as execution outcome

two categories of UEs. In the first category, the selected UEs become part of the D2D

network. In the second category, the UEs do not consider entering the D2D network

and thus may loose all the advantages of the D2D network (e.g., better SE, less PC) by

staying connected to BS as regular UEs. On the other hand, our proposed DAIS (shown

in Section 6.1.5) and DSR (shown in Section 6.2.4) approaches consider all the UEs as

candidates to become a D2D device. By doing this, compared to the other investigated

approaches, DAIS and DSR achieve much better network performance in terms of SE andIACOVOS IO
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PC. All approaches feature tradeoffs in terms of signaling overhead and control delay in

responding to changes, as discussed below.

Enhanced DSR (shown in Section 6.2.4) performs better than Enhanced DAIS(shown

in Section 6.1.5) in terms of SE and PC, but as a distributed approach based on global

knowledge, necessitates additional signaling overhead and results in delayed control de-

cisions. On the other hand, DAIS, which relies only on local knowledge, operates with

reduced signaling overhead and much faster control decision updates (less than 100ms).

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is not any other approach in the open

literature that tackles the problem of having a D2D device utilizing all transmission modes

(D2DSHR, D2D multi-hop and D2D cluster) in a distributed manner, as DAIS and DSR

approaches do. Additionally, DAIS and DSR, by introducing and utilizing the Weighted

Data Rate (WDR) and Sum Rate (SR) metrics respectively, achieve D2D Transmission

Mode Selection in a more efficient manner (see Section 7.1.6).
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Performance Evaluation of DAI framework for the D2D

Mode Selection Challenge Realisation

In this chapter, we evaluate the performance for the D2D Mode Selection challenges

in a static and dynamic environment. In the static environment, all nodes in the D2D

communication network are in a static position and Mode Selection is executed by each

approach per UE incrementally (i.e. DAIS, DR, DSR, non-D2D UE, Fuzzy ART, DB-

SCAN, G-MEANS, MEC). In the dynamic environment, all nodes have speed and direc-

tion, resulting in changes at the D2D network topology through subsequent time steps

of execution. Thus, Mode Selection is executed by each approach per UE incrementally

and per time step (i.e. DAIS, DR, Sum Rate, non-D2D UE), after the change of each

UE position due to the dynamicity of the environment. The different static and dynamic

environments selected in the evaluation aim to highlight the DAI framework performance

in different situations and its ability to handle this dynamically.

209
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7.1 Performance Evaluation in a Static Environment

This section provides a description of: i) the evaluation scenarios; ii) the assumptions

and constraints used in the evaluation scenarios; iii) the introduced evaluation metrics;

as well as the commonly adopted metrics of QoS/QoE; and iv) the simulation environ-

ment and its simulation parameters. Additionally, it examines the initial instance (non-

enhanced) of the DAIS (shown in Section 6.1.4) with the Sum Rate (shown in Section

6.2.1), DR, non-D2D-UE investigated approaches shown in Section 6.4 as an initial in-

vestigation of our thesis to show how enhancements change the performance of the ap-

proaches. Finally, it examines, evaluates, and compares the performance of DAIS and

DSR with the unsupervised learning clustering techniques (i.e., Fuzzy-ART, DBSCAN,G-

MEANS and MEC) shown in Section 6.5, DR and non-D2D-UE investigated approaches

shown in Section 6.4.

Thus, a comparative performance evaluation of the enhanced DAIS and DSR with

a number of ML unsupervised learning clustering approaches is provided. The aims of

the performance evaluation are to investigate the efficiency of DAIS and DSR (in terms of

Spectral Efficiency and Power Consumption) compared with other related approaches, and

identify factors which may affect them, such as link Transmission Power (TP), number of

devices in the network, and QoS and QoE considerations. Due to a lack of other DAI based

D2D Transmission Mode Selection techniques, we adopt a number of well known related

clustering approaches, that can be exploited also for Transmission Mode selection, so as

to (indirectly) compare with. Thus, using simulation we compared the performance of the

enhanced DAIS and DSR with approaches: i) Centralized with global view (i.e., Fuzzy

ART [193, 194, 195, 196], DBSCAN [197, 198, 199, 200], G-MEANS [204, 205, 192] and
IACOVOS IO
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MEC [201, 202, 203]); and ii) Decentralized with global view (i.e., Distributed Random

(DR) as in Section 6.4).

The performance evaluation considers KPIs provided in Table 1 adapted from [59].

The indicators that it focuses on are the: i) SE; ii) PC; iii) execution time; iv) number of

supported UEs by the approach; and v) configuration time.

7.1.1 Assumptions and Constraints

In the performance evaluation we consider the following assumptions regarding the

simulation model:

• A Base Station (BS) with N static, or slow moving, D2D devices (UEs), where N

ranges from 10 to 1000 UEs.

• A connection scenario with a single-antenna and a point-to-point communication.

• A free space path loss model (for calculating average received power). A fading

channel model (e.g., Rayleigh, Rician, Nakagami-m) investigation is left for future

work.

• A basic noise model, the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), for calculating

the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).

• Interference is handled by the LTE and WiFi Direct protocols50 .

• The D2DMHR/D2DSHR transmission modes use a multiple access channel with

encoder that can cancel the interference of a UE (as shown in [262, 263]) after

50In the WiFi Direct protocol bands are shared using multiple access channel, which reduces the inter-
ference, as shown in the [258]. For the LTE Direct, the D2D device that wants to connect with sharing
device utilises the initial orthogonal frequency that was assigned by the BS to itself in order to achieve the
connection link [259, 260, 261].
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the first transmission in the sharing medium, in any frequency mode (i.e., inband,

outband), with the use of Channel State Information(CSI).

• In the D2D multi hop Transmission Mode the collaborative D2D devices have enough

capacity to achieve the multi hop relay communication, based on the QoS require-

ments.

• All BDIx agents accept what other agent proposes without considering their De-

sires/Intentions.

Finally, in our simulation model, we acknowledge that in each D2DMHR node of the

back-hauling path we have a penalty for capacity reduction (e.g. in half due to down-

link channel). To resolve this issue, a number of technologies can be utilised (i.e., use

full-duplex Relays as shown in [259, 264, 190], D2D device WiFi and Mobile interfaces,

hybrid half-duplex/full-duplex scheme as shown in [265] ). Here we assume that one of

the aforementioned technologies is enabled for D2DMHR mode.

7.1.2 Simulation Environment

We investigate a network with the number of UE devices ranging from 10 to 1000.

The devices are placed in a cell range of 1000 meter radius from the BS using a Poisson

Point Process (PPP) distribution model, with the BS located at the center of the cell.

The battery power level of the D2D devices is computed by using a probability estimation

function following Gaussian distribution of mean 0.70 and standard deviation 0.30. In

our simulation environment we keep the same comparison measurements of performance

in all running instances; these are the Total Spectral Efficiency (SE) and Total Power

Consumption (PC), achieved by each approach.
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It is worth noting here that in our simulation environment each running instance has

been simulated ten (10) times using a different PPP distribution model. Thus, the SE and

PC values considered for each running instance, which is also provided in the performance

evaluation results, corresponds to the mean SE and PC values calculated from ten running

simulations.

In addition, for the DAIS approach the same simulation constraints, simulation pa-

rameters (shown in Table 16), formulas for D2D device battery power level estimation

and WDR are used, as discussed in Section 6.1.5. Also, the same constraints, simulation

parameters and formulas have been utilized by the DSR approach, to allow a fairer com-

parison (e.g., using similar thresholds for the LSR and BPL). Additionally, both DSR (see

Alg. 4 and DAIS (see Alg. 2) implementation algorithms: i) consider the number of D2D

devices in proximity; and ii) use a different WDR/LSR threshold for small (20%) and

large (35%) number of D2D devices (as shown in [254, 255]) and the same BPL Threshold

(75%) for all cases. Also, for the Channel State Information (CSI) we adopt the Statistical

CSI. Furthermore, in this investigation we consider a static scenario and the time is not

involved in any examination.

The simulation environment is implemented using the Java with JADE Framework

(it is integrated with FIPA ACL and extended with BDI4JADE library), the LTE/5G

Toolbox of Matlab (2020a) and SMILE (used in AI/ML implementation) libraries. The

specs of the machine used for the simulations are as follows: i) an Intel(R) Core(TM)

i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz; ii) 24 GB DDR4; iii) 1TB SSD hard disk; and iv) NVIDIA

GeForce GTX 1050 Ti graphics card with 4GB DDRS5 memory.IACOVOS IO
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Table 16: Simulation Parameters

Simulation Parameters Value

D2D power 130 mW or otherwise defined [266, 267, 268]

UE power 260 mW [266, 267, 268]

WiFi Direct Radius 200 m [237]

LTE Direct Radius 600 m [239]

BS Range 1000 m [266, 267, 268]

Path loss exponent (Urban Area) 3.5

BS Antenna gain 40 dB [266, 267, 268]

UE/D2D antenna gain 2 dB [266, 267, 268]

PERCDataRate 20% (<=200) and 35% (>200) [255, 254]

DeviceBatteryThreshold 75% [254, 255]

No 0.0001 mW

D (max no of D2D Clients) 200 Users per Cluster

N (no of UEs) 10-1000

Shadowing Log-normal

Mobility Static scenario

7.1.3 Evaluation Metrics

The performance evaluation considers the KPIs provided in Table 1 adapted from

[59], focusing on: i) SE; ii) PC; iii) execution time; iv) number of supported UEs by

the approach; and v) configuration time. An in depth evaluation of the investigated

approaches will be carried out in terms of Spectral Efficiency (SE) and Power Consumption

(PC), whilst respecting quality criteria. In addition we also define and consider three

new metrics. These metrics are the D2D Effectiveness, the D2D Stability, and the D2D

Productivity. Also, the fairness metrics utilized in this investigation are described.
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Table 17: Parameters Description

Parameter Parameters Description

C Capacity (in bits per second bps)

B Bandwidth (in Hertz Hz)

Si Signal power (in milli Watts mW)

No Noise power (in decibel dB or in milli Watts mW)

CAWGN Capacity with the use of the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) noise model

W Data bandwidth (in bits per second bps)

SNR Received Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

N0 Noise (in Watts per Herz W/Hz)

P̄
Average Received Power (in mW)

(Calculated using a free space path loss model)

TP Transmission Power used by the Device (in mW)

7.1.3.1 Spectral Efficiency and Power Consumption

Considering above assumptions and Table 17, the SE is derived from the Shannon–Hartley

theorem (Eq.16) in (bits/s/Hz).

SE =
C

B
= log2

(
1 +

Si

No

)
(16)

Given the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) as a basic noise model, considering a

power- and bandwidth-limited scheme, and a free space path loss model, we calculate the

SE from the channel capacity in (Eq. 17) .

SE =
CAWGN

W
= log2 (1 + SNR)

where SNR =
P̄

N0W

(17)

The PC in mW is given in Eq. 18.

PC = TP − P̄ (18)
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The Total SE and Total PC are given below:

Total SE =

N∑
i=1

SE (19)

Total PC =
N∑
j=1

PC (20)

7.1.3.2 D2D Effectiveness, Stability, and Productivity Metrics

To gain further insight into the comparative performance evaluation of the investi-

gated approaches, in terms of SE (Spectral Efficiency) and Power Consumption (PC), we

introduced three metrics. These metrics are described below:

a) D2D Effectiveness (%): This metric is used to designate how close to the opti-

mal/best result in terms of SE and PC an approach is, compared to all other in-

vestigated approaches. To calculate this metric, first the D2D Ineffectiveness value

is computed. Then the D2D Effectiveness value is computed as 1 minus the D2D

Ineffectiveness value (as shown in eq. 21 for SE and eq. 22 for PC). It is worth

noting that D2D Effectiveness is separated in D2D Effectiveness of SE and D2D

Effectiveness of PC. We refer to an approach as D2D SE (PC) Effective if its D2D

Effectiveness for SE (PC) is greater than 80% (set empirically). An approach is

referred to as D2D Effective if it is both D2D SE and PC Effective.
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EFFSE(app) = 1− INEFFSE(app) (21)

EFFPC(app) = 1− INEFFPC(app) (22)

where

EFFSE(app) = S̄SE(app) =

1

card(UEs)

1000∑
UEs=10

(1− SmaxSE(UEs, app))

EFFPC(app) = P̄PC(app) =

1

card(UEs)

1000∑
UEs=10

(1− PminPC(UEs, app))

Considering SE, during each running instance (i.e.number of UEs ranging from 10

to 1000) the D2D Ineffectiveness value of each approach is calculated (in %) as the

mean of the SE (see Eq. 23), where the difference between the best SE value (i.e.,

maximum) achieved by all approaches (referred to as the Best SE value) and the SE

achieved by the currently investigated approach is divided by the Best SE value (as

shown in Eq. 24), is fed into Eq. 23).
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INEFFSE(app) = ¯INSSE(app) =
1

card(UEs)

1000∑
UEs=10

SmaxSE(UEs, app) (23)

SmaxSE(UEs, app) =
MaxSEfue(UEs)− fse(UEs, TPMAX , app)

MaxSEfue(UEs)
× 100 (24)

where

MaxSEfue(UEs) = max
app=UE,...,MEC

(fse(UEs, TPMAX , app))

app ∈ {DAIS,DR,DSR,FuzzyART,DBSCAN,MEC,G−MEANS}

fse(UEs, trapower, app) = SEapp(UEs, trapower)

TPMAX is the maximum Transmission Power (160mW )

trapower ∈ {60, 70, .., 160}

UEs ∈ {10, 20, .., 50, 100, .., 500, 1000}

SEapp Spectral Efficiency of running instance

Similarly for PC, during each running instance (i.e.number of UEs ranging from

10 to 1000) the D2D Ineffectiveness value of each approach is calculated (in %)

as the mean of the PC values (see Eq. 25), where the difference between the PC

value achieved by the investigated approach and the best (i.e., minimum) PC value

achieved by all approaches (referred to as Best PC value) is divided by the Best PC

value (as shown in the Eq. 26), is fed into Eq. 25.

INEFFPC = ¯INPPC(app) =
1

card(UEs)

1000∑
UEs=10

PminPC(UEs, app) (25)

PminPC(UEs, app) =
fpc(UEs, TPMAX , app)−MinPCFue(UEs)

fpc(UEs, TPMAX , app)
× 100 (26)

where MinPCFue(UEs) = min
app=UE,...,MEC

(fpc(UEs, TPMAX , app))IACOVOS IO
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b) D2D Stability: This metric is used to designate the stability of the approach (i.e.,

how close to the D2D Effectiveness the results are) in terms of SE and PC. For the

estimation of this metric, the Standard Deviation51 of the D2D Effectiveness of the

approach, is calculated. The details of how this metric is estimated are given below.

It is worth noting that D2D Stability is separated in D2D Stability of SE and D2D

Stability of PC. We refer to an approach as D2D SE (PC) Stable if its D2D Stability

for SE (PC) is less than 5% (set empirically). An approach is referred to as D2D

Stable if it is both D2D SE and PC Stable (as shown in eq. 27 for SE and 28 for

PC).

( ˆσ(app))2 =
1

card(UEs)− 1

1000∑
UE=10

((1− SmaxSE(UE, app))− S̄SE(app))2 (27)

( ˆσ(app))2 =
1

card(UEs)− 1

1000∑
UE=10

((1− PminPC(UE, app))− P̄PC(app))2 (28)

c) D2D Productivity: This metric is used to identify the gains or losses of an approach.

It is computed by comparing the results (in terms of SE and PC) extracted from the

current running instance of the approach with the results extracted from its previous

running instance. Again, it is worth noting that D2D Productivity is separated in

D2D Productivity of SE and D2D Productivity of PC. We refer to an approach as

D2D SE (PC) Productive if its D2D Productivity for SE value (PC value) is greater

than 80% (empirically set). An approach is referred to as D2D Productive if it is

both D2D SE and PC Productive (as shown in eq. 29 for SE and eq. 32 for PC).

More specifically, in each running instance (i.e.number of UEs ranging from 10 to

1000) the following values related to SE Productivity are calculated:

51Demonstrating the density and how close to the means the results are spread
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D2DSEPRODUCTIV ITY =

n∑
j=1

SEgains(j)

n
× 100

(29)

SEgains(j) =


1||gains if SE(UEs,NextUEs, app) >= 0

−1||losses if SE(UEs,NextUEs, app) < 0

(30)

SE(UEs,NextUEs, app) = (
(fse(NextUEs,TPMAX ,app)

NextUEs )− (fse(UEs,TPMAX ,app)
UEs )

(fse(NextUEs,TPMAX ,app)
NextUEs )

)

(31)

where

NextUEs ∈ {20, .., 50, 100, .., 500, 1000}

j ∈ {1, .., n} and n is the number of running instances

The SE value (eq. 31) achieved in each running instance by the approach is obtained

by estimating the difference between the Average SE52 of the current running

instance and the Average SE computed in the previous running instance divided by

the Average SE of the current running instance. In case the computed SE value is

positive/negative (eq. 30) the Gains counter is incremented/decremented. Then the

SE D2D Productivity is computed by dividing the value stored in the Gains Counter

by the total count of running instances (eq. 29).

Following similar arguments, the PC D2D Productivity is computed (as shown in

eq. 32):

52The spectral efficiency of the running instance divided by the total sum of the D2D devices and UEs
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D2DPCPRODUCTIV ITY =

n∑
j=1

PCgains(j)

n
× 100

(32)

where

PCgains(j) =


1||gains if PC(UEs,NextUEs, app) >= 0

−1||losses if PC(UEs,NextUEs, app) < 0

PC(UEs,NextUEs, app) = −
(
fpc(NextUEs,TPMAX ,app)

NextUEs )− (
fpc(UEs,TPMAX ,app)

UEs )

(
fpc(NextUEs,TPMAX ,app)

NextUEs )

(33)

7.1.3.3 QoE and QoS Fairness Metrics

The investigation performed in this section utilizes two fairness metrics. These are the

QoS and the QoE fairness metrics and are used in the performance evaluation in order

to quantify and compare the QoE and the QoS fairness provided by each approach. The

aforesaid metrics are described below:

i) The QoS fairness metric can be measured by using the Raj Jain’s fairness index (JFI

53 ) [270, 271, 272, 273, 269, 274]. The equation is provided below.

J (x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
(
∑n

i=1 xi)
2

n ·
∑n

i=1 xi
2

=
x2

x2
=

1

1 + ĉv
2

In the aforesaid equation, n is the number of users in the system at a particular instance

of time, xi is the throughput (or any other variable of interest e.g. SE or Data Rate) for the

53JFI is considered to be the standard measure of network fairness and more specifically for the QoS
[269]
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ith connection, and ĉv is the sample coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean).

Absolute fairness (i.e., all users receive the same allocation of the shared resources) is

achieved when JFI = 1 and absolute unfairness is achieved when JFI = 1
n . The main

reason for selecting JFI as a QoS fairness metric, is that JFI is not significantly sensitive

to a typical network flow patterns, like D2D communication networks. Also underutilized

channels can be identified.

ii) The QoE fairness metric quantifies fairness among users by considering the Quality

of Experience (QoE) as perceived by the end user at the UE device. QoE fairness is

considered when the network management aim is to keep the users satisfied in a fair

manner. A typical way to measure QoE is by using interval scales, like the 5-point Mean

Opinion Score (MOS) scale (1 indicates lowest quality and 5 highest quality). Also, in order

to provide a measure of the dispersion of QoE among users, the standard deviation σ can be

used. Based on the aforesaid, [275, 276] proposed a QoE Fairness index which considers the

lower bound L and the higher bound H of the rating scale. The formula is F = 1− 2σ
H−L .

The QoE fairness index F value is bounded in the interval [0, 1] with 1 indicating the

absolute QoE fairness (all users experience the same quality) and 0 indicating complete

QoE unfairness.

In our investigation, for calculating the QoE fairness metric, the same formula is used.

Here we assume as H the highest data rate and L as the lowest data rate that a D2D device

can achieve in the D2D Network. The standard deviation σ is calculated by considering

the Data Rate of each device in the network. The reason for selecting the aforesaid

formula for calculating the QoE fairness metric, is that the unit of measurement does not

matter. Also the QoE fairness index F has some desired properties, like scale and metricIACOVOS IO
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independence (i.e., any linear transformation of the QoE values does not change the value

of the fairness index).

7.1.3.4 Min and Max Percentage Changes in SE and PC

In order to calculate the min and max percentage changes of each investigated approach

in SE and PC, the following calculations are used:

• The minimum percentage change of SE of each approach is calculated using the eq.

34.

SminSE(UEs, app) =
fse(UEs, TP, app)−MinSEfue(UEs)

fse(UEs, TP, app)
× 100 (34)

MinSEfue(UEs) = min
app=UE,...,MEC

(fse(UEs, TP, app))

• The maximum percentage change of PC of each approach is calculated using the eq.

35.

PmaxPC(UEs, app) =
MaxPCFue(UEs)− fpc(UEs, TP, app)

MaxPCFue(UEs)
× 100 (35)

MaxPCFue(UEs) = max
app=UE,...,MEC

(fpc(UEs, TP, app))

For the simulation running instances TP was selected equal to 160 mW.

7.1.4 Performance Evaluation Objectives

In this section we outline the performance evaluation objectives. Starting, with the aim

to evaluate and compare of Sum Rate approach as shown in 6.2.1,Distributed Random,

non-D2D UE with the initial instance (non enhanced) of DAIS. Then, we aim to evaluate

and compare the enhanced DSR and DAIS using the simulation environment described

above, and also compare with the competing approaches described earlier. Fuzzy ART,

DBSCAN, G-MEANS and MEC are centralized unsupervised learning AI/ML clustering
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techniques that separate UEs into clusters, hence implementing ultra-dense networks,

under the BS. It is worth noting that for the Cluster Head (CH) selection and the formation

of the clusters, a heuristic algorithm was implemented (see Alg. 6).

Furthermore, the Distributed Random (DR) approach (see Section 6.4) and the case

where D2D communication is not used (non-D2D UE), are also included in the comparison.

Table 18 shows each approach with the type of control and network knowledge that it

needs.

Our simulative evaluation investigates the efficiency of each approach in terms of SE

and PC during D2D communication. For this investigation we simulated scenarios with

different number of UEs and representative results related to scenarios with 50, 200,

500 and 1000 UEs are demonstrated and compared. Also, due to the high bandwidth

requirements of 5G we set a target to offer a minimum sum rate of around 600 bits/s/Hz

to all devices (e.g., around 12 bits/s/Hz per UE in a scenario with 50 UEs).

Additionally in our analysis, we examine the mean time (µ) of execution of each

approach per UE, in terms of the time needed for the selection of the Transmission Mode54

. The formula used is:

µ =
∑N

1 TM Selectiontime
N

However, depending on the type of control performed (i.e., Centralized, Semi-distributed,

Distributed or DAI) by the approach, the conclusion time differs. More specifically:

• In the case the approach uses centralized (i.e., FuzzyART, DBSCAN, GMEANS,

MEC) or semi-distributed control, the conclusion is achieved when the Transmission

Mode is selected for all D2D devices in the Network.

54This time is measured in each running instance and starts when a D2D device is requesting to enter
in the D2D network until the Transmission Mode is selected and it is ready to communicate.
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• In the case the approach uses Distributed or DAI control (i.e., DSR, DAIS, DR) the

conclusion is achieved when the Transmission Mode is selected for the specific D2D

device.

Table 18: Investigated Approaches: Type of Control & Network Knowledge Needed

Approach(es) Investigated Type of Control and Network Knowledge

DAIS DAI (Distributed, Decentralized with Local Knowledge)

DSR Distributed with Global Knowledge

Distributed Random (DR) Distributed with global Knowledge

Fuzzy ART, DBSCAN, G-MEANS, MEC Centralized Control with Global Knowledge

7.1.5 Performance Evaluation Results on the Initial DAIS and Sum Rate

Plans

The performance related to the efficiency of each approach, in terms of SE and power,

is evaluated using scenarios starting at 10 up to 1000 UEs in steps of 1 UE, using a mix of

D2D devices and non D2D devices, dependant on the approach. Firstly, we examine the

SE of DAIS. Fig. 24 shows that our proposed solution has a better performance compared

to a random clustering solution and when no-D2D communication is used. The realized

benefits are in the order of 30%. The most interesting result is that random clustering

results in SE are even worse than direct UE-BS communication. Secondly, considering

the power as shown in Fig. 25 needed to realize the communication of the nodes, it is

not surprising to see that clustering indeed requires less power. However, the proposed

solution still outperforms the second best (i.e., no-D2D UE) by about 25%.

Within the proposed framework we have the ability to easily interchange metrics and

parameters. In Section 6.1.2 we have argued on the feasibility of using WDR instead of

Sum-Rate in our calculations. Fig. 26 shows that the use of WDR does not reduce the
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Figure 24: Spectral Efficiency of Different
Transmission Modes

Figure 25: Power Savings of Different
Transmission Modes

Figure 26: Spectral Efficiency of Different
Rate Options

Figure 27: Spectral Efficiency of Different
Power Options

SE of the system. The same happens if we consider an option in which a UE participates

in the D2D communication depending on the remaining battery it has. Fig. 27 shows no

difference in SE.

On the contrary, by utilizing a battery threshold we are slightly increasing the required

power for the communication, as evident by the slight differences shown in Fig. 28.

A significant result, which validates our choice of WDR is that the computational time

needed to perform sum-rate calculations is up to five (5) times greater than the constant

computation needed when we perform WDR calculations locally. This is ascribed to

the fact that sum-rate needs to check all links in the network every time it needs to

decide the transmission mode of a UE. As the number of UEs increases the computational
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Figure 28: Power Saved

time increases as well. In our case, the time to form a cluster is 100ms for any device

density, because the D2D UEs have all their link rates precalculated, so that WDR for

the new connection is easily computed. Based on the evaluation results it became obvious

that enhancements of DAIS are required. These enhancements includes: i) an additional

parameter (number of D2D devices in proximity) to be considered in the Transmission

Mode Selection; and ii) the dynamically settable Weighted Data Rate (WDR) and Battery

Power Level (BPL) thresholds, adapted and fine tuned for scenarios with a range from 10

to 1000 UEs. The performance of the enhanced DAIS are presented next.

7.1.6 Performance Evaluation Results on Enhanced DAIS, DSR and Unsu-

pervised Learning Clustering Techniques

The performance related to the efficiency of each approach, in terms of SE and PC, is

evaluated using scenarios starting at 10 up to 1000 UEs in steps of 1 UE, using a mix of
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Figure 29: Computational Complexity

D2D devices and non D2D devices, dependant on the approach. In the results we focused

on 50, 200, 500 and 1000 UEs in our discussion, as indicative of the ranges 10 to 50, 50 to

200, 200 to 500, and 500 to 1000 UEs. In these scenarios we compared the ability of each

approach: i) To achieve high SE during D2D communication; this relates to the ability

of each approach to provide higher Data Rates during D2D communication; and ii) To

Reduce the PC to the minimum needed but still adequate to ensure the Quality of Service

(QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) of the D2D communication; this relates to the

ability of each approach to reduce interference and also extend the battery life of the D2D

devices (i.e., the less the PC, the less the interference caused and the longer the battery

life of the D2D devices) . Furthermore, we examine the tradeoff between the SE and PC

efficiency achieved by each approach (see Tables 19 & 20 in Section 7.1.6.3.)

Note that the non-D2D UE and DR approaches were used as a reference point for

comparison in terms of SE and PC with the DAIS, DSR and the rest of the AI/ML
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investigated approaches. As these two approaches will not be discussed further in this

section the main findings extracted from the comparative performance evaluation and

related to the non-D2D UE and DR approaches are stated here:

• In terms of SE, the performance of non-D2D UE and DR approaches in all cases is

the worst. The main case where non-D2D UE shows good results compared to all

other approaches (except DSR) is when less than 20 UEs are used in the network.

• In terms of PC, in all cases investigated, the worst performance is provided by the

non-D2D UE approach followed by the DR.

• In terms of execution time (i.e., control decision delay), the DR provides the second

best results, for all running instances.

The performed evaluations and the sections they appear are outlined below:

• Compare the ability of each approach: i) to increase the data rates (i.e., ability

to increase the SE achieved); and ii) to reserve power for the D2D devices (i.e.,

ability to reduce the PC to the minimum needed but still adequate to guarantee the

Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) of the communication).

In particular:

– Section 7.1.6.1 examines the effect of TP on SE efficiency.

– Section 7.1.6.2 examines the effect of TP on the PC efficiency.

– Section 7.1.6.3 examines the effect of TP on SE and PC efficiency together,

noting any tradeoffs.IACOVOS IO
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For these evaluation results (except those related to the non-D2D UE approach55 ),

a “brute force” investigation is executed with the TP values of the links decreasing

from 160 mW down to 60 mW, in steps of 10 mW.

• Examine the TP needed to achieve maximum SE and minimum PC (see Section

7.1.6.4).

• Compare the performance (i.e., gains achieved in terms of PC, SE and the new

metrics introduced) of the enhanced DAIS and DSR with the other competing ap-

proaches (see Section 7.1.6.5).

• Examine the efficiency of clusters formed (e.g., number of clusters created, number

of devices not assigned in clusters, etc.) and number of Messages needed to be

Exchanged (e.g., message overloading) for forming the clusters by each approach.

In this examination we use 160mW for the Transmission Power (TP) of the links

Section (see Section 7.1.6.6).

• Compare the QoE & QoS fairness among all approaches (see Section 7.1.6.7).

• Compare each approach separately with the rest of the approaches in terms of SE,

PC and mean time of execution (see Section 7.1.6.8).

7.1.6.1 SE Efficiency

In this evaluation scenario, we investigate the applicability of the investigated ap-

proaches to support a very large number of devices under the same network (mMTC) and

at the same time to provide high service quality and quantity in order to achieve the users

55Note that the non-D2D UE approach was used as a reference point for comparison in terms of SE and
PC with the rest of the investigated approaches
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demanding bandwidth (eMBB) with the use of SE examination and a different number

of devices (i.e., 50, 200, 500, 1000) in the simulation. The purpose of the scenario is to

examine the achievement of the two use cases (i.e., mMTC, eMBB) in the 5G use case

triangle [3].

The results related to the SE achieved by each approach are illustrated in Fig. 30,

Fig. 31, Fig. 32, Fig. 33 and Fig. 34.

Figure 30: Total Spectral Efficiency vs Link Transmission Power (10 - 50 UEs)

Figure 31: Total Spectral Efficiency vs Link Transmission Power (51 - 200 UEs)
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Figure 32: Total Spectral Efficiency vs Link Transmission Power (201 - 500 UEs)

From the results collected we can identify the best performing approaches in terms of

SE: i) For scenarios with 10 to 50 UEs the DSR and FuzzyART followed by MEC and

DAIS (with a small difference among them); ii) For scenarios with 50 to 500 UEs the

DSR and DAIS followed by FuzzyART; and iii) For scenarios with 500 to 1000 UEs the

DSR and GMEANS followed by DAIS. By best performance we mean the selection of the

Transmission Mode that will increase the SE in the highest achievable value and reduce

the PC in the lowest achievable value.

An approach that can have full knowledge of the existing network structure (i.e., the

UEs with their associated links), is expected to achieve the most appropriate selection of

the best Transmission Mode and accomplish the best results in terms of SE and PC. As

expected the enhanced DSR provides the best results since it is the only approach which

selects the Transmission Mode by having full network knowledge. Note that DAIS remains

among the top 3 list, considering the range from 50 to 1000 UEs, that can achieve high

SE and still achieve the SINR required at the Receiver for preserving the fidelity of the

signal and achieve the requested QoS.
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Figure 33: Total Spectral Efficiency vs Link Transmission Power (501 - 1000 UEs)

7.1.6.2 PC Efficiency

In this evaluation scenario, we examine the energy reservation of the investigated

approaches with the use of PC. In order to achieve a reduction in energy consumption

which is a 5G requirement for utilisation of green energy (solar panels) [2].

The results related to the PC efficiency achieved by each approach (for the simulated

scenarios) are illustrated in Fig. 35, Fig. 36, Fig. 37, Fig. 38 and Fig. 39.

From the results collected we can identify the best performing approaches in terms

of PC: i) For scenarios with 10 to 50 UEs, the DSR and FuzzyART followed by MEC

and DAIS (with a small difference among them); ii) For scenarios with 50 to 500 UEs

the DSR and DAIS followed by FuzzyART; iii) For scenarios with 500 to 1000 UEs the

DSR and GMEANS followed by DAIS. As expected given the full knowledge of enhanced

DSR, it outperfoms all. Worth noting that considering the range from 50 to 1000 UEs,

DAIS remains within the top 3 that can achieve low PC and still ensure the QoS of the

communication.IACOVOS IO
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(a) Average SE achieved by each Approach (50
UEs)

(b) Average SE achieved by each Approach (200
UEs)

(c) Average SE achieved by each Approach (500
UEs)

(d) Average SE achieved by each Approach (1000
UEs)

Figure 34: Average SE achieved by each Approach

7.1.6.3 SE and PC Efficiency Tradeoff

In order to achieve increased SINR at the Receiver, and perhaps preserve the fidelity

of the signal and its SE efficiency, it is expected that an increase in the TP of the links

would normally be required. However, this would result in reduced PC efficiency. For

the same reason, reducing the Bandwidth Efficiency expectation (i.e., reducing SE), one

can expect a decrease in the total PC and thus an increase in the PC efficiency. Thus,

in this evaluation scenario we examine the trade-off between PC and SE in each of the

investigated approaches targeting the identification of the most appropriate approach for

the achievement of the minimisation of PC with the least reduction in SE by changing

the TP in a different number of devices running instance, targeting the achievement of
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Figure 35: Total Power Consumption Achieved vs Link Transmission Power (1 - 50 UEs)

reducing energy consumption, which is a 5G requirement. Indicative results of this trade-

off appears in Fig. 40.

Below, we discuss a number of observations regarding all approaches, such as: i) the

diminishing improvements in SE if one increases Link TP, and hence PC (see Fig. 40);

and ii) the effect of an increased number of UEs (50/200/500/1000 UEs), as shown in Fig.

39, 34 and 40, along with equations 56 and 57. Thus one has to consider carefully the

gains in SE versus the loss in PC efficiency. Results related to this tradeoff are included in

Table 19 (showing the minimum PC achieved by each approach) and Table 20 (showing the

maximum SE achieved by each approach), listed in ascending order for PC and descending

order for SE.

From these results, the following observations are made:

i) For the scenarios with 10 to 50 UEs, the best improvement in terms of PC is achieved

by DAIS (i.e., 63.43% improvement; see table 19 and Fig. 35). In order to achieve the

aforesaid PC improvement, the SE achieved by DAIS has, as a tradeoff, a negligible

decrease of 8.56 % (see Fig. 30). On the other hand, the best performance in terms
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Figure 36: Total Power Consumption Achieved vs Link Transmission Power (51 - 200
UEs)

of SE, is provided by DSR. More specifically, DSR provided the least negative effect

on SE (i.e., only 9.34% reduction; see table 20 and Fig. 30), while targeting increased

PC efficiency (i.e., a gain of 57.56 % reduction on the total PC is achieved; see Fig.

35). Regarding the maximum negative effect on SE, it is provided by MEC (i.e.,

12.35% reduction; see table 20 and 30) which however has, as a tradeoff, a gain of

57.63 % reduction on the total PC achieved (see Fig. 35).

ii) For the scenarios with 50 to 200 UEs, the best improvement in terms of PC is

achieved by MEC (i.e., 62.94% improvement; see table 19 and Fig. 36). In order to

achieve the aforesaid PC improvement, the SE achieved by MEC has, as a tradeoff, a

negligible decrease, of 8.78 % (see Fig. 31). On the other hand, the best performance

in terms of SE, is provided by DAIS. More specifically, DAIS provided the least

negative effect on SE (i.e., only 8.82% reduction; see table 20 and Fig. 31), while

targeting increased PC efficiency (i.e., a gain of 62.52 % reduction on the total PC is

achieved; see Fig. 36). Regarding the maximum negative effect on SE, it is provided
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Figure 37: Total Power Consumption Achieved vs Link Transmission Power (201 - 500
UEs)

by GMEANS (i.e., 12.92% reduction; see table 20 and 31) which however has, as a

tradeoff, a gain of 62.30 % reduction on the total PC achieved (see Fig. 36).

iii) For the scenarios with 200 to 500 UEs, the best improvement in terms of PC is

achieved by Fuzzy ART (i.e., 64.26% improvement; see table 19 and Fig. 37). In

order to achieve the aforesaid PC improvement, the SE achieved by Fuzzy ART has,

as a tradeoff, a negligible decrease of 6.32% (see Fig. 32). On the other hand, the

best performance in terms of SE, is provided again by Fuzzy ART (excluding non-

D2D UE). More specifically, Fuzzy ART provided the least negative effect on SE

(i.e., only 7.29% reduction; see table 20 and Fig. 32), while targeting increased PC

efficiency (i.e., a gain of 50.69% reduction on the total PC is achieved; see Fig. 37).

Regarding the maximum negative effect on SE, it is provided by DR (i.e., 12.42%

reduction; see table 20 and 32) which however has, as a tradeoff, a gain of 62.55%

reduction on the total PC achieved (see Fig. 37).IACOVOS IO
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Figure 38: Total Power Consumption Achieved vs Link Transmission Power (501 - 1000
UEs)

iv) For the scenarios with 500 to 1000 UEs, the best improvement in terms of PC

is achieved by MEC (i.e., 63.67% improvement; see table 19 and Fig. 38). In

order to achieve the aforesaid PC improvement, the SE achieved by MEC has, as a

tradeoff, a negligible decrease, of 8.01% (see Fig. 33). On the other hand, the best

performance in terms of SE, is provided by DSR. More specifically, DSR provided

the least negative effect on SE (i.e., only 8.05% reduction; see table 20 and Fig. 33),

while targeting increased PC efficiency (i.e., a gain of 63.12% reduction on the total

PC is achieved; see Fig. 38). Regarding the maximum negative effect on SE, it is

provided by DBSCAN (i.e., 12.17% reduction; see table 20 and 33) which however

has, as a tradeoff, a gain of 62.58% reduction on the total PC achieved (see Fig. 38).

7.1.6.4 TP Needed for Achieving Maximum SE and Minimum PC

Due to environmental factors, such as Path Loss, Shadowing, and Noise, some ap-

proaches are unable to utilize full TP in order to increase SE whilst keeping PC low.
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Table 19: Minimum PC Achieved by each approach (50/200/500/1000 UEs)

Number of Devices 50 Number of Devices 200

Approach (PC ASC) Min. PC(mW) SE (bits/s/Hz) Approach (PC ASC) Min. PC(mW) SE (bits/s/Hz)

DSR 2113.66 694.21 DSR 7356.14 2961.69

FUZZYART 2317.59 644.36 DAIS 8651.99 2743.29

DAIS 2340.78 621.74 FUZZYART 9000.98 2564.46

MEC 2486.61 612.86 MEC 9798.44 2416.47

GMEANS 2673.88 539.08 GMEANS 10570.84 2178.41

DBSCAN 2704.54 537.24 DR 10900.2 2001.95

DR 2710.26 517.92 DBSCAN 11061.37 2087.71

non-D2D UE 11815.76 641.12 non-D2D UE 47226.84 2534.53

Number of Devices 500 Number of Devices 1000

Approach (PC ASC) Min. PC(mW) SE (bits/s/Hz) Approach (PC ASC) Min. PC(mW) SE (bits/s/Hz)

DSR 17794.2 7519.95 DSR 34909.7 15244.78

DAIS 21166.51 7005.5 GMEANS 37445.86 14607.23

FUZZYART 21350.21 6721.63 DAIS 41712.59 14163.34

GMEANS 23472.12 6199.31 FUZZYART 42431.2 13555.81

MEC 24864.22 5894 MEC 51932.67 11245.21

DBSCAN 27314.4 5259.18 DR 54666.68 9957.91

DR 27407.9 5006.03 DBSCAN 54856.89 10516.18

non-D2D UE 118326.78 5325.52 non-D2D UE 237032.28 12656.24
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(a) Average PC achieved by each Approach (50
UEs)

(b) Average PC achieved by each Approach (200
UEs)

(c) Average PC achieved by each Approach (500
UEs)

(d) Average PC achieved by each Approach (1000
UEs)

Figure 39: Average PC achieved by each Approach

So, in this evaluation scenario, we investigate how TP affects the investigated approaches

targeting the examination of power reservation by a number of devices (i.e., 50, 200, 500,

1000) using specific values of TP, for SE maximisation and PC minimisation. Therefore,

we examine the effects that total PC (i.e., for power reservation and green energy) and

total SE (i.e., eMBB) have due to TP and other environmental factors, for the purpose

to achieve 5G requirements. As evident in Table 21 some approaches do not attain the

maximum SE at 160 mW and the minimum PC at 60 mW.

The aforementioned results prompted the power reservation Algorithm shown in Ap-

pendix 8. There we provide the implementation of a new plan in DAI framework that can

be executed by the BDIx agents targeting to decrease the TP with the least reduction of
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(a) PC vs TP vs SE (50 UEs) (b) PC vs TP vs SE (200 UEs)

(c) PC vs TP vs SE (500 UEs) (d) PC vs TP vs SE (1000 UEs)

Figure 40: PC vs TP vs SE

SE and the maximum gains in PC according to D2D device requirements (i.e., QoS). The

plan is called ”Distributed Artificial Intelligence Power Reservation (DAIPPR) Plan based

on TP” and it can be activated when the Battery Power Level of a D2D-Relay Device

drops below a threshold (i.e., 50%). However, as this is out of the scope of this section ,

this DAIPPR plan will be investigated further as future directions.
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Table 20: Maximum SE Achieved by each approach (50/200/500/1000 UEs)

Number of Devices 50 Number of Devices 200

Approach (SE DESC) Max. SE (bits/s/Hz) PC(mW) Approach (SE DESC) Max. SE (bits/s/Hz) PC(mW)

DSR 765.8 4981.02 DSR 3271.5 19435.3

FUZZYART 728.82 5146.45 DAIS 3008.91 21789.88

MEC 699.21 5868.82 FUZZYART 2914.76 18678

DAIS 694.53 6401.24 MEC 2649.34 26440.38

non-D2D UE 641.13 11815.76 non-D2D UE 2539.43 47742.4

GMEANS 610.16 6766.34 GMEANS 2483.77 28039.7

DBSCAN 604.42 6750.76 DBSCAN 2397.51 29272.23

DR 574.76 6870.46 DR 2271.97 29112.87

Number of Devices 500 Number of Devices 1000

Approach (SE DESC) Max. SE (bits/s/Hz) PC(mW) Approach (SE DESC) Max. SE (bits/s/Hz) PC(mW)

DSR 8233.79 47709.14 DSR 16579.65 94670.61

DAIS 7727.78 55739.03 GMEANS 16332.69 95643.39

FUZZYART 7235.15 50915.72 DAIS 15585.83 111766.76

GMEANS 7099.98 48331.03 FUZZYART 14926.12 112819.88

MEC 6453.19 67815.77 non-D2D UE 12656.24 237032.27

non-D2D UE 6330.51 118326.78 MEC 12531.8 120303.45

DBSCAN 5956.12 73342.62 DBSCAN 11974.08 146603.95

DR 5716.09 72803.35 DR 11333.15 146351.78

7.1.6.5 Evaluation of the D2D Effectiveness, Stability, and Productivity Met-

rics

In addition to the above results we have evaluated the new metrics defined in Section

7.1.3, considering the effect of the number of D2D devices. In this evaluation scenario,

we evaluate per approach the following: i) how close the results of SE/PC are to the best

SE/PC (PC/SE Effectiveness); ii) the density and how the results are spread close to the

mean of best SE/PC (PS/SE Stability); and iii) the gain and loss of each approach by

comparing the result from the previous step (SE/PC productivity). Consequently, with

this scenario, we show how good each approach is in terms of SE/PC results, how close

to the best results is, and how stable is.IACOVOS IO
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Table 21: TP needed for achieving maximum SE and minimum PC (50/200/500/1000
UEs)

TP for minimum PC per approach

# Devices 50 200 500 1000

Approach Min PC TP

DAIS 60 60 60 60

non-D2D UE 60 140 100 90

DSR 60 60 60 60

DR 60 60 60 60

FUZZYART 60 60 60 60

DBSCAN 60 60 60 60

GMEANS 60 60 60 60

MEC 60 60 60 60

TP for maximum SE per approach

# Devices 50 200 500 1000

Approach Max SE TP

DAIS 160 150 160 160

non-D2D UE 60 100 100 90

DSR 150 160 160 160

DR 150 160 160 160

FUZZYART 140 130 140 160

DBSCAN 150 160 160 160

GMEANS 150 160 130 160

MEC 150 160 160 140

Firstly, we evaluate each approach based on their D2D SE Effectiveness (Eq. 21)

and D2D PC Effectiveness (Eq. 22) and then jointly as D2D effectiveness (i.e., both SE

and PC Effective). DSR is D2D effective, whereas DAIS, Fuzzy ART, MEC are only

D2D SE Effective (Table 22). Likewise, we evaluate each approach based on their D2D

SE Stability (Eq. 27), and D2D PC Stability (Eq. 28) and jointly as D2D Stability.

Again, the DSR approach is the only D2D stable approach. DAIS, Fuzzy ART, MEC

are only D2D SE Stable (Table 22). Regarding D2D SE Productivity (Eq. 31), D2D PC
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Productivity (Eq.33) and jointly as D2D Productivity, we can see that there is a direct

relation between SE Productivity and PC Productivity (see Fig. 41 and Fig. 42). DSR

and DAIS approaches, both have gains in terms of SE/PC Productivity (more than 80%,

basically around 85% as shown in Fig. 41 and Fig. 42). Thus, we can say that, compared

to all other investigated approaches, DSR and DAIS are the only approaches that are D2D

productive.

Table 22: AI/ML D2D Effectiveness and Stability

Approach
D2D

Optimum Effectiveness in percentage (>= 80%)
D2D Stability in percentage ( <= 5%)

S.E. SE Eff. P.C. PC Eff. Effective S.E. SE Stab. P.C. PC Stab. Stable

DAIS 83.0 X 71.3 1.8 X 7

non D2D UE 78.4 40.0 7.0 7

DSR 99.08 X 99.8 X X 0.8 X 0.9 X X

DR 71.3 65.0 7.2 12.2

Fuzzy ART 88.0 X 78.0 4.7 X 10

DBSCAN 75.0 66.0 8.5 13.1

G-MEANS 79.0 69.0 5.5 9.3

MEC 83.0 X 72.7 10.3 15.5

Figure 41: PC Gain and Loss of different approaches by comparing result from previous
stepIACOVOS IO
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Figure 42: SE Gain and Loss of different approaches by comparing result from previous
step

7.1.6.6 Evaluation of Cluster Formation, Message Exchange, and Control

Decision Delay

In this section we evaluate each approach in terms of the characteristics of the created

clusters. These include the maximum number of clusters created and the number of UEs

(i.e., D2D devices) per cluster (maximum density of cluster). Also, the number of UEs (i.e.,

non D2D devices) that remain directly connected with the BS as mobile network devices

without selecting Transmission Mode, is measured. Additionally, for each approach, we

examine the number of messages used for selecting the transmission mode for all D2D

devices. Note that this is a key factor that is highly associated with the time needed (i.e.,

the more the messages needed to be exchanged, the more the delay) by each approach

for control decision making. Therefore, we investigate how clusters are formed in terms

of best position56 by the investigated approaches, number of messages exchanged to

conclude and how fast it is in terms of execution.

For the aforesaid evaluation we used for each link a fixed 160mW TP and set the

WDR/LDR Threshold for DAIS/DSR to adapt dynamically according to the number of

56Best position is where the approach forms clusters and gives the best maximum SE/minimum PC
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D2D devices (using a range of 10 to 1000 devices) in the network57 . Also the Battery

Power Level Threshold is set to 75% for all cases. The results collected appear in Table

23 and commented below.

As shown in Table 23, the following observations are made (see also Tables 19 and

20): i) there is a large diversity in the number of messages that need to be exchanged

by each approach; ii) DAIS is creating the greatest amount of clusters with a proper

number58 of D2D Clients as members in each, however without achieving maximum

SE/minimum PC in some running instances (i.e., for 200 UEs, 500 UEs, 1000 UEs); iii)

DBSCAN results in only one cluster; iv) DSR is the only approach that needs an excessive

amount of messages to be exchanged and therefore it takes a lot of time to conclude and

decide the Transmission Mode of the D2D devices; v) the DAIS, DSR and DR are the

only approaches that, in all running instances investigated (i.e., using 50, 200, 500 and

1000 Devices), handles all UEs as D2D devices (i.e., there are zero devices left connected

directly to the BS); and vi) GMEANS, when 1000 UEs are used, creates a small number

of clusters with a small number of members included in each, resulting in a number of

non D2D UEs staying directly connected with the BS. This is the reason that GMEANS

comes second (i.e., after DSR which handles all UEs as D2D devices) in terms of total SE

(and reduced total PC).

5720% for small (<= 200 Devices) number of devices and 35% for large (>200) number of devices
58Not less than the number of members justifying the creation of the cluster [254] neither more than the

cluster head can support [255]
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Table 23: Clusters and messages for 50, 200, 500 and 1000 Devices

Approach

maximum Number

of

Devices

per

Cluster

Devices Remaining

Connected

to BS

(non D2D UEs)

Number of

Messages

Exchanged

Number of

Clusters

Created

Number of

Devices

Used

(Running

Instance)

DAIS 6 0 65 13 50

Non-D2D UE 0 50 50 0 50

DSR 6 0 1336 12 50

DR 12 0 2 3 50

FuzzyART 6 14 144 8 50

DBSCAN 12 38 74 1 50

GMEANS 18 32 75 1 50

MEC 9 22 104 5 50

DAIS 146 0 230 26 200

Non-D2D UE 0 200 200 0 200

DSR 26 0 20321 25 200

DR 21 0 2 7 200

FuzzyART 34 43 595 7 200

DBSCAN 50 150 300 1 200

GMEANS 49 128 344 3 200

MEC 38 92 414 4 200

DAIS 64 0 556 60 500

Non-D2D UE 0 500 500 0 500

DSR 39 0 125790 42 500

DR 26 0 3 7 500

FuzzyART 70 138 1493 8 500

DBSCAN 120 380 737 1 500

GMEANS 68 265 967 5 500

MEC 71 331 836 4 500IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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Approach

maximum

Number

of

Devices

per

Cluster

Devices

Remaining

Connected

to BS

(non D2D UEs)

Number of

Messages

Exchanged

Number

of

Clusters

Created

Number

of

Devices

Used

(Running

Instance)

DAIS 173 0 1058 60 1000

Non-D2D UE 0 1000 1000 0 1000

DSR 110 0 501561 63 1000

DR 52 0 5 8 1000

FuzzyART 112 460 2994 8 1000

DBSCAN 220 780 1438 1 1000

GMEANS 87 66 2858 13 1000

MEC 224 630 1739 4 1000

7.1.6.7 Evaluation of QoE and QoS Fairness

In order to measure the QoE, we used the QoE fairness metric. The purpose of this

metric, as described in Section 7.1.3.3, it is to quantify fairness among users by considering

the Quality of Experience (QoE) as perceived by the end user. In this investigation, the

following simulation parameters and constrains were set: i) the TP is set to 160 mW; ii)

the higher bound (H) in the scale of fairness is the maximum achievable data rate59 by

a UE in the network in the same running instance; iii) the lower bound (L) in the scale

of the fairness investigation is the minimum achievable data rate achieved by a UE in the

network in the same running instance. Hence, in this evaluation scenario, we investigate

how fair in terms of QoE and QoS are the investigated approaches. Note that QoE and

QoS are always requirements in network communication.

59This is accumulated to the data rate of sending a mpeg-4 HD video over a network in the minimum
data rate perspective and not streaming where other factors (e.g., time, low latency) are involved (4Mbps)IACOVOS IO
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Therefore, the L and H are set in order to check how fair the investigated approaches are

among all users. The rest of the simulation parameters and constraints are the same as in

the previous investigations. In this section we examine the QoE fairness of our approaches

in conjunction with the non-D2D UE approach in terms of network utilization.

Table 24: QoE Fairness of each Approach

Number of

Devices DAIS non-D2D UE DSR DR FuzzyART DBSCAN GMeans MEC

50 0.62 0.66 0.61 0.60 0.94 0.64 0.64 0.59

100 0.65 0.65 0.70 0.66 0.95 0.64 0.68 0.65

200 0.68 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.93 0.70 0.65 0.68

500 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.73 0.94 0.76 0.70 0.71

750 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.92 0.73 0.76 0.72

1000 0.78 0.71 0.77 0.82 0.94 0.77 0.73 0.74

As can be seen from Table 24, all the investigated approaches are QoE fair in terms

of network usage (see Section 7.1.3.3 on how QoE fairness is measured). This is indicated

by their QoE fairness values (e.g. >60%), which are very close to the QoE fairness value

achieved by the non-D2D UE approach. Note that the non-D2D UE approach is considered

to be the fairest approach in terms of data rate due to the frequency allocation of a single

dedicated channel to each UE with a pre-specified data rate. The important observation

from the table is that FuzzyART is QoE fair with the highest score followed by DR and

DAIS. Additionally, we can see that QoE fairness values higher than 70% are achieved

when we have large number of devices (i.e., >= 500)). The reason is that the network is

more dense, due to the high number of devices, resulting in clusters with more members

and more efficient and back hauling links.

Regarding Jain’s fairness index for QoS, DAIS with non-D2D UE and then DSR along

with Fuzzy ART are the QoS fairest. This QoS result was expected since DAIS, DSR and
IACOVOS IO
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Table 25: QoS Fairness of each Approach

Number of

Devices DAIS non-D2D UE DSR DR FuzzyART DBSCAN GMeans MEC

50 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.63 0.67 0.63

100 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.69 0.64 0.72

200 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.70 0.68 0.67

500 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.80 0.75 0.78

750 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.75 0.73 0.73

1000 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.77 0.75 0.81

Fuzzy ART increase their SE (and reduce the PC) with the entering of new UEs in the

D2D network. So, even though both DAIS and DSR offer autonomicity and distributed

control at each UE, at the same time they also assure QoS fairness compared to other

centralized approaches (e.g., non-D2D UE, Fuzzy ART).

7.1.6.8 Comparative Evaluation of Each Investigated Approach

The performance of each approach is compared with all other investigated approaches

in terms of total SE (i.e., Sum Rate) achieved (see Fig. 43), total PC needed (see Fig.

44) and total time needed for finalizing execution (see Fig. 45). For this comparison a

predefined link TP of 160 mW is used for all approaches.

Figure 43: Total Spectral Efficiency vs Number of devices of Different Approaches
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Figure 44: Power Needed vs Number of devices of Different Approaches

Figure 45: Time vs Number of devices of Different Approaches

Starting with DAIS approach, in terms of SE, benefits are provided when 500 UEs are

used, reaching performance close to DSR. However, it under-performs compared to the

other approaches for a network with a small number of devices (i.e., 20 UEs). On the

other hand, from 50 UEs and above, DAIS is better than the DR, DBSCAN, G-MEANS

and non-D2D-UE approaches. Furthermore, with 1000 UEs (maximum number of UEs

examined), it ranks third. In terms of PC, with 200 to 500 UEs, DAIS is better than

DBSCAN, MEC, G-MEANS, non-D2D-UE approach and DR, and has the same PC withIACOVOS IO
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Fuzzy ART. With 1000 UEs, DAIS ranks third with Fuzzy ART. Regarding the total time

needed for finalizing execution, DAIS is the fastest approach.

Continuing with the DSR approach, as expected, it provides the best results, for both

SE and PC, irrespective of the number of UEs used. This confirms that the enhancements

made on DSR (see Section 6.2) improved it and made it to out-perform DAIS. However,

due to excessive signalling needed, the execution time of DSR is slow, but still quicker

than DBSCAN and MEC.

For the Fuzzy ART approach, in terms of SE, we see significant gains when 10 to

50 UEs are used and good gains for less than 500 UEs. For more than 500 UEs and

less than 1000 UEs Fuzzy ART ranks third. Also, in terms of PC, Fuzzy Art provides

good performance when 50 to 500 UEs are used and even better with less than 50 UEs.

Additionally, Fuzzy Art from 500 to 1000 UEs achieves medium range performance and it

takes the third and forth place accordingly. In terms of total execution time, Fuzzy ART

ranks fourth.

For the DBSCAN approach, its performance is somewhere midway of all others in

terms of SE and PC. In terms of total execution time, DBSCAN ranks second-last.

For the G-MEANS approach, we can see significant gains from 10 to 50 UEs and also

for more than 500 UEs, but its performance is not consistent in the whole range of 10 to

1000 UEs. In terms of total execution time G-MEANS ranks third.

For the MEC approach, for less than 20 it provides the best results in terms of SE

and PC, also achieving good results until 200 UEs. Above 200 UEs it offers decreasing

performance. In terms of total execution time MEC ranks last.

In summary, based on the aforesaid, the approaches that provide the best results in

terms of SE are DSR (1st), G-MEANS (2nd) and DAIS (3rd). The worst results are
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provided by DR. On the other hand, the approaches that provide the best results in terms

of PC are DSR (1st), DAIS (2nd) and G-MEANS (3rd). The worst results are provided

by DR. In terms of time execution time, the approaches that provide the best results are

DAIS (1st), DR (2nd) and G-MEANS (3rd). The worst results are provided by MEC.

Overall, all approaches show a significant variation in SE and PC performance as the

number of UEs change. This can be observed in the following statistics, over the range of

10 to 1000 devices:

1. The minimum percentage change of SE is: i) 36.34% for DSR; ii) 28.35% for G-

MEANS; iii) 24.87% for DAIS (eq. 34 for 1000 UEs).

2. The maximum percentage change of SE is: i) 36.34% for DR; ii) 33.00% for DB-

SCAN; iii) 30.90% for MEC (eq. 24 for 1000 UEs).

3. The minimum percentage change of PC is: i) 68.87% for non-D2D UE; ii) 49.60%

for DBSCAN; and iii) 49.50% for DR (eq. 26 for 1000 UEs).

4. The maximum percentage change of PC is: i) 68.87% for DSR; ii) 56.35% for G-

MEANS; and iii) 53.26% for Fuzzy ART (eq. 35 for 1000 UEs).

Overall in terms of execution time, the faster approach is DAIS (DAI) irrespective

of the number of UEs used (from 10 to 1000 UEs). The slowest approaches are MEC,

DBSCAN (centralized) and DSR (distributed). The execution time observations are shown

in Fig. 45 and Table 26.

7.1.7 Concluding Remarks on Performance Evaluations

At our first evaluation with the Sum Rate and the initial instance (non-enhanced) of

DAIS we show that the initial instance (non-Enhanced) DAIS achieves the same SE with
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Table 26: Control Decision Delay of each approach (ms)

Number

of Devices
DAIS DSR DR FuzzyART DBSCAN G-MEANS MEC

50 9 99 9 18 100 9 1512

200 98 1185 95 223 697 99 3620

500 99 3495 312 698 2412 712 8912

1000 99 5012 796 4101 6734 1634 20905

sum rate and DR with non-D2D-UE however with less time. Additionally, we show that

is consumes less PC than all other approaches.

Continuing at our second evaluation. The performance evaluation focused on the effi-

ciency of SE and PC and their tradeoff regarding the TP, whilst respecting QoS and QoE.

In all investigated approaches, the results showed that by reducing the TP of communica-

tion the SE and PC of the network in less than 100 UEs, is acutely affected. In contrast

with more than 100 UEs, the SE is not highly affected, but the PC is always drastically

affected in the sense of a reduction.

Furthermore, we compared the efficiency of each approach60 in terms of SE and PC,

cluster formation, signalling overhead (i.e., volume of messages exchanged) and control

decision delay (see Table 27). Our findings show that the enhanced DSR outperforms, in

terms of SE and PC, all other approaches. Then, in terms of SE, G-MEANS and DAIS

outperform the other approaches and in terms of PC the Fuzzy ART, G-MEANS and

DAIS outperform the other approaches. In terms of clusters and messages needed for

each approach to finish Transmission Mode Selection, all approaches create clusters in the

most ’accurate’ positions with the use of WDR (in DAIS), Sum Rate (in DSR) and Data

Rate (in Fuzzy ART, MEC, DBSCAN, G-MEANS) measurements. The results showed

60Here we used the following scale to qualitative characterise the efficiency of each approach: Excellent,
Very Good, Good, Average and Poor.
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that DAIS achieves the most accurate clusters in the least time (see also Table 23). More

specifically, for the running instance when 1000 UEs are used, DAIS is the fastest with

a total execution time of around 100 ms, followed by DR with a total execution time of

around 800 ms and by G-MEANS with a total execution time of 1600 ms. The slowest

approaches are MEC, DBSCAN (centralized) and DSR (distributed). In our opinion, for

a deployable D2D implementation, time is one of the most important evaluation metric

along with SE and PC.

Additionally, the D2D Effectiveness, Stability, Productivity, and QoE and QoS fairness

metrics were also investigated (see Table 28). The DSR approach is the only D2D effective

(both in SE and PC) for all running instances (i.e., with 50, 200, 500 and 1000 UEs),

whereas the approaches Fuzzy ART, DAIS and MEC are D2D SE effective. Likewise, DSR

is the only D2D Stable approach, whereas DAIS, Fuzzy ART and MEC are only SE stable.

Moreover, DSR and DAIS are the only D2D Productive approaches. With regard to QoS

Fairness metric, DAIS, non-D2D UE, DSR, DR and Fuzzy ART can be characterized as

QoS fair. Also, regarding QoE fairness metric, all approaches are considered as fair61 in

terms of network resources usage (i.e., data rate).

Overall, our findings show that it is beneficial to use AI/ML approaches for Trans-

mission Mode Selection in 5G D2D communication by achieving energy conservation 5G

requirement and mMTC, eMBB 5G use cases. The investigated approaches are fair and in

some cases D2D efficient, stable and productive (i.e., DSR, DAIS, Fuzzy ART). In terms

of time of execution, the DAIS is the fastest approach and DSR is the slowest. So, given

these tradeoffs, the applicability of each approach must be determined by the evaluated

61Compared to the non-D2D UE approach, which is the QoE fairest, followed by FuzzyART, DR and
DAIS.IACOVOS IO
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use case requirements (e.g., a DSR implementation may be adopted in a stadium where

there is a limited movement).

Table 27: Efficiency of each approach in terms of SE, PC, Clustering, Control Decision
Delay and Signalling overhead

SE
PC

Efficiency

Clustering

Efficiency

Decision

Delay

Signalling

Overhead

Efficiency

DAIS Very Good Very Good Excellent Excellent Excellent

non-D2D UE Good Poor N/A N/A N/A

DSR Excellent Excellent Good Average Poor

DR Average Average Average Very Good N/A

FuzzyART Very Good Very Good Good Good Average

DBCAN Average Average Poor Poor Very Good

GMEANS Very Good Very Good Average Very Good Good

MEC Good Good Average Poor Very Good

Table 28: Characteristics of each approach in terms of Fairness, Effectiveness, Stability
and Productivity

QoS

Fair

QoE

Fair

D2D

Effective

D2D

Stable

D2D

Productive

SE PC SE PC SE PC

DAIS X X X X X X

non-D2D UE X X

DSR X X X X X X X X

DR X X

FuzzyART X X X X

DBCAN X

GMEANS X

MEC X X
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7.2 Performance Evaluation in a Dynamic Environment

In this section we consider a dynamic environment. Next we provide a description of:

i) the evaluation scenarios; ii) the assumptions and terms used in the evaluation scenarios;

iii) the formulation of calculation of Spectral Efficiency (SE) and Power Consumption (PC)

using Shannon Equation considering speed; iv) the problem description and formulation

in a dynamic environment; v) the methodology used for the performance evaluation; vi)

the simulation environment and its simulation parameters. Finally, it examines, evaluates,

and compares the performance of DAIS and DSR with the Distributed Single Hop Relay

Approach (SHRA) approach, considering dynamic network conditions (i.e., incorporating

mobility, speed, direction, etc.) causing changes in the D2D network topology through

subsequent Time Steps (TS) of execution. The difficulty there is that in each Time Step of

execution the new selected Transmission Mode can affect existing clusters, as well the for-

mation of new clusters and backhauling links, that could result in disconnected/disjointed

clusters. However, these clusters and paths should not be affected, even if the UE moves

away from the Cluster Head (CH).

Thus, it evaluates how the SE and PC are affected in a dynamic environment, also

against other competing approaches, such as Distributed Random, Distributed DSR, cen-

tralised non-D2D-UE and Distributed Single Hop Relay Approach (SHRA). The results

obtained demonstrate the superior performance of DAIS over the SHRA, DSR, Distributed

Random and non-D2D UE approach in terms of SE and PC. Also, it is shown that the

expected signalling overhead and control delay in responding to changes of the dynamic

network affects negatively the network performance (i.e., a decrease of the SE and increase

of PC). Finally, it provides concluding remarks on the dynamic case.
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7.2.1 Problem Description, Formulation and Investigated Associated Ap-

proaches to the Optimisation Objective

Our primary goal is to tackle the D2D challenges mentioned in [2] and Section 2.2.2,

aiming the implementation of 5G/6G D2D communication in a dynamic environment.

More specifically, our objective is to utilize our findings on the DAIS and DAI Framework

BDIx agent to select the most appropriate transmission mode (i.e., D2DSHR, D2DMHR,

D2D Client) to form a good backhauling network and good formation of clusters. By

selecting the most appropriate transmission mode of a D2D Device, we seek to maximize

the total SE jointly whilst minimizing the total PC through clustering and backhauling.

7.2.1.1 Assumptions and Terms

Our investigation considers the following assumptions:

• a single Base Station (BS) with a total number of N moving UEs (D2D Devices)

forming the D2D communication network.

• a D2D network with a total number of Z devices representing the devices that share

their link (i.e., D2DSHR, D2DMHR, BS).

• a D2D network that includes a total number of X devices representing the de-

vices that are utilising the shared link and are attached as clients to Devices that

share their link (i.e., D2D Client to D2DSHR, D2DSHR or D2DMHR to D2DMHR,

D2DSHR or D2DMHR to BS). Please note that X includes the number of devices

that connect to the BS.IACOVOS IO
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• each D2D device has calculated the Weighted Bandwidth. The Weighted Bandwidth

(WBWD2DαTMS
) of a D2D Device is the percentage bandwidth that a UE is using

over the Base Station links.

• a connection scenario with a single-antenna and a point-to-point communication.

• a Free Space Path Loss model (for calculating average received power)

• a basic noise model, the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), for calculating

the signal to noise ratio and then the signal to interference plus noise ratio.

• an uplink scenario

• a scenario that D2DSHR shares over WiFi and D2DMHR over LTE Direct Mobile

Frequencies in an overlay fashion.

• a well defined D2D security protocol. The D2D security protocol is necessary for

the D2D Devices to access the D2D communication and Telecom network securely.

Additionally, it is needed to access the LTE ProSe service and guarantees access to

all the features provided by the operator.

• in each TS, all D2D client devices have a pre-specified speed and direction set ran-

domly from the beginning.

• in each TS, each D2D Device with D2D client mode randomly selects a speed among

speed threshold and the pre-specified speed assigned (from before) according to TS

before the run of transmission mode selection. After the run of transmission mode

selection, if the device is selected to be a D2D client, it resets its speed to the pre-

specified speed of the TS. The reason is for our simulation to be more dynamic and

to show the potentials of each approach.
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• when the simulation is initiated (TS = 0, as shown in Section 7.2.2.1), all devices

have speed below or equal to the speed threshold (e.g., pedestrian speed). Also,

the D2D Devices that selected transmission mode as D2D Relay or D2D Multi-

Hop Relay at that time step, in the subsequent runs they do not change speed and

transmission mode, whilst the rest of D2D Devices (that are D2D clients) can. Note

that in any TS, when a D2D client selected a speed equal to the speed threshold (e.g.,

pedestrian speed) and by using the DAIS Plan (as shown in the Alg. 3) changed

the transmission mode to D2DSHR or D2DMHR, in the subsequent runs it can not

change speed and transmission mode. The above assumption is used for all the

investigated approaches in order to be fair in the evaluation.

• in this investigation we do not consider the Doppler effect [277].

Note:

• The number of D2D Clients connected to D2DSHR is restricted to 200 (WiFi Direct).

• The number of D2D-Relay connected to D2DMHR is restricted to 1 (LTE Direct)

• The maximum Distance between D2DSHR and D2D Client is 200m.

• The maximum Distance between D2DMHR, D2DSHR to D2DMHR is 600m.

7.2.1.2 Spectral Efficiency and Power Consumption

In this section we show the optimization problem in terms of the maximization of

SE (Eq.51) having as result the minimization of PC (Eq.52) in a dynamic environment,

considering the above assumptions, and Table 29.

The SE is derived from the Shannon–Hartley theorem (Eq.36) in (bits/s/Hz).
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SElink(D2D) =
C

B
= log2

(
1 +

S

N

)
(36)

Given the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) as a basic noise model, considering

a power- and bandwidth-limited scheme, and a Free Space Path Loss model, we calculate

the SE from the channel capacity in (Eq. 37).

SE =
CAWGN

W
= log2 (1 + SNR)

where SNR =
P̄

N0W

(37)

The PC in mW is given in Eq. 38 and Eq. 39.

PC = TP − P̄ (38)

P̄ =
TP

10τ/10
where τ is the Path Loss (39)

7.2.1.3 Problem Formulation

In our approach, the mobile system is considered as an uplink D2D Orthogonal Frequency-

Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) cellular network that consists of the deployment of

D2D Relays that act as Cluster Heads, D2D Multi-Hop Relays that act as intermediate

nodes in backhauling links, and D2D Client Devices that connect to D2D Relay Devices

in a dynamic environment where the devices have speed and direction. Therefore, in the

network architecture, each D2D Relay serves as CH and shares its bandwidth with the

use of WiFi Direct. Additionally, the D2D Multi-Hop Relays serve as intermediate nodes

of the backhauling towards the gateway (i.e., BS) that provide better bandwidth and

connection links; the protocol that the D2D devices use in backhauling links is the LTE
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Table 29: Parameters Description

Parameter Parameters Description

C capacity (in bits per second b/s)

B bandwidth (in Hertz Hz)

S signal power (in mini Watts mW)

N noise power (in decibel dB)

CAWGN capacity with the use of the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) noise model

W bandwidth (in bits per second bps)

SNR received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

N0 noise (in Watts per Herz W/Hz)

P̄

average received power (in mini Waatts mW)

calculated using a

Free Space Model and a Free Space Path Loss

TP
Transmission Power known to the channel

(from the UE and Base Station specifications)

Direct. The direct connections towards BS are regular mobile connections, so LTE Direct

is not required.
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Table 30: Terms used in the equations of dynamic problem formulation

Term Explanation

D2DTMS

(TMS for Transmission Mode Selection) All the devices that shares a link

(i.e., select D2DSHR,D2DMHR Transmission Mode and BS)

o o ∈ 1, 2, ., N , N is the total number of N moving UEs

ι ι ∈ 1, 2, ., Z, Z is the number representing the devices that share their link

κ

κ ∈ 1, 2, ., X, X total number of devices

representing the devices that are utilising

the shared link and are attached as clients to devices that share their link

D2DιTMS

The examined device that shares a link

(i.e., select D2DSHR,D2DMHR Transmission Mode and BS)

D2DιTMSC

The number of all the client devices that connect

to a specific device that share a link

(i.e.,D2D Client to D2DSHR,D2DSHR or

D2DMHR to D2DMHR, D2DSHR or D2DMHR to BS)

β β∈ 1, 2, ., D2DιTMSC, D2DιTMSC is shown above

D2DιTMS(β)(o)

The client devices that connect to a specific device that share a link

(i.e.,D2D Client to D2DSHR, D2DSHR or

D2DMHR to D2DMHR, D2DSHR or D2DMHR to BS)

D2DιTMSS The speed of the device that shares a link

D2DιTMS(β)(o)D
The distance of the device (D2DιTMS(β)(o))

from the device that shares a link (D2DιTMS)

D2DSTMS(MAX)
The maximum speed that the device that shares

a link can have

D2DDTMS(MAX)

The maximum speed that the device that shares a link can have.

The device have another link that connects to another device that

shares its link towards BS

BWlinkBS The bandwidth of a UE (that is not D2D) link towards BS

WBWD2Dι
TMS

It is the % of the BWlinkBS
bandwidth.

The purpose is to have a ratio for comparison among the Data Rate

of the D2D Devices

The network environment is considered to be an enterprise or domestic, that comprises

of N D2D Devices. There are three cases of link sharing type with X total number of user
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clients in the system. The cases are: i) when the Transmission Mode Selection is D2DSHR

and acts as CH, it serves a maximum number of 200 users (WiFi Direct restriction) and

can accept connections from other devices of the D2D client (D2DC) mode; ii) when

Transmission Mode Selection is D2DMHR, the maximum number of clients that the device

can share is one (LTE Direct restriction) and can accept connection from another device

of mode D2DMHR or D2DSHR; and iii) when the shared device is the BS, it can serve

more than one and less than N devices of mode D2DSHR and D2DMHR devices, or serve

every other UE under the mobile network.

Thus (see Table 30 for the explanation of the terms used), D2Dι
TMS(β)(o), β ∈

D2Dι
TMSC in X and ι ∈ Z represents the user/client attached to D2Dι

TMS sharing a

device (i.e., D2D client attached to D2DSHR, D2DSHR attached to D2DMHR, D2DSHR

attached to BS, D2DMHR attached to other D2DMHR, D2DMHR attached to BS). Note

that ”TMS” in the D2Dι
TMS(β)(o) | D2Dι

TMS represents the selected mode of the device

and it can take the values D2DSHR, or D2DMHR or BS. Also,

D2Dι
TMS = D2Dι

TMS | ∀ D2Dι
TMS and ι ∈ 1, 2, ., Z,

D2Dι
TMS(β)(o) =

D2Dι
TMS(β)(o) |∀ D2Dι

TMS(β)(o) where

β| ∀ β ∈ 1, 2, ., D2Dι
TMSC

ι| ∀ ι ∈ 1, 2, ., Z and o| ∀ o ∈ 1, 2, ., N

The network system described above also includes a local entity (shown as D2D-Relay

in Fig. 46) that acts as the control unit that resolves the conflicts (in terms of interference)

among D2D Relays client devices (D2D Client) with the use of the WiFi Direct protocol.
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Additionally, the LTE Direct frequencies are assumed to use orthogonal resources to the

macro-BS with the use of the preassigned by the BS frequency band; thus, the problem of

Intercarrier interference (ICI) between the D2D Relays, D2D Multi-Hop Relays and the

macro-BS is not addressed but handled by the connection protocols. This is consistent with

the self-autonomy envisioned for D2D Devices. In the D2D communication network, the

problem of network optimization with the use of the correct Transmission Mode Selection

can be translated to a weighted sum rate maximization problem where the purpose is to

increase the sum rate whilst keeping the PC of the network to a minimum.

Figure 46: The D2D-Relays are the Local Entries

In order to tackle the problem, we convert the weighted sum rate maximization prob-

lem to a SE maximization problem. So, our objective is to maximize the SE (i.e., Total

Sum Rate62 ; see Eq. 42 and 51) whilst keeping the PC (see Eq. 52 and Eq. 43) to a

minimum, through the Transmission Mode Selection. The Data Rate of a link is estimated

using Eq. 40 and 41.

DataRatelink(D2D) = BWLink
C

B
= BWLink log2

(
1 +

S

N

)
(40)

62The total sum rate is the aggregated Data Rate of all links
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DataRatelink(D2D) = BWLink · SElink (41)

TotalSR = BWlinkBS

Z∑
ι=1

X∑
κ=1

WBWιSElink(β)BVα,β,γ,δ,ε,TMS

where α is D2Dι
TMS

TMS|∀TMS ∈ BS,D2DSHR,D2DMHR

γ is D2Dι
TMS(κ)(o)

β is D2Dι
TMSC

δ is D2Dι
TMSS

ε is D2Dι
TMS(κ)(o)D

BWlink is Link Bandwidth (BS)

and WBWι is the Weighted Bandwidth

of D2Dι
TMS in conjunction with the BWlink (42)

Total PC =
N∑
j=1

PC (43)

Overall, the optimisation problem is to find the optimal Transmission Mode, consider-

ing a dynamic environment, in order to maximise the Total Sum Rate with the selection of

the best Transmission Mode that has as a result the minimisation of Total PC, as follows:
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BVD2DιTMS(κ)(o),D2DιTMSC,D2DιTMSS,D2DιTMS(κ)(o)
D,TMS ∈ 0, 1,

∀ D2Dι
TMS∧ (44)

D2Dι
TMS(κ)(o) κ ∈ X, o ∈ N,D2Dι

TMS ∈ Z∧ (45)

D2Dι
TMSC ∈ 1..200, N∧ (46)

, D2Dι
TMSS ≤ D2DS

TMS(MAX)m/s∧ (47)

D2Dι
TMS(κ)(o)D ≤ D2DD

TMS(MAX) (48)

where SElink(ι) is directly related to SNR (Eq.37) (49)

and

N∑
n=1

P̄ (n) ≤ PD2DιTMS
(max) (50)

Max Total SR = maxTotalSR (51)

Min Total PC = min

N∑
j=1

PC (52)

The binary variable (BV) of Eq. 44 corresponds to the Transmission Mode selection

of the D2D Device and the allocation decision of the Device to another D2D Device that

share its link (e.g., D2DSHR, D2DMHR or BS) where

o| ∀ o ∈ 1, 2, ., N , κ‖ ∀κ in 1, 2, .., X and ι| ∀ ι in 1, 2, .., Z.

More specifically, when the device selects to be a D2D client (D2Dι
TMS(κ)(o)) to a

specific link sharing device (D2Dι
TMS), some constraints must be satisfied in order for

the BV to result in ”1”, targeting towards maximization of the Sum Rate. In terms of

constraints: i) the number or already connected devices to the sharing device are subject

to the constraint given by Eq. 46; ii) the speed of the sharing device is subject to constraint

given by Eq. 47; iii) the distance among the sharing and the D2D client device is subject
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to the constraint given by Eq. 48; and iv) the presence of inter-cell interference subject

to the power constraint given by Eq. 49.

Furthermore, when the device is a D2D-Relay connected to D2DMHR, forming a

backhauling link, the D2DMHR device is subject to the constraint given by Eq. 46 on how

many devices they can connect. Basically, based on this constrain, only one D2D-Relay can

connect to and associate with the D2DMHR. So, for the rest of devices that try to achieve

connection to the D2DMHR, the BV will return 0. Moreover, each client D2D Device’s

channel PC P̄ is considered for the D2D sharing Device (∈ D2DSHR,D2DMHR,BS)

transmit power on the specified channel connection according to the limitation in Eq. 49.

Note that the data rate is considered weighted, according to our formulation, for

two reasons: i) due to different technologies that the device can use according to the

transmission mode that is selected (e.g., WiFi Direct to share over D2D Clients, LTE

Direct to share a link to other D2D-Relays); and ii) because the D2D-Relay device shares a

fraction of its link bandwidth WBWD2DTMS
with its clients. This fraction of bandwidth is

calculated as a percentage of the maximum achievable bandwidth in the network according

to the protocol used (i.e, WiFi Direct or LTE Direct).

Hence, the optimization problem is to maximize the weighted sum-rate over the net-

work in the presence of inter-cell interference subject to: i) power constraint per node ”o”

as in Eq. 49 and intra-cell orthogonal allocation; ii) number of client devices constraint

according to Eq. 46; iii) speed constraint according to Eq. 47; and iv) distance constraint

according to Eq. 48. Overall, the generic weighted sum rate maximization problem as

described in Eq. 51 and Eq. 42 is a non-convex optimization problem with nonlinear

constraints shown to be NP-hard (see [235]).IACOVOS IO
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In the next section, to solve the problem, we implement in a heuristic way a specific

DAI framework and Plan considering a dynamic environment, and thereafter evaluate its

performance. To further simplify the problem, in our approach, we examine the SE by

setting the WBWι to ”1”. As a result, we accept that the Weighted Bandwidth rate63

among the WiFi Direct, BS Link and LTE Direct is the same. Therefore, our Eq. is

simplified as in Eq. 53 and Eq. 52. Additionally, the assumptions mentioned above and

constraints on the calculation of SE are considered in our system. So, the optimum sought

Total SE (Eq. 53) that will have as a result a decrease of the Total PC (Eq. 52) is given

by:

Max Total SE = max
Z∑
ι=1

X∑
κ=1

SElink(β)BVα,β,γ,δ,ε,TMS (53)

7.2.2 Performance Evaluation

This section examines, evaluates, and compares the efficiency of DAIS, DSR, SHRA

and non-D2D UE under a D2D communications network with a range (10..1000) number

of UEs in a dynamic D2D communication network setting. In addition, this examination

considers the random change of speed and direction, hence proximity among the D2D

Devices.

Table 31 shows the type of control performed and network knowledge needed by each

approach mentioned above (DAIS, DSR, Distributed Random and non-D2D UE) along

with the elaborated SHRA.

63The Weighted Bandwidth rate can be calculated as a constant ratio that indicates the rate between
the bandwidth of the chosen UE technology (i.e., WiFi Direct, LTE Direct) and the bandwidth of the
direct link towards BSIACOVOS IO
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Table 31: Evaluated Approaches Type of Control & Network Knowledge they need

Approach(es)

Investigated
Type of Control Network Knowledge

DAIS DAI (Distributed, Decentralized) Local Knowledge

Distributed Random Distributed Global Knowledge

SHRA Distributed Reduced Knowledge

DSR Distributed Global Knowledge

non-D2D UE Centralised Global Knowledge

7.2.2.1 Methodology

Our examination focuses on the dynamicity of the mobile network. Consequently, we

consider changes in the Transmission Power (TP), speed and direction of the UEs, number

of Devices in the network and changes in the D2D network topology through subsequent

TS of execution. Our examination specifies a Time Step (TS) of 100 ms (this is empirically

selected to give a fast response for the given speed dynamics). TS=0 relates to the initial

D2D network topology. TS=1 relates to the network topology after 100ms, TS=2 to the

network topology after 200ms, and so on. We evaluate the investigated approaches with

maximum execution of TS=5 at 1000 UEs. Additionally, to be fair with the time of

execution, all approaches, except the DSR due to its large execution time (as shown in

[255, 254, 278] and Section 7.1.6.6), are executed every 100ms (i.e., every TS) to adapt

to the transmission mode of the D2D devices based on the changes occurred on the D2D

network topology.

To simplify the investigated problem, those D2D Devices that were initialized in TS=0

to D2D-Relay mode will keep the same transmission mode (D2D-Relay) and speed (e.g.,

pedestrian speed) during all TSs of execution. Additionally, for the rest of the D2D

Clients, if they decide to become D2D-Relays in the subsequent TS they need to keep the
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Table 32: DSR Time of Execution

DSR - Time of Execution

TS 0 1 10 12 35 50

UEs all UEs (from BS) 10 to 50 100 200 500 1000

same transmission mode (D2D-Relay) and speed (e.g., pedestrian speed) during all TSs

of execution. Also, for the DAIS approach, we assume that the BDIx agents accept any

suggestion/proposal from another agent and the suggested action from the other agent is

aligned with the agent’s Desires. So, the agent replies with an ”accept” message in each

proposal, and executes the required actions.

For the DSR, we have from previous examinations (Section 6.2.1, [255, 254, 278])

specific delays in the time of executions that makes the approach inappropriate for dynamic

environments. More specifically, with DSR, when the number of devices in the network

increase, the execution time needed for deciding on the Transmission Mode Selection is

increased as well. This makes the DSR not fast enough to be ready for recalculation after

a specific Time Step with the network topology changing rapidly, resulting in degradation

of SE and PC. The table of the different TS execution according to the number of devices

in the D2D network is shown in Table 32. According to this table, the DSR runs the first

time with the initial D2D network topology at TS=0 (initial step) for all UEs. Then,

it runs a second time at TS=1 to accommodate any changes on the network topology

for a device range of 10 to 50. Afterwards, it takes more than the upper limit of our

investigation of 5 TS to finish execution and conclude (as shown in Table 32).

Also, the SHRA (Section 6.3), the Distributed Random clustering approach (Section

6.4), the non-D2D UE Approach (Section 6.4), the DSR (Section6.2.5) and the DAISIACOVOS IO
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Plan/algorithm (Section 6.1.6) are compared in terms of SE and PC by taking under con-

sideration the dynamics of the Mobile Network. These relate to changes in the transmission

power, UE speed, UE direction, number of devices in a D2D communication network, and

network topology in different TS of execution.

As a starting point (i.e., TS=0), we set the initial values of UE speed to 15 m/s,

transmission power to 160 mW and UE direction to 90 degrees. Afterwards, we rerun our

simulation to examine the behaviour of the different approaches in subsequent TS (from

TS=1 - to TS=5) by changing a random parameter (e.g., speed, direction, transmission

power) generated by a randomizer and increasing the number of UEs in the D2D network

from 10 to 1000 UEs. In most of the evaluations, we examine the D2D network topology

at TS=5 and 1000 UEs cases. Also, the speed and direction are set at a constant 15 m/s

and 90 degrees, respectively.

Overall, in our investigation (as shown in Section 7.2.2.3), the following have been

examined and demonstrated:

• The effect that the transmission power has on the dynamic DAIS, in terms of overall

PC and total SE achieved over time with a variable number of Devices. For the

communication power, a “brute force” investigation was executed with values from

160 mW to 60 mW using a decreasing step of 10 mW.

• The behaviour and performance of the investigated approaches in terms of SE and

PC considering the dynamics of the Mobile Network. These relate to changes in the

Transmission Power, D2D network topology in different TS of execution, UE speed,

Number of Devices in the network and UE direction.IACOVOS IO
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This investigation aims to examine and prove that: i) the clusters created by all

approaches and, more specifically, the dynamic DAIS plan algorithm using the WDR/DR

as a metric are in the best positions; and ii) the back-hauling links created with D2DMHR

devices are helpful in a dynamic environment. Even changes in UE speed, UE direction

and D2D Network topology over the different TS of Execution do not heavily affect the

resulting SE and PC.

7.2.2.2 Simulation Environment

In the simulation, a range of 10 to 1000 D2D Devices was used. The devices are placed

in a cell range of 1000 meter radius from the BS using a Poisson Point Process distribution

model. We keep the same comparison measurements of performance (Total SE and Total

PC), and the same equations/formulas for D2D UEs for battery power level estimation

and WDR as in Chapter 6. However, the Total SE and Total PC of the D2D network is

calculated as shown in Section 7.2.1, basically by adding all the achieved data rates of all

nodes in the network.

For all approaches, the assumptions of the simulation are shown in Section 7.2.1.1.

Also, the constraints are shown in Section 7.2.1.2 and the simulation parameters in Table

33. The DAIS and Sum Rate terms and parameters are shown in the Appendix.

The simulation environment is implemented in Java using specific libraries from Matlab

2020a and more specifically the ”5G/LTE Toolbox” [279] in conjunction with the JADE

library (integrated with FIPA ACL and extended with BDI4JADE library) [280, 281, 282,

283, 284, 285]. The hardware used for the simulation is the following: i) an Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz; ii) 24 GB DDR4; iii) 1TB SSD hard disk; and iv)

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti graphics card with 4GB DDRS5 memory.
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Table 33: Simulation Parameters

Simulation Parameters Value

D2D power 130 mW or otherwise defined [266, 267, 268]

UE power 260 mW or otherwise defined [266, 267, 268]

WiFi Direct Radius 200 m [237]

LTE Direct Radius 600 m [239]

BS Range 1000 m [266, 267, 268]

Path loss exponent (Urban Area) 3.5

BS Antenna gain 40 dB [266, 267, 268]

UE/D2D antenna gain 2 dB [266, 267, 268]

PERCDataRate 20% (<=200) and 35% (>200) [254, 255]

DeviceBatteryThreshold 75% [255]

MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling 15 m/s

No 0.0001

D 200 Users

N (no of UEs) 10-1000

Shadowing Log-normal

Mobility Dynamic scenario

7.2.2.3 Results

In this section, we examine the effect that the transmission power (TP) has on the

DAIS regarding total PC and total SE (i.e., Total Sum Rate). Also, we analyse the

behaviour of the investigated approaches in terms of SE and PC considering the dynamics

of the Mobile Network. This relates to changes in TP, D2D network topology in different

TS of execution, UE speed, UE direction, and Number of Devices in the network.

DAIS TP Examination Results

The effect that the TP has on DAIS, in terms of total PC and total SE (sum rate)

achieved, is illustrated in Fig. 47 and Fig. 48. In the scenario used, the TP is reduced
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from 160 mW to 60 mW, the amount of UEs are increased from 10 to 1000, while the

speed (15 m/s) and direction (90 Degrees) of the UEs are kept constant. The results relate

to the D2D network topology changes occur from TS=0 to TS=5 and examine how DAIS

approach can react to changes related to the link TP and number of devices in the D2D

network. So, we examine the effect that the TP, number of devices and network topology

changes in time that DAIS has in a dynamic environment, regarding total PC (i.e., for

power reservation and green energy) and total SE (i.e., eMBB) targeting 5G requirements.

(a) TP vs TS vs Total PC (50 UEs) (b) TP vs TS vs Total PC (200 UEs)

(c) TP vs TS vs Total PC (500 UEs) (d) TP vs TS vs Total PC (1000 UEs)

Figure 47: TP vs TS vs Total PC

As observed in Fig. 48, for all TS, by reducing the TP of the communication and

increasing the number of UEs (D2D Devices), gains are provided on the PC with a small

trade-off on the SE. Also, the gains mentioned earlier vs trade-offs can be seen in more

extended ranges in networks with large numbers of devices (500, 1000). More specifically,
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(a) TP vs TS vs Total SE (50 UEs) (b) TP vs TS vs Total SE (200 UEs)

(c) TP vs TS vs Total SE (500 UEs) (d) TP vs TS vs Total SE (1000 UEs)

Figure 48: TP vs TS vs Total SE

for any number of UEs in all TS, the maximum percentage change observed in terms of

SE is 22% and in terms of PC is 70%.

Additionally, we can see from the figures that there are some noticeable unexpected

increments in measurements in terms of SE when we change the TP, at specific values

64 . These unexpected increments follow the same pattern at specific TP levels during

each time step. The increments drastically affect the SE in the small number of devices

(<=200). In our opinion, the above increments are related to an increment of cluster

numbers under the D2D network that, when reached, are restricted and reduced, along

with the backhauling links, by the use of the WDR threshold (as shown in Section 6.1).

More precisely, we have the following cases, per range of TP and number UEs:

64For example, with 90-100 mW TP for 50 UEs; with 130-140 mW TP for 200 UEs; and with 110-120
mW TP for 500 and 1000 UEs.
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• from 90-100 mW TP with 50 UEs we have an increment of clusters from 7 to 19.

• from 90-100 mW TP with 200 UEs we have an increment of clusters from 49 to 106.

• from 130-140 mW TP with 50 UEs we have an increment of clusters from 6 to 9.

• from 130-140 mW TP with 200 UEs we have an increment of clusters from 59 to

160.

• from 110-120 mW TP with 500 UEs we have an increment of clusters from 99 to

201.

• from 110-120 mW TP with 1000 UEs we have an increment of clusters from 159 to

201.

Moreover, our examination showed that in terms of PC, the changes are smooth with no

unsuspected increments. Another important observation is that DAIS appears unaffected

in terms of SE and PC irrespective of any changes that occur on the TP, number of devices

and TSs in a dynamic environment.

Behaviour of the Investigated Approaches on Dynamic TP

This section examines the case where the TP is reduced from 160 mw to 60 mW, while

the speed (15 m/s), the number of devices (1000 D2D Devices) and direction (90 Degrees)

of the UEs are kept constant. The results relate to the D2D network topology at TS=5

and examine how each approach can react to TP changes. Therefore, we evaluate the

effect that the TP has in a dynamic environment at the investigated approaches regarding

total PC (i.e., for power reservation and green energy) and total SE (i.e., eMBB) targeting

5G requirements.
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Figure 49: TP change Investigation among the Examined Approaches

Table 34: Examination of Variable TP of each Approach for 1000 UEs, 15m/s Speed and
90 Degree Direction

1000 D2D UEs - 5 TS - 15 m/s - 90 Degrees

DAIS UE DSR Distributed Random SHRA

MAX SE 16354.4 12062.4 13290.4 10832.1 11843.5

MAX PC 96551.6 243778.3 140987.0 151041.0 145399.1

MAX Change of SE 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.14 0.11

MAX Change of PC 0.66 0.03 0.63 0.63 0.63

As illustrated in Table 34 and Fig. 49, in this investigation DAIS approach provides

the best results in terms of SE and PC. Additionally, DAIS achieves the maximum PC

reduction (followed by Sum Rate) and the minimum SE reduction (followed by the non-

D2D UE approach) compared to all other related approaches. Please note that the number

in bold represents the maximum value in the table while the values in italic represent the

minimum value.
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Behaviour of the Investigated Approaches on Network Topology Changes Over

the TS of Execution

This section examines the case where the TS is increased from 0 to 5 (which mainly

relates to changes in D2D network topology), while the TP (160mW), the speed (15 m/s),

the number of devices (1000 D2D Devices) and direction (90 Degrees) of the UEs are kept

constant. Therefore, we evaluate the effect that the Network Topology Change, via the

TSs of Execution, has in a dynamic environment at the investigated approaches regarding

total PC (i.e., for power reservation and green energy) and total SE (i.e., eMBB) targeting

5G requirements.

The performance of the investigated approaches is compared in terms of total SE (Sum

Rate) and PC. The results are provided in Fig. 50.

The best results from 0 TS until the 2.5 TS, in terms of SE and PC for 1000 devices,

are provided by the DSR. These results have been achieved with the extension and the

enhancements made, introducing the speed as an extension, Data Rate and Battery Power

level thresholds as enhancements in the DSR to support dynamic networks. However, after

2.5 TS, the DSR degrades performance. The DSR does not keep the highest SE and PC

values after 2.5 TS due to the large execution time (i.e., 50 TS) needed to decide on

the transmission mode selection. This makes the DSR not fast enough to be ready for

recalculation after 2.5 TS. For more details see Section 7.2.2.1, Table 32) and [254, 255].

The second-best performance, from 0 TS until the 2.5 TS, however very close to the

one provided by Sum Rate, is achieved by DAIS. Non-D2D-UE, SHRA and Distributed

Random follow. After 2.5 TS, the best results in terms of SE are achieved by DAIS.IACOVOS IO
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The results related to PC follows a similar pattern. The best results from 0 TS until

the 2.5 TS are provided by the DSR, which, for the same reason described above, degrades

performance after the 2.5 TS. After the 2.5 TS, the DAIS approach outperforms Sum Rate,

followed by SHRA, Distributed Random and then non-D2D-UE.

Overall, what made DAIS outperform all other approaches in both SE and PC, are

the adaptations and thresholds (i.e., speed, WDR, BPL) implemented (see Section 6.1.6),

making DAIS capable to efficiently support dynamic environments (note that in our pre-

vious section work considering static environments as shown in Chapter 6 DSR and DAIS

had the same SE).

Additionally, according to Fig. 50, except for the DSR, all other approaches do not

have any significant changes, in terms of SE and PC, over subsequent TS. More precisely,

over subsequent TS, the DSR has a maximum SE reduction of 25% and a maximum PC

increase of 45%.

Figure 50: Total SE and Total PC vs Time Steps with 1000 UEs, 15 m/s Speed and 90
Degree Direction
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Behaviour of the Investigated Approaches on Dynamic UE Speed

This section examines the case where the Speed of the UE changes randomly, while the

TP (160mW), the number of devices (1000 D2D Devices) and the direction (90 Degrees)

of the UEs are kept constant. The results relate to the D2D network topology at TS=5

and examine how each approach can react to the UE speed changes. The performance

of the investigated approaches is compared in terms of total SE (Sum Rate) and PC.

Consequently, we evaluate the effect that speed has in a dynamic environment at the

investigated approaches regarding total PC (i.e., for power reservation and green energy)

and total SE (i.e., eMBB) targeting 5G requirements. As shown in Fig. 51), the best

performance in terms of SE and PC is provided by DAIS followed by SHRA. Note that

DAIS and SHRA, in contrast with Distributed Random, non-D2D UE and Sum Rate (that

approach close to zero (0)), are the only two approaches that still provide good results in

terms of SE as the speed of the UEs increases, justifying their ability to support dynamic

mobile environments. Also, in terms of PC, only the DSR is highly affected by the UE

speed.

Figure 51: Total SE and Total PC vs Speed with 1000 UEs, at 5 TS and 90 Degree
Direction
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Behaviour of the Investigated Approaches on Different Number of Devices in

the Network

This section examines the case where the number of UEs in the network increase from

10 to 1000, while the TP (160mW), the speed (15 m/s) and the direction (90 Degrees)

of the UEs are kept constant. The results relate to the D2D network topology at TS=5

and examine how each approach can react to the increasing number of UEs. Hence, we

evaluate the effect that different number of devices have in a dynamic environment at the

investigated approaches regarding total PC (i.e., for power reservation and green energy)

and total SE (i.e., eMBB) targeting 5G requirements. As shown in Fig. 52, the best

performance in terms of SE and PC is provided by DAIS, irrespective of the number of

devices in the network. The second-best performance in terms of SE is provided by the

DSR, followed by the non-D2D UE, SHRA and Distributed Random. Additionally, the

second-best performance in terms of PC is provided with the DSR, followed by the SHRA,

the non-D2D UE and the Distributed Random approach.

Figure 52: Total SE and Total PC vs Number of Devices at 5 TS, 15m/s speed and 90
Degrees DirectionIACOVOS IO
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Behaviour of the Investigated Approaches on Dynamic UE Direction

This section examines the case where the Direction of the UE changes randomly,

while the TP (160mW), the number of devices (1000 D2D Devices) and the speed (15

m/s) of the UEs are kept constant. The results relate to the D2D network topology at

TS=5 and examine how each approach can react to changes in the UE direction. So,

we evaluate the effect that direction has in a dynamic environment at the investigated

approaches regarding total PC (i.e., for power reservation and green energy) and total SE

(i.e., eMBB) targeting 5G requirements. As shown in Fig. 53), the best performance in

terms of SE and PC is provided by DAIS, irrespective of the way the devices are moving

in the network. The second-best performance in terms of SE is provided by the DSR,

followed by the non-D2D UE, SHRA and Distributed Random. Additionally, the second-

best performance in terms of PC is provided with the DSR, followed by the SHRA, the

non-D2D UE and the Distributed Random approach.

Figure 53: Total SE and Total PC vs Direction at 5 TS, 15 speed and 1000 UEs
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Overall Observations

Overall, we examined the enforcement of the most significant thresholds such as the

maximum speed to select a D2D-Relay, and the use of specific WDR (set to 20% when

the number of UEs, <=200) or 35% otherwise, and BPL, set to 75%, thresholds, as shown

in Section 6.1.6). Additionally, as shown in Section 6.2.5, we enforce new thresholds

for the DSR. These thresholds are related to the maximum speed to select D2D-Relay,

the specific Data Rate that a D2D candidate device can connect to a D2D Relay (set

empirically to 35%) and the Battery Power Level Threshold (that is set to 75%). Also, as

shown in Section 6.3, in the case of the SHRA approach, we have made a slight change in

the algorithm in order for the D2D Relay to receive multiple connections and not to be

restricted by one (i.e., to allow the formation of clusters). The adjustments made on DAIS,

Sum Rate and SHRA algorithms are implemented for achieving the maximum possible

total sum rate (i.e., maximum SE) and maximum power reservation (i.e., minimum PC)

in a range of 10 to 1000 of the number of devices in a dynamic environment.

We also analysed the behaviour of the investigated approaches considering the dynam-

ics of the Mobile Network. More specifically, we examined how each approach can react to

the changes in UE speed and direction, causing variations in the D2D network topology,

as well as to changes in the TP and number of Devices in the Network. Based on this

examination, we compared the efficiency of each approach in terms of SE and PC. The

results are summarised in Table 3565 .

Overall, based on the results collected, the only approach that can provide excellent

results in a dynamic environment, both in terms of SE and PC, is DAIS. More specifically,

65Here we used the following scale to qualitative characterise the efficiency of each approach: Excellent,
Good, Average and Poor
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Table 35: Overall Evaluations of the approaches using the dynamic variables in terms of
SE and PC

Metric SE PC

Investigation

/Approach
DAIS DSR SHRA Distributed Random non-D2D UE DAIS DSR SHRA Distributed Random non-D2D UE

Transmission

Power
Excellent Good Poor Poor Average Excellent Average Average Poor Poor

Time Step Excellent Good Average Poor Average Excellent Good Average Average Poor

Speed Excellent Poor Good Poor Poor Excellent Average Good Average Poor

Number

of

Devices

Excellent Good Average Poor Average Excellent Good Average Poor Poor

Direction Excellent Good Average Poor Average Excellent Good Average Average Poor

DAIS can react quickly to D2D Network topology changes caused through time (i.e., in the

different TS), either these are caused by variations in UE Speed, UE Direction, number

of Devices in the network or TP, and decide efficiently on the transmission mode that the

D2D Devices will operate.

DSR comes second in terms of SE and PC. More specifically, in terms of SE, it provides

”Good” results except for the case where network topology changes are caused due to

variations in the UE Speed. In this case, the results provided are considered ”Poor”.

Also, ”Good” results are provided in terms of PC, except the cases where network topology

changes are caused due to variations in the UE Speed and TP. In these cases, the results

provided are considered ”Average”. Additionally, Sum Rate is the only approach that, in

some cases, drops its SE and increases its PC drastically compared to all other approaches

(see Fig. 50). Thus, in our believe, if we introduce more TS in the simulation, more

probably the DSR could conclude to be the last.

The SHRA approach, in terms of SE, in most cases is evaluated as ”Average”, except

the case where network topology changes are caused by variations in the UE Speed. In

this case, the results provided are considered ”Good”. Also, SHRA performance in TPIACOVOS IO
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variations is considered ”Poor”. Furthermore, SHRA performance in terms of PC is con-

sidered as ”Average”, except for the case where variations in UE Speed occur. In this

case, the results of SHRA are ”Good”.

The Random approach, in terms of SE, provides ”Poor” results in all respects. In terms

of PC, the results provided are considered as Average except the cases where changes occur

on the TP and the number of Devices in the D2D Network. In these cases, the performance

of Random approach is ”Poor”.

Finally, the non-D2D UE approach, in terms of SE, provides ”Average” performance,

except in the case where changes occur on the UE speed. In this case, its performance is

considered ”Poor”. In terms of PC, the performance of non-D2D approach is considered

”Poor” in all respects.

7.2.3 Concluding Remarks on Dynamic Case

This section builds on our work presented in previous sections and it develops an ex-

tended version of DAIS, for selecting the D2D Transmission mode that the D2D Devices

will operate in dynamic environments incorporating UE mobility and changes in the D2D

Network topology. To set a benchmark and allow for a fairer comparison, we also extended

and adapted: i) the Distributed Sum Rate (DSR) approach, proposed in Chapter 6 and

Section 6.2.4 to also support D2D Communication in dynamic environments; and ii) the

SHRA approach [26], to additionally allow the D2D-Relays to accept more than one con-

nections (i.e., create clusters). Furthermore, an extensive comparative evaluation of the

enhanced DAIS, DSR, SHRA, Distributed Random and non-D2D UE is provided. During

this evaluation, we analysed the behaviour of the investigated approaches considering the

dynamics of the Mobile Network and comparatively evaluated their performance, in terms
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of SE and PC, against a number of metrics. More specifically, we examined how each

approach can react to the changes in UE speed and direction, causing variations in the

D2D network topology, as well as to changes in the TP and number of Devices in the

Network.

Overall, the results obtained demonstrated superior performance of DAIS over the

SHRA, DSR, Distributed Random and non-D2D UE approach in terms of SE and PC.

Additionally, the insight again into the comparative evaluation of the different approaches

allows one to observe that DAIS is the only approach that can react quickly to D2D Net-

work topology changes caused through time, either these are caused by variations in UE

Speed, UE Direction, number of Devices in the network or TP. Additionally, our findings

show that the investigated approaches achieve energy conservation and meet 5G require-

ments, as shown in the mMTC and eMBB use cases, even in a dynamic environment.

Beyond that, as in the static case, DAIS outperforms the rest in terms of execution time,

reduced message exchange, cluster formation and control decision delay.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this Chapter we provide concluding remarks on the thesis contribution, as well as

summarise work in progress which extends the thesis in areas beyond its current scope.

Furthermore, we also outline some ideas for further future work. A final concluding remark

on the thesis is also provided at the end of the Chapter.

8.1 Concluding Remarks on Thesis Contribution

Given the challenges and complexities of 5G and 6G, this thesis promotes the idea

of using Distributed AI (DAI) for more effective control and mobile communication. A

DAI framework is designed and implemented with the realisation and usage of the BDIx

(extended Belief-Desire-Intention) agent in each UE. As demonstrated, this framework is

expandable, and can use any other technology in the BDIx agent, as for example AI/ML

approaches (e.g., Generative Adversarial Network, Deep Neural Network, etc.). Addition-

ally, the proposed framework is extensible and modular, dynamic and adaptable, and it

can monitor raised events through its sensors and architectural components, supported by

Reinforcement Learning (RL). The RL can update the agent with the latest environment

288
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status, as well as its Beliefs and AI/ML models accordingly. Also, the framework is effi-

cient, distributed and autonomous. This makes it resilient to existing technologies used at

the Base Station. Furthermore, the framework is light in terms of resource utilisation, and

it can be ported and run in latest mobile devices. Additionally, it is flexible because the

operator can change the value of its components and, most specifically, its Plan Library

Fuzzy Logic IF-THEN Rules, any time with the use of APIs, e.g. to satisfy customer

needs.

To illustrate the realisation of the DAI framework and the BDIx agents, D2D is adopted

as a showcase. Several Plans and Intentions on the use of the DAI framework are outlined

in the Chapter 5 to demonstrate its generality. Furthermore, to embed the concept further,

the specific problem of D2D Mode Selection is expanded to include dynamic thresholds,

from problem description to solution, and finally its evaluation to comparatively show

improved mobile network SE and PC, among other performance metrics.

To demonstrate the potentials of this framework, in this work we additionally focus on

D2D Transmission Mode Selection in 5G and develop, enhance and show DAIS (proposed

in Chapter 6). DAIS is a specific plan executed by the BDIx agents for selecting the D2D

Transmission mode that the D2D devices will operate, focusing on the local environment

of D2D communication, rather than the global environment. Additionally, to compare

DAIS with DSR, a scheme with global knowledge, we also develop and enhance it by

changing the implemented algorithm and introducing the same thresholds as in DAIS.

Furthermore we select a number of unsupervised clustering techniques (i.e., Fuzzy ART,

DBSCAN, G-MEANS and MEC) and comparatively evaluate their performance against a

number of metrics (i.e. SE, PC, TP, D2D Effectiveness, D2D Stability, D2D Productivity,

and QoE and QoS fairness metrics), as well as the signaling overhead and control delay in
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responding to changes. In the performance evaluation we include scenarios with a small

and a large number of UEs, ranging from 10 to 1000.

The insight gained into the performance of enhanced DAIS and DSR, allows one to

tradeoff the performance gain in terms of SE and PC versus the signaling overhead and

control delay in responding to changes. Enhanced DSR performs better in terms of SE

and PC, but as a distributed approach based on global knowledge, necessitates additional

signaling overhead resulting in delayed control decisions. On the other hand, DAIS, which

relies only on local knowledge, operates with reduced signaling overhead and much faster

control decision updates, whilst remaining within 15% of the enhanced DSR performance.

In addition, it was observed that the TP adjustment of the D2D devices affects in a

smaller rate (<12%) the SE and affects in a high rate (>60%) the PC for all investi-

gated approaches. Also, in terms of the three new metrics introduced, both the enhanced

DAIS and DSR approaches are shown to be D2D SE effective, D2D SE stable and D2D

productive.

Finally, we examine the extended DAIS approach with other competitive approaches in

a dynamic environment. The results obtained demonstrated superior performance of DAIS

over the SHRA, extended DSR approach, Distributed Random and non-D2D UE approach

in terms of SE and PC. Additionally, the insight again into the comparative evaluation

of the different approaches allows one to observe that DAIS is the only approach that

can react quickly to D2D Network topology changes caused through time, either these are

caused by variations in UE Speed, UE Direction, number of Devices in the network or

TP. As in the static case, DAIS again outperforms the rest in terms of execution time,

reduced message exchange, cluster formation and control decision delay.IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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8.2 Work in Progress and Thesis Extensions

The material presented in this section can be considered as work in progress; its in-

clusion demonstrates the potential of the DAI framework and its extendability in diverse

areas.

The range of topics we present include: i) guidelines on how the DAI framework can be

applied within the currently discussed standardised 5G/6G architecture. A vision on the

implementation of the BDIx agents-based DAI framework D2D communication within the

5G architecture is introduced; ii) designing a secure protocol to provide the BDIx agents

the flexibility to communicate among them in a secure way; iii) the implementation of UE-

VBS using the DAI Framework approach; and iv) an examination of Distributed Artificial

Intelligence Framework to achieve efficient Routing in D2D Communication.

8.2.1 Vision on the Implementation of the BDIx Agents-based DAI Frame-

work D2D Communication Within the 5G Architecture

This section introduces our vision of implementing the BDIx agents based DAI Frame-

work for a D2D 5G architecture, and the realisation of the agents within the Software

Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) paradigms. Be-

low, we outline some of these constituent 5G architecture modules and discuss how we

envision the DAI framework could fit within these. Note that in our architecture we do

not use small cells, because our aim is to reduce small cells due to the constant PC and

the all time occupied link towards the base station. The small cells are replaced with

D2D-Relay devices. Our architecture is based on a small-cell architecture shown in [286].IACOVOS IO
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8.2.1.1 5G Architecture and Network Slicing

Given the latest trends of network softwarisation, the 5G System (5GS) architecture

is composed of i) end-to-end (E2E) network slicing; ii) service-based architecture; iii)

Software-Defined Networking (SDN); and iv) Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV)

[287]. With Network slicing an operator can execute various logical network instances

(i.e., mobile telecom operator instances of Mobile Virtual Network (MVN) Operators) on

a cooperative network infrastructure by doing constant reconciliation based on the pro-

vided Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Additionally, the lifecycle management of the

network slices have to be aligned with the customer SLA. The achievement of the lifecycle

management is accomplished by utilising the service creations and service operations com-

ponents from E2E frameworks. More specifically, the service level is accomplished with

the closed-loop service assurance, service fulfilment, and service orchestration functions

from management of domain resources NFV and Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)

with the aim to achieve orchestration throughout the lifecycle phases of the following op-

erations: i) preparation phase; ii) instantiation, configuration and activation phase; iii)

run-time phase and decommissioning phase. Thus, for orchestration, closed-loop proce-

dures are implemented to achieve the realisation of the following components in the section

of management of domain resources: resource fulfilment, resource assurance, and network

intelligence. The components described above consist of the building blocks within each

management domain. The closed-loop procedures that consist of orchestration technolo-

gies are the virtualisation of network functions, software-defined programmable network

functions and infrastructure resources. Also, the SDN controllers can be programmed to

efficiently execute policies and rules on the resources and functional Level. In 5G, system
IACOVOS IO
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entities can access data from all levels as a common platform because it uses a versatile

data exposure authority and access control mechanisms. The authority and mechanisms

aim to provide services for data acquisition, processing, abstraction and distribution of

data related to: i) subscribers; ii) to the network and underlying resources; iii) to network

slice and service instances; and iv) applications.

8.2.1.2 DAI Framework and 5G Architecture

The D2D Relays, D2D multi-hop Relays devices and Base Station can act similar

to small cells in a 5G architecture environment as shown in [286]. The proposed archi-

tecture can be supplemented according to the DAI Framework functionality and frame-

work components in our vision. Also, in our framework, the small cells under the Base

Station are substituted by the D2DSHR/D2DMHR Devices. Additionally, all the De-

vices/components are intercommunicating with the use of API Services. Even though our

framework does not need changes in the existing architecture or the 5G architecture to

run, the Telecom operator needs to know how the network acts even at the edges. Because

all the control and decisions are taken from the D2D Device without any other dependen-

cies or to force control guidelines, it is necessary to monitor the D2D Devices at the edge.

In addition, in a case of emergency, there are times that the network operator wants to

have a predefined backhauling with ultra reliable low latency time and specific bandwidth

thresholds achievement (i.e. ambulance with live video broadcasting to hospital). How-

ever, in order for the operator to monitor and measure the quality of service using the DAI

Framework, the connection of the BDIx agent’s actions and current state (beliefs values,

Desires and current Intentions) must be logged and tracked by the architecture. In thisIACOVOS IO
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way, in a case of emergency the operator could force control in a part of the existing D2D

communication network.

In this section, we investigate how the DAI Framework and BDIx agents can be inte-

grated into the 5G architecture. Note that in [286], the 5G architecture allows mobile core

functions to be deployed close or at the mobile edge. Therefore, the service delivery in

proximity to the final users is enabled. Also, in our approach, the services can be provided

at the mobile edge or even let the users provide services in proximity to other users. Cur-

rent virtualisation technologies use a two-level virtualised execution environment. They

occur in the edge data center (which resides at a location, geographically near a cluster

of BSs), which allows the provision of Multi-access edge computing (MEC) capabilities

to the mobile operators, improving the user experience and the dexterity in the service

provisioning and delivery. Our approach utilises both two-level virtualised environments.

The only difference is that the DAI framework (BDIx agents) enabled D2D Devices will

not use the distributed RRM and SON (Self-Organizing Networks) components because

they are independent and autonomous. In addition, in our approach, for the same rea-

son, the Software-Defined Radio Access Network (cD2D-SD-RAN) controller has reduced

responsibilities. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 54 adapted from [286], the first level is the

Light BS D2D Data Center, facilitated within the Cloud-Enabled Base & D2D Devices

(CE BS&D2Ds), which supports the execution of the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)

making up the D2D Devices access. The Light BS D2D Data Center is envisioned to host

network functions supporting traffic interception, GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) encap-

sulation/decapsulation. The network Functional Application Platform Interface (nFAPI)

can realise the connection between the D2D Devices Physical Network Functions (PNFs)

and the D2D Devices VNFs. Finally, backhaul and fronthaul transmission resources will
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be part of the CE BS&D2D, allowing for the required connectivity. For the second level,

as in [286], the main component of the architecture is the Main Data Center (see Fig.

54 adapted from [286]). The purpose of the data center is for the computation-intensive

tasks and processes that need to be centralised to have a global view of the underlying

infrastructure. However, most of the tasks are executed through the DAI Framework at

the D2D Devices, which share bandwidth; therefore, the data center responsibilities are

reduced. Nevertheless, there are cases of emergency where a telecom operator should in-

struct a specific desire (from DAI Framework) to be an intention and start implementing

a specific plan, with the maximum priority to the BDIx agent due to an unexpected sit-

uation. The communication between the control data center and BDIx agent is realised

using APIs from the part of the control center towards the BDIx agent and bilateral.

More specifically, the BDIx agent offers API services to be accessed from the operator.

However, the operator also offers API services to be accessible by the agents for bilateral

communication. The cases that the operator can force beliefs (to become intentions) at

BDIx agent include: i) emergency situations (e.g. ambulance need more bandwidth and

therefore the network must change in favour of the BDIx agent that is in the ambulance

which, for example, will broadcast a video to a doctor); ii) police emergency usage of

bandwidth (e.g. chasing suspect); iii) in a case of terrorist attack, army bandwidth usage;

and iv) in a case of fire, where the firefighters need to investigate the existing damage.

First Level Architecture

The following components are the first level important architectural components of the

provided architecture: the Light BS D2D Data Center, the Cloud Enabled Base Station,

and the D2D Device.
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Figure 54: 5G DAI Framework Architecture

The Light BS D2D Data Center is integrated into the architecture of the first level. It

consists of the Base Stations VNFs and provides multiple S1 (or Iu-h interface) connections

from the physical Base Station (BS) to different operators’ Evolved Packet Core (EPC)

network elements (e.g., Mobility Management Entity (MME), SGW). Furthermore, the

BS is the termination of multiple S1 interfaces connecting the CE BS&D2D to multiple

EPC network elements (e.g. MME, SGW) entities as in S1-Flex, targeting the support of

multiple tenants/operators by a single antenna. The interconnection of many BSs forms a

‘cluster’ that can facilitate access to a broader geographical area targeting the extension of

the range while maintaining the required dexterity to provide these extensions on demand.

The Light BS D2D Data Center, also consists of two D2D Devices components: i) The first

component is for the D2D Relays VNFs representing the running BDIx agent on the D2D

Device and selecting D2D Relay transmission mode; and ii) The second represents the

running BDIx agent on the D2D Device and selects D2D Multi-Hop Relays transmission
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mode. Additionally, it consists of the “D2D Exceptions Service VNF”, the component

responsible for handling emergencies in the D2D Communication Network (e.g. a fire).

In our scope, a Cloud Enabled Base Station (CE BS&D2D) consists of a multi-Radio

Access Technology (RAT) 5G Base Station with its standard backhaul interface, standard

management connection, and necessary modifications to the data model to allow Multi-

Operator Core Network (MOCN) radio resource sharing. The Base Stations can have

standard management connections and alterations required to the data model to enable

MOCN radio resource sharing. Therefore, the Base Stations of CE BS&D2Ds can act as

an access point (neutral BS) for network operators or virtual network operators that want

to share resources at the edge of the mobile network. In addition, the BS provides to the

multiple tenants/operators a Platform as a Service (PaaS) product. This service provides

the deployed physical infrastructure shared among multiple network operators through

BSs. Different VNFs for each BS can be hosted in the environment for different tenants.

Also, the BS of CE BS&D2D is the termination point of the GTP-User Plane (GTP-U)

tunnelling protocol, which encapsulates user IP packets from the core network entities,

such as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) Serving Gateway (SGW) in LTE, destined to

the UE and vice versa. The BS of CE BS&D2Ds is the handling of the Radio Resource

allocation in each cell that is responsible. Therefore, a module exists in the Light BS D2D

Data Center that arranges the RRA of each BS. Additionally, the CE BS&D2D consists

of the D2D Devices selected to share their bandwidth (D2D-Relays). The representation

of the sharing Devices is essential in the case of an emergency. This is the reason that

D2D Exceptions Service VNF exists.

The D2D Device with the integrated BDIx agent implements the DAI framework

that can support multi-Radio Access Technology (RAT). Most mobile devices have two
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interfaces (one WiFi and one Mobile). The D2D device can support WiFi Direct sharing at

the WiFi interface and act as a WiFi client to WiFi Gateway. Additionally, it can support

creating backhauling links with other D2D devices using LTE Direct or connect to BS at

the mobile interface. In our case, the backhauling is done among the two mobile interfaces

to other D2D Devices using WiFi Direct. The detection of nearby D2D-Relays (BDIx

agents that act as D2D R/D2D MHR) can be achieved using Proximity Services in the

Device Discovery phase, and it does not depend on the backhaul architecture. However,

in terms of telecom initialization of the BDIx agent and when a life is in danger or an

emergency, the D2D Devices can be monitored and controlled. Therefore, when a D2D

Device enters a D2D communication network and decides its transmission mode (D2D

Client, D2D-Relay), if the transmission mode is D2D-Relay it will inform the Control

Center of the decisions by calling specific REpresentational State Transfer (REST) calls

to REST Application Programming Interfaces (API) services at Main Control Center.

Afterwards, the main control center will create the VNFs and associate the correct VNFs

with the PNFs. When anything changes at D2D-Relay devices, the D2D Devices must

inform the main control center of the change and then the main control center will release

the appropriate resources.

Second Level Architecture

The Main Data Center is in the second level of our proposed architecture. It en-

compasses the cBS-RAN controller, which is implemented as a VNF running in it. The

controller makes control plane decisions for the purpose to arrange the flow of different

tenant flow to specific BSs (and from the BS, the BS will forward to the destination D2D

Devices) in the geographical area of the CE BS&D2D cluster, including the centralised
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Radio Resource Management (cRRM) for BSs over the entire CE BS&D2D cluster. Ad-

ditionally, it performs cRRM decisions for handling efficiently the heterogeneous access

network environment (5G RAN, LTE and Wi-Fi). These radio access networks can be

programmable and are under the supervision of the centralised controller. The cBS-RAN

controller updates and maintains the global network state.

In addition, our architecture can utilise other VNFs (i.e. security applications, traffic

engineering, mobility management, and in general, any additional network End-to-End

(E2E) service) that could be hosted by the Main Data Center and can be deployed and

managed on the virtual networks, effectively and on-demand.

Moreover, the Main Data Center contains the cD2D Handler, which is also imple-

mented as a running VNF, and it is responsible for handling the initialisation and the

setup of a new UE Device with a BDIx agent, setting up a secure D2D communications

protocol and receiving API calls from the D2D Devices for monitoring. In addition, in

the main DC the cD2D Handler is responsible for LTE Direct proximity messages ini-

tialisation, setup and broadcasting within each BS. For this reason, there is a module

that handles the LTE proximity services among each tenant called LTE ProSe Module.

This module is responsible for the setup and the utilisation of the proximity services of

each tenant’s BS provided to the dynamic selected D2D-Relays under each tenants’ BS.

Furthermore, the Main Data Center will execute different BSs and service VNFs under

the Cloud-Enabled Base Station and D2D Manager (CE BS&D2DM). The CE BS&D2D

exposes different views of the network resources: per-tenant BS and D2D Devices (D2D-

Relays) view, and physical D2D Devices substrate through the BS that is managed by the

network operator, decoupling the management of the BS cells from the platform itself.IACOVOS IO
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First and Second Level Architecture

The Edge data center (Main Data Center and Light BS D2D Data Center component

is in both, the first and second level architecture. The Edge data center combines the

MEC and NFV concepts with D2D Device virtualization and BS Virtualization in 5G

networks. In order to provide cloud services over the network infrastructure and handle

the BSs as virtual resources to gather their information. The hardware modules within

the architecture of the edge data center will be delivered as resources using virtualization

techniques. Furthermore, combining the Edge data center architecture with the concepts

of NFV and SDN will make it possible to accomplish higher levels of adaptability and

versatility among the BSs.

8.2.2 Secure Communication Protocol

In this section, we define and implement a representative secure D2D protocol that is

instantiated after the execution of a secure algorithm (Plan) when the device enters the

D2D communication network. More specifically, with the utilization of Digital Signatures

from a well-known CA, of the device IMEI, of the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)

MSISDN/Integrated Circuit Card Identification Number (ICCID) and the time-stamped

messages, the proposed security algorithm protects from fake identity, Man In The Middle

Attacks, Re-transmission Attack and several other attacks. It is worth mentioning that

the proposed security algorithm is executed at the application layer of ISO/OSI of the

D2D communication network. Moreover, the protocol is tested and shown that is secure

with the use of the Scyther tool.IACOVOS IO
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8.2.2.1 The Need of a D2D Security Protocol

An open issues for D2D communication is the security aspect (see Section 2.2). The

hardening of the security for D2D communications, is challenged by the following unique

characteristics: i) D2D devices establish a link among them; ii) in our approaches (e.g.,

DAIS, DSR), there is a message exchange and the proposal of actions to other devices;

iii) a D2D link share involves a trust relationship among the devices; iv) D2D Devices in

order to access the gateway and internet they need to use the IP Protocol; and v) the

D2D message exchange relies on the IP protocol that is vulnerable. Overall, not much

literature exists. For example there is a lack of:

• An approach that implements a light protocol of D2D communication in 5G.

• An approach that utilises the hardware characteristics of the mobile phone (e.g.,

IMEI).

• An approach that uses the sim characteristics (e.g., IMSI, MSISDN) provided by

the UE operators .

• An approach that utilises the SIM storage (e.g., to save a private key in the SIM or

save signature data at the SIM) from the operator at the UE .

More specifically, 4G and 5G are IP-based (Internet protocol) and heavily depend

on the Internet Protocol (IP) for all the intercommunication of UEs. The BS knows all

the UEs’ IP addresses to communicate with each UE using the IP protocol under its

cell coverage. Therefore, in any centralised control approach, the BS sends also the IP

information of each D2D device with the D2D structure to the requested device. However,

in the distributed control approaches such as DAIS, the entering D2D device learns about
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the IPs of the D2D-Relay through the ProSe messages that they send, with the utilisation

of LTE proximity services (e.g. see Chapter 6). Afterwards, the entering device can send

communication messages to join a cluster to the ”to be notified” member of the network

via IP (learned from LTE proximity services) or to inform about an existing connection

that will be changed and propose to the members of the altered segment of the D2D

communication network to change their transmission mode. So in D2D communications,

all devices have to know how to connect to some critical point devices (i.e., D2DSHR,

D2DMHR) and interchange messages because of clustering and back-hauling creation.

Additionally, in the case of a raised event (e.g. the device has entered the D2D com-

munications network), all approaches require communication with other D2D Devices or

the BS in order to establish D2D communication. For example, the BDIx Agent, after

DAIS executes, decides to request a change of the Transmission Mode of a specific D2D-

Relay Device. So, the agent requests in the form of a message from the BDIx agent of

the specific D2D-Relay device to change transmission mode (see Alg. 7). In conclusion,

security is an essential concept for the cases described above.

8.2.2.2 The D2D Security protocol

In order to harden the D2D communications in terms of security we implement a

protocol66 which is followed by all D2D Devices. For the protocol to run, each D2D

Device and SecureProtocolServer67 must have its own digital signatures (and know its

private/public key) issued from a well recognized Certificate Authority (CA). The sign

/ check process is shown in Fig. 55 adapted from [288]. Additionally,in our approach

66The proposed protocol forms the basis of on-going collaboration between the Computer Science De-
partment of the University of Cyprus and Dept of Electronics And Communication Department Faculty,
SSN institutions, Chennai, INDIA

67BS or other authenticate cloud device that is online and has access to the operators database.
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we utilise the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number that is registered

and unique in each phone along with the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI)

and Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number (MSISDN) numbers that

the UE stores in its SIM, provided by the operator. The Plan of the protocol runs in

the event of ”UE Enters/Leaves the D2D Network”. Thus when a device enters the D2D

communication network, the Desire ”Security Monitoring at D2D device” that always

runs as Intention (as shown in Chapter 4), will run the provided Plan for establishing the

protocol. Please note that after the execution of the Plan, when a device needs to send a

message to another device or BS, it must include in the message the SecureProtocolServer

token, and it will need to sign the message.

The Plan of the protocol shown in Alg. 7 works as follows: i) the entering D2D device

signs its MSISDN and IMEI and sends them to the SecureProtocolServer for authorisation

and authentication; ii) the SecureProtocolServer checks the entering D2D device signed

data and verifies its signature; iii) the SecureProtocolServer authorizes the D2D Entering

Device by issuing one time token (timestamped) from Tokenizer and it signs its encryp-

tion using the entering device’s public key; iv) the SecureProtocolServer saves the token

information with timestamp and D2D IMEI in the T set (a set of Data in SecureProto-

colServer containing all D2D Devices information) for reference and then it sends back

the encrypted signed token to the D2D Device; v) entering D2D device decrypts the token

using its private key and verifies the SecureProtocolServer digital signature; vi) when the

entering D2D device wants to send a message to another device d; vi) the entering device

creates a message for the selected D2D device ”d” that with change its Transmission mode

and/or its CH, SecureProtocolServer token is included and signs the message and sends to

d; vii) the d checks validity of the messages from the SecureProtocolServer. Afterwards,
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in any communication and message exchange the entering D2D device must include in the

message the SecureProtocolServer token and sign the message that will send. Therefore,

with the use of the proposed secure algorithm (shown in Fig. 55 adapted from [288])

secure communication can be established.

Algorithm 7 Secure communication Protocol for D2D

1: MSISDN: my msisdn number and

2: IMEI : my mobile phone imei code

3: D2DSignature: my digital signature at D2D Device

4: SecureProtocolServerSignature: my digital signature at SecureProtocolServer

5: T: a set of Data in SecureProtocolServer containing all D2D Devices information (i.e. MSISDN, IMEI, IP)

6: Tokenizer: Generate Tokens as SecureProtocolServer

7: D2DD: D2D Entering Device

8: procedure SecurityChecksinD2D(T,MSISDN, IMEI)

9: D2DD signs its MSISDN and IMEI

10: D2DD sends the signed data to SecureProtocolServer for authorization and authentication

11: SecureProtocolServer checks the D2DD signed data

12: SecureProtocolServer verify the D2DD digital signature, if is issued to a known device

13: if MSISDN, IMEI ∃ T AND D2DSignature is ok then

14: SecureProtocolServer authorize D2D Entering Device by issuing one time token (timestamped) from Tokenizer

15: SecureProtocolServer signed the token and encrypt all the resulting data using D2D public key

16: SecureProtocolServer save token information with timestamp and D2D IMEI in the T set

17: SecureProtocolServer send the encrypted signed token to D2D Device

18: D2DD decrypts the token using its private key

19: D2DD verify the SecureProtocolServer digital signature, if is issued to a known device

20: if SecureProtocolServerSignature AND DATA are ok then

21: D2D entering Device compute transmission mode and proposed changes.

22: D2D entering device generate a set of D with the affected devices (i.e. D2D, Transmission mode, CH, IP)

23: for each d ∈ D do

24: D2DD creates a message for d with changes in Transmission mode and/or CH, SecureProtocolServer

token is included

25: D2DD signs the message and sends to d

26: d checks token with SecureProtocolServer and signature of D2DD

27: if D2DSignature AND token are ok then

28: SecureProtocolServer informs new status of d in the T

29: d evaluates and assigns Transmission Mode ordered/requested from D2DD and/or CH

30: else

31: D2DD Stay connected to SecureProtocolServer

32: end if

33: end for

34: else

35: D2DD Stay connected to SecureProtocolServer

36: end if

37: else

38: D2DD Stay connected to SecureProtocolServer

39: end if

40: end procedure

BDIx agents on D2D Devices can utilise the algorithm described above in order to

Authenticate/Authorised and prove identity. The DAI framework can use the protocol as

it can utilise any SecureProtocolServer that has access to the telecom database holding the

information of the D2D Devices (i.e. MSISDN, IMEI, IP). Also, the algorithm described
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above can protect from fake identity, Man In The Middle Attacks, Re-transmission Attacks

and several other attacks.

Figure 55: Digital Signature Process (Public Key Infrastructure)

8.2.2.3 Experimental Results Using Scyther

The proposed protocol was confirmed for its versatility towards various attacks in the

Scyther tool. Scyther is a verification tool used for the security analysis of a protocol. We

assume that all functions of cryptography are perfect. The adversary cannot derive any

information from the message unless he knows the decryption key. The tool is used to

detect problems that arise in a given protocol and investigates if the protocol can be proven

to be secure of well-known attacks. The tool is used to demonstrate security threats to

the outlined Security Protocol Description Language (SPDL). The Scyther evaluates the

protocol against predefined security claims which are included in the model and validates

the protocol for a bound/unbound number of sessions. In Fig. 56 we show that the

protocol is evaluated as secure.

Additionally, the tool has added functionality; it can also be used to ”characterise” the

defined roles in the protocol (i.e., UEa for User Equipment a, UEb for User Equipment b,
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Figure 56: Verification of protocol until SecureProtocolServer validation

BSa for Base Station that acts as SecureProtocolServer) for the purpose to evaluate them

as shown in Fig. 57. Thereby performing successful execution, which demonstrates all the

traces of the roles in the protocol, the status ”Fail” in the figure shows no traced pattern

representing an attack within the given bound.

The proposed protocol demonstrated above is shown to be secure and trustworthy.

Additionally, it is shown that the DAI framework can be implemented in a secure way.IACOVOS IO
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Figure 57: Characterization of Roles

8.3 Future Work Stemming from the Thesis

Beyond the work in progress described above, future work can also include the realisa-

tion of other Plans and Intentions, tackling, e.g. the rest of the D2D Challenges outlined

in the thesis, together with extensive evaluation using both simulation and a (small scale)

test-bed. Also, other challenges in 5G/6G could be tackled by using the DAI framework

such as efficient routing in order to achieve the ultra reliable low latency (URLL) 5G use

case, thus finally achieve all 5G uses cases. Further, a game theoretic perceptive of the

BDIx agents can also be investigated, to form a multi-agent system in a non-cooperation

environment, aiming to conclude in a Nash equilibrium (the game theoretic perspective of

the BDIx agents that are inherited from the BDI agent). Furthermore, as additional work

the implementation of UE-VBS [289, 290, 291, 292] with the use of DAI Framework and

BDIx agents and the use of DAI Framework to achieve efficient Routing in D2D Commu-

nication can be examined. Also, the thesis it does not directly address fault tolerance,

this will be included as future work (in communications and especially D2D fault toler-

ance is inherent in some of the solutions, as e.g., mode selection, handover). Additionally,

in future work the framework can be enriched with new technologies like D2D caching,IACOVOS IO
ANNOU
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as well as software-driven Functional Metasurfaces (as shown in [293]) and BlockChain

technology.

8.4 Concluding Remark

Overall, the thesis demonstrates that the DAI framework offers the following advan-

tages: i) fast network control with less messaging exchange and reduced signalling over-

head; ii) fast decision making; iii) support of self-healing mechanisms and collaboratively

can act as a self-organising network by executing in any disaster, e.g. Mode Selection or

handover; iv) can capitalise on existing implementations (e.g., Artificial Neural Networks

[17]) for tackling any other D2D Challenges or any other 5G and 6G challenges; v) can

support mMTC; vi) can support eMBB; and vii) it can be parametrised at any time by

the telecom operator.

Furthermore, this thesis provides different illustrative example solutions on how the

DAI framework and BDIx agents can be adopted to satisfy 5G/6G challenges.
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Appendix A

A.1 DAIS and DSR Common Terms and Parameters

The terms and parameters used for DAIS but also utilized and used for DSR are

provided below:

• D2DSHR: D2D Relay/D2D Single-hop Relay

• D2DMHR: D2D Multi-hop Relay

• D2DCH: D2D Cluster Head

• WDR: Weighted Data Rate (Used only in DAIS)

• SR: Sum Rate ((Used only in DSR))

• MAXUsersCH: Maximum Users Supported by a D2DCH = 200

• MAXQueryD2DRelayDistance: Maximum distance for querying D2DSHRs = 200m

• MAXDistancetoFormCluster: Maximum distance of D2D devices from the D2DSHR

acting as D2DCH for accepting connections = 200m

• MAXSpeedToFormBackhauling: Maximum speed of the D2D device in order to

operate as D2D-Relay = 1.5 m/s (pedestrian)
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• MAXDistanceMultiHop: Maximum distance of a D2D device from the nearest

D2DSHR in order to operate as D2DMHR = 1000m

• MAXDistanceMoveAway: Maximum distance that a D2D device acting as D2D

Client/D2DSHR moves away from its connected D2D-R, in order to rerun the Trans-

mission Selection Algorithm (DAIS/DSR) = 200m

• PERCDataRate: This is associated with the WDR Threshold in DAIS and the LDR

Threshold in DSR. Its value is expressed in percentage (%) and considered by a

D2D device68 in order to: i) decide the Transmission mode that will operate; or ii)

decide if and how the D2D Network structure will alter (see also Section 6.1.3.1)

• DeviceBatteryThreshold: This is associated with the BPL Threshold. This threshold

determines the minimum value (in percentage) that the remaining battery level of a

D2D device must be, in order to be able to become a D2DSHR or a D2DMHR and

accept connections from other D2D devices (see also Section 6.1.3.2).

• maxD2DSHR: The D2DSHR with the maximum WDR (for DAIS) or SR (for DSR)

within MAXQueryD2DRelayDistance distance from the D2D device that is running

the Transmission mode Selection algorithm (DAIS or DSR). The formulas used to

estimate this parameter can be found in Appendix A.2.

• maxD2DMHRNoConnections69 : The D2DMHR with the maximum WDR (for

DAIS) or SR (for DSR) and with no connection links with other D2DSHRs/D2D

Clients located within MAXDistancetoFormCluster distance from the D2D device

68A D2D device that is running the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm (DAIS or DSR)
69The selected D2DMHR will change transmission mode to D2DSHR and the D2D investigated Device

will connect to it as D2D Client.IACOVOS IO
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that is running the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm. The formulas used to

estimate this parameter can be found in Appendix A.2.

• maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR70 : The D2DSHR with the maximum

WDR (for DAIS) or SR (for DSR) and with no connection links with other D2DSHRs/D2D

Clients located within MAXDistanceMultiHop distance from the D2D device that is

running the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm. The formulas used to estimate

this parameter can be found in Appendix A.2.

• maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR71 : The D2DSHR with the maximum WDR (for

DAIS) or SR (for DSR), but worst than the one of the D2D device that is running

the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm, and with no connection links with other

D2D Clients located within MAXDistanceMultiHop distance from the D2D device.

The formulas used to estimate this parameter can be found in Appendix A.2.

• maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop72 : The D2DMHR with the maximum WDR (for

DAIS) or SR (for DSR) and with no connection links with other D2DSHRs/D2D

Clients located within MAXDistanceMultiHop distance from the D2D device that is

running the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm. The formulas used to estimate

this parameter can be found in Appendix A.2.

• WeightedDataRateSelectedD2DR : The Link Data Rate among Candidate D2D

and maxD2DR.

70The selected D2DSHR will change its transmission mode to D2DMHR and the D2D device running
the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm will set its transmission mode to D2DSHR and will connect
to it.

71The D2D device running the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm will select the D2DMHR mode
and the D2DSHR will connect to it

72The D2D device running the transmission Mode Selection algorithm will set its transmission mode to
D2DSHR and connect to the D2DMHR.
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• DR: The data rate among the candidate D2D Device and the BS.

• DataRateThreshold: Its value is expressed in percentage (%) and considered by

a D2D Device73 in order to do quality check, when a Device is valuable to connect

as client to the D2D Relay Device.

• SelectedD2DR: A Selected D2D Relay from the D2D Relays that when the Can-

didate D2D connects to, it achieves the maximum Sum Rate compared to the other

D2D Relays. If the D2D Candidate considers to be D2D Client the distance con-

straint (MAXDistancetoFormCluster) is taken under consideration.

• DataRateSelectedD2DR: The Link Data Rate among Candidate D2D and Se-

lectedD2DR.

• SumRateIfSelectD2DClient: The Sum Rate of whole network plus the DataRate-

SelectedD2DR.

• D2DRSelectedD2DMHRorBS: A Selected D2D Multi Hop Relay from the D2D

Multi Hop Relays that when the Candidate D2D connects to as D2D Relay or

D2D Multi Hop Relay, it achieves the maximum Sum Rate compared to the other

D2D Multi Hop Relays. If the D2D Candidate considers to be D2D Relay the dis-

tance constraint (MAXQueryD2DRelayDistance) is taken under consideration, also

If the D2D Candidate considers to be D2D Multi Hop Relay the distance constraint

(MAXDistanceMultiHop) is taken under consideration.

• SumRateIfSelectD2DR: The Sum Rate of whole network plus the link among the

D2D Candidate device and the D2DRSelectedD2DMHRorBS when D2D Candidate

is D2D Relay.

73A D2D Device that is running the Transmission Mode Selection algorithm (Sum Rate)
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• SumRateIfSelectD2DMHR: The Sum Rate of whole network plus the link among

the D2D Candidate device and the D2DRSelectedD2DMHRorBS when D2D Candi-

date is D2D Multi Relay.

A.2 DAIS and DSR Common Formulas for Parameter Estimation

Please note that the mathematical formulation of the above parameters and terms is

shown in the Table 36.

Notations Mathematical Representation

d
√

(UEx1 −D2Dx2)
2 + (UEy1 −D2Dy2)

2

maxD2DSHR D2Dj where WDRD2Dj = (MAX(WDRD2Di)∃ D2Di where d ≥ MAXDistancetoFormCluster

∧WDRD2Di ≥ (WDRUEi + PERCDataRate ∗WDRUEi) ∧ i ∈ D2DSHR

∧ COUNT (D2Dig

WHERE g servedby i) <= D)

maxD2DMHRNoConnections D2Dj where WDRD2Dj = (MAX(WDRD2Di)∃ D2Di where d ≥ MAXDistancetoFormCluster∧

WDRD2Di ≥ (WDRUEi + PERCDataRate ∗WDRUEi) ∧ i ∈ D2DMHR ∧ COUNT (D2Dig

WHERE g servedby i) = 0)

maxD2DSHRNoConnectionsToBeD2DMHR D2Dj where WDRD2Dj = (MAX(WDRD2Di)∃ D2Di where d ≥ MAXDistancetoFormCluster∧

d ≤ MAXQueryD2DRelayDistance ∧WDRD2Di ≥ (WDRUEi + PERCDataRate ∗WDRUEi) ∧
i ∈ D2DSHR ∧ COUNT (D2Dig WHERE g servedby i) = 0) ∧

D2DDevicePoweri ≥ DeviceBatteryThreshold

maxD2DSHRToUseUED2DMHR D2Dj where WDRD2Dj = (MAX(WDRD2Di)∃ D2Di where d ≥ MAXDistancetoFormCluster ∧

d ≤ MAXQueryD2DRelayDistance ∧WDRD2Di � (WDRUEi − PERCDataRate ∗WDRUEi)

∧ i ∈ D2DSHR ∧D2DDevicePoweri ≥ DeviceBatteryThreshold

maxD2DMHRToUseAsMultiHop D2Dj where WDRD2Dj = (MAX(WDRD2Di)∃ D2Di where d ≥ MAXQueryD2DRelayDistance∧

d ≤ MAXDistanceMultihop ∧WDRD2Di ≥ (WDRUEi + PERCDataRate ∗WDRUEi) ∧
i ∈ D2DMHR ∧ COUNT (D2Dig WHERE g servedby i) = 0) ∧

D2DDevicePoweri ≥ DeviceBatteryThreshold

Table 36: Algorithm Notations and Mathematical Representations of Parameters
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Appendix B

B.1 Distributed Artificial Intelligence Power Reservation Plan based on TP

The Distributed Artificial Intelligent Power Reservation (DAIPPR) plan (see Alg. 8)

will be executed when the D2D-Relay Battery Power Level reduces less than a threshold

(i.e., 50%; this threshold can be set by the operator). The aim is to prevent D2D-Relay

battery drain and lose of connections of the D2D-clients it serves. Additionally, in order for

the plan to be triggered, the D2D-Relay checks first if with TP alteration, the following are

met: i) the percentage change of PC (as formulated in Eq. 54) is more or equal with 50%;

and ii) the percentage change of SE (as formulated in Eq. 55) is less or equal with 15%.

It is important to highlight here that these values are selected empirically by considering

extensive simulation and the results provided in Table 21.

MinPCtp(UEs, app) = min
x=60,...,160

(fpc(UEs, x, app)) (54)

MinSEtp(UEs, app) = min
x=60,...,160

(fse(UEs, x, app)) (55)

G(UEs, trapower, app) =
fpc(UEs, trapower, app)−MinPCtp(UEs, app)

fpc(UEs, trapower, app)
× 100 (56)

T (UEs, trapower, app) =
fse(UEs, trapower, app)−MinSEtp(app)

fse(UEs, trapower, app)
× 100 (57)
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Algorithm 8 Distributed Artificial Intelligent Power Reservation (DAIPR) Algorithm
for reducing Transmission Power

1: D2DSHR D2DMHR: The D2DSHR or D2DMHR Device

2: BatteryPower: Battery Power Level

3: D2D Clients: The number of D2D Clients that D2DSHR D2DMHR serves

4: TP: The Transmission Power of the communication link between the D2DSHR D2DMHR and the BS/D2DMHR

5: TP acceptable min: Minimum acceptable TP

6: StatiStics PC: Array with the Transmission Power change and PC change % for DAIS for 0 - 1000 D2D devices

7: StatiStics SE: Array with the Transmission Power change and SE change % for DAIS for 0 - 1000 D2D devices

8: NumberOFUEs: The total number of D2D devices UEs under our D2D communication Network taken by LTE ProSe

9: procedure PowerReservationAlgorithm(StatiStics PCNumberOFUEs,

StatiStics SE(NumberOFUEs), BatteryPower, TP,

BatteryPower, D2D Clients)

10: if BatteryPower 5 50 % ∧ D2D Clients = 1 then

11: Set Operation TP with TP acceptable min

12: for all elements ∈ StatiStics PCNumberOFUEs do

13: Set percentage change as percentage change of investigated element

14: Set Investicated TP as the Transmission Power of investigated element

15: if (percentage change = 50%) then

16: Set percChangeofPCInvesticated TP = percentage change

17: end if

18: end for

19: for all elements ∈ StatiStics SENumberOFUEs do

20: Set percentage change as percentage change of investigated element

21: Set Investicated TP as the Transmission Power of investigated element

22: if (percentage change 5 15%) then

23: Set percChangeofSEInvesticated TP = percentage change

24: end if

25: end for

26: if ∃(count(percChangeofPC) = 1 ∧ count(percChangeofSE) = 1) then

27: Sort elements of percChangeofPC in descending order base of the Perc. Ch.

28: Sort elements of percChangeofSE in increasing order base of the Perc. Ch.

29: set Found false

30: for all get tp from Perc. Ch. element ∈ percChangeofPC do

31: for all get tp2 from Perc. Ch. element2 ∈ percChangeofSE do

32: if ∃(tp ≡ tp2 ∧ tp 6= TP ) then

33: Set Operation TP tp

34: Set Found true

35: break

36: end if

37: end for

38: if (Found) then

39: break

40: end if

41: end for

42: end if

43: end if

44: end procedure
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ABSTRACT [in Greek language] 
 


  Τα δίκτυα κινητής τηλεφωνίας νέας γενιάς, όπως το 5G και το επερχόμενο 6G, 


αντιμετωπίζουν πολλές τεχνικές προκλήσεις για την επίτευξη των πολύ φιλόδοξων 


προτύπων που θέτει η έρευνα και η βιομηχανική κοινότητα. Αυτές οι τεχνικές προκλήσεις 


περιλαμβάνουν: i) να υποστηρίζουν ένα πολύ μεγάλο αριθμό συσκευών στο ίδιο δίκτυο. ii) 


να παρέχουν μια εξαιρετικά αξιόπιστη επικοινωνία χαμηλής καθυστέρησης · iii) να είναι 


δυναμικά και προσαρμόσιμα · και iv) να παρέχουν υψηλής ποιότητας και ποσότητας 


υπηρεσιών όσον αφορά το εύρος ζώνης. Λαμβάνοντας υπόψη τις παραπάνω προκλήσεις, 


ανακύπτουν συγκεκριμένα ζητήματα που σχετίζονται με τη διαχείριση και τον έλεγχο του 


δικτύου, συμπεριλαμβανομένου του αποτελεσματικού ελέγχου εγκατάστασης 


επικοινωνίας και της δυνατότητας για γρήγορη απόφαση και ανάκτησης δικτύου μετά από 


καταστροφή. Για την αποτελεσματική διαχείριση των παραπάνω ζητημάτων, απαιτείται 


μια κοινή προσέγγιση διαχείρισης και ελέγχου, με αυτόνομες και προσαρμόσιμες 


ενέργειες. 


  Στην παρούσα διατριβή, εμπνευσμένοι από τα αναμενόμενα οφέλη της υιοθέτησης 


προσεγγίσεων Τεχνητής Νοημοσύνης/Artificial Intelligence (AI) και Μηχανικής 


Μάθησης/Machine Learning (ML) στα δίκτυα 5G και 6G, προτείνουμε και αναπτύσσουμε 


ένα νέο πλαίσιο κατανεμημένης/distributed AI (DAI) με AI/ML ικανό να διευκολύνει την 


επίτευξη των φιλόδοξων στόχων που έχουν τεθεί. Το προτεινόμενο πλαίσιο DAI 


χρησιμοποιεί πράκτορες Belief Desire Intention (BDI) που επεκτείνονται με δυνατότητες 


ML. Αναφερόμαστε σε αυτούς ως πράκτορες BDIx. Οι πράκτορες BDIx βρίσκονται στις 


κινητές συσκευές και σχηματίζουν ένα σύστημα πολλαπλών πρακτόρων (MAS) που 


ενσωματώνει ασαφή λογική και νευρωνικό δίκτυο με οπισθοδιάδοση (Back-Proppagation 


Neural Network) για μάθηση ενίσχυσης στο αντιληπτικό/γνωστικό μέρος των πρακτόρων. 


  Για να αναδείξουμε τις δυνατότητες του πλαισίου DAI, εστιάζουμε στην πτυχή της 


επικοινωνίας μεταξύ συσκευών (D2D) σε δίκτυα 5G και πέραν αυτού. Η εγγενώς 


κατανεμημένη φύση της, με τεράστιο αριθμό συσκευών χρήστη/εξοπλισμού χρήστη (UEs) 


την καθιστά ελκυστική για την εφαρμογή και επίδειξη του πλαισίου DAI, 


ενσωματώνοντας πράκτορες BDIx στα D2D UEs. Το κύριο πλεονέκτημα της επικοινωνίας 


D2D είναι ότι δεν περιορίζεται από τις αδειοδοτημένες ζώνες συχνοτήτων και είναι επίσης 


«διαφανής» στο κυψελοειδές δίκτυο.  Δηλαδή, επιτρέπει στα γειτονικά UEs να 


παρακάμπτουν το σταθμό βάσης (BS) και να εγκαθιστούν απευθείας συνδέσεις μεταξύ 


τους. Επιτρέποντας αυτό, μπορεί να επιτευχθεί βελτιωμένη φασματική απόδοση, 


ενεργειακή απόδοση, ρυθμοί δεδομένων, ρυθμός μετάδοσης, καθυστέρηση, παρεμβολές 







 


και δικαιοσύνη. Οι προαναφερθείσες βελτιώσεις στις επιδόσεις του δικτύου αποτέλεσαν 


την αιχμή του δόρατος για έναν τεράστιο όγκο έρευνας στον τομέα των D2D, ο οποίος 


εντόπισε σημαντικές προκλήσεις που πρέπει να αντιμετωπιστούν πριν από την πλήρη 


αξιοποίηση των δυνατοτήτων τους στο 5G και 6G. Το πλαίσιο DAI αναμένεται να 


αποτελέσει υποστηρικτικό πυλώνα για την αντιμετώπιση αυτών των προκλήσεων.  


  Επιπλέον, μέσω του συγκεκριμένου παραδείγματος της επιλογής τρόπου λειτουργίας στο 


D2D 5G, σχεδιάζουμε και αναπτύσσουμε ένα λεπτομερές σχέδιο πλαισίου λύσης DAI 


(DAIS), συζητάμε τις πολυπλοκότητες υλοποίησης και τις τεχνολογικές πτυχές και στη 


συνέχεια υλοποιούμε τον αλγόριθμο/το σχέδιο DAIS, που εκτελείται από τους πράκτορες 


BDIx σε ένα στατικό καθώς και ένα δυναμικό δίκτυο με ταχύτητα και κατεύθυνση. 


Επιδεικνύουμε τα οφέλη του, όπως για παράδειγμα τις δυνατότητες του πράκτορα BDIx 


στην ενδοεπικοινωνία και τη συνεργασία με αποτελεσματικό, κατανεμημένο, αυτόνομο 


και ευέλικτο τρόπο, προσφέροντας έτσι βελτιωμένες επιδόσεις. Πραγματοποιούνται 


εκτεταμένες προσομοιωτικές αξιολογήσεις, χρησιμοποιώντας αντιπροσωπευτικές μετρικές 


(φασματική αποδοτικότητα και κατανάλωση ενέργειας), τις γνωστές μετρικές ποιότητας 


υπηρεσιών και ικανοποίησης πελατών (QoS και QoE), προσαρμοσμένες μετρικές (D2D 


Effectiveness, Stability και Productivity Metrics) και ειδικές μετρικές (Cluster Formation, 


Message Exchange και Control Decision Delay). Επιπλέον, πραγματοποιείται συγκριτική 


αξιολόγηση σε στατικό περιβάλλον έναντι του Distributed Sum Rate (DSR) που έχει 


σφαιρική γνώση, καθώς και δυνητικά ανταγωνιστικών τεχνικών, όπως η Fuzzy Adaptive 


Resonance Theory (Fuzzy ART), Density-Based Scan (DBSCAN), Gaussian expectation-


maximization (G-MEANS) και Minimum Entropy Clustering (MEC), προσαρμοσμένες 


στις ανάγκες της επικοινωνίας D2D. Επιπλέον, πραγματοποιείται συγκριτική αξιολόγηση 


σε δυναμικό περιβάλλον έναντι της προσέγγισης Distributed Sum Rate (DSR) που έχει 


σφαιρική γνώση, καθώς και δυνητικά ανταγωνιστικών τεχνικών, όπως η Enhanced Single 


Hop Relay (SHRA). Στη διατριβή συζητούνται και αναλύονται σημαντικά διδάγματα, 


καθώς και μελλοντικές εργασίες.  


  Συνολικά, η διατριβή αποδεικνύει ότι το πλαίσιο DAI μπορεί να προσφέρει γρήγορο 


έλεγχο του δικτύου με λιγότερη ανταλλαγή μηνυμάτων, μειωμένη επιβάρυνση 


σηματοδοσίας και γρήγορη λήψη αποφάσεων. Επίσης, μπορεί να υποστηρίξει 


μηχανισμούς αυτό-θεραπείας και συνεργατικά μπορεί να λειτουργήσει ως αυτό-


οργανωμένο δίκτυο. Επιπλέον, μπορεί να αξιοποιήσει υπάρχουσες υλοποιήσεις, π.χ. 


τεχνητά νευρωνικά δίκτυα, για την αντιμετώπιση οποιωνδήποτε άλλων προκλήσεων D2D 


ή οποιωνδήποτε άλλων προκλήσεων 5G και 6G. 


 







 


 


ABSTRACT [in an international language] 
 


 


New generation mobile networks, such as 5G and forthcoming 6G, face many technical 


challenges in reaching the very ambitious standards set forth by the research and the 


industrial community. These technical challenges include: i) support for a very large 


number of devices under the same network; ii) to provide an ultra-reliable low latency 


communication; iii) to be dynamic and adaptable; and iv) to provide high service quality 


and quantity in terms of bandwidth. 


Given the above challenges, specific issues related to network management and control 


arise, including efficient communication establishment control, and a fast decision and 


disaster recovery. To handle above issues effectively a joint management and control 


approach becomes necessary, with autonomous and adaptable actions. 


 


In this thesis, inspired by the expected benefits of adopting Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 


Machine Learning (ML) approaches in 5G and 6G networks, we propose and develop a 


novel Distributed AI (DAI) framework with AI/ML able to facilitate the achievement of 


the ambitious goals set forth. The proposed DAI framework utilises Belief Desire Intention 


(BDI) agents extended with ML capabilities. We refer to these as BDIx agents. The BDIx 


agents reside on the mobile devices forming a multi-agent system (MAS) integrating Fuzzy 


Logic and Back-Propagation Neural Network for Reinforcement Learning at the 


perception/cognitive part of the agents. 


 


To illustrate the potential of the DAI framework, we focus on the aspect of Device-to-


Device (D2D) communication in 5G and beyond networks. Its inherently distributed 


nature, with a vast number of user devices/User Equipment (UEs) make it appealing for the 


application and demonstration of the DAI framework, incorporating BDIx agents in the 


D2D UEs. The main advantage of D2D communication is that it is not constrained by the 


licensed frequency bands and also it is transparent to the cellular network.  That is, it 


permits adjacent UEs to bypass the Base Station (BS) and establish direct links between 


them. By enabling this, improved spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, data rates, 


throughput, delay, interference and fairness can be achieved. The above noted 


improvements in network performance spearheaded a vast amount of research in D2D, 


which identified significant challenges to be addressed before realizing their full potential 







 


in 5G and 6G. The DAI framework is expected to be a supporting pillar in addressing these 


challenges.  


 


Furthermore, through the specific example of Mode Selection in D2D 5G, we design and 


develop a detailed DAI Solution (DAIS) framework plan, discuss implementation 


complexities and technology aspects, and then implement the DAIS algorithm/Plan, 


executed by the BDIx agents at a static and dynamic network with speed and direction. We 


demonstrate its benefits, like for example the BDIx agent's capabilities in 


intercommunication and cooperation in an efficient, distributed, autonomous and flexible 


manner, thus offering improved performance. Extensive simulative evaluations, using 


representative metrics (Spectral Efficiency, and Power Consumption), the well known 


quality of service and customer satisfaction metrics (QoS and QoE), custom made metrics 


(D2D Effectiveness, Stability, and Productivity Metrics), and specific metrics (Cluster 


Formation, Message Exchange, and Control Decision Delay), are carried out. Additionally, 


a comparative evaluation is performed in a static environment against Distributed Sum 


Rate (DSR) with global knowledge, as well as potentially competing techniques, such as 


Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory (Fuzzy ART), Density-Based Scan (DBSCAN), 


Gaussian expectation-maximization (G-MEANS) and Minimum Entropy Clustering 


(MEC), customised to the needs of D2D Communication. Moreover, a comparative 


evaluation is performed in a dynamic environment that has speed and direction against 


Distributed Sum Rate (DSR) approach with global knowledge, as well as potentially 


competing techniques, such as Enhanced Single Hop Relay (SHRA). Important lessons 


learned are discussed and analysed in the thesis, as well as in future work.  


 


Overall, the thesis demonstrates that the DAI framework can offer fast network control 


with less messaging exchange, reduced signalling overhead and fast decision making. 


Also, it can support self-healing mechanisms and collaboratively can act as a self-


organising network. Additionally, it can capitalise on existing implementations e.g., 


Artificial Neural Networks for tackling any other D2D Challenges or any other 5G and 6G 


challenges. 


 


 







